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Abstract

Therehasbeena greatdealof researchinto students'useof exampleswhen solvingproblemsin
textbooks.Much of this work hasbeenwithin the frameworkof analogicalproblemsolving
(APS). Indeedmany researchers
believetheycanbuild adequatemodelsof how studentslearn
and solveexerciseproblemsby analogyto worked examples.In the first part of this thesisI
arguethat this view of problemsolving from examplesis inappropriateand often misleading.
Most studentslearninga subjectfor the first time tend to imitateexamples.Imitative Problem
SolvingUPS)is a weakform of analogicalproblemsolving. APSaccountsassumethat a solver
has a representationof an earlierproblemin memory. The difficulties involved are accessing
that sourceproblemand adaptingit to solvethe currentone. WSdoesnot assumethat the source
is representedin memory,and evenwhen thesourceexampleis available(asin textbook
examples),the studentmay not understandit well enoughto be ableto adaptit to new situations.
The secondpart af the thesis
for
both
interpretation
theory
texts and the
analysing
an
presents
behaviourof solvers
using thosetextsto solveexerciseproblems.
The third part applies the interpretation theory to the solution explanationof a simple algebra
word problem. Wherean exampleproblemfails to map directly onto an exerciseproblem,or
whereinferenceshave to be madeto understandit, the solver win be unableto imitate the
exampleand hencewill have difficulties in proportion to the mappinginequalitiesbetweenthe
two problems. That is, the interpretationtheory allows us to predict preciselywhere solvers
will havedifficulty using an exampleto solvean exerciseproblemof the sametype.

vii

The final part presents experimental tests of these predictions. Ihe results confirm that the
interpretation theory analysis can correctly identify possible areas of difficulty for the student
due to a) the way an example problem is structured, and b) the nature of the transfer task.
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Chapter I- Introduction -A learning episode

Chapter I
episode

1.

INTRODUCTION.

-A

learning

Introduction

The researchpresented in this thesis is
leam'from
how
texts, It
people
concernedwith
deals specifically with how novices learn from examples, and how these examples are
presented in teaching contexts. This chapter presents a learning scenario with two aims.
The first is to clarify the goals of the thesis, and the second is to frame the issues to be
considered. The scenariois a problem solving episode which occurred during the training
of a subject learning a simple AI programming language. The learning episode will be
referred to throughout the thesis; first, to Identify the Issues that will be dealt with;
second,to act as a framework for discussing previous research;and third, as a yardstick
against which tojudge the merits of the researchpresented here, I shall attempt to show
that the research reported here can make substantial contributions, at a finer grain of
analysis than previously attempted, to our understanding of how novices tackle problems
early in their attempts to learn a new domain of knowledge. Furthermore, the text
analysis explained in this thesis shows how textbook writers can improve their
Presentation of material so as to increasethe probability that students will understand
the text at the same time as increasing the rate at which they learn from It, One of the
main conclusionsIs that part of the Vame' for any misunderstandings or misconceptionson
the part of novices should be shifted from the novices themselves to their teachers.

Learningand
from examplesinvolve an interactionbetweenthe learner,
solving
-problem
the problem,and the domain representedby the text. Ideally, characterizingthis
I
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interaction requires information about the prior knowledge of the problem solver, a
detailed analysis of the problem itself and of the text in which the problem is embedded.
People do not readily learn what they do not understand. One of the main points that
emergesfrom the studies reported here is that we should make few assumptionsabout
what a learner is supposed to know. This approach partially shifts the burden for
successfulproblem solving and learning from the learner to the teaching text.

A leaming episode
In this sectionwe shall examinethe behaviourof a subjectattemptingto solvea problem
in a programminglanguagecalledSOLO. Thesubject'sbehaviour,the problem,and the
detail.
First
look
in
be
the
text
all
of
we
shall
at some
some
examined
will
nature of
aspectsof SOLO in general before looking at parts of the teaching material which the
before
look
described
to
had
The
is
then
on
at the nature of the
we
go
subject
subject
read.
problem she was asked to solve, and the verbal protocol she gave as she attempted to
solve it.

2.1.

The domain: The SOLO programming language

SOLOis an Al programminglanguagedesignedby MarcEisenstadtaspart of a cognitive
SOLO
Items
1978/1983).
in
(Eisenstadt,
the
University
Open
the
psychologycourseat
databaseare in the form of node-relation-node
triples and written in the form node--Triples
be
DOG.
ISA
to
FIDO
be
An
added
can
a
retation->node.
examplewould
-->
-databaseusing a procedurecalledNOTE,and removedfrom the databaseusing a
KISSES
JOE'
MARY
'NOTE
FORGET.
For
typing
at the
example,
->
procedurecalled
SOLOprompt would add that triple to the databaseand SOLOwould respond:
OK...
MARY

I

KISSES--> JOE

If the user were then to type 'FORGET MARY - KISSES--> JOE' the triple would be
removed from the database.

User-definedproceduresarewritten by typing 'TO' followedby theprocedurenameand a
Each
in
/X/.
the
in
Parameters
thus:
if
step
enclosed
slashes
are
parameter, necessary,
DONE
lets
line
'DONE'.
final
for
types
is
the
the
where
user
procedure numberedexcept
SOLOknow that the end of the procedurehasbeenreached.An exampleof a user-defined
GREATwhen
'IS
SOLO
that
be
that
someone
prints
out
one
where
proceduremight
look
like
SOLO
In
it
this:
is
the
would
parameter.
added
someone
as
SOLO;TO PRAISEIV
2
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I PRINT /X/ "IS GREAT"
DONE
Those parts in bold typeface indicate what the user has to type in. The parts in normal
type are generated by SOLO itself.
The user can check to seeif a triple is in the databaseby using the CHECK procedure.
CHECK can be used in two
JOE
SOLO
KISSES
MARY
CHECK
would
cause
ways:
->
to respond 'PRESENT,if the triple MARY
In
JOE
its
KISSES
exists
already
-->
databaseor "ABSENT' if it does
be
CHECK
used along with a wild-card
also
can
not.
representedby a question mark: CHECK MARY - KISSES--> ?. If a triple such as
MARY -- KISSES
SOLO
by
database,
in
the
is
will
respond
<some
node> present
->
instantlating the value found
JOE,
in
this
to the
triple,
the
case
the
of
node
at
second
wild-card variable and printing PRESENT:JOE.
When CHECK is used

have
be
to
control-statements
procedure,
within a user-defined
added to tell SOLO what to do if the third node of a triple is either present in the
databaseor absent, If
/X/
LIKES
BEER/
CHECK
in
'1
1
types
the
->
at step
user
SOLO generatestwo lettered
PRESENT.
be'1A
If
'and'IB
IF
Here
they
would
substeps.
ABSENT:' The user has to specify what SOLO should do in either of these conditions.
The control-statement EXIT
CONT=E

from
that
the
SOLO
procedure
at
to
point;
exit
causes
tells SOLO to go on to the next numbered step. Here is an example of a

procedure called PRAISE that CHECKs whether someoneLIKES BEERand then either
PRINTs something if the
database
to
if
triple
the
beer
Re
does
a
new
or
adds
no
person
match is found:
SOLO: TO PRAISE IX/
CHECK
/X1
:I
...
-- LIKES .. > BEER
1A
IF
CONTINUE
PRESENT.
GREAV#
IV
PRINT
"IS
.....
113
EXIT
IF
TEETOTAL;
ABSENT:
W
IS
NOTE
>
.....
---:2 PRINT "I REALLY ADMIRE" W 'I'S TASTE"
: DONE
If PRAISE BILL is then
BILL
LIKES
13EER
is
triple
the
present in the
and
entered,
->
database,the program would first print BILL IS GREAT. The control statement
CONTINUE passes
2,
SOLO
"I
REALLY
the
to
step
and
would
print
step,
next
control on
ADMIRE BILL 'S TASTE". If the triple BILL
did
LIKES
BEER
in
the
not
exist
--->
database,then at step 1B the procedure would add BILL
IS
TEETOTAL
to the
...
->
databaseand then EXIT without going on to step 2.

3
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2.2.

Recursion in the SOLO manual

This section examines the structure of the Appendix to the SOLO manual where recursion
is introduced. The aim is to identify the goals of the writer based on the way recursion is
presented and explained.
In the SOLO manual, a procedure known as INFECT is presenteda number of times in
do
build
is
forms.
is
What
to
the
on a simple procedure that
writer
attempting
various
FLU)
/X/
HAS
database
(NOTE
the
triple
to
>
until eventually a recursive
adds a
--linked
by
is
to
that
the
triple
that
that
of
a
series
nodes
are
adds
procedure constructed
is
increasingly
it
INFECT
In
the
elaborated
until
procedure
words,
other
relation.
same
includes a recursive call to itself in the final version.
The first INFECT procedure is very simple and has the effect of adding a triple to the
database(for clarity each version of the INFECT procedure is numbered here, so this
version is INFECT[1]).
Supposewe defined a procedure called INFECT as follows,
TO R*JFECTIXI
I NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
DONE

If SOLO'sdatabasecontainedthe following description:
MARIA
I
ISA ---> WOMAN
I

and we typed in:
SOLO: INFECT MARIA
SOLO would respond as follows:

4
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OK
MARIA
I

I -- ISA -> WOMAN
HAS ->

FLU

Notice that thereis no statementof what the INFECTprocedureis for. The writer
assumesthat the readercaninfer what the programis designedto do.
A new version of the INFECT procedure (INFECT[21)is then given along with a statement
that 'if HARRY gets the FLU then JOAN gets it as well. ' This is followed by the new

defWtion:
TO NFECT /X/
I NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
2 CHECK /X/ -- KISSES
?
2-AIF PRESENT:NOTE
HAS --> FLU; EXIT
2B IF ABSENT: EXIT
DONE
(The asterisk after NOTE in the above definition Is a variable which is instantiated to
whatever matches the T in step 2).
is
At this point the text invites the
if
INFECT
HARRY
happen
to
would
reader say what
now typed in. An explanation of how SOLO would respond Is then given which includes a
diagram:
ICSSES
person

person

FLU

A hypothetical databaseis then presenteddiagrammatically:

5
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JANE

JOE

LIZ

The writer then asks what the above diagram would look like if INFECT LIZ is now
typed in. The result is:
JANE

JOE

LIZ

HAS

The explanation goes on to point out that JANE remains unaffected, whereaswe would
expect such a procedure to INFECT JANE as well.
The text goes on to say that 'we want (the procedurej to keepon happening/ and that the
procedure would 'keep on happening' If one substepwas altered. The text then gives the
reader the chance to say what that alteration might be before providing it. In line ZA of
HAS -> FLU has been
the latest INFECT procedure (INFECT(31)the NOTE
replaced by INFECT *.
TO INFECT /X/
I NOTE /X/ -- HAS--> FLU
2 CHECK /X/ -- KISSES--->?

INFECT - EXIT
2A IF PRESENT:
2D IF ABSENT.EXIT
DONE
INFECT[31 Is then explained and three verbal analogies are introduced: a 'reserve pool, of
football players waiting on a bench to go into action; the idea that procedures such as
INFECT and NOTE are regarded as 'experts' at a particular task, and an analogy with
passing a baton in a relay race, The text then presentsa new database:
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LIZ

I--- KISSES---> JOE
JOE

I ---KISSES

JANE

JANE

I

KI$SES --- > HENRY

HENRY

I ---SMOKES

CIGARS
-->

The reader is then

UZ
INFECT
the
to
how
SOLO
given
imagine
to
would
respond
asked
new database, The answer is given and explained using the 4expert'analogy. The concept
of recursion is further developed by pointing out two aspects-the concept of the recursive
call (the procedure 'keeps on happening'); and the concept of the halting condition. In
SOLO this is
usually IF ABSENT: EXIT.

-

Thefirst part of the SOLOAppendix is illustratedin figure 1.11. In the figure each
exampleproblemstatementis representedby A and the solutionby B. Exerciseand in-text
questionsarerepresentedby C and thesolutionsby D. Therationalefor this nomenclature
is givenin Chapter3. The
For
'takes'
the
at
text
the
example
reader.
where
show
arrows
row b the readeris askedhow SOLOwould respondif INFECTHARRYweretyped in
is
The
giventhe definition of INFECT(21
then
in
by
132
given
a.
answer
row
represented
(Di) and the text
INFECT
definition
how
the
of
most
recent
from
that to explain
goeson
would processIIýFECTHARRY, The le' superscriptin B20indicatesthat the solution is
beingexplained. The
diagrams.
Diagrams,
line
to
the
some
reader
explanationpoints
analogies,and suchlike are shownasB-prime'asin 13'2
in row b.
In rOWa theAi

blem,
to
the
is
pro
of
fact
there
statement
that
no explicit
representsthe
,
which the first INFECTprogramis a solution. Thedotted line at row c showswhere the

lFig"res

theorypresented
1.7,1.2and 2.3arepresented
hereto gizea :flavour'of howtheinterpretation
In this thesis
thefill
them
to
to
4fter
The
interested
return
Care
readerMay
canbeusedto 4nalysetexts.
"Planationof thetheoryin Chapter3.
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C2.
In
look
find
have
the
to
to
to
question
row e the explanation of
answer
reader would
SOLO's response (W) constantly refers to the three analogiesgiven earlier (D'3 in row d).
A- APPENDIX: MOREADVANCEDFLOWOF CONTROL
A. 1 Propagating Inferences through the data base
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Iteration in the SOLO manual

The next few sectionsof the Appendix go on to discuss iteration and iteration along with recursion.
They will be discussed only briefly since most of this part of the text is not directly relevant to the
solution to the problem the subject was given.
Section A. 2 of the SOLO Appendix goes on to discuss iteration which is explained by presenting an
The
limitations
the
SJUSS
(with
was).
problem
of
what
of
statement
called
no
example solution
SUSS
incorporating
SOLO
leading
discussed
SUSS
to
of
a
new
version
the
on
a
new
are
procedure
find
for
is
to
EACH
CASE
CASE
OF.
The
FOR
EACH
all
matches
a
used
construct
construct
following
database
the
For
identical
than
example,
relation.
one
particular node with more
contains several LIKES relations:
FIDO

I-

ISA --> DOG

I -- HAS ->
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LIKES --> ROVER
I -- LIKES --> BEER
I
I -- LIKES
SLEEPING
>
---

FOR EACH CASE OF FIDO - LIKES . -> ? would identify the three nodes ROVER, BEER and
SLEEPING that follow the LIKES relation. The iterative SUSSprocedure given in the text is:

SOLO:TO SUSS,
/X/
PRINT "HERE ARE THE THINGS" /X/ "LIKES'
:1
...
?
FOR
LIKES
EACH
/X/
CASE
OF
:2
->
...
2A:
PRINT
THEM"
OF
*
"IS
ONE
.....
:3 PRINT "I CAN'T THINK OF ANY MORE"
: DONE
Given the current description of FIDO [above]
If we now typed in
SOLO: SUSSFIDO
SOLO would respond
HERE ARE THE THINGS FIDO LIKES
ROVER IS ONE OF THEM
BEERIS ONE OF THEM
SLEEPING IS ONE OF THEM
I CAN'T THINK OF ANY MORE
The text then presentstwo further examplesand invites the reader to work out how SOLO would
respond. The solutions are given along with an explanation.
The next section of the SOLO manual, section AA, describeshow FOR EACH can be nested within
other FOR EACH constructs. This is illustrated with a new version of a procedure called
CRAVETESTwhich was originally introduced in section 7.4 of the manual. SectionsA. 2 and A. 3
are represented in figure 1.2.
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A. 2 Eliminating the restriction that FIDO LIKES only one thing at a time
MB3

.......................

TOSUCE!,
!i
I.
Liza ý3
x
.ýI.........................

f)

J To
SUSS
Tos
S
13
4 /X/
JX/
2

g)

E
Cg

h)

section

"A
nowe
con-

howman,
UmesIs
INT
activallec

P89 -4E

83

!J
II FOREACH
now
con.

cellf

Do

CASEOF

e To sUss
/X/

U4
-->

twice

zero

BM
4

SUSS
/X/

Do reason

A.3 FOREACHwithinFOREACH
L
7.4 n g-clýg
I substepIn FOR sectl
TOCRAVETEST
EACitFOREACH
Ao
Bo
/ X/
assubstep

9
Co

Section A. 4 explains that the CHECK node -- relation -> ? construct is obsoletewhen the FOR
EACH construct is first used. A new version of an earlier program called BOOZETESTis used to
illustrate how the FOR EACH construct makes the CHECK construct redundant.
Section A. 5 explains limitations on the use of variables. A new version of SUSSis used (SUSS[3])
to explain why. However, the SUSSprogram is an example of a violation of the rule restricting
the use of variables.
Section A. 6 explains how to edit a program within a substep. The EDIT procedure is explained by
editing the latest version of a procedure called CRAVETESTwhich was introduced in an earlier
part of the book. The final section comparesiteration and recursion and shows how they can be
used in conjunction. It begins with two diagrams representing iteration as 'fanning out' and
recursion as "propagating'. The diagrams used are:

iteration:
nodeI

start

NO
Ice
0t%
tý6a%ý
r
relation

node2
node3
etc
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recursion:
relation
relation
relation
relation
> node I>
node3>
node2>

start

etc

The final definition of the INFECT procedure (INFECT(4]) is then given along with a brief
explanation of how it works:
TO INFECT /X/

1 NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
2 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ -- KISSES
2A:
INFECT*
.....
DONE
:
...
The FOR EACH construct allows us to 'fan out' to discover everyone whom /X/ happens to
kiss, while the recursive use of WECT at sub-step 2A allows us to propagate the 'contagious'
flu to everyone along a chain of KISSESrelations.
The final part of the Appendix is
in
NFECT
The
figure
1.3.
in
raw n relates
procedure
represented
back to the original WFECT program at the beginning of the chapter (A2).
section
7.3
k

? Is now obsolete

A.4 CHECK node ... relation
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2.4.

The subject

Prior to solving the problem presented in the next section the subjecthad just finished the
introductory SOLO manual. Shedid not know any other computer programming language.
She had had a great deal of experiencein learning from expository texts in the previous
few years (e.g., tax law) involving complex problem solving tasks. It is therefore likely
that she came to the SOLO training manual with certain expectationsabout how such
texts should be structured. Indeed, there are several places in her study of the text where
she said she would have preferred the text to give her the chance to 'think creatively'.
She gives an example of this when she says:
it would have beenpossibleto put in some sort of sentence...question to encourageme
to think about it. Like, say, something like, can you think of a problem that arises
far?
been
told
so
given what you've
That is, she wanted to be allowed to reflect more on the text, or simulate example
These
before
having
them
comments are perhaps surprising given the
explained,
programs
large number of in-text questions In the manual asking the reader to predict how SOLO
would respond to a particular piece of code.
During her learning of SOLO she showed further evidence of learning strategiesin which
3.1
3-2).
For
A.
A.
(see
Appendices
interpret
and
to
the
read
material she
she attempted
(pages
5
6)
the subjectmade the
discussed
diagrams
the
and
above
example, on seeing
following statement:
I'm suddenly being thrown a diagonal line LIZ KISSESJOE KISSESJANE, I don't
has
if
don't
know
that
diagonally,
I
been
drawn
any significance
they've
and
why
LIZ,
INFECT
in
if
is,
be
then,
type
But
it
to
we
saying
particularly.
what seems
becauseLIZ KISSESJOE,JOE will end up having flu, but It doesn't seemto take
her.
KISSES
JOE
because
having
flu
have
JANE
to
as well
another step

The subjecthas thereforenoted on studying the diagramsthat JANEis not affectedby the
to
that
has
discussion
She
in
text
the
out
the
on
point
goes
which
pre-empted
procedure,
JANEshouldbe INFECTedaswell JOE.Thesubjectnotes:
readsparagraphI on page80
Yes,in other words only onenodecancompletethe asteriskvariablething, sowe
back.
keeps
it
loop
and'addingon andnot exiting
coming
on
sort
so
of some
reallyneeda
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until it's been through everybody that's been kissed by whatever person has been
infected in the chain.
Again the subject pre-empts the discussion, and, in the process,generatesthe hypothesis
that a 'loop' is needed. On reading the final recursive definition of RqFECT[3]on page 80,
she comments: 'In other words it loops.' Sheseemsalready to have generatedher own
model of recursion similar to the 'loop' model discussedby Kahney (1982).

Whenthe text goeson to explainrecursionwith the threeanalogiesof a 'reservepool of
football players, 'passingthe batonin a
relay race'and 'experts',the subjectpoints out
that shedoesnot find themuseful:
I don't find the big paragraph right in the middle of page 80 any help at all.,
Mainly, I should think, becauseit doesn't seem strange that a procedure can activate
itself. And the whole of that big paragraph starts off, 'If it seemssomewhat strange
that a procedure can activate itself'. It doesn't seem any stranger than the
explanation that's given. Generally speaking I haven't found any of the analogies
anywhere in this book any use at all, including the 'passing of a baton from one runner
to the other in a relay race' for flow of control.
The first three excerpts above from her study of the training manual show that she
attempted to draw inferences and generatehypotheses from the material as she read it.
This kind of text processing is
by
Chi,
Lewis,
Bassok,
'self-explanations'
to
as
referred
Relmann & Glaser (1989)
and Chi & Bassok (1989)or the 'reflective' understanding
discussed by Hiebert & Lefevre (1986).
her as
therefore
classify
would
researchers
-These
a 'good student'.

2.5.

The problem

When she had completed her

study of the SOLO manual, the subject was presented with

the following problem:

Imaginea ramblingfour-storeyhousewith a basement.A SOLOdatabasedescribing
part of the houselooks like this.
ATTic

I

OVER ---> 13EDkOOMI
BEDROOMI
I

13
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ISA --> ROOM
OVER ->

LANDING

LANDING
I
I- ISA --> PLATFORM
I
I- OVER
CUPBOARD
CUPBOARD
I
I- OVER

LOUNGE

LOUNGE
ISA --> ROOM
I

OVER -> KITCHEN

KITCHEN
I
I ISA -> ROOM
I
OVER -> BASEMENT
I
13ASEMENT
I
I- HAS --: > CONCRETEFLOOR,
Now ima&e

that, after a severe frost, the water tank in the attic bursts.

Write a SOLO program called FLOOD to represent the fact that if the water tank in
the attic bursts then the attic and anything below it get flooded.
Once the program has run, the items in the databaseshould contain the following
description:
ATrIC
I
I -- OVER
BEDROOM1
I
I- IS -> FLOODED
BEDROOMI
I
ISA --> ROOM
I
I
OVER -> LANDING
I
I
I
IS -> FLOODED
LANDING
II
I-

14
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I
I -- IS --> FLOODED

etc.
Theproblemis isomorphicto the recursiveINFECTproblemon page80 of the SOLO
form:
following
had
the
An
for
INFECT
database
manual.
the
problem
example
LIZ
ICSSES--> JOE
JOE

I ---KISSES --- > JANE
JANE
I
--KISSES --> HENRY
HENRY
I
SMOKES ---> CIGARS
The INFECT and FLOOD problems are isomorphic in that both involve a chain of nodes
linked by the same relation name. In the INFECT problem, the chain relation looks like
this:
KISSES
KISSES 010,
KISSES
LIZ ;;ýý
00, jtuNrl
HENRY
JOE
-with each node linked by the KISSESrelation. In the FLOOD problem, the chain relation
looks like this:
AMC

=

BEDROOMI

OVER

MS-OVER
;PP,CLT130ARD
LANDING

OVER
OVER
MSEMENT
>- KrrCHEN
LOUNGE

with eachnode Iked by the OVERrelation. The differencebetweenthe two lies in their surface
structures'. That is, the relationand nodenamesaredifferent. Furthermore,the 'cover stories'for
the two problemsarenot the same.The INFECTstory involvesthe spreadof 'flu through kissing
and the FLOODprobleminvolvesa burst water tank in an attic. On the surface,both problemsare
entirely different. Only in termsof their underlying structureare they similar.
The relevant solution to the INFECT
problem was:
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TO INFECT IXI
1 NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
2 CHECK /X/ - KISSES -> ?
2A IF PRESENT:INFECT *, EXIT
2B IF A13SENT:EXIT
DONE

The solution to the FLOOD problem wasTO FLOOD /X/
I NOTE /X/ - IS -> FLOODED
2 CHECK IXI - OVER -> ?
2A IF PRESENT:FLOOD *, EXIT
2B IF ABSENT: EXIT
DONE
7he two solutions above have an identical structure. The value names in bold type in the
R*TCr program can be replaced with the corresponding values In the FLOOD program
thus (=* means 'maps onto'):
INFECT =-*FLOOD
HAS
FLU

IS
FLOODED

KISSES=ý OVER

The FLOODprocedurewill thereforework through the chainof OVERrelationsjust as
the INFECTprogramworted through the chain of KISSESrelations. The side effectof
the INFECTprogramis to NOTE that whatevernode /X/ is instantiatedto HAS FLU.
The side effect of the FLOODprogram is to NOTE that the particular part of the building
representedby the variable/X/ IS FLOODED.Whenthe programworks through to the
end of the chainand no moretriples canbe found by the CHECKat line 2, theprogram
exits at line 2B.

2.6.

Analysis of the protocol

Theproblemsolving protocolthat follows hasbeendivided into a numberof problem
solving 'phases'that describedifferent aspectsof the subject'sbehaviour. The phasesare
1) 'problem understanding,2) 'elaboration'..3) "search'.4) 'comparison',5) 'imitation', and
6) 'evaluation'.
16
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2.6.1. Problem understanding phases
In the problem understanding phases,the subject is exploring the problem spacetrying to
find a representation of the problem that will allow her to solve it. Understanding
involves generating inferencesfrom the text of the problem before attempting to write the
code that will translate the problem representation into the form of the solution.
2.6.2. Elaboration phases

During this phasethesubjectexploressomeof the inferencesshehasgeneratedin some
detail. It includesan examinationof how someof theseinferencescanbe relatedto her
knowledgeof SOLOand thepossiblesubgoalsher programshouldcontain.
2.6-3. Search phases

The searchphaseoccurswhen the subjectreachesan impasse;that is, her problemsolving
is blockedand thesubjectsearchesthrough the SOLOtextbooklooking for an exampleor
the explanationof a conceptthat might help in solving the problem.
2.6.4, Comparison phases

In the comparisonphase,the subjecthasfound a plausiblyrelevantexampleand compares
it to the statementof the targetproblem, Here the subjectis looking for similarities and
differencesbetween the
example problem and the current one,
2.6.5. Imitation phases

An imitation phaseoccurswhen the subjecttries to usethe exampleto help solvethe
currentproblem. To do this shecopiesthe exampleproblemby substitutingdifferent
valuesfrom the targetprobleminto the source.
2.6.6.

Evaluation phases

In the evaluation
her
'goodness'
is
trying
to
the
of
solution or
the
phase,
assess
subject
Partial solution to the problem., Evaluating a solution often means going back to the
textbook to seeif the solution fulfils some criterion the subject assumesto be necessary
before the program
will work

17-
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Somephasescan be subsumed under others. Elaboration,for example,is an aspectof
problemunderstanding.In understanding the problem the subject generatesinferencesand
tries to see where these inferences lead in terms of the SOLO program. Similarly, when
evaluating a solution the subject may compareit to other example solutions.
Problem understanding phase (1)

First the subjectreadsand then rereadsthe problem.
SI (Subject):

Reads problem

E (Experimenter): And if you look back over the problem questioncould you say
which bits you're looking at.
S1-

Yeah. Well, I'm going to read the whole lot over again,
Reads databaseout loud.
Next the subject classifies the problem.
SI:
E:

This is recursion rather than iteration. If that helps at all.
Why do you say that?

$I - Well, becauseit's not the fan-shaped thing, it's the line-shaped thing on page
91 of the book,
(SI gives this page numberfrom memory- shedoesnot refer to the book)
E"
What are you looking at?
si:

rm looking at this again. I'm looking at the second page (of problem). Wen,
the first thing that I'm going to have to do is define a FLOOD procedure

The important aspect of this episode is how she managesto classify the problem. it
appears that the subject already has some kind of representation of the structure of
recursion problems in SOLO. This representation is basedon a diagram of recursion as a
chain relation, The subject refers to this without looking it up in the book Furthermore,
the subject infers from the structure of the problem's databasethat recursion should be
used. The databasecan be construed as a successionof nodes (parts of a house) one overthe
other which become flooded as water passesthrough them. On page 91 of the textbook,
the diagrammatic representations of databasesthat support Iteration and recursion do not
refer to a specific database. The diagrams are abstract. For example the 'line-shaped

thing' the subjectrefersto is given on page91as:
relation
relation
relation
relation
h,
m,
aI
t
star
node
node2
node3
pp
pw
PPW- etc
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An examplewould be:
KISSES
00,JOE
LIZ

KISSES

KISSES
Ii- HENRY
JANE

It seemsthat the subject therefore already understands the relation between such a
representation and the form of the database. Classifying the problem is a first step to
solving it, but not a guarantee that the subject necessarilyunderstands recursion (although
on her original reading of the text the subject showed evidence of having generatedsome
form of 'loop' model of recursion). Although she may have an abstract Idea of the concept
of recursion, this does not guarantee that she can write a specificrecursive procedure to
solve the problem.

2.6.2.

Maboratingthe problem

In the next few episodesthe subject switches her attention to working out what she can
legitimately incorporate into the program based on the problem statement, There Is
information in the text of the problem that is not included as part of the database. For
example, the problem statement mentions that there Is a severe frost and that the water
tank bursts. Theseproblem features are not necessaryto the program the subject is required
to write, In the extract that follows, the subject feels that one of these aspectsshould be
represented in the program she has to write, despite the fact that the problem -requires
her simply to write a program that generatesATTIC IS FLOODED, BEDROOMI IS
FLOODED, etc. as a side-effect. The problem statement mentions that the water tank in
the attic bursts but there is no mention of a water tank in the database. The subject
therefore infers that, since the problem states that the water tank bursts, that fact should
form part of the FLOOD
procedure.

Em,and the thing that'ssort of causingme immediatethoughtsis: doesmy FLOOD
procedureattually have to mention the fact that the water tank in the attic bursts,
andI supposeIt does.
She has therefore'elaborated

her
that
problem model
the
so
problem statement
on
includes a representation the water tank bursting.
of
In the next section the
is
the
her
be
of
problem
to
that
representation
aware
subject seems
not sufficiently constrained. She talks of the 'depth' the program should have, by which
she meanshow much extra information it should have, The phrasing of the problem
statement has led her to conclude,that she should represent the fact that there is a water
tank and that It bursts. Although the
'imagine
that
the
water
to
the
solver
problem asks
tank in the attic bursts, it
FLOOD
to
SOLO
represent
'Write
called
program
also says:
a
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the fact that if the water tank in the attic bursts then the attic and anything below it gets
flooded' (italics added). The word 'if' createsan inconsistency: the subject has to either
write a program consistent with 'imagine that the water tank bursts' or one which is
consistent with 'if the water tank bursts'. The question was therefore badly phrased.

I'm not quite sureexactlyhow muchdepth theprogramneedsme to have. I meandoes
it needme to have somewherein the databasethe fact that thereis a tank in the
attic, for instance?
In the next section the subjectprocessesthe problem again from the point of view of her
'elaborated' problem representation. That is, she looks at it under the assumption that it
should include some representation of the water tank bursting. This representation leads
to an impasse, however, since the subject wants to encode the fact that, if the water tank in
the attic bursts, then anything below it gets flooded, but the fact that the water tank is in
the attic is not In the database.
Well, my problem is that, at the moment, the databasedoesn't contain the fact that
there is a water tank in the-attic, and therefore it's difficult to have... I mean, I was
thinking, you see, of starting something like CHECK WATER TANK IN ATTIC
BURSTS. Well, I mean, obviously it wouldn't say that, but, I mean, something that
would check that sort of thing. But since the databaseat the moment doesn't have
the fact that there Is a water tank in the attic, then, em, that makes it a wee bit
difficult, doesn't it?

2.6.3.

Search phase

At this point the subject has reached a 'block! or impasse. In order to get out of it she looks
back at the book. Her search, at first, Is 'general', that is, she looks back through the
textbook for help without looking for information on a specific concept. This is
characterized as a 'search'phase. Her search quickly becomesmore focused so that she
ends up reading the book from the point of view of understanding the conceptof recursion.

E.

oK, I'm going to look backat my little book to seeif it cangive me any ideas.
Which pageare you looking at?

Sl:

I'm not looking at any particularpage,I'm lookingat page90but not for any_

SI:

particular reasonbecausethere'snothing on it that's of any particularuseat the
moment, Maybeit would help if I sort of worked backwards.MaybeIt would help if
I read the bit aboutrecursion.7bat seemssensible,doesn'tit?
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2.6.4.

Comparison phase

Here the subject finds an example of recursion (INFECT[3]) and reads it through with a
view to understanding the concept of recursion. She contrasts this with the problem
representation she had formed of the exerciseproblem solution and decides that her
'elaborated' problem representation is unnecessary. She explicitly contrasts what SOLO
'needs to know' with what a person would infer from the problem. That is, the SOLO
model of the problem is different from her mental model of the situation described in the
text of problem.
OK I don't have to have the fact... I'm looking on page 80, em... which has given a
new definition of the INFECT procedure so that it keeps on recurring through it. So I
probably... Right, OK It was just to make... you see,em- I just thought it would be
a bit clearer,not from the SOLO point of view, but simply clearer from the point of
view of someonelooking at it if the water tank was in it, but that doesn't really
matter an awful lot, does it?

SOit's going to start off with, em,stepl NOTE ATTIC IS FLOODEDwithout actually
going a stepbehind that to explain why the attic is flooded in the first place. I think
that's the only way I can start really, isn't it?
2.6.5.

Imitation phase (1)

Having establishedthe

belongs,
having
test
the
to
problem
and
which
classof problems
found an exampleof
by
imitates
it
the
80
training
the
subject
simply
manual,
oneon page of
exchangingthe valuesin the examplesolution with thosein the targetproblem. The
programshehaswritten is successful.
Em,and I'm still looking at page80because...
why not? OK. Thenit's going to be
now...now I canseealreadythat I'm gongto be putting in CHECKATrIC is...OK. So
it's not goingto be NOTEATTIC it's goingto beNOTE/X/, I n-dghtaswen get to
there. Em,right, NOTE /X/ IS FLOODED
CHECK/X/ OVER?
2a IF PRESENT...IF PRESENTFLOOD
writes
Now this little thing I'm jotting down is simply copyingwhat'sOApage80 for the new
INFECTprocedurethen I'm going to haveto
readit and discoverthat I've got to, sort
Of... well anyway...
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writes
Right so far what I've written down is
TO FLOOD /X/
1 NOTE IXI 15FLOODED
2 CHECK /X/ OVER?
IF PRESENT-FLOOD *, EXIT
2a
.
2B IF ABSENT. EXIT
DONE

The subject has mapped acrossthe foHowing:
TO KFECT /X/

map

TO FLOOD /X/
I NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
ii
I NOTE /X/ -

map
IS -> FLOODED

2 CHECK /X/ - KISSES--> ?
iii
2 CHECK IXI - OVER -->
IF PRESENT-INFECT
i
If PRESENT:FLOOD

map
?

EXIT
EXIT

map

IF ABSENT- EXIT
i
IF ABSENT, EXTr

2.6.6.

map

Evaluation phase

Sofar the subjecthaswritten the problemdown on paperand hasnot yet enteredthe
databaseor her programonto the computer. Had shedonesoand tried FLOODAMC the
programwould havegeneratedthecorrectresponse.As It is, thesubjectnow entersan
-'evaluation'phasein which she attemptsto ascertainIf the solution would work,
particularly in termsof how the recursivecall would work-
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Now I just simply can't remember from the last time I did this whether that will
take us right through everything, or whether that will simply take us through one
further
bit
book
it;
I'm
on.
just
to
a wee
caseof so
going read my
2.6.7.

Search phase (2)

To checkon the solution the subject once again looks through the training manual.
This is page 82. And I'm looking on to the iteration, but that doesn't matter.
I've decided that doesn't matter becausewe're not doing a fan thing here we're doing

Sl:

a line thing, but I may be wrong. In fact I may be seriously wrong.
reads p92.
2.6.81

Imitation phase (2)

In this episode,the subjectmapspart of the training problemsolution(INFECTRI)onto
the exerciseproblem. Note that the subjectmakes'a$matchingerror' when shefails to
but
is
imitated
a
INFECT
kind
*.
This
change
* to FLOOD
a
problem
when
occurs
error
of
valuefrom the sourceproblem(the training problem)is not adaptedto the targetproblem
(theexerciseproblem). Although this error is more in the natureof a slip of the tongue
than an error, it doespoint up the extentto which the subjectis imitating the source
problem.
In fact, I'm now looking at page 92 and I suspect that what I want is something rather
more like the INFECT thing on there w hich Is NOTE /X/ IS FLOODED and then
have a FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ OVER ? INFECT 11,Right that's probably what I
need, isn't it?
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/
KISSES
--->?
map
FOR EACIJ CASE OF /X/

OVER
->?
-

INFECT
i
matching error
INFECT *

Thesubjectin this
episodehascorrectlyinferred that a versionof the exerciseproblem
basedon this
examplewould alsowork.
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Problem understanding phase (2)

2.6.9.

In the next sectionthe subjectagainrereadsthe problemand attemptsto understand
anotheraspectof it. In this caseit is whether the attic getsflooded alongwith the rest of
the building. In her first solution the attic did get flooded. Indeed,shechangedNOTE
ATTIC - IS -> FLOODEDto NOTE /X/ - IS -> FLOODEDearlieron, so this aspect
of the problem did not causeany difficulty at that time. However,the wording of the
questionhas led to confusionon thepart of the subject,eventhoughtheproblemstatesthat
when the programhasrun, ATTIC - IS-> FLOODEDis oneof the outcomes,
I'm sort of looking...

I'm... I'm just basically, as you've gathered, copying the

examples in the book, and the one on page 92, em... is...
E:

What are you looking at now?

Sl:

I'm looking at the first page of the problem just to see exactly what the

question's asking.
reads: "If the water tank in the attic bursts then everything below it gets flooded. "
The attic itself doesn't have to get flooded? Is that correct? Or does the attic too get
flooded? Well, I mean, it... It implies that the rooms below it get flooded but the
attic doesn't necessarily.
E:
You can assume the attic gets flooded as well.
SI: Right, OK I'm going to try my first problem and seewhat happens, This is
because I really haven't a clue.
The subject is not confident that she has adequately understood the problem yet and
decides to try the first solution. By this time, the subject has mapped two source problems
with different structures onto the target problem. They are:
TO INFECT /X/
I NOTE /X/ --- HAS -> FLU
2 CHECK /X/ -- KISSES-> ?
2A IF PRESENT*MECT

*; EXIT

20 IF ABSENT: EXIT
DONE

and
TO INFECr /X/
I NOTE /X/ - HAS -> FLU
2 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ - KISSES-> ?
24
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2A: INFECT
DONE
Both sourceproblems would work as models. Whether or not the subject knows this is

unclear,
2.6,10.

Imitation phase (3)

The subject has now typed in the databaseand the first line of the solution. She once
has
it
looks
to
the
she
This
80.
solution
again
time she compares
at the example on page
already written and decides that it will work.
Em, NOTE /X/ IS FLOODED. Back, Back to... what page was I on, page 52 or
something? Page80, I'm on page 80.
reads
Yeah, okay I think the first example is probably going to work, isn't it?
The subject types in the program she has written and then FLOOD AIMC. The program
works.
Figure 1.4 shows the path the subject made in the textbook. The parts of the Appendix
which the subject ignores are blacked out. The large C box representsthe test question (the
FLOOD problem). The D box representsthe target solution. In the first part of her search
phase she finds INFECT[31almost immediately (the dark line marked '1'), She then uses
that solution to generatea solution to the FLOOD problem (line number 2). However, she
is still unsure if the
has
82
to
an explanation of
which
turns
page
solution will work so she
the WFECT[31procedure (line number 3) but she spendsvery little time on that page and
skips over the sectionson Iteration until she comes to the final INFECT[4] procedure, From
there she goesback to the
database
in
5)
the
types
(line
and
and
number
statement
problem
her original solution. Notice that the
detail
in
two
the
looks
are
any
at
she
only parts
INFECT solutions, INFECT[31
82,
look
brief
from
Apart
she
INFECT[41.
at
page
a very
and
does not read any the textual
of
explanations of the examples.
Although the text had
how
to
five
write a recursive
of
on
an
pages
explanation
spent
procedure, the subject was still unable to generatea solution Immediately even though the
solution was isomorphic to the NFECT procedure, The subject therefore had a mental
representationof recursion but could not remember an example in enough detail from her
original reading of the text to write a recursive procedure that would solve the problem.
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A second subject,whose protocol appearsin Appendix A. 3.6,did not recognizethe FLOOD
problem as an example of recursion. The subject looked through the manual for examplesof
how CHECK could be used and for examplesusing subprocedures.Eventually he came
across the final INFECT procedure (involving iteration and recursion) as he searched
through the book. The explanation there referred back to the earlier INFECT procedure.
The subject therefore went back to that earlier procedure and used it as a model. This
subject showed no evidenceof having learned the conceptof recursionnor the procedure for
writing one from a study of the manual.
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The issues
Each of the phasesof the problem solving scenario above throws up a number of issues.
Each issue in turn has important implications for our understanding of the processes
involved in problem solving and how the expository text can help or hinder those
processes, The issuesinclude: how the subject representedthe problem, how she managed
to classify it; what similarities she saw between the test problem and the INFECT[31
example; how she used the example to solve the problem; how she used the text itself, and
why the text failed to equip her with the knowledge necessaryto solve the problem
without her having to search through the textbook. These issuesare explored briefly here
and in more depth in subsequentchapters.

3.1.

Problem representation

In the first problem understandingphase,the subjectsimply read the statementof the
from
it.
To
then
problems
examplesrequiressomekind of
of
solve
problemand
rereadparts
representationof the test problem,aswell asof the examplesand the conceptsin the
subjectdomain. The first issuethereforeis how we cancharacterizethe kind of
from readingit, Thesecond
representationof the problemstatementthe solvergenerates
concernswhat assumptionswe canmakeabouthow well solversunderstandthedomain
from readinga text and the examplesit provides,
One further related issue is the kind of elaborations solvers make of the problem. This
depends on their prior knowledge. General world knowledge will allow them to generate
a number of inferencesbasedon the situation described in the text. Domain-specific
knowledge allows them to generateinferencesabout how the situation described in the
problem relates to conceptsin the domain and any known procedure for solving this type of
problem. The ability to generate domain-general and domain-specific inferences will
determine how well a problem is understood,
When categorizing the problem the subject refers to two diagrams which she called the
'line-shaped thing' and the "fan-shaped thing, These are pictorial representations of the
types of databaseon which iteration and recursion can work. Diagrams such as these form
a $ridgebetween the presumed prior knowledge of the subjectand somenew concept
which the text is trying to convey. For example, the concept of a chain of relations was
illustrated by a line of different nodes linked by the same relation. In this way, the
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diagram allows the reader to 'see,2 what a chain of relations means. Such rebetween
the
'intermediate
form
representationsof a new concept
representation'
an
reader's prior knowledge and the new concept.
The verbal analogiesused in the textbook to help explain novel conceptswere not useful to
this particular subject, For example, she saysPages40 and 41.1 hate this automated telephone directory example. I don't think It
makes anything clear at all. I can understand the automated telephone directory
analogy only becauseI understand throughout the whole book what I'm required to
do, and therefore I can understand the example. But it works that way round, and not
the other way round which is presumably the intention.
However, expository analogies of this kind are often used in textbooks to allow the reader
to extract the commonalities between the analogy and the novel concepts they are
intended to illustrate. As such they also form a type of intermeýlate representation of new
constructs. However, and most importantly, they can only work If the analogy Is with
conceptsthe reader already knows and understands, The telephone directory analogy
seemsto have failed in its usefulnesswith this particular subject. Her understanding of
SOLO's relational database
the
the
her
of
automated
to
analogy
understand
allowed
telephone directory, which was the opposite effect from what the writer intended.

both
Another important Issueis thereforethe role suchintermediaterepresentations,
diagrams(including
in
like)
play
the
analogies,
verbal
and
pictures,graphs,tablesand
helpingpeopleunderstand
expositorytexts.

3.2.

Problem similarity

Having read the
What
it.
aspects of the
problem the subject successfully classifies
problem (or her representation of it) allowed her to'do so? Classifying the problem In
terms of the underlying
had
She
Immediately.
to
it
her
did
to
solve
not allow
principle
find some procedurefor
in
the
instantiated
The
examples she
It.
was
procedure
solving
found,

2The'qu4SiVi$U41
(1991)
by
Dennett
discus$cd
is
natureof thephenomenology
of comprehension'
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There are a number of issuesInvolved in understanding what makes two problems similar.
An important distinction to make in this regard is between surface similarity and
structural similarity. Two problems are superficially similar if they have the same
'cover story'. They are structurally similar if they involve the same underlying principle
or solution procedure, The only example used in the SOLO textbook to explain recursion
involved people infecting others with flu if they kissed them. The test problem given to
the subject involved a water tank flooding all the floors beneath it. On the surface the
two problems are different. 7he underlying procedure for solving them is identical,
however.

A common goal of teaching texts is to explain how to solve problems that are superficially
dissimilar but structurally similar. Although several pages were devoted to explaining
how to write a specific program that WECTs a series of people with flu, the text did not
succeedin explaining how to solve other problems of the same type. That is, it failed to
equip the reader with a procedure for solving other similar problems,
There are other aspectsof problem similarity which merit discussion. For instance, in
what ways do novices and experts seeproblem 'similarity? What effects do variations
between problems have on the people's ability to solve them? Is there some way of
measuring these variations? When an example solution is used to help solve a test
problem, how are the two 'mapped' - that is, what are the relations between the example
and the exerciseproblem? The paradigm used In studying how analoguesare seenas
similar and how they are subsequently used has been that of analogical problem solving
(APS). Much of Chapter 2 revolves around a discussion of whether APS is a useful
paradigm to use in attempting to understand the processesinvolved in within-domain
problem solving.

3.3.

The role of hints

Thesubjectin the abovescenariofound an examplewithout beinggivenany explicithint to
do so. One of the main difficulties in analogicalproblemsolving is retrievinga relevant
sourceexamplefrom memorythat will help solvethe currentone. Whensolvershave
formed somekind of representationof a targetproblem,they haveto usethat
representationto accessa plausibly relevantrepresentationof someearlierproblemfrom
memory. Whensubjectsareunableto solvethe currentproblem,their representationof it
is likely to be incompletein someway, If it is incomplete,then it is becausethe underlying
structureis not fully known or understood.Forexample,in theFLOODproblemthesubject
understandsthe problemstatement.Shedoesnot understandimmediatelyhow to
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translateher representationof the problemstatementinto SOLOcode. That is, she does
not know how thesurfacefeaturesof the problemrelateto the underlyingstructure.
It is unlikely that a solver with an incomplete representation of either the target or the
source will be able to accessan earlier problem on the basis of structural similarities. For
the novice, superficial similarities provide the main cues to retrieval of a plausibly
relevant source analogue. When there are no surface similarities, a hint is often needed
before subjectscan retrieve a useful analogue. In the caseof the subject described here, she
found a relevant analogueby searching through the text for an example of recursion. She
did not accessthe INFECT example through being given an explicit hint or becauseshe
had a representationof it in memory. A hint would have made her searchunnecessary and
speededup the solution process.

3.4.

The role of examples

When the subject found

had
to
in
textbook,
the
she
all
a plausibly relevant source example
do was to replace the
in
target
the
the
values
in
the
with
program
source
particular values
problem. That is, TO INFECT was replaced by TO FLOOD, KISSESwas replaced by
OVER, INFECT * was replaced by FLOOD *. The subject was able to identify these
correspondences.This is not always the case. Somesubjectsin an experiment by Kahney
(1982)were unable to identify the
INFECT[3]
between
the
program and an
correspondences
isOmOrph(the SHOOTUP
from
fired
is
in
above at various objects
gun
program which a
piled up on a table).
Just as subjects
between
finding
problems which
find
in
difficulties
correspondences
may
are dissimilar in their surface features, so they may find even more difficulty if the
underlying procedure has to be adapted in some way. When the example is isomorphic
the subject simply has to identify the
between
two
the
problems and
correspondences
replace them. However, if the structure varies, then finding correspondencesis no longer
sufficient. Adapting the example requires the subject to understandit at,a deeper level
than that of the
surface features.
By substituting

become
that
aware
certain
to
from
solvers
target
a source,
values across
a
aspectsOf a problem
values
allows
Making
of
specific
out
variables
or procedure can vary.
the solver to
the
salient
out
beyond
abstract
the
and
problems
go
the specific context of
structural properties, When this happens, the solver has begun to induce the problem's
When
underlying schema
the
type,
the
same
further
it
of
problems
and can apply to
(1982)
subjecthad completed the FLOOD
Kahney's
problem, she was presented with
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SHOOTUP problem. She solved it without difficulty and without reference to the
textbook. In other words she had learnedhow to solve simple recursion problems in SOLO.

3.5.

The role of the text

At various times the subject refers to the difficulties she has in understanding the problem.
What happens when novices are faced with difficulties they are unable to resolve
immediately? How do they use textbooks to get round these 'impasses'? In the 'search
phases' the subject searchesthrough the book for help in overcoming her difficulties. This
search might involve a search through the book for anything that looks like it might be
relevant, or guided by the need to clarify a specific concept. Whatever type of search the
subject engagesin, it is important to know what aspectsof the text determine how well
this search will succeed. Both subjects in the SOLO experiment looked at example
solutions. Very rarely did they look at the surrounding text.
In the above scenario the subject finds the MECT[31 example and copies it. In generating
her first solution she does not refer to the text around the example. Only when she finds
she is unsure whether her program will work does she glance at the text for more
information about recursion. Naturally there will be Individual differences in the
strategies people have in using textbooks, and in their acquaintancewith different types
of expository text. An important issue is therefore whether expository texts have or
should have a canonical form, and how well a particular text conforms to it.
Textbook writers have to make a number of assumptions about what a reader has learned
at different points throughout the book Although the subject had recently learned about
recursion and could recognizethe problem type, she was still unable to remember in detail
how it worked. The subject was asked to solve three test problems in SOLO. The first
(given above) involved recursion. The second involved iteration but also required the
subject to integrate information from much earlier in the textbook. There was no isomorph
to the second test problem in the textbook. This problem proved extremely difficult for
both subjects,even though the information required to solve it had been given at various
places throughout the book.

The third problemthe subjectwas giveninvolved both iterationand recursion(see
Appendix A.3.3,4).ThesubjectsolvedIt immediately. Somehowthe subjectlearned
Thefinal issueis how
somethingduring her two previousproblemsolvingexperiences.
teachingtextsenhancelearningand the role examplesplay in achievingthat end.
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The struct'Ureof the thesis
The points raised in the scenariopresented here are explored in more depth in Chapter 2.
The use novices make of exampleshas been the field of study of researchersin analogical
problem solving (APS). However, solving problems by analogy meansgoing beyond the
surface featuresof problems and understanding in what way analoguesare related in terms
of their underlying structure. Successfuluse of an analogy meansrecognizing that two
problems share the same relational structure and being able to apply that structure to the
current problem. APS is contrasted with imitative problem solving (IPS) which does not
require a solver to recognize the relational structure. Many of the difficulties that have
been identified in the APS literature
if
be
we assume that
parsimoniously
can explained
solvers do not always know what the underlying structure of analoguesis.
IPS has important

In
design
texts.
for
teaching
order to examine the
the
of
ramifications
use novices make of examples in texts, Chapter 3 presents an interpretation theory for text,
task and protocol analysis. It
different
be
to
texts
at
analyzed
the
of
structure
allows
grain sizes;from the sequenceof examples,explanations, intermediate representations,
and SOOnthat texts provide, down to the fine structure of individual example problems.
The use Of the interpretation theory to
is
text
then
of
a
view
a
give coarse-grained
presented. The analysis (of a LISP computer programming book) identifies, even at a
coarsegrain, where the reader may have to make inferencesto understand the
explanations provided, particularly the explanation of the relation between a problem
statement and its solution,

13Y
anllYzing individual problemsat a finer grain, we canseewhat mappingsan example
solutionprovidesbetweena problem'sgivensand the form of thesolution, An analysisat
this level alsoindicates
in
solution
procedure.
the
of
a
explanation
there
gaps
are
where
Whensuch
gapsoccur,solverswill havedifficulty understandingthe solution structure.
The Mapping between
detail.
The
in
be
considerable
two analoguescan also analyzed
analysis can indicate where inferenceshave to be made and where the mapping has to be
be
adapted to the novel
the
to
have
to
example,
an
made
Where
adaptations
problem.
analysis reveals just how 'distant' the target problem is from the source. The theory
therefore provides
how
demonstrates
4
Chapter
a metric of transfer between problems.
be
S"nPle word problems
the
can
solution procedure
and the explanations they include of
analyzecl to reveal how
be.
likely
to
they
are
effective

Fromsuch fine-grained
predictions
make
can
we
individual
a
problems
comparisonof
aboutexactlywhere in
Especially
difficulty,
when
have
likely
to
a problemnovicesare
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the examplehas to be adaptedin someway to solvea novel problem, In Chapter5 these
predictionsare testedin a seriesof experimentsusing thesameproblemsasthoseanalyzed
in Chapter4. Theexperimentsalsoshowhow explanationsof word problemscanbe
improvedand how the subjects'assessment
of their own understandingof theexplanations
canbemademoreaccurate.
The final chapter recapitulates the main arguments of the thesis, 7bey are that the
structure of the text, and in particular the example problems it provides, determines to a
large extent the behaviour of the student who uses the text to solve new related problems.
Where solvers appear to be using the complex relational structure exemplified in a
training problem to solve an exerciseproblem, it is often the casethat they are in fact
unaware of the structure and are simply adapting the surface features of the example.
They are not therefore solving problems by analogy to the structure of the example but are
imitating it.
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Chapter 2 ANALOGICAL
PROBLEM
SOLVING AND IMITATION

1.

Introduction

In the scenariointroduced In Chapter I there was an Interactionbetweenthe problem, the
solver's prior domain-specificand domain-generalknowledge,and the textbook. The
solver went through a number of phasesin her problem solving and I pointed out someof
the aspectsof her problem solving behaviour which neededfurther explanation. In
formal domains,suchas the SOLOprogramming language,new conceptsare often
introduced and explainedby the useof examplesand studentsare expectedto usethem to
solve further problems of the sametype. It haslong beenrecognizedthat examplesare
'potent teachers'(Ross,1989a)and that skill acquisitiondependson the way examples
are
presentedin textbooks. Much of the researchinto this field has beenaimed at
understandinghow we solvenew problemsby analogyto previous examples.In other
words analogicalproblem solving (APS)hasbeen the generalframework into which this
kind of researchhas fitted. The goal of this chapter is to examineto what extent this
researcheffort helps us understandthe processesinvolved in using examplesto learn how
to solve new problems. I will argue that novicesmostly solve problemsby imitation,
which Is a weak form of APS. Section2 provides definitions for both APS and Imitative
Problem Solving (IFS),and the distinction Is thereafterused to assessthe result'sof
researchin this field.
Having reactthe problem, the subjectimmediately classifiedIt as belonging to a
particular problem category(recursion). Shemust thereforehave had some understanding
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of the conceptof recursion. That is, her representationof the problem must have beensuch
that it matched an internal representationof recursive problems in SOLOalready in her
memory. Shealso spent sometime trying to understandthe questionin sucha way that it
would lead to a useful solution plan. In other words shewas trying to understandthe
situation describedin the text in a way that would help her form a representationof the
problem in SOLO. Thenature of problem representationsand conceptualunderstandingis
discussedin section3 of this chapter.
How one retrieves a representationof an earlier problem basedon a representationof the
current one dependson how the original problem was encodedand what cuesare available
in one's representationof the current problem. One of the main difficulties in APSis
Chapter
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subject
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retrieving an
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searchingthrough the textbook guided
model
a
analogue at all.
retrieved suitable
by her original categorizationof the problem. Shemust thereforehave seensomekind of
similarity between the target and the retrieved baseproblem. Section4 examinesthe
complex nature of problem similarity.
In the imitation phase the subjectadapted the sourceto fit the target problem. Mapping
difficulty
The
has
in
APS.
further
to
of
solver
sources
and adapting an analogueare
identify thoseelementsin the sourcethat correspondto elementsin the target, The more
dissimilar theseelementsare, the more difficult this mapping will be. Furthermore, if
there are variations in the underlying solution procedure solvers will have difficulty
adapting it, The question of what featuresof a problem are perceivedas similar to an
features
those
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aspects
earlier problem reflectsa concernwith
features
features;
those
that are
the
that
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vary invariant - the structural features. The interplay betweensurfaceand structure,'and how
solversaccessand useexamplesare discussedIn section5.
The subjecthad previously learned the programming languageSOLOfrom a textbook that
introduced a number of unfamiliar concepts,which were presentedin a variety of ways,
There were textual explanations,diagrams,pictures and analogies,as well as concrete
examplesof how the new conceptswere used in SOLOprograms,,ThereIs virtually an
infinite number of ways in which suchexpository textscan be organized. The text
organization and the specificexamplesused will have a strong effect on how well a
student will be capableof solving later exerciseproblems. for example,although the
subjectclassified the problem correctly, she was unable to solve the problem immediately.
One reasonfor this is that she did not classify the problem accordingto the solution
procedureused to solve suchproblemsin SOLObut rather sheidentified the problem
according to an abstractrepresentationof recursiveproblemsgiven In the text as a
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diagram. Diagrams are often used to make perceptually explicit the interrelations
betweenfeaturesof a conceptor problem. Theyare a way of re-representingconceptsto
allow the student to abstractout the commonstructurebetweenthe original conceptand its
re-representation. Such 'Intermediate representations'are a half-way housebetween the
novel concept and the learner'sprior knowledge. Someof the difficulties facing textbook
writers in the way they organizematerial and introduce new conceptsare the subjectof
section6.
The subject'sschemaor partial schemafor recursionwas createdfrom her previous reading
of the textbook. It was subsequentlyactivatedby her reading of the problem. A schema
for a category of problems is a fairly abstractrepresentation. Training examplesin a
textbook are very specific. Wheredid this schemacomefrom? One might be Inclined to
wonder how novicescan possibly learn anything from imitating an example. Imitation
has,however, a strong pedigree, It is much used by children in their play. It is also a
sensiblething to do. If you have a goal and you have a model that achievesa similar
goal, it makes senseto use the model, whether you are fully aware of the logical
justification of the form the model takesor not. We have an innate senseof causality. We
know that events must have causes(whether we can find the right onesis Irrelevant to
this argument). Similarly, we know that the form of a problem structure (suchas a SOLO
program) must have somethingto do with its function (what the program is designedto
do). With experienceof a problem type we are able to abstractout the commonalities
betweenproblems and generalizeto new ones, This Inductive reasoningability is discussed
in section7.
Severalmodels of analogicalproblem solving are discussedthroughout this chapter,
Many of thesehave beenbuilt into Al modelsof learning and problem solving by analogy,
One of these,the PUPSprogram from Anderson, Boyle,Corbett, & Lewis (1990),is
discussedin section8.1 will arguethat suchprogramsare often very good modelsof human
analogicalproblem solving competencebut that they are poor modelsof human analogical
for
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this
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on theoriesof APS
problem solving performance.
reason
which assumetoo much on the part of the solver.
In conclusion,I argue that textbookwriters and APS theoristsalike make too many
assumptionsabout how novicesuseexamplesin expositorytexts. 'Theymay not remember
Orunderstandthe structure of complexproblems,and often cannotsolve them without a
great deal of effort. Writers should not, therefore,expecttransfer of learning from one
example to a new problem unlessthey provide a great deal of information to help the
novice to do so, The burden of responsibilityfor learning is thus shifted from the novice to
the text the novice uses.
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Analogical Problem Solving and Imitative Problem Solving
Very often the simplest way of solving a problem is to think of a similar one we have
solved In the past and use that solution. In expository textswriters makemuch useof
analogiesto explain new concepts,and they are often quite effectivein helping students
understand them. The flow of water, for instance,is traditionally used to explain the flow
of current in electricity. Indeed, 'flow' and "current' applied to electricity derive from that
analogy. Rutherford made the structure of the atom more comprehensibleby drawing an
analogy to the structure of the solar system, When analogiesare used in a pedagogical
context, their aim is often to allow the student to abstractout the sharedunderlying
structure betweenthe analogyand the new conceptor procedurethe studenthasto learn.
Writers hope that it can thereafterbe used to solve pew problems involving that shared
structure, Similarly, In a particular subjectarea,studentsmay be expectedto solve
exerciseproblems basedon examplesthat are analogousin that they involve the same
solution procedure, When an exampleis presentedas an analogyto help a student solve a
target problem, it Is in the belief that the student can abstractout the underlying structure
of the exampleand apply it to the new problem.
There is a fundamental flaw with the latter view of the role of examplesin problem
solving. An expert might be able to seetwo superficially dissimilar problemsas
analogous,but a novice is much lesslikely to seethem as such (Chi, Feltovich,& Glaser,
1981).just as there Is a distinction betweenlin uistic competenceand linguistic
performance,so there is a distinction between the fact that two problemsare analogous
and what novicesdowhen given an analogoussolution to help them solve a problem.
Novices may be aware that the structure of an analoguewill help them solve a new
problem with the samestructure (Gentner& Landers, 1985);that is, people have a certain
analogicalproblem solving competence.However, I will argue that novicesoften do not
solve problems by analogy for the simple reasonthat they do not know in what way they
are analogous. Instead, they attempt to imitate the example In the belief that the
exampleis analogousto the current problem. In other words their analogicalproblem
solving performanceshould be distinguished from their competence.

Analogical Problem Solving and Imitative Problem Solving
compared
2.1.

There are many definitions of analogy. Most of them emphasizethe mapping of a
systematicor hierarchicalstructurefrom an old (sourceor base)problem to a current
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(target)problem. The baseproblem is storedin long4erm memory (LTM) and the
difficulty in employing APS is a function of:
a) the likelihood of finding the baseproblem when It is needed,given the nature of
the new problem, and
b) the solver's ability in transforming old solutions to facilitate solving the new
problem.
APS therefore involves the manipulation of a mental representationthat a solver has of
a
previous problem (Anderson& Thompson,1989;Carbonell,1983;Gentner& Stevens,1983;
Gick & Holyoak, 1983;Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986;Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989;Johnson-Laird,1989;Kintsch, 1986). Imitative problem solving (IPS)is
a
weak form of APS In which the solver, facedwith a new problem, looks back to an earlier
problem examplein a textbook, and tries to map the surfacefeaturesof the sourceonto the
target. No assumptionsare made,in this case,about what the solver understands.
Beforegoing on to look in more detail at the difficulties solvershave in retrieving and
adapting a sourceproblem, we have to be clear about what Is involved In both APS and
IPS,and why the argument that novicessolve problemsby analogyis at worst circular, or
at best makesunwarranted assumptionsabout what the solver is expectedto know,
Holyoak,has listed severalstepsInvolved in APS. Eachstep dependson the previous
one. 7hey are:
1. forming a representation
of the sourceproblem and the target problem;
2. accessing
'a plausibly relevant analoguein memory' (Holyoak and Thagard,
1989a).This dependson the form of representationthe solver has of the problems. if
solversare to accessa previously encounteredproblemfrom memory, then the
representationthey form of the target must match that of the source. This point begs
the question of what constitutesproblem similarity;
3. mappingacrosscorrespondingelementsin the sourceand target. Correspondences
are featureswhich appear to play the samerole in the sourceand target, Narrow
sectionsof pipe restricting the flow of water have to be seenas correspondingto
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step 4t
(Catrambone
& Holyoak,1989,Holyoak,1984;Holyoak,1985,Holyoak& Koh,7987;Holyoak& Viagard,
19894,7989b)
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resistorsin an electriccircuit beforean analogy betweenthe flow of water and the
flow of electricity in complexsystemscanbe understood;
4. adaptingthe mapping, constrainedby the shared underlying structure of the
problems, to generatea solution in the target. INs step is also known as analogical
inferenceor transfer. Knowing what happensto water when it passesthrough two
narrow sectionsof pipe one after the other should allow studentsto infer what will
happen when electricity has to pass through two resistorsarrangedin serial;
5. learning. This takesthe form of schemaabstractionfrom comparing examples
(either implicitly or explicitly). With experiencein solving a type of problem,
students abstractout the underlying structure and can thereafterapply it to new
versions of the problem type without having to refer to a previous solution.
Mapping and adapting are not regardedas being strictly sequential. Mapping'can be
conducted in a hierarchical manner, the processmay be Iterated at different levels of
abstraction' (Holyoak, 1985). Analogical problem solving assumesthat the solver has a
representationof the sourcein LTM, and that the underlying structure of the problem is
it
the
that
map
acrossand generateInferencesin the
can
solver
so
understood well enough
target. Imitation, on the other hand, doesnot make theseassumptions. It is a problem
solving processwhich involves:
1. forming a representation
of the target problem. To the extent that novicesare
unlikely to have a 'complete problem model' (Holland et al. 1986)this ý
representationwill be impoverished in someway. Similarly, novicesmay not have a
'complete' representationof a candidatesourceproblem;
hint
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by
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so or through some
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such
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other
This similarity is likely to be In terms of the problems' surfacefeatures,since
imitation makesno assumptionsabout how well a sourceproblem is represented.
When solving an exerciseproblem in a textbook,the solver Is likely to accessan
earlier problem by referring back to the examplesgiven in the samechapter,
Alternatively, as In the caseof the subjectIn Chapter 1, the solver may access
examplesthrough some perceivedsimilarity between It and an aspectof the test
problem,
3. mapping values across that either,
a) appear to fill the sameroles in both problems, as in APS,or
b) are perceptually similar, whether they fill the sameroles or not. In a story
horse
in an
to
bluebird
to
the
tended
zebra
a
map
children
and
zebra,
about a squirrel,
earlier story becausethey were similar sorts of things even though the animals
played differentroles In both (Gentner& Toupin, 1986);
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4. inferring operatorsthat will reduce the differencebetween the sourceand the
target problems. The solver is trying to do the samethings with the new values as
was done in the source. They are thereforeemploying a form of means-endsanalysis.
There is no assumption that the solver understandsthe underlying relational
structure of the source. If, in an exampleproblem a 11/2hour differenceis expressed
as 3/2, a solver may adapt a problem involving a differenceof 2 hours by changing it
to 4/2, even though there Is no needto do so. Thesolver is not actingwith an
understanding of the overall relational structure. Instead,the solution procedure is
carried out in a step-by-stepfashion.
5. learningby induction. The solverbeginsto infer a relation betweenthe form of a
categoryof problems (e.g. the syntacticstructure of recursiveprogramsin SOLO)and
their function (what the programsare designedto do). This, as in many modelsof
APS,comesabout through exemplarcomparisonand use.
by novices(and often
By
.1ý9assurnin that IPSis the preferred method of problem solving
experts),we can'beginto understandbetter someof the difficulties that have been
documented in the APS literature. At the sametime IPSavoids many of the assumptions
built into the APS account.

2.2.

Difficulties

in analogical problem solving

Researchin APShastakena number of forms. A commonframework is to presentan
example problem and then a distractor task or a delay followed by a test problem of the
same type as the example, Alternatively, a variety of examplesis presentedfollowed by
a test problem to assessthe effectof different problem presentationson problem solving,
From this researchwe have come to identify a number of the difficulties involved in APS.
These Include difficulties in:

hint
Holyoak,
(Gick
&
1980;1983);
I)
a
without
example
retrieving a relevant source
2)
retrieving a relevant sourceexample,unlessthe salient structural featuresof
problems are pointed out (Bassok,1990;Catrambone& Holyoak, 1989;Holyoak & Koh,
1987);
3)

abstractingout the underlying schema,unlessseveralexamplesare presented
(Catrambone& Holyoak, 1989;Gick & Holyoak, 1983).,
in
the
4)
the
concepts
an analogous
of
test
similarity
solving a
problem even when
problem is pointed out (Novick & Holyoak, 1991);
5)
understanding the relationshipbetweentraining problemsand other problems of
the same type (Conway & Kahney, 1987;Reed,Ernst, & Banerjl,1974);
adapting a solution to apply it to a 'distant' variant of an exampleproblem
(Holyoak & Koh, 1987,Novick & Holyoak, 1991;Reed,Dempster,& Ettinger, 1985);

6)
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7)

understandingthe rangeof applicability of a new concept,unlessa large number of

example problems are provided (Cooper & Sweller, 1987,Sweller, 1988;Sweller &
Cooper, 1985;Sweller, Mawer, & Ward, 1983);
8)

using an intermediate representation,such as a diagram or expositoryanalogy
(Gentner& Gentner,1983;Issing,Hannemann,& Haack, 1989;Reed& Ettinger, 1987).
9)

generatinginferences,sinceexpository texts do not support inferencesin the way
that narrative texts do (Britton, Van Dusen, Glynn, & Hemphill, 1990,Britton, Van
Dusen,Gulgoz, & Glynn, 1989).
Someof this researcheffort has been taken seriously by textbook writers who have
attempted to make their explanationsmore accessibleto their readers. At the Open
University, for example,the SOLO manual was designedfor studentsfrom a wide variety
of backgroundsand tried to take accountof many of thesedifficulties (seeEisenstadt,
1983). It included exerciseproblems with hints to look at earlier examplesor
explanations,a number of intermediaterepresentationsto explain novel constructs,such as
recursion and iteration, and test problems which were 'close' variants of the examples
provided. Despite this effort students still had difficulty using the manual to solve
problems.

2.3.

Top-down accounts of analogizing and the circularity problem

Many of the theoriesof APS involve a concept-drivenaccountof problem solving.
Structural views of analogyseeAPSas mapping a systemof relationsfrom a baseto a
target. This can only occur when the solver has enough knowledgeof the relational
structure of the basedomain to extract it and apply it to the target, At worst, there is a
danger that the argumentsusedIn explaining APS may becomecircular, This is.
particularly the casewhen structural models are used to explain how a sourceis retrieved
from memory,
The 'strong' view of analogicalaccessis that a suitable analogueis accessedin LTM
through a higher-order relational structure shared with the target (Schank,1982), An
example of higherýorderrelations might be a shared causalor explanatory structure,
There is little evidencethat people can retrieve analogueson this basis(Gentner&
Landers, 1985;Gentner& Rattermann,1991;Gick & Holyoak, 1980;1983;Reed,Ackinclose,
& Voss,1990;Reed,Dempster,& Ettinger, 1985;Schumacher& Gentner,1988).
Furthermore, the strong view of analogicalaccessseemsrather pointless, If a solver is
given a test problem and realizesthat its structure is similar to that of an earlier problem
in LTM, then the solver must already be aware of the underlying explanatorystructure. If
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the solver is awareof the underlying structure theredoesnot seemto be any needto
access
an analogue; the higher-order relation (the explanatory structure) can be applied directly
to the givens In the target to generatethe solution. Using an underlying structure to access
an analogueis thereforeunnecessary,In the problem solving episodewith wMch we
began, the subjectdoes Indeed accessthe earlier problem through an abstractprinciple
(recursion). However, the way shegoesabout retrieving a sourceexampledoesnot fit in
with the strong view of analogicalaccesssincethe subjectcould not rememberan earlier
problem In detail, she found one by searchingthrough a manual; the principle of recursion
itself may not have beenfully understood;and shedid not appearto know how the
principle and the form of the solution In SOLOwere linked,
'Weaker' structural views of analogicalproblem solving are more common but have their
own conceptualproblems. If solversdo not immediatelyrecognizethe structure of a test
problem, then they may have to be reminded in someway of a relevantsourceproblem
(the nature of theseren-tindingsis the subjectof later sections).If we now supposethat the
solver is given a hint to usea particular example,then the solver is presumed to be able to
accessthe underlying structure of the earlier problem and apply it to the new one. This is
the principle-cueing view, in which an analogy is a vehiclefor a known solution schema.
Examplesof this view can be found in the experimentsof Gick and Holyoak (1980;1983)
who used two problemsknown as the FortressProblemand the RadiationProblem(from
Duncker, 1945).In the Fortressproblem,a tyrant rules a country from a fortressin the
centre. Roadsradiate out from this fortresswith villages along the way, A general
fortress,
take
the
the
tyrant
large
to
and
arrives with an army
enough overthrow
However, the roads are mined in such a way that a large army will causethe mines to
explode. Small groups, however, can travel along the roads without setting off the mines.
That Is how the tyrant maintains his supply routes. In order to protect his army and the
villages along the roads, the Generaldivides up his army Into small groups and positions
them at the head of the roads. On his signal the groups all convergeon the fortress
simultaneously and the fortress is captured.
In the Radiation problem a surgeonhas to operateon a patient with a tumour, He has a
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Using various experimental manipulations, Gick & Holyoak attempted to establish the
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examplesof similar structural featureswhich can be abstractedout - the so-called
'convergence'solution. Understandingthem necessitatesa representationof the problems
at a level of abstractionwhich can be applied to both. Very few of the subjects(about
20%)who had beenshown the Fortressproblem were able to solve the Radiationproblem.
When they were given a hint to usethe earlier problem the number of correctsolutions
went up to around 90%. The hint was non-specific:the subjectswere told that the earlier
problem would help but not howit would help.
According to the principle-cueing view, the hint allows the solver to accessthe solution
schema and apply It to the Radiation problem. Solvers do not therefore have to engage in
analogical reasoning. They are presumed to know the solution structure already. The hint
simply tells them which schema to use, all they have to do is apply it to the new
problem. The function of the analogue is therefore to provide the schema, otherwise it Is
irrelevant. The principle-cueing view seesproblem solving from examples as a 'top-down'
process.

The main difficulty with extrapolating from the results of the experimentsof Gick &
Holyoak is that the basedomain is usually well understood. Peopleunderstandthe
relations betweenthe givens in the Fortressproblem and the motivations of the
protagonists. 7be difficulty comesin adapting it to the new problem. In novel domains
which presentexamplesas modelsfor further problem solving we canmakeno such
assumptionabout how well the student understandsthe example.Indeedwe cannotassume
that the solvers engageIn analogicalproblem solving at all, since there is no guarantee
that they understand the structure of the example.
An IPS accountof how solversadapt the Fortressproblem to solve the Radiationproblem
assumesthat people will tend to look back at the earlier problem and map (what appear
to be) correspondingproblem elements, For example,solversmay reaUe that the general
and the surgeonoccupy the samerole, that the army and the rays fulfil the samefunction,
and that the fortressand tumour are the 'targets' of both problems. The next stageis to try
to apply the sameoperatorsin the target as in the source. The generaldivided his army;
so the solver has to work out how the surgeoncan divide his rays. The generalsentout
groups to the headsof the roads radiating out from the fortress;so the solver has to work
out how the rays canbe similarly arranged;and so on. This is a bottom-up processIn
which the solver takeseachstep at a time and builds up a solution. It doesnot assume
beforehandthat the underlying solution schemais known or canbe abstractedout and
applied. Rather, If the solver succeedsIn Imitating the earlier solution, the schemaIs
generatedasa by-product of the solution process.
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2.4.

Summary

Solving a problem by analogyassumesthat the solver understandsthe underlying structure
of the analogue. If the structure is understoodwell enough,then it canbe adaptedto solve
another problem of the sametype. Many of the studies of APS have shown that this form
of transfer Is rare. Subjectscanoften solveproblemswhich are isomorphicto a sourceonly
if they are given a hint to use the source,and if they can identify the correspondences
between the sourceand the target. in homomorphicproblems (or 'distant' variants of an
example problem) the solution often has to be adaptedeven when the surfacefeaturesare
the same. The evidencesuggeststhat the likelihood that a solver can adapt a source to
any great extent is remote.
Thesedifficulties point to the fact that exampleproblemsIn a new domain are often not
well understood, If solverssucceedin solving versionsof a problem that are very similar
(closevariants of the problem) and fail to solve oneswhich have to be modified (distant
variantsý,however slightly, then they must be using a process'thatallows them to adapt
a sourcewithout understandingit. This processis imitation. It allows solversto solve
problems which are 'literally similar' (Gentner,2989),but win lead to errors or failure
when the sourcehas to be adapted to a more distant variant.
The difficulties In APS thereforehinge on how well baseand target problems are
representedin the minds of solvers- and how "similar' thoserepresentationsare to one
another.
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The problem of representation
In the problem solving episodeIn chapter1, the subjectbeganby trying to understandwhat
the problem 'meant'. There were severalaspectsto this. First of an she read the problem
twice. Shethen spent sometime trying to find the constraintson the problem basedon her
fact
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any
need
represent
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she
not
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there was a water tank in the attic, nor whether she should start with something that
CHECKs if the water tank bursts. A third aspectof her problem representationinvolved
her knowledge of SOLO. Sheknew many of SOLO'sconceptsand had had practiceat
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Encoding the text of a problem
The subjectgenerateda number of inferencesfrom the problem statement.Theseincluded
inferencesabout relevant bits of SOLOproceduresfor converting information in the
problem into a SOLO program. For example,she generatedthe Inferencethat 'the water
tank bursts' should form part of the SOLOprogram and that this would be structured
something like 'CHECK WATERTANK INATTIC BURSTS'.
Various representationscan be derived from a textual presentationof a problem. First of
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through our semanticknowledge of the items in our mental lexicon. From the individual
words and the contextof the sentence,our overall understandingof the text of a problem is
constructed, For problem solving to be successful,the solver hasto generateall the
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Kintsch (e.g. 1986;Nathan, Kintsch, & Young, 1992;Van DIjk & Kintsch, 1983)has argued
that word problents require the solver to generatea number of different representations,
Solversfirst form a propositional representationof the text of such problemscalled a
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textbase.From that they develop a representationof the situation describedin the text.
This is a mental model which he terms a situationmodel.The situation model Is an
elaboratedone which includes Inferencesabout the situation describedin the problem
statement. An example taken from colinear distanceproblems involves a vehicle that
leaves from a particular point some time after another vehicle and eventually overtakes
it. According to Nathan, Kintsch & Young (1992),'the situation model reveals that they
will have [travelled] equal distancesat that point' (p. 333). They also add that,
'because of the added demands of inference making, readers will make Inferences only
when they seem necessary. Poor problem solvers will tend to omit them from their
representations, and so they will omit the associated equations (supporting relations)
from their solutions to story problems. Problem solvers who reason situationally will
tend to include these Inference-based equations' (p. 335).

A further representationalform proposed by Kintsch and his co-workersis the problem
modelwhich includes formal knowledge, for example,about the arithmetic structure
derived from the text, or the operating,procedureconstructedfrom information in the text2.
The ability to make inferencesfrom textsin order to derive a useful problem model
dependson the relevant prior knowledgeof the learner.
The subject'sprotocol revealsthat shehad not yet settled on a fixed model of the situation
her
to
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constrain
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understanding of
text.
example
represented
eventually used
the situation - that is, that the program doesn't have to represent the fact that there is a
water tank In the attic. The exampleallowed her to reconstruethe current problem before
going on to translatethis new representationinto SOLOcode.
Kintsch (1986)arguesthat the text determineswhat problem model is constructedand how
It is constructed. In particular the problem model Is Important for learning and the
textbasemodel is important for rememberingtext. In a study of problem solving and
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on the problem model constructedfrom examples,and rememberingdependedon the
coherenceof the text. For example,commontermsrepeatedin succeedingsentencesleadsto
greater coherenceand greater recall (Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978). He argued that it was
easier(at least for children) to form an appropriate problem model if there is a concrete,
familiar structure, However, other studies (e.g. Cheng & Holyoak, 1985;Novick, 1990)
have shown that this is not the whole story. Problemsolving transfer by adults and
children from 4bstractrepresentationscan take place.
The distinction between a propositional representationof a text and the elaborated
situation model was examinedby Tardieu, Ehrlich, & Gyselinck (1992). They argued that
novices and expertsin a particular domain would not differ in the propositional
representationthey derived from a text but that therewould be differencesbetweenthe
two groups in the situation model3. Tardieu et al. found that expertsperformed better on
inferencequestionsthan novicesbut therewas no differencebetweenthe groups on their
ability to paraphrase the text (i.e. they both generatedmuch the same textbase).
Thesehierarchical forms of representationhave two implications for how novices
understand textbook explanationsand examples, First, since they are unfamiliar with the
domain, they tend to have only a propositional representationof the surfacefeaturesof
the examples. Using examplesto solve further problemsmeansmatchingpropositionsand
is unlikely to be guided by an understandingof the deeperrelational structure. Second,
novicesmay not know enough to make the necessaryinferences.It follows from this that
expository texts should remove the needfor novicesto do so, and the explanationsthey
provide should be as comprehensiveas possible.

3.2.

Other definitions of problem representation

Before looking through the textbook for an exampleto help her, the subjecthad already
categorizedthe problem as an exampleof recursion, This is the abstractprinciple
underlying the solution. When shefirst categorizedthe problem as such,shedid not seem
to know how to convert it immediately into a working program. Her representationof the
problem was, therefore,incomplete and fragmentary. Shewas able to relate aspectsof
the problem to the more abstractconceptof recursion,but could not relate that to the form
the solution should take.

3HeretheSituationmodeland theproblemModelare synonymous,
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The failure of students to generatean adequateproblem representationis well documented.
Glaser (1984)provides a definition of problem representationwhich begins. 'We define
a
problem representationas a cognitive structure correspondingto a problem that is
constructedby a solver oh the basisof domain-relatedknowledge and Its organization.'
What this definition emphasizesis that a problem is a construct. It Is not something in
the outsideworld but somethinginside someone'shead. He continues:
At the initial stageof problem analysis,the problem solver attempts to 'understand'
the problem by construing an initial problem representation. The quality,
completeness,and coherenceof this internal representationdetermine the efficiency
and accuracyof further thinking. And thesecharacteristicsof the problem
representationare determined by the knowledge available to the problem solver and
the way the knowledge Is organized.
Sincenovicesare unlikely to have a completeproblem model of a complexproblem, their
representationswill be Impoverishedin someway, Their problem model is likely to be
fragmentary and fuzzy'and the elementsof it are unlikely to be integrated into a structural
whole, so variations in its 'quality, completenessand coherence'will have a distinct
effect on problem solving.
Other researchershave also described the quality that early representationsare likely to
have. Barsalou(1989)statesthat the Information brought to bear by a student attempting
to solve an exerciseproblem will include 'abstractedproperties of earlier problem solving
episodes,exemplars,fragmentsof exemplars,and fragmentsof intuitive theories'. Ross
(1984)also maintains that problem solving is governedby information constructedfrom
elementsof the current problem which remind the solver of earlier similar problems
which in turn help the solver reconstruethe current one. Chi, et al. (1989)and Nathan, et
ai, (1992)argue that individuals differ in the 'completeness'with which they encode
problem instructions and that this gives rise to individual differencesin skill learning.
Problem representationis thereforenot a straightforward all-or-nothing processbut a
dynamic, reconstructive, and possibly haphazard affair.
Suchfragmentaryrepresentationsare not conduciveto a concept-drivenproblem solving
process.To solve a problem by analogyrequiresthe solver to recognizethe underlying
similarity between two superficially dissimilar problems. It Involves a one-to-one
systematicmapping of a hierarchical systemof relations that holds In one domain onto
another (Gentner, 1989;Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986;Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989a;1989b). For this to happen, the solver must already have an adequate
representationof the earlier problem that incorporatesan understandingof a problem's
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underlying relational structure. The evidencefor the kinds of representationsnovicescan
generatesuggeststhat they lack this type of knowledge.

3.3. Types of knowledge representation: Declarative and procedural
knowledge
Solving a problem not only dependson the situation model derived from a text,but also on
a solver's pre-existing knowledgebase. For a successfulsolution (when no exampleis
provided), the representationof the problem has to include domain-relevantknowledge,
From their reading of expository texts and their previous problem solving experience,
students will have learned somenew conceptsand learnedto do certain things within the
domain. For instance,the subjectgave someindication that sheunderstoodthe principle of
recursion. What shewas lesssure of was how to incorporatewhat sheknew of it into a
working SOLOprogram. Shehad had practiceat using NOTE and CHECKproceduresand
could use them in relevant contexts(seeAppendix 3). Shethereforeknew somefactsand
conceptsin SOLO,and knew someproceduresfor manipulating the SOLOdatabase,These
kinds of knowledge are often referred to as declarativeknowledge, or knowingthat, and
procedural knowledge, or knowinghow.
Declarative knowledge can be of three types (Ohlsson& Rees,1991):
a)

Factualknowledge consistingof assertionsabout specificobjectsor eventssuchas

'Rome is the capital of Italy'.
b)
Episodic knowledge, in fact a subsetof (a),consistingof assertionsabout a specific
spatio-temporal context: 'I saw Jim yesterday'.
Generalprinciples or abstractknowledge consistingof assertionsaboutuniversals.
C)
Principles are propositions with quantifiable variables, The following arithmetic
principle can be applied to an infinite number of cases:
A set of numbersalwaysyields the samesum, regardlessof the

order in

which they are added.
Recursion Is another example of this type of declarativeknowledge.
Procedural knowledge specifiesthe actions that are to be taken under certain conditions. It
often refers to the ability to perform skilled actions. The distinction between declarative
and procedural knowledgecanbe understoodin termsof someonelearningfor the first time
how to drive a car, The learner driver may have a great deal of declarativeknowledge
about the sequencesof actionsinvolved when changinggear,but this doesnot mean that he
or she will be able to executethat sequencesmoothly when called upon to drive a car for
the first time. Procedural knowledge comesabout through practiceat performing the
actions of driving.
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In many theoriesof problem solving and skill acquisition declarativeknowledge is
a
necessaryprecursorto proceduralknowledge(Anderson,1983;Byrnes,1992).
More formal distinctions canbe madebetweenthem in termsof goals. The semantic
and
episodic knowledge In declarativememory is goal-independentin that it can be used in a
variety of circumstances.Proceduralknowledge,on the other hand, can only be understood
in terms of the goals one Is trying to achieve. It involves the knowledgeof what to do
given a certain set of circumstances,Furthermore,declarativeknowledgecanbe true or
false: 'We are coming out of the recession','Italy Is the capital of the Ukraine, TloydGeorgeknew my father; procedural knowledge is simply more or lesseffectivein
achieving one's goals,such as:
IF the goal is to get to the city centreby 5.00p.m.
THEN look up the bus timetable;
walk to the bus stop;
get on the bus;
buY a ticket,
etc.
The goal of teachingis to equip learnerswith new conceptualknowledgeand a new set of
proceduresfor action incorporating that conceptualknowledge. The richer the set of
relations that link concepts,the 'deeper' will be the learners' understanding of these
concepts.Procedures,too, involve understanding. Onecanfollow a set of instructions,as
the ordinary soldiers did on D-Day, while being unaware of the overall plan; or, like the
generals,one can have a privileged view of the meaningof the procedures- what they
will accomplish and how they will accomplish it.

3.4.

Understanding concepts

In the scenarioin part 1, the subject'understood' that the problem was an exampleof
recursion Involving a chain relation:
M11
OVER
M-M
ATTTC
CUPBOARD etc
LANDING
BEDROOMI
Despite this she could not immediately write a procedureto solve the problem, Instead
she accessedan earlier exampleand copied it altering the values to those In the target
problem. Sheknew that the two exampleswere In someway similar. Had she typed in
this program and then TLOOD A17IC' shewould have found that the answerwas correct,
and thereby given the impressionthat she understoodrecursion. As It was, shewrote the
solution by hand and then Indicated that shewas unsure if the solution would go through
the whole database. In what ways can her 'understanding' be characterized?
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Definitions of understanding abound. All of them emphasize the notion of 'flexibility.
Understanding implies the ability to adapt a conceptual representation to a novel
situation. Eylon & Reif (1984) regard understanding as 'the processing of the original
problem presentation to construct a meaningful internal representation that can be
manipulated by the solver in order to produce the desired result. ' Mebert & LeFevre
(1986) use the term to describe 'the state of knowledge when new f I information is
...
connected appropriately to existing knowledge' (which they acknowledge Is more like
Piaget's notion of assimilation), Mayer (1989) defines it as: 'the ability to use learned
information in problem solving tasks that are different from what was explicitly taught',
between
distinction
(1959)
in
Wertheimer's
is
turn
to
understanding and rote
which
related
learning. Wertheimer referred to understanding as the 'meaningful apprehension of
relations'; a form of understanding which is useful in new situations, Rote learning is
where a leamer follows a memorized procedure. Skemp (1978) also distinguishes between
'instrumental' understanding - the rote performance of procedures - and 'relational'
understanding - the performance of procedures with 'understanding'.

The subjecthad not yet got to the level where her 'apprehensionof relations' was
meaningful. How then could she reachthis level? Newell & Simon (1972)suggesta 4part theory of how a procedureor algorithm Is acquired:
1) The algorithm Is followed by step-by-stepreferenceto a 'recipe' stored in 'external
memory'. The'external memorymay be a textbookexplanationof a procedure,suchas an
equation for physicsproblems,a rule written on the blackboard,or the INFECTprocedure
in the SOLO training manual. However the rule, procedure or algorithm is presented,the
learner has to look back to it in order to apply it to a current problem sinceit is not yet
memorized.
2) The 'recipe' is memorized (stored internally) but still has to be executedby step-by-step
interpretation. The learner now has the necessarydeclarative knowledge of the
procedure, and problem solving involves interpretingthis declarativeknowledge (cf.
Anderson, 1983).
3) The memorized recipe is mechanizedand is thereforeexecuteddirectly and without
Interpretation. That Is, the declarative knowledge has becomeproceduralized and
compiled. Problemsolving now Involvesexecutingthe relevantprocedures.
4) Independently of the previous sequence,understandingis acquiredof the logical
justification of the algorithm - of why It works. With experienceof examplessuch as
INFECT and FLOOD, the learnercomesto understandwhy the form of theseproceduresin
SOLO reflects the underlying principle of recursion. Another way of putting this is to say
that the learner develops a theory of causationIn a particular domain through a (domaingeneral) understanding of wissality (Pazzard,1991).
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Understanding, accordingto this model,appearsasa by-product of the procedurebeing
memorized and mechanized. Problemsolving can still take place before the 'recipe' is
memorizedand before the underlying structureis understood.Sincethe subjectdoesnot
know the procedure for simple recursionproblems,sheis still at step 1.
The black box and the glassbox
Conceptual knowledge often refers to a 'knowledge rich in relationships' (Hiebert, 1986).
The richer the web of relationships, the better the understanding that derives from it;
that is, the better able the person is to adapt that knowledge to new sftuations.
Proceduralknowledgeneednot accessconceptualknowledge. Procedurescanbe learnedby
rote and applied to similar new situations. In this casethey will fail If the situation
containsfeatureswhich differ from the contextIn which the procedurewas learned. For
example,someonewith little knowledgeof cookingcanneverthelesssucceedin producing
someýhingedible by following a recipe. However, if a recipe requires a particular spice
and that spicejar Is empty, then the procedurewill fail sincethe novice cook Is unlikely to
know what other spice'might do in Its place. A cook with a richer knowledge of spices
would be able to adapt the recipe by substituting a different spicefor the missing one.
The distinction betweenunderstandingthe function of a procedureand merely copying it
has been characterizedas the 'black box versusglassbox' distinction (DuBoulay, O'Shea,
& Monk, 1989). For example,someonecaneasily drive a car without knowing what is
going on under the bonnetbut If somethinggoeswrong with the car then thepersonwho has
someknowledge of internal combustionengineswill be more likely to be able to fix it and
carry on the journey than the driver who lacksthis knowledge. To the driver who has an
understanding of the interrelation betweenthe parts of a car, the operation of the car is
therefore 'transparent'. To the driver who hasno such understandingthe car's operation is
'opaque'.
Not everyone acceptsthat there is a rigid distinction between the declarative and
procedural knowledge (Laird, Newell & Rosenbloom,1987,Newell, 1990;Silver, 1986),
especiallywith regard to conceptualand proceduralunderstanding. Using the same
examples,Silver (1986)points out that procedural fluency (driving a car) doesnot have to
rest on conceptualfluency (e.g. knowledgeof internal combustion). He arguesthat
conceptualknowledge Is neither necessarynor sufficient for proceduralknowledgebut
rather that both are Interrelated.
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3.4.2.

Procedural and Teleological understanding

A learner who has reachedstage3 in Newell & Simon's list and who possesses
procedural
understanding has learneda set of rules for achieving a goal or subgoal. Applying the
procedure accuratelyto a novel problem will normally lead to a correctsolution,
Nevertheless,lacking the knowledge of the design behind the procedure,a solver is
unlikely to be able to adapt It to unusual problems, and may alsobe prey to the effectsof
negative transfer (Catrambone& Holyoak, 1989;Kessler& Anderson, 1989).
Teleologicalunderstandingis one where the learner understandsnot only a correct
procedurebut also the designbehind that procedure, This form of understandingis that
possessedby experts. If the designbehind a procedureis known then learnerscanuseIt to
reconstructparts they may have forgotten. It allows a learner to adapt proceduresto fit
novel problems and can be used as the basisfor intelligent analogies(Van Lehn, 1990).
This form of understandingcan be seenas the ideal for which a learneris striving.
It Is becauseof the flexible nature of teleologicalunderstanding that many researchers
believe that teachingis more effective when the explanationsof novel constructscontain
an explanationof the underlying structure, In other words proceduralknowledgeshould be
rooted in conceptualknowledge (Hiebert, 1986,Byrnes,1992).This is the sameargument
advancedfor the inclusion of schemas(Eylon & Reif, 1984;Smith & Goodman,1984)or
systemmodels(Robertson,1990)in instruction.
3.4.3.

A taxonomyof proceduraltypes

Two of the phasesthat the subjectin the SOLOproblem-solving exerciseengagedin were
searchand imitation. The first involved a searchfor information she lacked. This type of
searchcan either be random (solversmight searchthrough the book for anything that
looks like It might help) or focused(solversmay look for examplesof a conceptwhich
they have Incompletely understood). In the Imitation phase they apply a procedure,
which is embodied In an example,whether they know what the underlying procedureis or
not.
VanLehn (1990)provides a taxonomyof procedural knowledge types.
1) Unprogrammedbehaviour,which includes heuristic searchsuch as trial and error,
means-endsanalysis,generatingand testing hypotheses;
2) Programmedbehaviour,which can be further divided into subtypes:
a) the learner knows a procedureand understandsit,
b) the learnerknows a procedurebut must follow a written recipe,and
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c) the learner knows a procedure but does not understand it. VanLehn argues that knowing
a procedure but not understanding It is the norm in his various studies into children's
learning and errors (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; VanLehn, 1982; VanLehn, 1986; VanLehn,
1989).

7he searchthe subjectengagedin is akin to VanLehn'sunprogrammedbehaviour. The
subjectsearchedthrough the training manual becauseshewas unsure what to do next - that
is, shecould not resort to programmedbehaviour. Whenher searchwas successfulshe
switched to someform of programmed behaviour,where,having found a relevant
procedure (the INFECT program) she followed the recipeit embodied.
Thenotion of imitation incorporatesboth unprogrammedbehaviourand the programmed
behaviour outlined in 2b and 2c. The subjectin chapterI and the children In someof the
studiesby VanLehnhad not yet learned a procedureby rote. In many of the casesstudied
in the laboratory only one or two exampleproblems are given which illustrate a
procedure. The subjecthasto map the featuresof the sourceproblem onto the target and
apply the procedure as*it Is instantiated In the sourceproblem by extrapolating It to the
target. When the current problem is a distant variant of an earlier example,the solver
tries to follow the recipe in external memory (the examplesolution), but reachesan
'impasse' when the recipe has to be modified in any way. At this point the solver has to
fall back on unprogrammedbehaviour, We cannot thereforeassumethat the learner
knows or understandsthe ProcedureInstantiatedin the examplewell enoughto
extrapolate it to the target.

3.5. Summary - Which comes first: Procedural or Declarative
knowledge?
There are severalreasonswhy novices may fail to make elaborativeInferencesfrom a
reading of a proglem. firstly, their representationsof the text are often fragmentary and
incomplete,since they may not know what aspectsof the text are important or relevant to
the solution. Secondly,they require practice at solving problemsbefore they develop the
necessaryInferencerules. In other words their declarativeknowledge of the domain (or
conceptualknowledge)Is not in a form that cansupport inferences.
Many models of learning such as ACT*oSOAR,Sierra,PI, etc,,emphasizethe deriving of
knowledgefrom experience.That is, proceduresare createdfrom experienceof instancesof
problem solving, During this phaselearnersmight show procedural skill but little
conceptualunderstanding, An examplewould be learningto write recursivefunctions in
LISPfrom a purely 'syntactic'point of view (Hasemer& Domingue,1989);one can learn to
write recursivefunctions successfullywithout at first a full understandingof how recursion
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works, Evenwhen conceptsare not fully understoodthey canneverthelessbe'powerful
thinking tools' (Boden,1972). ProceduresIn mathematicsstill allow problemsto be solved
even though the problem or procedureis not fully understood, VanLehn(1990),amongst
others, has shown that having a procedurewhich successfullysolvesa problem involving
a conceptdoesnot meanthat the studenthas a proper understandingof the concept(Brown
& Burton, 1978;Brown & VanLehn, 1980;VanLehn,1986;VanLehn,1990;Young & O'Shea,
1981).
The alternative is learning a procedure from a principled understandingof a concept. For
example,it is possibleto have a good understandingof the conceptof recursionwithout
knowing how it is instantiatedin a SOLOfunction. Soeven though a conceptis understood
by a student this doesnot meanthat the student hasacquiredthe necessaryproceduresto
implement that concept (Ohlsson& Rees,1991). This was the casewith the subjectwho,
having found the first recursive INFECT procedure,interpreted it in the light of her
understandingof recursion,
Byrnes(1992)proposesa 'dynamic-interaction' model to accountfor the interfacebetween
conceptualand proceduralunderstanding. His model assumesthat conceptsand procedures
are stored in separatememory systems. The interfacebetweenthe two types of knowledge
involves the activation of proceduresthat are indexed to concepts. The procedures,
however, do not define concepts. Silver (1986),in contrast,believesthat the two are more
fundamentally interrelated and that there is little point in distinguishing between them.
just as there is a conceptualbasisfor proceduresthere Is also a proceduralbasisfor
concepts. For example,the concept'equilateral triangle'may Include proceduresfor
distinguishing betweenexamplesand non-examplesof such triangles. Conceptscan
therefore be defined by the operations that apply to them.
If conceptualknowledge Is 'rich in relationships' then conceptsare, by definition, learned
with meaning. Procedures,on the other hand, may or may not be learnedwith meaning,
accordingto Newell and Simon. This leadsto a paradox, If conceptualunderstanding
comesfirst then proceduresare surely also learnedwith meaning,sincethoseprocedures
make referenceto known concepts.It, however, proceduresare acquiredfirst then
conceptualunderstandingcomesafterthe procedureshavebeenlearned. In other words It
Is possible for procedural knowledge to precededeclarative knowledge.
If solvers Imitate a procedure illustrated in an example,then their understandingof the
procedureand the conceptsembodiedIn It canbe generatedasa consequence
of the process
of using that procedure.
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The problem of access
Accessingan earlier exampleinvolves finding a match betweenwhatever representation
the solver has of the target and a potential source. In APSaccounts,the sourceis presumed
to be in LTM. Retrieving an analogueoccursthrough someform of hint, or through a match
betweenthe problems,surfacefeaturesor structural features. In the IPSaccount,the
subject
can be reminded of a potential sourcethrough someform of hint, by being presentedwith a
relevant analogue, or after a searchthrough training material. Nevertheless,the solver
still has to recognizesome kind of similarity betweenthe target and any potential source.
This section deals with problem similarity and what is necessaryfor successfulretrieval.

Surface and structural similarity
Problem similarity dependson two aspectsof problems:thosefeaturesof a problem
category which can vary - the surfacefeatures- and thosefeatureswhich are invariant

-

the structural features. Changesin the surfacefeaturesdo not affect the solution
procedure,whereaschanging the structural featuresdoes. Thesefeatureshave beenshown
to have differential effectson the accessand use of analogues.
The strong view of analogicalaccessinvolves accessingan analoguethrough some
similarity in their underlying structure, A 'weaker' view of analogicalaccessinvolves
being reminded of a plausibly relevant analoguethrough someother kind of similarity,
usually a superficial one. Remindings,can occur If thosesimilarities are salient (Holyoak
and Koh, 1987),or 'transparent' - that is, if they are similar kinds of things (Gentner&
Toupin, 1986). The saliencedependson the solver being able to infer that particular
surfacefeatures are likely to provide a link to some underlying causalrelationship which
holds In both the'sourceand target.
A weakerform still involves accessinga sourceproblemby being given a hint to useone, or
by finding an earlier problem 'by chance'while looking through a training manual.
Retrieving a potential sourcecanalso comeabout through a variety of reasons,none of
which has anything to do with recognizing similarities in either structural or surface
features. An examplemay be chosenbecauseit is in the somesectionof the textbookas the
exerciseproblem, The subjectin the protocol categorizedthe problem asrecursivewithout
referenceto the manual and then found, by searchingthrough It, a sourcethat was also an
exampleof recursion,
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4.2.

Recall of a relevant source

After reading and trying to understandthe problem, the subjectinChapter I searched
through the manual for something that would help her solve it. When solvershave
formed an initial description or mental model of a target problem, they must either a) be
able to accessa plausibly relevant representationof someearlier problem from memory, or
b) match the description with one already presented. The subjectwas unableto solve the
current problem immediately, so her representationof the targetproblem was incomplete;
that is, she was not aware of its underlying structure. Shewas awarethat it was a
recursive problem, but that representationwas at too abstracta level for her to solve the
problem - shecould not rememberhow the principle was instantiatedin a procedure.
When solvershave an incompleterepresentationof a problem, they cannotaccessan
earlier one on the basis of structural similarities. Instead, superficial similarities provide
the main cuesto retrieval of a plausibly relevant sourceanalogue(Brown & Kane, 1988;
Ferguson-Hessler& Jong,1990;Gentner& Toupin, 1986;Holyoak, Junn,& Billman, 1984;
Holyoak & Koh, 1987,Novick, 1988;Stein, Way, Benningfield, & Hedgecough,1986).
The subjectin the SOLOexperimentfound an exampleproblem,not becauseof either its
surfaceor its structural similarity, but becauseit was the first exampleof recursionshe
happenedto comeacrossin the textbook.
Memory for earlier problems:Norman & Bobrow (1979)
The reasonswhy superficial featuresof a problem are Important in early problem solving
have to do, in part, with how Information is encodedand storedin memory. in studiesof
recall, the likelihood that information learned earlier will be accessedincreasesas the
similarity or degreeof overlap between It and the Information available at the time of
the test. The sameprocessesoperateIn problem-solving where the likelihood of accessing
a relevant sourceanaloguýIncreasesas the similarity betweenthe encodingof the source
problem increases(Barclay,Bransford, Franks, McCarrell, & Nitsch, 1974;Tulving &
Thomson, 1973;Holyoak and Koh, 1987). Accessingan earlier similar problem therefore
dependson the representationor descriptionthat is derived from the current one, as well
as how the earlier problem is encoded(Tulving & Thomson,1973).The descriptionone
forms of an entity, accordingto Norman & Bobrow (1979),is defined as 'a collectionof
perspectives,
eachof which Is a way of viewing that entity In terms of a previously known
' Older recordscanserveasprototypes for new ones. The new record Is an
prototype.
inst4nceof the prototype and can inherit some of its properties. Prototypesare not the
sameas abstractschemassincethey can be episodic in nature.
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Information about goals - exactly what it is that Is to be achieved- and feature
information, that is: syntactic,semanticor structural information, are used to construct a
specification of a problem (essentiallya description of the target along with verification
criteria), ThIs information constitutesa memory probe, A sourceexamplealsoconsistsof a
description of a number of episodefragments,oneswhich containpartial goal Information
as well as partial information about actions that are performed during this part of the
episode. Featureinformation might include such things as text content,story line and
possibly even irrelevant surfaceinformation such as the font in which a text Is printed.
Spencer& Weisberg(1986),for example,found that contextheavily Influenced the
likelihood of transfer in the Fortressand Radiation problems and argued that whatever
schemaa subjecthad derived from the sourceproblem must alsocontaincontextspecificinformation.
Armed with a description derived from the current problen",the memory baseis searched
for the best matching description, On recall, information Is sought (or descriptionsare
elaborated) from the envirom-nent,the nature of the retrieval specification,and the
information retrieved fiom memory, The retrieval process,then, involves a cycle of:
a)

Forming a retrieval specification;which includes a description of the target as

well as verification criteria,
b)
A matching process;which refers to how good the description is. If It is highly
specific then this may lead to direct accessof the earlier problem. Otherwise there is
likely to be somekind of spreading activation to accessa suitable earlier problem. Success
dependspartly on how well the description discriminatesbetweenother possiblememory
records.
Evaluation; retrieved information Is evaluated against the verification criteria
C)
included in the retrieval specification.
For Holyoak ancLforRossthe processof analogicaltransferIs reconstructive. Ross'sview
of analogicaltransfer Is outlined in his 1984paper. Oncea descriptionof the current
situation is partially matched with a description of a memory fragment, the rest of the
memory fragment Is 'pieced togetherguided by goal, action and feature information. 7hat
Information provides constraintson the order in which the episodicfragmentscould have
occurred. Lacking the high-level knowledge of an expert the novice has only the current
target problem to guide this reconstruction. The target problem fulfils two functions.- It is
an instantiation of the problem structure even though the learner may as yet have no
knowledge of its abstractstructural aspects;it Is also a memory probe which is used
(accordingto Ross& Sofka,1986,and Ross,1989b)to recall and guide the reconstructionof
a previous example. Oncea plausible sourceanalogueis identified, the actions that were
applied In the earlier task are applied to the current target task by analogy.
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Similarly, Holyoak talks of the mental model of a retrieved sourceanaloguemodel as
being 'unpacked'. SinceHolyoak views models as being hierarchically ordered, this
unpacking proceedsfrom the top down. The mapping and transferprocessesare iterative
until either a new target model is constructedor the analogybreaksdown.
4.2.2.

Memory for analogues

In within-domain analogiesone might expectthat an analoguewould be easierto access
than, say, the Fortressproblem would be when a subjectis presentedwith the Radiation
problem. Thereis very little surfacesimilarity betweentheseproblems. In Gick &
Holyoak's experiments,there was either an interpolated task or a delay between
presentationof the sourceand target. In teachingtexts, on the other hand, the examples
and the test problems are often superficially very similar, they are usually in the same
sectionof the textbookand so are easyto access,and often follow on immediatelyafter one
another. Nevertheless,despite the similarity of within-domain problems, students can
have a great deal of difficulty in adapting an examplesolution to solve an exercise
problem.
Reed,Dempster& Ettinger (1985)presentedsubjectswith an algebraword problem about
two cars travelling along the sameroad at different speeds. In one experiment,they
presentedonegroup of subjectswith an algebraword problem containingan explanationof
the solution and then gave them an 'equivalent' problem (a closevariant with a very
similar cover story) to solve, that Is, the test problem was Identical to the exampleexcept
that someof the valueswere changed. A control group was shown an 'unrelated' practice
problem which was entirely different from the target problem. Neither group was
allowed to consult the exampleproblem. The results showed no significant difference
betweenthe groupsfor successin solving the testproblems. Either the subjectscould not
rememberthe earlier problem or they could not understandIt.
In a secondexperiment,Reedet al. repeatedthe procedureused in the first experimentbut
this time the solution explanation was 'Improved'. The explanation also Included a table
as a way of re-representingthe underlying equation. This time there was a great
improvement in the subjects'ability to solve an isomorphicproblem from memory. This
suggeststhat the main difficulty the subjectshad in the first experimentwas
understanding the earlier solution. The new version of the problem, although longer,
allowed subjectsto understandand thereforerememberit better. However,anothergroup
of subjectshad beengiven a distant variant of the exampleproblem. Their resultswere
worse than thoseof the subjectswho were given the unrelatedpracticeproblem. This
suggeststhat they did not understandthe original problem, sincepresumablythey could
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earlier problem that they could rememberwere not enoughto allow them to reconstructthe
solution plan, In fact, it led to negative transfer.
Reedet al. could not induce transfer to the distant variant despite their efforts to make
the explanation of the problem more comprehensive(suchas removing Inferencesand
suggestingthe use of a table as an intermediaterepresentationof the problem). Subjects
were still unable to transfer their learning on the training problem to the test problem.
This is not all that surprising sinceReedet al. trained their subjectsto solve a problem
that was different from the one they were expectedto solve. Even though the underlying
distant
both
in
variant, the solution procedure was
training
the
the
and
equation was
same
different.
It appearsthat, when studentsare given examplesolutions to complexproblems,
particularly in formal domains such as mathematicsand physics, they are unlikely to
from
fully
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an
example
access
memory,
them,
cannot
often
rememberor
understand
and even if they do, they maybe unable to understandthe underlying structure well
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similar,
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are
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problems,whosesurface
somemethod of problem solving that doesnot require them to understandthe structure.

4.3.

Problem similarity

Two problems can be termed similar for a variety of reasons.They can be similar in that
they have similar objects.For example,both may deal with IBM salesmenchoosing
which mechanicto work on their car. Despitethe similarity In tile content of the
different.
The
two problems
be
the
entirely
problems,
underlying solution structuremay
for
formulae
be
different
their solution.
involving
may probability problems
Nevertheless,solvers may deem them to be similar due to their surfacefeatures. On the
different,
the underlying
hand,
features
be
the
though
entirely
other
even
surface
may
fortress
Radiation
Gick
Holyoak's
in
be
and
the
solution principle may
and
same,as
problems,or the INFECT and FLOOD proceduresIn SOLO. The former is an exampleof a
between-domain analogy, and the latter Is a within-domain analogy.
justifiable and non justifiable analogies

In witliln-domaln analogiesthe kind of analogizing which takesplace may be different
from that which occursin between-domainanalogies.The closertwo analoguesare to one
another in terms of their superficial features,the easierIt Is to map thosefeaturesfrom
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one to the other, However, even if people can map the superficial featuresthis doesnot
mean that they can map the underlying explanatory structure.
Dejong (1989) classifies analogies Into two types -justified and unjustified analogies.
Justified analogies are those which allow the solver to abstract out some form of
generalization about the class of problems to which the problem and its analogue belong.
This abstraction or schema can thereafter be used to solve problems of the same type. For
example, having been shown a solution for the Fortress problem and using it to solve the
Radiation problem, solvers are supposed to derive a 'known abstraction' (what Gick and
Holyoak 1983, called a 'convergence' schema) which can be applied to later problems of
the same type. Such problems are 'justified' because the mappings are 'a manifestation of
an underlying common abstraction' which may be used to solve later problems.

Unjustified analogiesare thosewhich do not have a common abstraction. The example
Dejong gives is a metaphorfrom Gentner:'the sweetfruit of patience'. The heareror
fruit'
between
'sweet
infer
temporary
and 'patience' that is specific
mapping
a
reader must
to this metaphor, Anderson (1989;Anderson & Thompson,1989)provides an exampleof
problem solving from an earlier examplewhere the solver has to make an analogywith
thefunction of the sourceexample. He gives two recursive LISPfunctionsfactorial, which
calculatesthe product of the integersto a given number n, and summorialwhich calculates
their sum, Factorialis the sourceused to determine the solution of the later summorial
function in the target. Dejongarguesthat in this casethere is no commonabstraction
which can be later used to solve a like problem, for that reasonthe analogyIs
'unjustified'.
At the other end of the spectrumthere are researcherswho are looking at our
understandingof metaphorssuchas 'experienceis the comb naturegivesus when we are
bald' and the creative usepf analogiesGohnson-Laird,1989), Gentner(1989)refers to
Gentner
in
is
By
being
in
isolation.
in
context
an
analogy
context
or
analogiesas
either
domain
in
the
to
one
structure
solution
where
referring analogicalproblem solving proper,
can be extrapolatedand used in another,as in Gick and Holyoak's variations of the
Radiation problem, Analogies in isolation refer to analogiesone finds In metaphors,
4.3.2.

The relation between surfaceand structural similarity

Problem similarity thereforeforms a continuum from near variants to distant variants.
Gick & Holyoak (1983)and Holyoak & Koh (1987)provided subjectswith a range of
problems which varied in gradations In terms of their surfacesimilarity and the salience
of surfacefeaturesto the underlying structural similarity. In the experimentsby Reedand
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his co-workers (e.g. Reed, Ackinclose & Voss, 1990; Reed & Bolstad, 1991; Reed, Dempster
& Ettinger, 1985) the surface features of problems were often very similar but the
underlying structure varied.

People naturally expect a causalrelation betweensurfaceand structural similarity. The
relations between them can be fairly simple. The 'redness'of a tomato (a surfacefeature),
for example,has a causalrelation with the underlying feature of'ripeness'. This
knowledge can comeabout either from experiencewith tomatoesor from an analogywith
the relation betweenrednessand ripenessin apples. If novicesare presentedwith an
example In which the samesurfacefeaturesoccur then they might reasonablyinfer that
the example will involve the same underlying relation and that this relation can be
applied in the current problem.
Sweller (1980)defined similarity In terms of 'shared representationalpredicates' which
These
lower-order
Gentner's
in
theory.
the
representational
are
systematicity
predicates
predicatesare accessiblesurfaceproperties. fie makes the point that shared surface
featuresare a useful heuristic for accessingearlier problems. It Is reasonablethat two
problems that look the sameon the surfacealso sharean underlying structure. Accessinga
problem through sharedsurfacefeatures,he argues,is a good constraintto imposeon the
predicates that composemental representations.
The relation betweensurfaceand structure Is also pertinent in conceptformation. Medin &
Ortony (1989)argue that similarity judgementsare basedon our representations
of objects
(and of problems) not on actual entities themselves.The descriptiveproperties of objects,
or their surfacefeatures,are usually related to deeper,lessaccessibleproperties, It
thereforemakessenseto attend to the surfacepropertiesof objectssincethey are a good
heuristic for accessingthe underlying structure.
Holyoak & Koh (1987)propose that both structural features,which play a causalrole In
determining possiblesolutions,and salient surfacefeaturesinfluencethe selectionof an
analogue. However, this proposal cannot be easily reconciledwith the results of the
experimentsby Reed,Ackincloseand Voss(1990).They found that subjectsdid not select
more inclusive sourceproblems(oneswhich have moresubgoalsthan the testproblem but
include all those necessaryfor the test problem's solution) despite the fact that such
problems must sharemore structural featureswith a target problem than lessInclusive
problems. One would expectsubjectsto choosethe more inclusiveproblem,at leastin
problem setswhere there is a closecorrespondencebetweensurfaceand structural features;
that Is, where the surface featuresare salient. While such a selectionleads to more
successfulproblem solving,,it is not the strategy which they appearto adopt. Experts,on
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the other hand, were more likely to selectan Isomorphicproblem over a lessinclusive
problem but not more likely to selecta more inclusive over a lessinclusive one.
4.3.3.

Salience as a form of similarity

For a feature to be salient it has to 'stand out' in someway. Holyoak and Koh (1987)
betweenso-calleddconvergence'
problemssuch that a broken
varied the correspondences
light bulb filament that requires a laser to repair it led to greater transfer to a problem
where X-rays are used to destroy a turnour than to one involving am-desattackinga castle
becausethe former were seenas more salient. Saliencealso includesthe idea of temporal
processing,which meansthat aspectsavailable earlier in the reading of a problem may
have a greater effect on which earlier problem will be accessed.In distant variants of a
features
few
be
there
salient
type,
shared
and competing
will naturally
problem
associationsmay be activated that block retrieval of remote analogues,
Vosniadou (1989)argues that salient similarity is a way of linking both surfaceand
fact
by
feature,
the
that it Is salient, provides a direct
structural similarity since such'a
link to the underlying structure. Both surfaceor perceptualsimilarity and structural or
conceptualsimilarity can provide a meansof accessingan earlier problem, An exampleof
accessthrough conceptualsimilarity was when the subjectused the conceptof recursionas
the basis for searchingfor an example.
Stein,Way, Benningfield and Hedgecough(1986)invoke the notion of 'key concepts'from
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surfacestructure similar to that in the target problem, and thosestatementsemphasised
the 'relevant properties' 9f the concept. Barclay, Bransford, Franks,McCarrell, & Nitsch
(1974)found that retrieval cueswhich were not presentin the source(e.g., 'something
heavy') could facilitate accessto concepts(e.g., 'piano') if the acquisition (the source)
context allowed learnersto focus on relevant propertiesof the key concept(e.g., 'the man
lifted the piano'). No accessto key conceptswas found if learnerswere causedto focuson
Irrelevant properties (e.g., 'the man tuned the piano'),
Stein et al. compareda number of conditions where a clue statementwas given with a
problem. To find the relationship betweenrecall of conceptsand subjects'ability to access
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Mean percentageof Problemssolved asa Functionof Clue Recalland Clue Statement
Condition

Clue Recall

SS/RC

DS/RC

SS/IC

DS/IC

In&rmed ConditioM
Yes

78.2

76.9

9.6

14,7

No

55.8

51.9

20.5

6.5

Uj3informed ConditjoM
Yes

39.7

38,5

2.5

0

No

53.2

32.0

2.5

1.9

ýSs DS -

Similar Surface Structurebetweenclue and problem
Dissin-tilarSurfaceStructure

RC -

RelevantContext: the context in which the clue was presentedwas relevant to
the problem solution

IC

-

Irrelevant Context: the acquisition context was irrelevant to the solution

As can be seenfrom the table,spontaneoustransferof information in problem solving tasks
Is a function of a) characteristicsof the sourcecontext,whether the sourcecontext was
relevant to the target or not; and b) the surfacestructure of the problem statementwhich
influences the accessibilityof that information in the first place. In the Informed
Conditions subjectswere told that a conceptthey had beenpresentedwith earlier would be
helpful in solving the current problem. This hint was not given to the Uninformed subjects.
Their findings suggestthat 'the accessibilityof relevant clue information during problemsolving tasksIs primarily Influenced by similarity in surfacestructure (i.e., the use of
Identical content words) in the clue and problem statements'(p. 439).
4.3.4.

Analogy as a continumn

The problem that was given to the subjectwas analogousto the INFECTproblem in the
training manual. Shefailed to accessit basedon the surfacefeaturesof the problems. She
found it by categorizingthe problem correctly and using the categorizationto guide her
search. The INFECT exampleas an analogy to the FLOOD problem Is both 'justified' and
'in context' sinceboth are examplesof how the underlying principle of recursioncanbe used
in a SOLO program. The variations on the colineardistanceproblemsusedby Reed,
Dempster& Ettinger (1985)are also analogousaccordingto their sharedunderlying
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equation, and their surfaceelementswere identical. Looking at what someresearchers
have written about the notion of analogysuggeststhat it forms a continuum from the
concreteto the abstract. Anderson & Thompson(1989)give analogya very broad
definition. Gentner (e.g. 1989)is much more strict in her definition. Becauseof the wide
applicability of the conceptDejong (1989)refers to It as the 'curse of an alluring name.'
According to Dedre Gentner,an analogy is not simply saying that one thing is like another.
'Puppies are like kittens' or 'milk Is like water' are not analogies, They are In Gentner's
terms 'literally similar' since they share the same attributes, such as 'small' in the first
caseand 'liquid' in the second,as well as the samerelations. Gentner(e.g. 1989;
Falkenhainer,Forbus,& Gentner,1989;Gentner& Toupin, 1986)and Vosniadou(1989)
argue that 'real' analogiesinvolve a causalrelation. In the analogy 'puppies are to dogs
as cats are to kittens/ there is a relation between'puppies' and 'dogs' which also applies
between 'kittens' and 'cats/ and this relation can readily be explained. An analogy
properly so called involves mapping an explanatorystructure from a basedomain (puppies
and dogs) to a target (kittens and cats),
Nevertheless,two problems can be literally similar and still share an explanatory
structure. A problem requiring the solver to find the time taken by a car to travel a certain
distance at a certain speedis literally similar to one involving finding the time taken by a
bus travelling a different distanceat a different speed. The explanatory structure is the
equation relating the elementsof the problem statementsand the solutions. The same
equationis usedin both problems.
Vosaladou (1989)arguesthat 'analogicalreasoningcan be employed betweenitems that
belong anywhere in the continuum from literal similarity to non literal similarity' (p,
415). At the concreteend there are examplesof within-domain analogiesinvolving two
problems which are highly similar In both their surfacefeaturesand in their underlying
structure. For example,Anderson, Conrad, & Corbett (1989)claim that people solve the
problem in LISP of finding the first elementin a list, such as (a b 0, by analogyto an
examplewhich shows how to find the first elementof the list (p qr s). The solution to the
sourceproblemswas (car'(p qr s)) and so the solution to the targetproblemalsousescar to
produce (car'(a b 0). Dejong(1989)and Gentner(1989)havedoubted whether this canbe
called an analogy at all. The problem can be solved by mapping the surfacefeaturesand
does not require that the solver is aware of the explanatory structure.
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4.3.5.

Gentner'sstructure-mappingtheory

When an exampleis being used as an analogy,the objects(the salient surfacefeatures)in
one domain areassumedto be'put in correspondence'
with the objectsin anotherto obtain
the'maximum structural match.' Analogizing,accordingto Gentner(1983),involves
mapping a relational structure that holds in onedomain onto another. This is known as
the principle of systematicity,which statesthat people prefer to map hierarchical
systemsof relations In which the higher-orderrelationsconstrain the lower-order ones.
The structure-mappingtheory Is Implementedas the StructureMapping Engine
(Falkenhainer,Forbus& Gentner,1989)and usesa predicatecalculusof various orders to
representthe structureof an analogy.
At the lowest order, order 0, are the objects of the analogy, such as 'army'. 'fortress',
'roads', 'general. ' A predicate has the order I plus the maximum of the order of its
arguments, So, where x and y are objects,GREATER THAN (x, y) would be first order and
CAUSE [GREATER THAN (x, y), BREAK (y)) would be second order, CAUSE, IMPLIES,
and DEPENDS ON are typical higher-order relations. 'On this definition, the order of

an item indicatesthe depth of structurebelow it. Argumentswith many layersof
justifications will give rise to representationstructuresof higher order' (Gentner,1989,p.
208).
Mapping an explanatorystructureallowsone to makeinferencesin the new domain or
problem, sincethe relationswhich apply in the sourcecan be applied in the target. A
structure suchas-CAUSE[STRIKE(ORANGE,TREE),FLATTEN (ORANGE)]can be used
in a Tom and Jerrycartoonto decidewhat happeruwhen Tom smashesinto a tree CAUSE
(STRIKE(TOIM,TREE),?I- to generatethe inferenceCAUSE(STMKE (TOrvf,TREE),
l
FLAMN
(TOM)],

Gentner (FalkenhaLner,
et al., 1989;Gentner,1989)provides a taxonomy of similarities
betweenproblems in which analogyis distinct from other types of simuarity. For her,
analogizinginvolves a one-to-onesystematicmapping of the structure of the basedomain
onto the target. The surfacefeatures- the objectdescriptions- are not mappedonto the
target since they play no role In the relationalstructure of the analogy. The problems
dealt with by Gick & Holyoak (1980;1983)are thereforeanalogousunder this definition,
Figure 2.1shows different types of similarity and where they might lie on a continuum.
Literal shnilarity,
Literal similarity Is almost
found
in
within-domain
-always
comparisons. When problems are literally similar then not only Is the hierarchical
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relational structure mapped over, but the object descriptions are mapped as well. In the
example 'milk is like water' many of the attributes of water can also be applied to milk.
There is a fuzzy boundary between what is technically analogy with its normaLly
exclusively shared relational structure, and literal similarity which also includes object
descriptions.
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domain. Abstraction mapping also forms a continuum with analogy. As the object nodes in
the base domain move towards the abstract variable-like end of the continuum then it
becomes a relational abstraction.
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The shaded area in figure 2.1 indicates where Imitation fits into this scheme. Novices use
mere appearance matches to accessand use earlier examples. The shading includes literal
similarity, in which there are shared relations as well as attributes. In such cases the
earlier problem is an Isomorphic within-domain analogue. That is, the two problems are
Iclose' variants of one another, Novices are often able to solve isomorphic problems In the
same domain when only the values of certain attributes are varied; for example, when 30
mph in one problem becomes 40 mph in another.

4.4.

Summary

Retrieval of a sourcehas beenfound to be very difficult
a) without a hint,
b) unless the superficial featuresremind the solver of an earlier problem;
c) some aspectof the problem guides the solver's searchfor a suitable example to imitate.
The evidencesuggeststhat surfacefeatureshave a strong effect on the accessof an earlier
problem. Someof thesefeaturesmay be salient in that they relate to shared structural
features. However, retrieval can be effectedthrough irrelevant surfacefeaturessuch as
the font used or other contextualelements.
Much work hasbeendone on the transferof solutionsIn between-domainanalogies
(Bassok,1990;Carbonell, 1983;Gick, 1985;Gick & Holyoak, 1980,1983).Gentner'sstudies
(Collins & Gentner,1990;Gentner& Gentner,1983;Gentner& Landers,1985;Gentner&
Toupin, 1986),as well as those of Holyoak, have often dealt mainly with between-domain
analogies,as in her studies of Rutherford's analogybetweenthe structure of the atom and
the structure of the solar system,or ahalogieswith the flow of electricity. In thesecases
the basedomain Is either relatively well known or easily understood. Between-domain
analogiestend to have few surfacefeaturesin common. Accessinga relevant sourceis
therefore very dtfficult without a hint.
In studying within-domain analogizing researchershave looked at how people retrieve
and use an earlier exampleof the sametype of problem (Anderson,Farrell & Sauers,1984;
Cooper, 1983;Green& Gilhooly, 1990b;Novick & Holyoak, 1991;Reed,1989; Reed,
Ackinclose & Voss,1990;Reed& Bols-tad,1991;Reed,Dempster& Ettinger, 1985;Reed,
Ernst & Banerjl,1974;Ross,1984;1987,1989a;1989b;Ross& Sofka,1986;Sweller & Cooper,
1985). Within-domain analogiesdiffer from between-domainanalogiesin that the whole
domain (including both baseand targetproblems)is new to the novice and the solution
structure underlying both tends to be more complexthan in the between-domainanalogies
that form much of the basisfor APS accounts. Becauseof the novices' unfamiliarity with
the underlying structure of exampleproblems,recalling the relevant example is very
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difficult (Reed,et al., 1985). Most studies of within-domain problem solving examinehow
how
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5.

The problem of mapping

Mapping, in mostaccountsof APS,refersboth to finding correspondences
betweena source
and a target, and analogicalInference. The latter involves adapting a structured system of
relations. Mapping in the IPS accountis limited to mapping values that appear to fill the
sameroles in both problems. Thereare someimportant corollariesthat follow from these
views. From the APSpoint of view, if the solver is awareof the underlying structure of
two or more analogues,adapting it to fit the new problemwill not posetoo many
difficulties. On the other hand, if solvers are using Imitation, they will find It very hard
to adapt the mapping. Indeed, much of the literature on analogicaltransfer has
demonstratedhow hard transferIs to induce. To understandwhy transferseemsso
difficult, we have to look at the roles surface(or semantic)featuresand structural (or
- syntactic) featuresplay in adapting an analogue.
In this section,two views of mapping and adaptingan analogueare contrasted. The first,
the principle-cueing view, will be discussedmainly with referenceto the work of
Holyoak. Many others sharea 'structural' view of analogy,and many AI models such as
PL ACME, ACT*, SME, PUPSand SOAR,also espousethis view of analogicalmapping.
The secondview, the 'example-analogy'view, is representedby the work of Ross,whose
views on APSare similar to the IFS account.

5.1.

Mapping the surface and structural features of problems

Holyoak (1984)Identifies 4 types of mapping relations:
1)
Identities;theseare elementswhich are the samein both analogues. These
Identities are e4uivalent to the schemathat is 'implicit' in the sourceand might include
suchgeneralizedrules as 'using a force to overcomea target'.
2)

Indeterminatecorrespondences;
which are those elementsthat the problem solver

has not yet mapped.
3)

differences,
Theserefer to the surfacefeaturesof problems
- Structure-preserving
which, even when changed,do not affect the solution. Exampleswould bearmles'and
'rays', and 'fortress' and 'tumour. Although entirely different, suchsurfacefeaturesdo not
affect the underlying solution principle.
4)

Structure-violatingdifferences;
Thesedifferencesdo affect the underlying solution
structure. TheFortressand Tumour problemsusea solution Involving 'division' and
'convergence'.However, whereasarn-descanbe divided Into smallergroups, a ray
machinecannot,nor Is It Immediately obvious how the rays canbe divided. The solution
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to the tumour problem meansgetting hold of severalmachinesand reducingthe intensity
of the rays. The operatorsinvolved in the Fortressproblem have to be modified in the
Radiation problem.
Structure violating differencesnecessitatethe refinementof the selectionof a source
analogue. Structure-preservingdifferences,on the other hand, although they lead to
surfacedissimilarities, do not require the initial selectionplan to be refined. When the
solution structure is preserveddespite surfacedissimilarities,structure-preserving
differencesallow the constructionof correspondingoperatorsbetweentargetand source.
Structure-violatingdifferencesprevent such operatorsfrom being applied and causethe
analogyto breakdown.
S.I. I.

The PI model of analogicalproblem solving

Holland et al. (1986)provide a rule-basedsystemof inductive inferenceas a model for
problem solving and other higl-klevelcognitive processes.A representationof a problem is
a mental model made up of two rule types - diachronicand synchronic- describingchanges
of state and categorizationsof elementsin the world respectively.
Representationsin PI are declarativestructures called conceptswhich include factualinformation Massie Is a dog') as well as general rule information ('Dogshave fur) which
is an exampleof a generalconcept. WhereasACT* (Anderson,1983)segregates
declarativeand procedural knowledge, PI storesboth under 'concepts',so that the general
properties of a conceptare stored with Information about individual instances.Since
factual knowledgeand proceduralknowledge are stored togetherin clustersor schemalike units, PI differs also from SOAR in which all knowledge is proceduraland in which
thereare no higher-ordercontrol structurescorrespondingto PI's schemas.
ArWogical problem solving in PI assumesthat a mental model of a sourceproblem has to
be retrieved in order for an analogousproblem to be solved. Sucha mentalmodel hasto
contain structural Information about the problem in terms of Its initial state (the statement
of the problem), the goal state, the operators whereby the initial state is transformed into
the goal state,and the constraintswWch are Imposedon the problem searchspace, TbIs
from the mathematicalstructures
mental 'copy' of the world Is termed a homomorphism
known as morphismsin which the environment canbe characterizedasbeing in certain
statesand eachstate is related to its successorby a transition function.
Mental modelsare production rule-basedrepresentations,Input in the form of 'messages'ls
matchedagainstthe conditions of production rules, Messagesare proposition-like
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structurescorrespondingto the 'facts' of ACT*. They can either be Information arriving
through receptorsystemsor retrieved from declarativememory,one important exampleof
which would be the specificationof the current goal of the system. A limited number of
rules may then operatein parallel and candidaterules place 'bids' to determine which
Will be executed,the successof which is detern-tinedin turn by the strength (a measureof
the past usefulnessof the rule), specificity (the more salient a rule the larger the 'bid')
and support (a measureof the support from other matchingmessages).
Rules are activated in parallel and constitute what Holyoak & Thagard (1989a)term an
'aura' of associations.A candidateanalogueis retrieved if there are multiple sourcesof
support for it. When a threshold of summation is reached,the retrieved representation
becomesavailable for further processing. That is, if there are many sharedfeatures
betweentarget and source,thesemultiple sourceswill summateand this summationensures
that only plausible sourceanalogueswill be activated.
According to Holland et al. (1986),mapping beginswhen the learner Identifies the
transition function for the sourceanalogueconnectingits initial stateto a subsequentstate,
Tbereby the learner identifies the actionsrequired to produce a solution from the Initial
hierarchical
is
However,
a
the
the
also
one in
mapping process
statementof
problem.
which objectsin the sourceand target canbe matched,or in which abstractcategoriesor
(1987)
Koh's
Holyoak
for
in
instance,
be
experimentssome
and
structuresmay matched.
subjectswere ableto matchobjectssuchas 'rays' or 'laserbeams'or'sound waves'across,
from the underlying schema
from one problem to another. The solution is then constructed
in the source. Alternatively they may have had a ready-madeabstract schemafor
convergenceproblemswhich they canmap directly onto sourceand target.
5.1.2.

Clitfcisms of PI

PI has beencriticized from severalperspectives.The first criticism by Gentner (1989)and
Johnson-Laird(1989)is aimed at the notion of analogywhich PI incorporates. PI was not
intended to operateupon analogiesother than the 'justified analogies'In problem solving.
It does not deal with expository analogies, This limits its applicability and causes,
Gentner to wonder if Holyoak believesthat there is more than one analogicalprocess.
Holyoak & Thagard (1989)presentan exampleof the workings of PI by applying it to the
Fortressand Radiationproblems. However, Dejongarguesthat the representationthey
presentof the problemsbiasesthem in favour of easiermapping. Furthermore,since
Holyoak espousesthe principle-cueing view of analogicalproblem solving, then the
underlying solution principle is already known. If it Is already known, Dejongargues,
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there is little needfor analogicalreasoningto be used to solve the problem. This perhaps
overstatesthe case. Holyoak (e.g. 1985)talks of partial mappings and an iterative
processof mapping and adapting an analogue. But if Holyoak wishes to argue that
subjectscan have a ready-madeschema,then in this casethere is no need to retrieve an
analogue:the subjectsalready know how to solve the problem.
Other criticisms by Palmer (1989)are aimed at its range of applicability and its
specificity. As it stands,PI is designedto deal only with relatively simple problems. If
the databasewere to be enlargedthen 'potential mappings may swamp the system'. Its
production rules are alsohighly specific. Palmergoeson: 'Do we really needto suppose
that people have a rule like "If x is an army and y is a road betweenx and somez, then x
can move to z"?' He alsopoints out that, sinceknowledgerepresentationis so specific,
problem solving would be disrupted If there were evenn-dnorchangesto the rules causing
them to fail. In many of the studiesof problem solving in formal domains,such as the
mathematicsproblemsin thoseof Reedet al (1985),or in computerprogramming
(Anderson, Farrell & Sauers,1985),it is doubtful whether the subjectscould Identify the
transition function, or abstractout the underlying schemafrom a source.
Holland et al.'s PI program representsan 'Ideal' model of analogizing. It readily solves
the analogousproblemspresentedto It, and indeed,somepeoplemay solvethoseproblems
by accessinga structure in much the sameway. It thereforemodelsthe type of analogizing
that humans are capableof, but it may not be the most usual method that humansuse.
Other Al modelsof APS,suchas thosedescribedby Anderson (Anderson,Conrad,&
Corbett, 1989;Anderson,Farrell, & Sauers,1984;Anderson & Thompson,1989),are also
powerful analogicalmodels. Whether human beingsare as powerful as the modelsis a
moot point.
Mappinj in Imitative problem solving
The degreeof manipulation of a problem representationsolved through Imitation Is
limited to assigningvalues to variable roles, Thesevariable roles are establishedby
comparing problems. The comparisonprocessIdentifies perceptuallysimilar and salient
featuressuch as the ratesof travel in the experimentsof Reed,et al. (1985),or the object
in thoseof Gentner& Toupin (1986).To solvea problem by Imitation the
correspondences
solver makestwo inferences. The first Is that the perceptually similar featuresoccupy the
sameroleIn both problems. The secondInferencearisesfrom the successfulassignmentof
different valuesto the samerole, If two values can occupy the samerole they can
therefore be vartabilized.
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It is rare that a source problem will have elementswhich are Identical to those in a
target. The solver thereforeneedssomeway of establishingthat the values given in a
sourcecan map onto thosein a target. Reed& Bolstad(1991)statethat 'if the values of
matching conceptshave the samestructure, then this structureIs copied for the test
problern.' What this meansis that, if, say, an algebraproblem involving times and rates
of vehicleswere used as a source,then a structuresuchas30mph, would be copiedinto the
target where the problem statementmight give the rate of a vehicle as 40 mph with the
40 replacing the 30 in the earlier example. These'surfacestructures'occupy the samerole
in the underlying solution structure of the two problems. They are highly salient in that
they suggesta causallink to the underlying solution structure. 'Copy' in the senseusedby
Reedand Bolstadwould be the sameas imitation. We cannot,however,'assumethat
between
involved
the
have
the
or
them if
relation
solvers
concepts
any understanding of
they are simply imitating an example,

5.2.

Constraints on the accessand use of analogues

Gentner'ssysternaticityprinciple assumesthat the causalrelationsbetweena problem's
elementsconstrain a solution. Causalconstraintsare important only if the solver
understandsor Is aware of thosecausalrelationships.In complexproblem solving in a new
domain such relationshipsare not well understood. It takessomeexperiencewith the new
domain to develop knowledge of the causalrelationswithin it. They can be learned
becausewe apply our generalknowledgeof causalityto the new domain (Pazzani,1991).
Indeed, even infants are 'predisposedto seekcausalexplanations'(Brown, 1989).
5.2.1.

Semantic and structural constraints

Structural accountsof analogydemonstratehow syntacticconstraintscanoperateto
produce analogrcaltransfer. Semanticconstraintsalsoaffect transferand comeabout
through similarities in the surfacefeatures. The objectsin problemscan vary in the degree
to which they are alike. 'Laser beams,"X-rays' and 'sound waves'canbe seenas very
' 'Arn-des'and 'rays' are
simllar types of things and thereforehave,,'high transparency.
dissimilar objects,and have low transparency,Accessinga previousproblem has been
found to depend-stronglyon the amount of semanticsimilarity betweenobjectsIn different problems (Gentner& Toupin, 1986;Holyoak & Koh, 1987;Ross,1987).
Holyoak and Koh also emphasizedthe differential effectsof semanticand syntactic
betweenso-called
similarity on retrieval and mapping. They varied the correspondences
$convergence'
problems such that a broken light bulb filament that requiresa laser to
repair It led to greater transfer to X-rays used to destroy a tumour than arm4esattacking a
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castlebecausethey were seenas more semanticallysimilar. Semanticsimilarity, they
claim, is important for retrieval of a candidate analoguewhereassyntactic similarity is
more important for mapping,
Gentnerand Toupin (1986)presentedchildren with storiesin which the transparencyof
objectcorrespondencesand the systematicityof the original story were varied.
Transparencywas varied by changing the charactersthat appearedin the stories or by
'cross-mapping').
Systematicity
(leading
in
to
the
their
was varied
story
roles
changing
by adding a sentenceto the beginning to provide a setting and a final sentenceto the story
in the form of a moral summary of the tale (the systematiccondition). The non-systematic
condition had neither a moral nor a setting.
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The children were given 6ertain roles to play and askedto act out a story sin-dlarto the one
they had just heard. Both systematicityand the transparencyof the objectmappings were
important factors in analogicaltransfer (figure 2.2). Youngerchildren, however, relied on
the transparencyof the objectswhereasthe older oneswere more affectedby the
Toupin
Gentner
base
domain.
the
argue that the sharedsystemof
and
of
systematicity
relations (the systematicity)between the problems helps guide the mappings of the
lower-order relations.
Another wayof looking at theseresults Is to take the view that the children were
attempting to Imitate the previous story. Where they understoodthe story's underlying
The
fit
to
the
rest of
to
their
structure.
they
story's
characters
were able adapt
rationale
the time they simply imitated the sequenceof actions taken by the semantically similar
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counterparts in the earlier story. Again we find that analogiescan be applied only when
the subjectshave a complete understandingof the underlying relationalstructure. Most of
the younger children simply did not havean adequateunderstandingof the earlier story
to be able to apply the rationale behind it.
Theseresults do not confine themselvesto children. Gentnerand Schumacher(1987,
Schumacher& Gentner, 1988)found the sameresultswith adults in a different domain,
Their subjectshad to learn a procedurefor operatinga computersimulateddeviceand then
useit to learn a new device. Onceagain the systematicityand transparencywere
manipulated. The systematicity was varied by either providing a causalmodel of the
device or simply a set of operating procedures.The transparencyreferred to the type of
devicecomponents. The results showed that systematicityconstrainedlearning and
transfer to the target device. Transparencyalsohad strongeffectson transfer, The speed
of learning the new devicewas greaterwhen correspondingpairsof componentswere
similar than when they were dissimilar. The samepattern of resultswas found by Ross
(1987,2989a).

Bassok(1990)found transfer betweenhighly content-specificdomainsin studiesof transfer
betweenphysicsand algebraproblems. Shefound spontaneoustransferwhen the objects
and variablesIn the base(e.g., speedand typing rate) and targetcould be put into
had found. That is, the
correspondencedue to their similarity, just as Ross(1987,1989)
objectswere seenas more transparentor salient. However,therewas little spontaneous
transfer when thosevariables representeddifferent typesof quantities (e.g, speedand
salary) despite the fact that the problems were Isomorphic. When there was
correspondencebetween the variablesand quantities,thesubjectscould apply learned
betweenthe quantities,the subjectsoften
procedures. When there was low correspondence
required a hint for retrieval and the mappingbecame'effortful'. just as Rosshad done,
&t
Bassokfound
different types of surfacesimilarity affectboth accessand useof 4
sourceproblem where thosesurfacefeaturescanbe usedto Interpretvariables,

5.2.2.

Making theunderlyingstructuremoreexplicit

Brown & Kane (1988) attempted to find out if children could transfer their learning on the
basis of surface features (a perceptual basis), or on the basis of an underlying principle.
They found that children could be taught to look for the relational similarity between
examples then apply that to other variants of the problem type. Children were able to
accessrelevant source problems despite Intervening tasks, Brown and Kane point out that,
'where learning can be organized round a guiding principle, transfer is determined by the
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extent that the subject is privy to that principle, through either discovery or Instruction'
(p, 495).

A causal model provides learners with a means of understanding the interrelations
between a set of objects and predicates, The higher-order relations constrain the mappings
between the lower-order relations and literal objects. Figure 2.3a represents an example
problem statement (the A box) and the solution (the B box). Linking the two there is a
from
line
by
A to B. If that relational structure is
the
relational structure represented
known, it becomespossible to apply it to a new problem in order to generate the solution.

RELATION GIVEN

RELATION INFERRED

FAB

If no causalmodel is given, asIn Gentnerand Schumacher'sstudy, where a set of operating
procedureswas given instead,then the relation betweenthe problem statement(the A
term in figure 2.3b)and the solution has to be inferred (hencethe dotted line linking A and
B in figure 2.3b). By the sametoken the mappingsbetweenthe baseand targetwill be
underconstrained.With complexproblemsin particular we would expectto seethe
mappingsdisrupted without a systematiccausalmodel to guide them (e.g. Reed&
Bolstad,1991;Ross,1987).The only resourceopen to the solver in sucha caseis to attempt
to copy the actionsperformed in the original model and infer the mappings.

5.3.

Using an analogue for principle-cueing

There are different views as to the roles that surfaceand structural similarity play. Ross
(1984;1987;1989b)discussestwo possiblescenariosIn APS: the principle-citeing
view and
the ex=ple-analogyview. In the principle-cueing view, learnersmay be reminded of an
earlier exampleby somefeatureor combinationof featuresof the current one. This
reminding triggersor cuesthe abstractinformation or principle involved knthe earlier
problem which Is relevant to the current one. This abstractor relational Information can
then be usedto makesenseof a new situation or solve a new problemwith the same
structure. However, principle-cueingby definition presupposesthat the analogizer
understandsthe principle In the first place, For novicesstudying a new subjectthat may
not always be the case.
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Thereare many examplesof successfuluseof a principle presentedIn a 'bridging' analogy,
Successfulproblem solving hasbeenshown to occurwhensubjectsaregiven accessto an
analoguewhich they can use. Gentner& Gentner(1983),for example,presentedsubjects
with two analogiesto the flow of electricity through resistors. In one, the analogywas
with water flowing through narrow sectionsof pipe. In the other, electricity was likened
to people passingthrough turnstiles in a busy station. The analogywith peoplepassing
through the turnstiles led to a better understandingof electricity flow through particular
arrangementsof resistorsthan did the narrow pipe analogy.
Issing, Hannemann & Haack (1989) performed an experiment in which they examined the
effects of different types of representation on transfer. The representations were pictorial
analogies of the functioning of a transistor. They presented subjects with an expository
text alone, the text plus a sluice analogy, the text plus a human analogy, and finally the
text plus an electronics diagram of the transistor. Unlike the human analogy in the
Gentner studies, it was the sluice analogy (involving the flow of water) which led to
better understanding of the function of the transistor. The human analogy was less
effective and the diagram and text alone were the least effective4.

Theseresults can be explainedby assumingthat the solverscango back to the particular
expository analogy they were given and apply the principles involved to the novel
situation. They also show that writers have to be very careful about which type of
analogythey choose.In somecircumstances,suchasunderstandingthe flow of electricity
through a resistor,electricity is best conceivedof as the movementof people. To
understand the function of a transistor the flow of electricityIs bestlikened to the flow of
water. Variations on the particular shared relational structure or underlying principle
can have a strong effect on later problem solving.

4SOmewhat
contrarily, ISSinget 41,argue that analogiesdepicting human-like situations are regardedas
arti flcial and take on 'more a motivating than cognitivefinction. ' This, they say, explains why the human
,
analogyf4ils to be as effectiveas theflow of water. This is a bizarreconclusiongiven that they are taking
into account Centner's view of structure-mapping. The expositorytext presentedto subjectstalks about
the :Pow of current. ' People,however,don't flow, water does. So the water analogy sharesmore higherorder relations than the human analogy, and this would accountfor the stronger effectof the sluice analoSy,
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Most of the subjects in Gick and Holyoak's studies were at first unable to solve the
Radiation problem even though they had previously been given the solution to the
Fortress problem. When they were given a hint to use the earlier problem most were able
to solve the new one. The hint did not include information about what to do, merely that
the earlier problem would help. It was up to the subjects to work out what aspects of the
source would help generate a solution in the target.
According to most models of APS, the subjects in these experiments must have had a
representation of the earlier problem at a level of abstraction sufficient to be able to apply
it to another problem with different surface features. In Gick & Holyoak's studies, the
hint allowed their subjects to accessthe 'divide and converge' schema which they had
generated from the solution to the Fortress problem. Their initial difficulty was accessing
a suitable source problem. In the electricity flow experiments, the subject is likewise
presumed to accessthe representation of the earlier example in LTM, extract the
underlying principle, and apply it to the current problem.
Holland et al. (1986) refer to analogues as having an 'implicit' schema which is
reconstructed during the solution process. In figure 2.4,A represents a problem statement
B
is
by
between
A
The
the
B
the
represented
and
of
set
relations
or
solution.
relation
and
line linking them. If the problem is an instance of a category of problems then the solution
procedure used to get from A to B can be applied to other problems of the same type. There
is therefore a schema implicit in the solution. This is shown as the shaded S box in the
figure.
Schema implicit in

Figurg, ).4. The relation between a problem and its solution'

olving an implicit schema.

When a Source problem is accessed(A and B in figure 2.5) then the principle underlying the
solution to the source is accessed(the S on the line linking A and B) and applied to the
target (C) to generate the solution (D).
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Implicit schema cued by accessing
SOUrceand used to solve target

In casessuch as these, subjects are reminded of the analogy and the remindings serve to
categorize the current problem. The abstract principle which the earlier problem or
analogy exemplified is presumably already understood by the learner and the specific
instantiation of the principle in the earlier problem is no longer required to solve the
target. The original source problem was nevertheless important in that it allowed the
learner to understand the principle in question and how it is used.
The principle-cueing view implies that the learner already has an adequate
conceptualization of the solution procedure acquired from the source problem. Solving
another problem from an example involves abstracting out the principle or procedure frorn
the example and applying it to the target. This smacks of abstraction mapping except
that the abstraction is 'hidden' or implicit within the example and has to be extracted
before it is applied. Much of the literature on expert-novice differences has concentrated
on how the correct perception of a problem can cue accessto the 'problem schema' (Chi,
Glaser, & Rees, 1982;Larkin, 1978). This problem schema in turn Suggestsa
straightforward, 'stereotypical solution method. Novices, however, are often unable to
identify the problem schema or categorize problems accordingly.
In complex within-domain analogies, it would be unwarranted to assume that the novices
have it schema, implicit or otherwise, for a problem. There may be a schema implicit in
the problern but there is no guarantee that it is represented in the mind of the solver.

5.4.

Using an example as an analogy

The view that the role of superficial features is simply to accessa previous problem has
been challenged by Ross in a series of experiments. According to the example-analogy
view:
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'the principle is understood only in terms of the earlier example. That is the
principle and exampleare bound together. Thus evenif learnerswere given the
principle or formula, they would use the details of the earlierproblem in figuring out
how to apply that principle to the current problem' (Ross,1987,p. 629).
This is the casewith the subjectin chapter 1. Shewas awareof theprinciple but needed
the example to seehow the principle was instantiated within it, and then used the
details - such as details of the syntax - to apply the sameprinciple to the target.
Much of Ross'work was concernedwith the effectsof superficialsimilarities in Problem
accessand use. In Ross(1987)the superficial similarity betweenexampleand test
The
problemswas varied in termsof the story line and the objectcorrespondences.
betweenobjectsand variables were either similar, reversed(where the
correspondences
objectsplayed different roles in the solution), or unrelatedto the study problem. Table 2.2
summarizesthe conditions used. The problems were probability problemswith various
story lines suchas IBM mechanicschoosingwhat companycar to work on. In the
same/samecondition there were only minor superficialchangesto the problem. The
underlying solution structure remainedthe same. In the same/reversedcondition it was the
IBM salespeoplewho chosewhich mechanicsshould work on their cars. The
same/unrelatedcondition involved computersand officesin an IBM building. The
unrelated/ unrelated condition involved ticket salesfor a high schoolathletic team whose
objects(teamsand teachers)were unrelated to the exampleproblem,
Study-test relation

Condition

Story line

Objects

Correspondence

same/same

same

same

same

same/reversed

same

same

reversed

same/unrelated
unrelated/unrelated

same

unrelated

unrelated

unrelated

unrelated

unrelated

Even when subjectswere provided with the relevant formula, so that the task was one of
instantlating the formula with the figures In the problem, the ability of the subjectsto use
the formula still depended on the superficial similarity of the problems. The similarity
betweenobjectsin the problems with the samestory line was usedto instantiatethe
formulae, so that the objectswere assignedto the samevariableroles as in the example.
Thus, In the same/samecondition (e.g. where mechanicschosethe cars),performancewas
higher than for the unrelated group. If the objectcorrespondences
were reversed,the
samelreversedcondition, then performancewas lower than in the unrelatedcondition.
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Where the underlying principles were confusable,the superficial similarity of problems
with the sameunderlying structure led to the bestperformance.
When trying to makean analogybetweentwo problemswithout an adequate
representationof the problem structure, the usual meansof instantiating variables
through an understandingof what they representis very difficult. All novicescan rely on
are superficial similarities. Even when learnersare provided with a formula at test, they
Will still make use of an earlier examplein which the principle Is incorporated in order to
solve the current problem. Ross'sresultsare thereforeat odds with thoseone would expect
from a principle-cueing view in which the exampleplays no role other than as an
instantiation of a schemawhich is either already known or readily induced.
Whereassurfacesimilarity, in the principle-cueingview, is necessaryfor accessingan
example,it is the example'sstructural featureswhich are used to solve the target.
However,Ross(1989a)alsofound that, in problemswith unrelatedstory lines but
had a largeeffecton usebut noneon access.
correspondingobjects,the objectcorrespondences
At the same time similar story lines had a large effect on access.This indicates that
different forms of similarity differentially affect accessand use of a sourceproblem.
The example-analogyview treats a training exampleas including a kind of recipe which
the learnerhas to follow. It doesnot assumethat the underlying principle can be
automatically extracted. When the novice has to solve an exerciseproblem, the details of
the training problem are usedextensivelyto ascertainhow a procedureshould be
keeps
SOLO
to the syntax of the
For
the
the
problem
employed.
example, subjectsolving
examplesolution, and simply replacesthe values In the sourcewith the correspondingones
from the target. Solving a target problem can thereforebe achievedby imitating the
Any
in
the
schemageneratedfrom
source.
that
sequences
out
carried
of actions
were
solving probler; s using an exampledevelopsas a by-prodtictof the processof
generalization. In figure 2.6 the relation betweenA and B Is partially generalizedto C
and D. In creating this partial generalizationa partial schema(shadedS box in figure
2-6)Is createdas a by-product. This is rep;esentedas a dotted arrow from the
generalizationline from the sourceto the target problems.
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Partial schema constructed
from application of
solution procedure
Imitating sequence
of actions creates a

5.5.

Adapting

complex problems

in unfamiliar

domains

If we take analogy as involving the mapping of the structural features of one problem onto
another, then a number of interesting points emerge. The main finding of concern here is
that people can readily solve versions of a problem that are very similar to each other
(close variants), but tend to be unable to solve versions which differ (distant variants). In
other words, people have difficulty adapting an example problem in order to solve a new
one. One view, which goes back to Thorndike's theory of 'identical elements' (e.g.
n-torriclike & Woodworth, 1901), is that we cannot expect transfer when there are no
similar surface elements, even if two problems share the same underlying features. Since
novices can solve close variants of the same problem they must be using some processwhich
does not require an understanding of the underlying structure. They are imitating the
example.
A common feature of APS experiments, where successful transfer was found, is that the
subjects generally 'understood' the base domain. In the experiments on electricity flow new
concepts were introduced by presenting an analogy that was within the experience of the
subjects. The underlying relational structures, for example the movement of people
through turnstiles and the rate at which they could pass, were relatively simple ones.
When between-domain analogies are drawn in expository texts, they are often used as a
form of explanation to help the reader re-represent some new concept. Such analogies
constitute an intermediate representation. This is not the kind of problem solving that
goes on when the novice has only a hazy notion of a new domain, such as scienceand
mathematics. If novices are expected to solve problems based on examples, then they
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have to understandthem well enoughto be able to accessand apply the underlying
solution structure. Novices,however,rarely understandexamplesthat well.
As was pointed out in section3.4,definitionsof understandingemphasizethe notion of
'flexibility' - the ability to manipulate or adapt a representationof new Information or of
an earlier problem in order to solve a new one. This Is the kind of understandingthat is
assumedin APSwhere the solver is presumedto have a representationof the source
problem in LTM, but sincesolversfind it very hard to adapt solutionsto solvenovel
problems that are different from what was taught, they cannotbe said to understand the
examples.
In complexproblems,transferis very hard to Induce,unlessa numberof examplesare
presented,the sharedschemais emphasized,and salient structural featuresare
highlighted (Catrambone& Holyoak, 1989;Cooper & Sweller, 1987,Holyoak & I<oh,
1987,Larkin, 1989;Novick, 1988;Novick & Holyoak,,1991;Reed,et al., 1990). Transfer
can also be induced when the underlying principle Is explicitly taught (Perry, 1991)or
when the subjectis encouragedto 'explain' the relation betweenthe surfaceand structural
features(Brown & Kane, 1988).However,evenwith someform of hint to use an earlier
problem, and with a solution or formula available,studentsare often unable to adapt the
earlier problem to solve the current one (Reed,et al., 1983;Reed& Bolstad,1991;Ross,
1984; 1987,1989a).

Reed& Ettinger (1987)attemptedto inducetransferby training subjectsin the useof tables,
Therewas sometransferwhen completedtableswere given to subjects,who then had only
to map the values in the table to the relevantequation. Subjects,however, were still
doing
despite
in
fill
In
in
tables
to
the
the
practice
so. In other
unable
correctvalues
words, they could not solve distant variantsof the problem using the explanationsthey
were given. One of the main reasonswas that the explanationsstill left the subjectswith
a large number of Inferencesto make (Robertson& Kahney,1993).
The relation betweenexampleand testproblemswas exan-dnedby Novick & HolYoak
(1991).Using algebraword problemsthey looked at the effectsof giving subjectsspecific
numerical mappingsfor transferproblems. For example,in the 'number mapping hint'
condition, subjectswere presentedwith hints suchas:'the 12,8,and 3 in the band problem
are like the 10,4, and 5 In the gardenproblem.' Transfersuccesswas much more likely to
occurwith numbermappingsthan if thesubjectsweregiven'conceptmappings'suchas:
#yourgoal in this problem is to arrangetheband membersInto rows or columnsso that each
row (or eachcolumn) has the samenumberof peopleIn it, with no-oneleft over. That's
Eke the goal you had in the gardenproblem of grouping plants into different types so that
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there were the samenumber of plants of each type, with no extra spacesleft in the
garden.' They found that the numerical mappingswere a necessary(but not sufficient)
prerequisitefor transfer. The difficulty camewhen subjectshad to adapt the procedureto
solve a transferproblem.
To appreciatefully the processesgoing on in problem solving from examples,we have to
take accountof the problem solver'sprior knowledge. Problemsin formal domainsoften
require the solver to adapt them in some way. Where problems are literally similar then
imitation canlead to a successfulsolution. However, the more a targetproblemvaries
from a source,the more the student has to rely on generaldomain-specificproceduresto
adapt the sourceto fit the target. For this reasonNovick and Holyoak found that
adapting an example(of an algebraword problem) was correlatedwith mathematical
expertisebut not with analogicalreasoning ability. Similarly, in a discussionof
analogicalreasoningin children, Goswami (1992)reviews a large numberof studieswhich
fail to take accountof the fact that analogical reasoningassumesa degreeof prior
relational knowledge of the relevant domain on the part of the child.
Furthermore,complexproblemsInvolve a large number of interrelatedconcepts.In the
SOLOexample,the subjectis expectedto know about what NOTE does,how CHECK
operates,the flow of control representedby EMT, the differencesbetweenthe three types
of variables '/X/', '*', andT, what IF PRESENTand IF ABSENTrefer to, details of the
syntax, and how all of theseInteract. As Reedet al. (1985)found out in their first
experiment,it is asking a lot to expectnovices,facedwith complexproblemsfor the first
time, to rememberexamplesin detail. It is more unreasonableto expectthem to adapt
them without a great deal of help.

5.6.

Summary

Solving problemsby analogyassumesthat the solver already hasa good degreeof domain
knowledge,canextractthe underlying structure of a sourceproblem,and understandit well
enoughto manipulateit. With regard to novicesstudying a new subject,theseassumptions
are unwarranted. Novicesdo not have a good degreeof domain knowledge,or they would
not be novices. Principle-cueingassumesthat the surfacefeaturesof problemsare the
meansby which a relevant exampleIs found. Oncefound, the solution schemaImplicit in
the sourcecanbe used to solve the target (dependingon how well the novicecanadapt it),
Novices,however,may not be able to extract the underlying principle from an example,
When an exampleis retrieved, novicesmay still not understandthe principle behind the
procedure. EvenIf they are explicitly presentedwith the underlying principle or schema,
it does not necessarilyfollow that they understand It or that they can adapt it to a new
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problem, As Rossdiscovered,evenwhen novicesappearto understandthe principle or
formula, they are still strongly influenced by the surfacefeaturesof the problems. When
they are presentedwith a formula at test, they use the details of the example to solve the
of what the variablesin the formula
target problem becauseof a lack of
-understanding
represent.

it doesnot follow that theyhavea
Soevenif novicescanusea procedureaccurately,
VanLehn,
VanLehn,
1989,
1990),
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the
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of problem
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but
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6.

Problems facing textbook writers

If we are learningsometl-dngnew, suchasa scienceor a programminglanguage,we may
have very little or no prior knowledge of the conceptsinvolved, such as head-tail
recursion,entropy,or quantum mechanics.Indeed,Resnick(1989)hasarguedthat some
basicscientific conceptsare in 'fundamental epistemologicalconflict with many
commonplaceeverydayconceptions.' For example,technologystudentsfind it easyto
understandthat a book exertsa downward force on the surfaceof a tablebut find it hard to
understand that the table surfaceexertsan equal upward force to maintain the book in the
sameposition. The materials scientist Gordon (1976)put it rather pithily when he wrote
that, when trying to explain such concepts,we have to take accountof the 'pit of antiknowledge from which materials sciencehas had to extricate itself.' Similarly, natural
languageunderstandingcancauseconfusionin learningsomecomputerprogramming
languages(Bonar& Soloway,1985).For thosereasons,when studentshave to learn new
conceptsor are presentedwith complexexamples,past solutionsmay not be well
understood.
Despiteour uncertaintyconcerningthe processesthat go on when studentsusetraining
problems to solve exerciseproblems, textbookswith their training examplesstill provide
the backboneof the teachingand learning that go on in schools,collegesand universities.
It is thereforeimportant we get them right. Work by researcherssuchas Cooperand
Sweller (19M, Reedand Bolstad (1991),Reed et al. (1985),Robertson& Kahney (1993),
Sweller (1988)has shown that writers have to be very careful about the structure of the
problems they provide; and work by Britton, Van, Gulgoi, & Glynn (1989),Britton, Van
Dusen,Glynn, & Hemphill (1990),Hlebert & Lefevre (1986),Kieras, 1985,Kintsch (1986),
Kintsch & Greeno,(1985)bas shown that the textual presentationhas a strong effect on
what will be learned and how well it will be learned.
The writers of textbooksare thereforefaced with a dilemma when it comesto how they
illustrate the conceptsand proceduresthey wish to convey, Unfortunately the writer can
have only a very generalidea of the prior knowledge that potential readerswill bring
with them. Naturally the text will be designed for a specific audience,but even then that
audiencepossesses
a wide variety of knowledge,understandingand learning strategies
which they will bring to bear on the text laid before them, The subjectIn the SOLOstudy
had a particular strategy which she employed during her original reading of the text. As
she read she consistentlytried to find potential problems that might arise and tried to
Identify gaps in her understanding,
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Authors have to make assumptionsabout how Well the readerswill graspnew concepts.
When they are appealing to the readers'prior generalknowledgeabout the world, they
assume that the readers can make the necessarytext-externalinferences.They also have
to make assumptionsabout how much their readerswill be ableto rememberfrom previous
sections. In other words readerswill often be called upon to make text-reinstatement
inferences.Finally, authors have to predict to someextent how well they will be able to
apply thesenew conceptsoncethey have learnedthem. 'TheSOLOsubjecthad a
representationof recursionwhich was abstractenoughto allow her to recognizerecursive
problemsbut not specificenoughto rememberfrom her original readingof the text how to
write a recursiveprocedure to solve the problem immediately.
The subjectsuccessfullysolvedproblemswhich were Isomorphicto examplesin the
manual. However, shefound much more difficulty in solving a problemwhich required
her to adaptexamplesin the book So even if writers can targetsuccessfullya specific
readership they are still left with the problem of how to presentthe material in such a
way that it will be easily assimilated, (that is, new material has to be integrated within
existing knowledge structures)and readily transferred(the new material can be applied in
a different context). In other words the outcomeof learningshould be 'the ability to use
learned Information in problem solving tasksthat are different from what was explicitly
taught' (Mayer, 1989).
Sohow do writers promote suchunderstandingin their readers?Theyhave only A certain
number of pagesin which to presenta novel concept.If a largenumberof problemsare
provided which are similar to eachother (the 'near variants' in figure 2.7) then
eventually the procedureemployed in their solution will becomeautomated. However,
that might be at the expenseof presentinga rangeof problems(the distant variants in
figure 2.7) which would Illustrate the range of applicability of the concept(Cooper &
it
Sweller, 1987). would be helpful, therefore,to know just what sort of understandinga
novice gainswhen using a training problem to help solvean exerciseproblem in a novel
domaim
Training material canpresentconcreteexamplesof how a procedureshould be usedor It can
be couchedIn generalor abstractterms. It canpresenta step-by-step'recipe' for solving a
type of problem or it can try to give an abstractor a hierarchical(goal-subgoal)outline of
the solution procedure. The former makesthe solution to similar problemsfairly
straightforward - one simply follows the recipe usedin the earlier problem, the latter
indicates how a procedurecan be applied to a wide variety of problemsbut at the possible
cost of making the proceduredifficult to follow.
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CATEGORY
OF
PROBLEMS

Examplel II

Example2l I Example3

Example4 II Example5

nearvariants

distant variants

Figure 2.8representsa categoryof problemsin which the set of problemsare related in
terms of their solution procedureexemplified in examPlel. With more distant variants Of
the problem solvershave to adapt the procedure to a greaterextent to find the solution,
CATEGORY
OF
PROBLEMS

Examplel II

Example2l I Example3

Example4II Example5

relation/
solutionprocedure

I Solutionl I

One of the questionswriters have to addressIs just how sirrdlarexampleand exercise
problemsshould be to facil.1tatelearning and what kind of conceptualunderstandingwe
should try to instil in the readers.
Furthermore,writers have to provide explicit information about the relationship between
training problemsand other problemsof the sametype - usually presentedas exercise
problems (Conway & Kahney,1987;Reed,et al., 1974). Sinceexamplesprovide
Information about a categoryof problems,the more Information about the featuresof that
categorywhich are given to thereader the better. In figure 2.8 the arrow from examplel
to the Categorybox representsthosefeaturesof the problem which makeIt a problem of
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that type. If solverscan recognizea new exemplarof that type of problem then they
should readily be able to apply the relevant solution procedure. Applying the procedure
will tend to be more successfulwith closevariants than with distant ones.
Do experts have access to their procedural knowledge?
Textbookwriters tend to be expertsin their field. Becauseof this, much of their domain.
knowledgeis 'compiled'. Expertscan readily generateinferencesthat novicescannot
make. Skill in textbookwriting comesfrom recognizingthoseinferencesand making the
knowledge that generatesthem accessibleto their readership.
In this regard, a rather contentiousdistinction is often madebetweendeclarativeand
proceduralknowledge in terms of their accessibilityto consciousintrospection. Unlike
declarativeknowledge,procedural knowledge Is often regardedasnot being accessibleto
(Anderson,1983;Newell, 1990;Sanderson,1989).For example,Adelson
consciousness
(1984)states:
knowledgecontainedin a procedurecannotbe inspecteddirectly; what the
...
knowledgeis can only be inferred by noting what the proceduredoes, Having
developedtheseprocedures,the information (sic)comesto be representedIn a way
that hides the details of the processingto be done.(p. 495)
However, much procedural knowledge canbe accessed
and declarativeknowledge
extractedfrom it. This is what teachers,coaches,tutors, instructorsand textbookwriters
do all the time, A squashcoach,for example,has to breakdown a complexsequenceof
movementslasting a fraction of asecond into Its componentparts and typically moves
through this sequenceIn slow motion at the sametime verbalizinginformation about
racquetanglesand relative positions of various parts of the body. Justhow much of this
declarativeknowledgeIs inferred from proceduralknowledgeis a moot point.
If a sequenceof actionscanbe compiled or chunkedin this way so that it becomesdifficult
to accessindividual piecesof knowledge, then It also makesit harder for textbookwriters
to accesstheir own knowledge and remove the inferencesfrom It so that It canbe fully
explainedto novices. Textbookwriters may thereforemakeunwarrantedassumptions
about what a readerknows or can understand-withoutbeing awarethat they are doing so.
In the caseof novices,Adelson claim that their knowledgecan 'be Inferred by noting what
the proceduredoes.' This may not always be so. It Is possiblefor someoneto developa
'syntactic' model for dealing with recursiveproblemswithout understandingthe
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underlying principle of recursion. As hasalreadybeenargued,novicesare capableof
imitating and even learning procedureswithout understandingthem. We cannottherefore
infer their knowledge from their procedures.

6.2.

The role of examples in textbooks

In chapter I the subjectlooked at a number of exampleproblemsolutionsbut looked at the
textual explanationsonly once, This tendencyof solversto look at examplesand ignore
intervening text is well-documented (Anderson,Farrell, & Sauers,1984;Anderson,Pirolli,
& Farrell, 1988;Chi, Bassok,Lewis, Reimann,& Glaser,1989;Ddtienne,1991;Kintsch,
1986,LeFevre& Dixon, 1986,LeFevre,1987,Mathews, Buss,Stanley,Blanchard-Fieldset
al., 1989;Pirolli, 1991;Firoll! & Anderson, 1985;Reed& Bolstad,1991;Ross,1987;Ross&
Kennedy, 1990;Sweller & Cooper, 1985;Ward & Sweller, 1990;Winston, 1980b).Only if
all elsefails will somestudents attempt to re-readthe instructions (Cold, 1992).For
example, Pirolli (1991)states,'When a learner Is faced with novel goals,the preferred
method of problem solving Involves the use of examplesolutionsas analogiesfor the
target solution.' VanLehn (1990)goesfurther: 'examples,exercisesand other concrete
examplesof problem solving are the most salient parts of instruction. Theverbal and
textual explanationsthat often accompanysuchconcreteepisodesof problem solving have
a secondary,indirect effect on learning.'
LeFevre& Dixon (1986)found that studentslearning a proceduraltaskprefer to use
examplesasa sourceof information and that written instructionstend to be Ignored.
VanLehn (1986; 1990)hasbuilt a theory of children's errors on the evidencehe has
gleaned that people prefer to use examplesrather than written explanations, Piroll!
(1991)and Plrolli & Anderson (1985)also found that novice programmersrelied heavily
on examplesrather than Instructions to help solve LISPrecursionproblems. Carroll,
Smith-Kerker,Ford, & Mazur-Rimetz (1987-1988)
redesignedcomputer training manuals
partly to take account of the fact that learnersare put off by the 'verbiage' in traditional
training manuals. The list could go on.
One reasonIs that studentshave expectationsabout how textbooksare laid out. In formal
domains,suchas mathematics,scienceand computerprogramn-drig,textbookshavea
particular stereotypical layout (Beck& McKeown, 1989;Kleras, 1985;Sweller & Cooper,
1985).With experienceof such textbooks,studentscometo developa schemafor that type
of text. Sucha schemaIncludes the default assumptionsthat solutionsfollow statements
of the problem rather than vice versa,and that a particular sectionof a textbook will give
them enough Information to solve exerciseproblemsat the end of that section. However, it
Is often the casethat textbooksare not structured that way.
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6.3.

Understanding new concepts: Intermediate representations as an
aid to problem understanding
Many conceptsin a new domain do not lie within people'snormal previous experience.For
example,the SOLOsubjecthad only just beenintroducedto the conceptof recursion(at
least in relation to AI programs). For this reasonIt is often useful to provide some
intermediatemeansof relating the new conceptsto somethingthat the learnerdoes know.
Peopleunderstandnew conceptsbetterif they are 'anchored'to existingknowledge
schemas.It the text succeedsin providing this anchorthen readerswill more readily
understandand remembernew material. Oneway to explainconceptsin textbooksIs
thereforeto try to relate them to the assumedprior knowledgeof the reader.
There are severalways open to writers to achievethis. Throughout the SOLOtextbook
various meansare employed to explain the novel constructsthat are introduced, Recursion
was explained textually in the 1978edition of the SOLOtextbookand was supplemented
with diagramsin the 1983version (Eisenstadt,1978/1983).Flow of control In SOLOwas
likened to passingthe baton in a relay-race. The subject,however,clainUnot to have
found the analogiesused in the SOLO manual particularly useful, Nevertheless,it was
the Intermediate representationsof the 'line-shaped thing' and the 'fan-shapedthing,
that allowed her to categorizethe problern.
Simon (1984)showedthat subjectsgiven analogiesunderstoodcomplexrelationsbetween
conceptsbetter than thosereceiving none, The particular form of the analogyhasa strong
effect on the learners' understandingof the new theoreticaldomain (Daudet& Denhj&e,
1991;Brown & Clement,1989,Gentner& Gentner,1983).Oneway of presentinga structural
analogy with a novel construct Is to give a pictorial representationof the new material.
According to Resnick(1989)by providing a different representationof the textual
material,writea can 'bootstrap' learners'constructionsof novel concepts.'Objectifying
theoreticalconstructs/ that is, making the abstractmore concrete,canbe done in texts by
presenting the learner with some form of physical display. In that way the theoretical
constructcan be 'seen'. Thus the fan-shapedand line-shapedrepresentationsof iteration
and recursionallowed the subjectto classifysuch problemscorrectly.
Bridging analogies

'Intermediate bridging analogies'(Brown & Clement,1989),diagrams,graph$and tables
are all used to provide an Intermediaterepresentationof the material presentedin
textbooks. Where learnersfind it difficult to Induce the structure of novel abstract
constructs,or relate the constructsto the concreteexamplesin texts (A in figure 2.9),they
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are likely to find It easierto understand the relation if an intermediatebridging
representationis used. In figure 2.9,A representsthe relation betweena theoretical
construct and the concreteexample;B representsthe relation betweenthe constructand
some intermediate representation;and B' representsthe relation betweenthe
intermediate representation(the representationconstruct)and the concreteexample.
Theseintermediate representationsare an important part of the explanationof new
theoreticalmaterial in textbooksand act as a form of 'scaffolding' to help bridge the gap
betweenthe learnersprior knowledgeand the new construct.

A
IB

13'

tj wo, etical

representation

construct

construct

example

Therehave beena number of experimentsto test the effectsof intermediate
representationsas an aid in problem solving, Suchrepresentationsmay Involve somekind
of visual representation(Beveridge& Parkins, 1987;Gick, 1985;Gick & Holyoak' 1983;
Lewis, 1989)or an analogywhosepurpose is to clarify a concept(Brown & Clement,1989),
or someother way of representingproblemssuch astables(Reed& Eftger,, 1987).The
studies by Gentnerand Gentner(1983)and Issing et al. (1989)show that writers have to be
very careful about which type of analogythey choose,In somecircumstances,
suchas
understanding the flow of electricity through a resistor,electricity is bestconceivedof as
the movementof people. To understandthe function of a transistor,the flow of electricity
is best likened to the flow of water. The effectivenessof the analogydependson the
number of higher-orderielations that constrain it,
Both Gick (1983)and Beveridge& Parkins (1987)examinedthe effectsof visual analogues
on problem solving and found that visual representationscan act as effectiveretrieval
cues. Beveridge& Parkins;usedboth diagramsand colouredstrips ascuesand the results
suggestedthat the coloured strips of different intensities,representingsummativeeffects
analogousto the conceptsin the problemspresented,was the mosteffective. Presentinga
problem along with a visual representationseemsto facilitate recall of a solution.
Similarly Gick used a large arrow representinga large force and severalsmaller arrows
arrangedin a circle to representthe division of a largeforceand Its convergenceon a
target. The diagram was presentedalong with an explanationof the solution to the
Fortressproblem. When the diagram was reproducedin the target problem, It facilitated
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spontaneoustransfer. The samewas true for subjectswho were presentedwith diagrams
alone beforesolving the transfer problem.
The reasonswhy pictorial or diagrammaticrepresentationsare so effectiveare discussed
by Larkin & Simon(1987).Texts presentinformation in a linear sequence.Understanding
this sententialrepresentationIncurs a great deal of computationalcost in terms of search.
The larger the data-structure contained within the sentential representation,the greater
the searchtime. In a diagrarnmaticrepresentationthe information is Indexed by its 2-D
location which means that diagrams can make relations perceptuallyexplicit which
were not so in the sententialrepresentation.Diagramsallow a large number of automatic
perceptualInferences,avoid the need to match symbolic labels (matching a variable in
one part of a sentential representationto a related variable elsewhere),and obviate the
needto searchfor problem solving inferences.
6.3.2.

Providing a schema In texts

The appendix to the SOLOmanual builds up to a descriptionof a recursiveINFECT
procedure,It tries to show how sucha procedurecanbe called to act on a seriesof nodes
linked by the samerelation. The text usesa number of analogiesto explain how recursion
works. It endsby giving a more abstractdescriptionof recursionto help the reader
understandthe generalprinciple behind it. By referring to the 'line-shapedthing, when
sheidentified the problem as recursive,the'subjectwas accessingan abstract
representationof the problem type provided by the text, Thus, despitedifferencesin the
surfacefeaturesof the problemsshewas able to accessand usean examplein order to solve
her problem.
Although providing a generalprinciple, conceptor schemaat the outset can obviate the
from the featuresof an earlier example
needfor solverslo usedetailed correspondences
(Gick and Holyoak, 1980;1983;OhWon and Rees,1991)It Is often the casethat such
abstractprinciples cannot be learned directly (Anderson,Farrell and Sauers,1984;LeFevre
and Dixon, 1986;VanLehn,1990).The usefulnessof providing a schemadependson the
task facing the learner.
Chen & Daehler(1989)exan-dnedthe relation betweenthe type of story representation
(specificor abstractschema)and positive and negative analogicaltransfer In children.
Wherean abstractschemawas provided, the subjectswere able to transferanalogous
solutionsspontaneouslyevenwhen the baseand targetproblemssharedfew surface
similarities. Indeed the abstractrepresentationof the sourceanaloguewas a strong
determinantof positive transfer. When the target problem Involved a solution principle
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different from the source,negative transfer resulted. However, althoughschematraining
had a strong effect on positive transfer another important aspectwas the ability to
determine when it should be applied.
The use of intermediate representations can also be justified from a consideratiorf of other
aspects of analogical problem solving. By a comparing examples from two disparate
domains, one from the domain being studied and one from another well-understood domain,
subjects are often able to abstract out the underlying structure or schemafrom the known
domain and apply it to the new one. Some of the benefits of providing an explanatory
schema have been listed by Smith & Goodman (1984). They apply equally well to the
benefits of diagrams and other pictorial representations such as graphs and tables and can
be related to the information processing model of Larkin and Simon (1987). These are,

Schemasprovide an explanatory framework or 'scaffolding. They improve
framework
between
the
the
connections
since
slotscanbe
pre-existing
understanding
a)

mapped to the new domain directly. In Larkin and Simon'stermsthe diagramand text
should be 'informationally equivalent' so that information in one representationis also
inferable in the other.
b)
Schemascontain information that can be added to fill in gapsin knowledgeand
help form connectionsbetweensteps. In diagrams this includes the ability to generate
perceptual Inferences.
Schema-based
Instructions reduce the time required to understandthe relation
C)
betweensteps. In diagrams there is lessneed for search.
d)

Schemasboost memory for specificinformation. According to Larkin and Simon,in

diagramsperceptionpermits the readerto focuson perceptualcuesand so retrieveproblem
relevant Inferenceoperatorsfrom memory.
Schemasboost performancewhere they dependon understandingthe relations
e)
betweensteps. Similarli diagrams have computational benefits,sincethe Information In
them is better indexedand is supported by perceptualinferences.
f)

Schemasshould lead to a hierarchical organization of material which should, In
turn, lead to 'chunking' and henceto improved recall (Eylon & Reif, 1984),The
information in diagrams is perceptually grouped - related bits of information are adjacent
to each other.

6.4.

Limits to effectiveness of intermediate representations

Writers still have to be very careful that the textual representationof a new construct and
the intermediate representationthey provide are structurally equivalent, The Inferences
that readerscanmake in the known basedomain should also be madein the target. If this
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Is not the casethen learnerswill have difficulty transferring the Induced structure to
novel problems of the sametype.
There is also the questionof the function of the intermediaterepresentation.Levin (1989)
classifiesthe functions of 'pictures-in-text' into five categories:
1)
decoration,where pictures are designedto make a text more attractive but are not
related to the content;
2)
representation,
where pictures make the text more concrete,as in children's books;
3)
4)

organization,where pictures enhancethe structure of a text;
interpretation,where pictures are supposedto make a text more comprehensible;

5)

transformation,where pictures are presentedto make a text more memorable.

Levin then relatesthesefunctions to different prose-learningoutcomesby appealingto the
notion of transfer-appropriate
processing(Morris, Bransford,& Franks, 1977). Learners
have to take accountof the goalsof the learning contextand adapt their learning
strategiesaccordingly..In the contextof using picturesIn text, Levin arguesthat writers
should use different pictorial representationsdependingon whether they want to
encouragethe learner to understandthe material, rememberthe material, or to apply the
material. For example,in the studies by Beveridge& Parkins (1987)and Gick (1983)the
function of the intermediate representationwas to aid retrieval.
An exampleof an abstractpictorial representationcanbe found on page35 of Winston &
Horn (1981)where a flow diagram Is presentedto show how LISP evaluatesa particular
pieceof code (figure 2.10). Its function is thereforeInterpretativein Levin's sense.
Although Its function is to help the readerunderstandhow the code is evaluated,the
subjectDR in a study by Anderson,et al. (1984)tries at one point to applythe structure of
the diagram to an exerciseproblemsand is momentarily confused. This is becausethe
function SETQIt used in the diagram to explainhow the codeIs evaluatedbut it is not used
in the original example itself.
Although intermediaterepresentationscap be useful pedagogicaldevices,textbook
writers have to be aware of their limitations

6.5.

Individual

differences

Authors also have to bear in mind the individual differencesexhibited by their readers.
Thesedifferencescomeabout through differencesin study processesandstrategies,ciswell
as through variations in prior knowledge. In this regard, the role of imitation as a
problem solving strategyhas beenoverlooked, Although the notion of imitation is not new
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it has remainedimplicit in many studies of APS,but its importancehasbeen
underestimated. Someresearchersseeit as the resort of 'poor solvers'othersseeit as a
useful strategy that should be taught to all.

See something like
(F-TO-C SUPERHOT)
or
(F-TO-C 100-0)

Record current value

of TEMP if ar

(SETO TEMP 100.0)

Use EVAL on body Of
F-TO-C

Restore TEMP's value
to whatever was
recorded here ------

---

Return valu
here ....

6.5.1.

Variations In study processes

Procedures
thatcanhelpin problemsolvingcanbe eitherspecificto a domainor
applicableIn manydomains,Therelativemeritsanddemeritsof equippingstudentswith
differentstrategieshasreceivedmuchattention(Catrambone,
1990;Cheng& Holyoak,
1985;Ddtienne,1991;Green,1989;Green& Gilhooly,1990b,LeFevre& Dixon,1986;
LeFevre,1987),StrategicknowledgeIs essentiallya blendof declarativeandprocedural
knowledge.It is not domainspecificknowledgeabouthowto solvea particularproblem
but providesa generalmethodfor finding out how to solvea problem.In otherwordsIt
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helps organize the problem solving processand providesa generalplan of action
(Ferguson-Hessler& Jong,1990;Green& Gilhooly, 1990a;1990b).
Ferguson-Hessler& Jong(1990)lookedat the numberof study processes
that studentsused
in reading a physics text and the type of knowledgeinvolved in thoseprocesses,They
found that the rangeof study processeswas the samefor both poor and skilled performers
but that the differencelay in the predominanceof the typesof knowledgeused. Poor
solvers tended to use 'surfaceprocessing'by which is meantthat they paid more attention
to declarativeknowledgeto solveproblems, An exampleof surfaceprocessingwas
'reading the text'. That is, the information was processedpieceby piece from the shared
surfacefeaturesof problems. This contrastedwith the good performers"holistic, view of
the problemsin termsof their deeperstructure. An exampleof deepprocessingwas
'making proceduresand assumptionsexplicit! This is similar to Chi et al.'s (1989)notion
of 'self-explanations'. This type of processingmeantthat good performerscould
restructureknowledge to apply it to new variantsof a problembecausethey had good
problem schemas,and concentratedmore than poor solverson proceduraland situational
knowledge. Lacking a good problem model, the 'poor solvers'relied on imitation as a
method of finding a solution.
In chapterI the subjectgavea coupleof examplesof goingbeyondsurfaceprocessingof the
text. She attempted to predict what the text was about to tell her. She mentions this
explicitly in her study of the text on pages83 and 84:
Subject readstextbookaloud:
'Given the restriction to one useof the relation LIKESper node,then only-onenode
2,
became
(?
)
this
the
step
and
node
the
at
symbol
wild-card
could possibly match
value of the variable *.'
Soobviously we're going to needsomesort of recursionto dealwith multiple LIKES on
page 83.
Here she is 'explaining' the text by generatinga hypothesis. Shethen goeson:
The main problem with this is that I'm not really being encouragedto think terribly
SUSS
1
thing which...
it's
84
a
telling
a
new,
new
em,
13
me...
creatively. ecauseon page
Involves a bit of recursion. And, If I were concentratingon this properly and having to
for
it
Identified
have
thought
I
myself
out
and
on
think
would
actually
creatively,
like
be
this
that
50
to
something
was
going
82,
If
earlier,
pages
about page
not about

necessary.
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Sheexpectsthe text to conform to the strategy she has learned for dealing with expository
texts. That is, she wants the text to oblige her to think 'more creatively'.
Chi, et al. believe that 'copying' is the resort of the 'poor performer'. They classified the
usetheir subjectsmade of the examplesprovided into 'reading', 'copy and map', and
'compareand check'. They found that 'poor' studentsusedexamplesto copy elementsfrom
it when solving an exerciseproblem twice as often as thegood'students. Mapping
involved making only a slight alteration to a copied elementin the sourceproblem. An
examplefrom a geometryproblem solving protocol was:
Okay so choosingthe axesfrom the diagram(in the source), it would bebetterto tilt it 30
degrees,(in the target) [coded as mapping to the target].
Imitation was thereforeseenby Chi et al. as a strategy used by 'poor' solvers. Other
studies, however, have taken a diametrically opposedview.
Green& Gilhooly (1990b)found increasedperformancein subjectswho were exhortedto
$copy'a training example,sincethis appearedto be one successfulstrategyemployedby
good students. They examinedindividual differencesamong studentslearning a statistical
computing program known as MIMTAB. From an analysisof their subjects'protocols,they
noted that subjectsoften selectedand copied an example. However, the subjectsdid not
always evaluatethe match between the sourceproblem and the target and insteadsimply
copied over the surfacefeaturesof one onto the other. Both fast and slow learners'copied'
earlier exampleswhen trying to solve a problem but varied in the extent to which they
were able to modify the sourceIn order to solve the target. When they exhorted their
studentsto adopt a 'copy procedure'when solving a problem therewas an increasein the
numberof successful
solutions,
Greenand Gilhooly's exhortation to 'copy' the exampledoesnot refer to how that
exampleis used. However, their descriptionof the behaviour of their subjectssuggests
that they were imitating the examples, The subjectswere influenced by the perceptually
similar featuresof the sourceand target problems and inferred that they occupiedthe
sameroles in both. failure to solve the problem In their studieswas attributed to a failure
to evaluatethe match betweenthe correspondingfeatures.
It may well be that the 'poor' students in Chi et al.'s study would not have solved the
problem at all if they hadn't used the 'copy' strategy, The results of Greenand Gilhooly
suggeststhat the strategy Is still a useful one to fall back on.
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Novick & Holyoak (1991)make the point that successfulproblem solving from an example
is not necessarilyindicative of analogicaltransfer:'a student might construct the equation
for an algebraword problem but then fall backon generalproceduresfor solving equations
that were learned outside the contextof word problems.If theseprocedureswere not welllearned,analogicaluseof the sourceto constructthe equationfor the targetwill not ensure
correct solution of the target'(p. 411). Wherethoseproceduresare well-learned,they can
be used to solve the problem (Bassok& Holyoak, 1989).
There is an interplay betweenthe type of problemsolvingusedand a person'sprior
domain-relevant knowledge. When problems are Isomorphic,imitation will normally
lead to a successfulsolution. However, the morea targetproblem variesfrom a source,the
more the student has to rely on generaldomain-specificproceduresto adapt the sourceto
fit the target. for this reasonNovick and Holyoak found that adapting an example (of an
algebra word problem) was correlatedwith mathematicalexpertisebut not with
analogical
reasoning.
,
There are thus limits to the effectivenessof imitation as a strategy. It remains the case
though that noviceshave Ipso facto a limited numberof domain-specificproceduresat
their disposal. This makesIt likely that Imitation will be used by both poor and good
students. In-dtatingan exampleremainsa simpleway of solving a problem evenfor good
3a
3b)
(see
Appendix
the subject
her
Ln
the
training
and
manual
of
students,
original study
fulfilled most criteria for a 'good' student. Shecould seethe underlying similarity
betweenproblems with different surfacefeatures,but this did not prevent her from
imitating the example she found (although shedid Indicatethat she wanted to ensure she
knew 'how it worked').
6.5.2.

Novices and experts

Consistentwith the findings of the novice-expertliterature, the subjectfound It difficult
to adapt her knowledge of SOLOto solvea novel problem. At the sametime shewas not
hindered In her problem solving by the surfacefeaturesof the problems, For example,she
Some
Its
in
terms
difficulty
the
In
structure.
aspectsof
of
problem
showed no
classifying
her problem-solving behaviour were at least partly schema-driven.
In trying to turn novicesinto expertsmuch emphasishasbeenplacedon how to provide the
Is,
has.
That
knowledge
that
the
models of experts
the
expert
novices with
skills and
have been usedto develop techniquesfor teachingnovices. Studiesof expert-novice
differencesinclude those of Chase& Simon(1973a;1973b)who looked at the differences
betweenthe knowledge of chessmasters,Intermediateplayers,and beginners.They found
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that the mastershad a greaterstore of relational patterns of chesspieces,or 'chunks'. The
differencebetweenbeginnersand masterswas in how knowledgeis organized. In studiesof
solving physicsproblemsChi, Feltovich,& Glaser(1981)found that expertsunderstood
problemsin termsof the underlying physical principles (suchas Newton's laws of motion)
whereasnovicesconcentratedmoreon the specificobjectsmentionedin the problem
statement. Furthermore,experts'knowledge is found to be more 'flexible' than that of
novices in that it can be readily adapted to novel situations. Flexibility comesabout
through problem solving experienceand the learning of recognizablepatterns.
Glaser(1984)provides a summary of the researchfindings into novice-expertdifferences
when he says;'Our researchsuggeststhat the knowledgeof novicesis organizedaround
the literal objectsexplicitly given in a problem statement. Experts' knowledge on the
other hand Is organizedaround principles and abstractionsthat subsumetheseobjects'(p.
98).
Johnson-Laird(1989)saysmuch the samething when he statesthat a novice's mental
model representsobjectsand processesthat occur in real time; an expert,however,can
construct a model that representshighly abstractrelations and properties. What this
meansIs that the novice representsproblems in terms of their surfacefeatures, Step-bystepprocessesoperateon them to transform them into the form of the solutiort, Novices'
mental modelsare not as elaboratedas thoseof expertssincethey are unableto generateas
many inferencesas experts.
Novick (1988)proposeda framework for conceptualizinganalogicalproblem solving to
accountfor the conflicting findings in the literature in which analogicaltransfer is hard to
demonstratedespite the fact that we can readily use a reminded exampleto solve a
current problem, The framework was testedusing a number of arithmeticword problems
presentedto collegestudents, Her framework madepredictionsabout differencesin
transferbehaviourbetweenexpertsand novices, Shepredicted and found that where
problems sharedthe sameunderlying featuresbut differed in their superficial features
then therewas more Likelyto be spontaneouspositive transferin expertsbut not in novices.
When two problemssharedthe samesurfacefeaturesbut their underlying structural
featuresdiffered, shefound strongerspontaneousnegativetransfereffectsamongnovices
than amongexperts.
The knowledge-basedapproachexemplified abovehas emphasizedknowledge
differencesbetweenexpertsand novices, However, the fact that expertsknow more than
novicesdoesnot help us understandhow real novicessolveproblems, Instead,It might be
more enlighteningto examinedifferencesIn processingknowledge. Larkin, McDermott,
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Simon,& Simon,(1980)looked at the problem solving strategiesof expertsand novices
and
argued that experts'work forward' whereasnovices'work backward'. That is, experts
generatehypothesesusing the information in the problem; their problem solving
behaviour is schema-driven. Novices work backward from the goal and their behaviour
is search-driven.But if the sameproblemsare given to novicesand expertsto compare
their solution processesthen It is hardly surprising that expertsperform far better on a
variety of measuressuchas time to solution or chunk sizes. Whenproblemsbecomehard
enoughfor only expertsto solve (the kind of problems they normally have to deal with)
experts,too, use a search-drivenpattern of behaviour.
6.5.3.

Understanding and intelligence

It may be that poor studentsfail to solveproblemsand to makenecessaryInferencesdue to
a lack of what the psychometricistshave called 'intelligence'. Nevertheless,it would be
unfair to supposethat someoneattempting tosolve a,problem without all the relevant
knowledge Is not intelligent. Only when the solver possesses
all the relevant knowledge
to solve a particular problem can one ascertainthat the solver is acting with intelligence
or not. If the solver canform a problem model then that personcanbe said to 'understand'
the problem. In this senseboth Kintsch (1986)and OhIssonand Rees(1991)would agree
when the latter state that 'a problem solver actswith understandingwhen a problem
solution is developedin the context of relevant knowledge.'
Textbooksattempt to provide a #contextof relevant knowledge'. If understandingarises
within that contextthen a solver is not only acting with understandingbut also with
intelligencesincethe latter can be defined as the extentto which one usesall one's
knowledgeto achieveone'sgoals. Understanding,in the sensegiven by OhIssonand Rees,
and Intelligenceas It Is describedby Newell (1990)are virtually synonymous. Here, for
example,is Neývell'sdefinition of an Intelligent system:
If a systemusesall of the knowledge it has,It must be perfectly intelligent.
Thereis nothing that anything called Intelligencecan do to produce more effective
performance, If all the knowledge that a systemhas is brought to bear In the service
I.

of its goals,the behaviour must correspondto what perfectIntelligenceproduces,
If a systemdoesnot have someknowledge,failure to useit cannotbe a failure of
intelligence. Intelligence can work only with the knowledge the systemhas,
2,

If a systemhas some knowledge and falls to useIt, then there is certainly a
failure of some internal ability. Somethingwithin the systemdid not permit It to
3.
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make useof the knowledgeIn the serviceof its own goals,that is, in its own interests.
This failure can be identified with a lack of intelligence.
(Newell, 1990,p. 90).
In a novel domain it is thereforeimportant to provide all the knowledgenecessaryto solve
problems in that domain. This, of course,Is not to guaranteethat they will be solved,
merely that it makesit more likely. For this reasonit is unreasonableto oblige novices to
make too many inferencesin a novel domain sincemaking inferencesassumes
someprior
knowledge which the novice may not have.

6.6.

Summary

Textbook writers have to make assumptionsabout the readers'ability to makeboth textreinstatementinferencesand text-externalinferences.The former dependson how much
the reader can rememberfrom earlier parts of the text. The latter involvesassumptions
about the reader'sprior knowledge, In most casesthe readers'ability to make these
inferencesis an empirical question. Nevertheless,authors can makeit easierfor the
readerto understandnew conceptsand proceduresby reducingasfar aspossiblethe number
of inferencesthe readershave to make. This, in turn, dependson the writer's ability to
accesshis or her declarativeknowledge.
Writers also have to be aware of the readerspre-existingschemasfor how textbooksare
constructed. This meansthat they have to be cognisantof the fact that readerstend to
ignore the intervening text and concentrateon the examplesolutionswhen trying to solve
exerciseproblems. 7he structureof the examplesolutionsand the explanationssurrounding
them are thereforeof great importance.
Many methodsare opento authorsfor explainingnew concepts.Theseincludediagrams,
graphs,analogies,and so on, that allow the readersto re-representthe conceptsin terms
that they understand. Most forms of intermediaterepresentationmakeIt easierfor
novicesto assimilatenew concepts,They help the reader to accessthe sharedunderlying
structureof problemsand new concepts,and canact asa guiding principle to aid problem
solving. When an explanatoryschemaIs presentedalong with an example,novicesare
more likely to be able to adapt the exampleto solve distant variants of a problem type.
Finally there are bound to be individual differencesIn the readers'ability to understand
new material. Even so, hints to useparticular exampleswhen solving exerciseproblems
should help both poor and good solversby removing the needto searchthrough training
material for a relevant sourceto Imitate.
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Leaming from examples
Having successfullysolved the FLOOD problem using the INFECTsolution,and having
attempteda secondproblem involving iteration, the subjectin the SOLOstudy was able to
solve a third problem involving both without any difficulty (seeAppendix A.3.3.4), She
was alsoable to generateanother lsomorphicrecursionprogram, the BULLETHOLE
problem (Kahney, 1982),easily and without further referenceto the training manual. She
had, it seems,induced the structure of simple recursionproblemsin SOLO.
In problem-solving,as in other areasinvolving conceptor categoryrepresentation,people
generateinferencesabout how a concept,such asrecursion,is instantiatedin particular
examples. Learnerscan then induce inferencerules or theorieswhich makeclearin what
conditions or situationsa particular action must be taken, Theseinferencerules are at first
situation-specificbut after solving severalexamplesa learnerwill come to generalize
acrossexamples(Anderson,1983;Chi, Bassok,Lewis, Reimann& Glaser,1989),
At first sight It may seemunclearbow one can learnanything from a processof Imitation,
That Is, if we are unawareof the structure of a problem type, how can we learnabout it by
simply copying the procedurewhich an examplesolution embodies?To someextent this
point hasalreadybeenaddressedin the discussionof the learningmodel proposedby
Newell and Simon (1972).Understanding of the logical justification for a procedurearises
independently of the mechanizationof the procedure. However, we also have to explain
how we derive a solution schemaat a level of abstractionwhich can eventually be
applied to distant variants of a problem type. The principle-cueingview of schema
abstractionassumesthat we can readily Induce a problem schema,such that the examples
from which It výasderived play no further role In subsequentproblem solving, However,
other views seeabstractionas much more piecemeal,with schemasretaining much
context-specificInformation. Context specificity is predictedfrom an IPSviewpoint, since
it regardsproblem solving as being heavily influencedby the surfacefeaturesof problems.
It thereforetakes time to learn solution schemasat different levels of abstraction.

Generalization and learning
'(Deduction)Is Impossible
unlessa manknowstheprimaryImmediatepremises... We
mustgetto knowtheprimarypremisesby Induction,for themethodby whichevensenseperceptionImplantsthe universalIs inductive...' (Aristotle,PosteriorAnalytics,BookIL
chapter19,c. 330BC.).
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From an empiricistviewpoint our knowledgeof theworld is constructedfrom our
experienceof individual episodes.Similarly, our conceptsare usually derived from our
experienceof individual cases.In order to derive generalknowledgeand beliefswhich are
sufficient to make reliable predictionsabout events,we have to make useof inductive
inference.Givena numberof specificproblemsolvingepisodeswe somehowconstruct
generalproceduresfor dealing with this categoryof problemsin the future. The general
knowledgederived from our Inductionsthen form the premisesof our deductionsabout the
world.
7.1.1.

Induction and transfer in the principle-cueing view

According to the principle-cueingview, when solversaccessa sourceproblemwhich
exemplifiesa principle or concept,they go on to usethat Principleor conceptto solve the
for
the earlier problem. Whena relation or set of
need
more
current problem with no
be
domain
holds
in
that
extrapolatedand applied to another,then this
can
one
relations
generalizationprocessabstractsout the commonunderlying propertiesof the two
analogues.Theseabstractedproperties constitutea schemafor further problemsof this
between
type. Gick and Holyoak (1983)provide a table illustrating the correspondences
the fortress and Radiation problem with its underlying schema,reproducedIn table 2.3.
Fortressproblem
Initial state
Goal
Resources

Operators
Solutionplan
Outcome

Usearmy to capturefortress
Sufficiently large army
Divide army, move army, attack with army
Sendsmall groups along multiple roadssimultaneously
Fortresscapturedby army

Radiation problem
Initial state
Goal

Userays to destroytumour
Sufficiently powerful rays

Resources
Operators
Constraints

Reduceray intensity, move ray source,administerrays
Unable to administer high-intensity rays from one direction

Solutionplan

safely
Administer low-intensity rays from multiple directions

Outcome

simultaneously
Turnourdestro
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Convergence
schema
Initial state
Goal

Use force to overcome a cetitral target

Resources

Sufficiently

Operators

Reduce force intensity, 1110V0S0LLrCV
Of force, apply force

Constraints

Unable to apply force along one path safely

Solution plan

Apply

Outcome

Central target overcome by force

great force

weak force along multiple

paths simultaneously

Table 2.3. Correspondences between two convergence problems and their schema. From Gick and
Holyoak. (19831

In figure 2.11, Al and A2 are two problem statements (the Fortress and Radiation
problems, say), B1 and B2 are their respective solutions. The line linking the A terms and
B terms represents the relation (the solution structure) between them. The solution
structure for the Fortress problem corresponds to the solution plan in Table 2.3, for example.
The act of forming a generalization between two problems (represented by the line linking
Al and B1, and A2 and B2) leads to the creation of a schema, in this case the 'convergence'
schema (represented by the white S in figure 2.11). According to Gick and Holyoak (1983)
two analogues were enough to induce a schema, although Catrambone and Holyoak (1989)
found that presenting three similar problems was more effective in inducing one.
Schema
Relation
involving
an Implicit
schema a

Induced

generalization

by
process

11c5B
S

A21

A

I B2

Mapping

Catrambone & Holyoak presented subjects with several analogues to a superficially
dissimilar target problem. Subjects were asked to compare the analogues prior to solving
the target problem. Even without a hint, a significant degree of transfer was obtained. By
comparing 'convergence' problems (represented in figure 2.11 and 2.12by Ai and A2),
subjects were presumed to be able to abstract out the implicit schema in the problem (the
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shaded S box) so that the schema now becomes 'explicit' and can be applied directly (the
white S box in both figures).
The induced schema is then assumed to be used to solve further problems of this type. So,
when a further test problem is presented (the C box in figure 2.12), subjects can thereafter
accessthe solution schema directly without any need to accessthe previous examples.

SI

Schema
process

induced by generalization
and applied to target problem
I

Generalization

S
All

IBil

IA21

IB21

I

Cl

ID

Mapping
figujtjjýl

"

mia induced from vo example analojWesand

However, these effects all but disappeared when the examples were presented in
different contexts. Only when the structural features of the problem were highlighted in
the analogues (by rewording the questions and asking the subjects questions which focused
on those features) did prehint transfer reappear. Prehint transfer was further enhanced
by providing three analogues as opposed to two.
For Holyoak learning can be said to have occurred when a schema has been induced which
is capable of representing a particular problem type. When presented with a novel
problem, the learner can categorize it as an instance of a class of problems because of the
schema induced from earlier examples. (Experts are thus better able to retrieve and use
analogies from other domains since they are better able to focus on causally relevant
features of the target to use as retrieval cues.)
This form of generalization assumes that schema induction is a straightforward process
and that the subjects have all the information they need to build the relevant schema. If
learners are unaware of the structural aspects of a problem, or if they are not given a hint,
then each problem solving episode will be isolated from the others. Furthermore, in Gick
and Holyoak's examples the schema is relatively 'transparent'; there are only a few
salient objects (e,g., army, fortress; rays, tumour) and effectively two main operators
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('divide' and 'converge'). Although abstractionof structural information canoccurfrom
facing
Many
does
it
time
to
the
problems
novices
not,
exposure only one example,most of
aremuch more complex than the 'convergence'problemsand it takessometime to learn the
solution schema(Cooper& Sweller, 1987).
Schemaacquisition In the example-analogyview
An alternative acount of schemaacquisitionis given in the example-analogyview in
which a schemais created as a by-prodtictof generalization, In this view, the
generalizationsthat novices are likely to make are limited and contain much context.
specificas well as problem-specificinformation. This is not to say that peopleare not
from
deep
exposureto only oneexampleof a
principles
capableof abstractingout
structural
problem type. Clearly someare. However, the abstractprinciples and the surface
indtictign(Medin & Ross,
featurescan co-exist. According to the principle of conservative
1989),we retain much specificinformation about exemplars.However, that doesnot
prevent us from generating theoriesabout the rangeof applicability of,a concept
(Barsalou,1989;Brown, 1989;Collins & Gentner,1990;Medin & Ross,1989;Rips,1989).
Learning,accordingto Ross(1984;1989b),comesaboutwhen the information gainedin the
application of an analogy is generalizedover. It Is in the actualprocessof applying an
form
beginnings
the
Partial
that
may
generalizations
of
analogy
a generalizationoccurs.
information
the
With
to
problems
gained
problem schemas,
repeatedexposure analogous
becomespartially decontextualized,and generalizedgoal, action and feature Information
is extracted. Thus, knowledge about a problem type is incrementallyrefined.Learners
have therefore at their command schemasat various levels of abstractionfrom high
levels,which may at times be difficult to access,to low levels,which make accesseasier
and may provide information about how a principle at a higher levels may be used. On
this view, the sýbjectdescribedin ChapterI was able to accessand use the INFECT
exampleto reconstrueher representationof the FLOODproblemand generatea solution.
From another point of view, in a seriesof experimentson categorizing,Whittlesea(1987)
concludedthat the abstractionof generalinformation from a seriesof instancesIs a by.
product of the demandsof particular tasksand that performanceis under the control of
memory for specificexperiencesrather than of generalknowledge. AbstractionIs
thereforea passiveprocesswhich arisesby not attending to particular properties in the
tasks. The sameprocessoccursin studiesof implicit learning. According to Mathews,et al,
(1989),passiveabstractionmeansthat consciousthinking is not necessaryto extract the
regularitiesneededfor performanceon complextasks.
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The picture that emerges from these views of generalization is represented in figure 2.13.
In this model the schema is seen as arising as a by-product of the generalization of the
problem solution from one problem to another. Aspects of earlier problems (Al, A2, A3 in
figure 2.13) are accessed. The relation between the problem statements (the A boxes) and
the solution (the B boxes) is abstracted out and generalized over and applied to another
problem of the same type. For example, the line linking Al and BI represents the relation
between the problem statement and solution. This underlying relation is abstracted out
and applied to the A2 problem to generate the solution, B2. However, this generalization
is only partial, hence the dotted line linking Al and BI to A2 and B2. Any schema induced
from this contains much episodic information, hence the dark S box in the figure. Later
problems may remind the solver of aspects of specific examples as well as of some
hence
in
the accessarrows to both the A and S
the
schema,
solution
out
elements
abstracted
boxes.

The schema abstraction process is therefore different from that described in figure 2.12
where the schema is formed as part of the generalization process. The schemas (S boxes in
figure 2.13) become increasingly transparent representing the fact that knowledge becomes
incrementally refined with exposure to problems of this type. The solver still has access
both to specific problems and to schemas at different levels of abstraction.

Schemascontain much
episodic information at first
which becomes increasingly
clecontextualized with
exposure to exaniple-,
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fi-Ure 2.13. Generalization ind schema formation according to the example-anal
7.1.3.

Abstraction

__

.

and conservative induction

Medin & Ross (1989) make 3 claims with regard to concept formation which are equally
applicable to learning problem categories. The first refers to case-basedreasoning. They
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argue that reasoningis often basedon specificinstances.If we classifya novel animal as a
mammal then it is not by referenceto someabstractconceptsuchas'mammalhood.
Insteadthe featuresof the novel animal may remind us of someother mammal which is
alreadyknown to us.A lynx, for example,may remind us of a cat.
In contrast,learning modelssuch as ACT*, SOARand thoseof Carbonell(1983)and
Holyoak (1985)assumean automatic abstractionprocesswhich is independentof the
specific exampleson which it operates. Medin and Ross,however,claim that abstraction
is not necessarilyan autonomousprocess,but appearsinsteadto derive naturally from
(1992).
exemplarcomparisonand use. This Is a view sharedby Dellarosa-CummIns;
Medin & Ross'sthird claim is that induction preservesa great deal of information about
the specificexamplesfrom which the induction is derived. Spencer& Weisberg(1989)
and Catrambone& Holyoak (1989)found evidencefor redundant and irrelevant specific
'Information In whatever schemasubjectshad derived from the examplespresented. This
is what Medin and Rossmean when they say that induction is conservative.
that
to
of
application
relevant
we
argue
and
access
specificity
may
make
...
knowledgeeasier,may permit more gracefulupdating of knowledge,may protect the
cognitive systemfrom incorrect and inappropriateinferences,and may provide just
the sort of context sensitivity that much of our knowledgeshould, in fact, have. (pp,
190-191).
If this is the casethen we would expectcontext to exerta strong influenceover the ability
to generalizeand transfersolutions from one problem to another. It also meansthat solvers
will keep very closely to the 'recipe' included in an exampleproblem. Conservative
induction explainswhy imitation is a useful and often necessaryproblem solving strategy,
which neverthelessleads to the induction of solution schemas.

7.2.

Implicit and explicit learning

When a subjectIs presentedwith a number of exemplarsof a problem type, the implicit
schemarelating the problemseventually comesto be learned. Evidencefor a type of
unconsciouslearning hascomefrom studiesof implicit learning, 'Implicit knowledge
resultsfrom the Induction of an abstractrepresentationof the structure that the stimulus
environmentdisplays,and this knowledge Is acquiredin the absenceof consciousreflective
strategiesto learn' (Reber,1989,p. 219). This type of learning can arise even though the
relationsbetweenfeaturesof the task environmentare quite complex.
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One early study of implicit learning processescamefrom Posner& Keele(1968).They
presentedsubjectswith a seriesof dot patternswhich were gradeddistortionsof a number
of 'prototypical' patternsof dots, Thesedot patternsrangedin how far they varied from
their respectiveprototypes. Where they varied widely, the subjectstook longer to learn
the prototype but produced greatertransfer than thosewho learnedthe prototype from
patterns which varied little from the prototype. In a follow-up experiment(Posner&
Keele,1970)it was shown that the conceptor schemalearnedby the subjectswas recalled
far better than already presentedspecific instancesof distortions from the prototype.
From the examplesprovided, subjectsinduced an abstractrepresentationof the prototype
which could be usedto classifynew instances.A summedfeaturesview of categorieswould
have createda blob rather than a useful prototype (Reber,1989).
Other studieshave also found that conceptformation appearsto result as a by-product of
experiencewith individual instances. Fried & Holyoak (1984),for instance,found that
categoriescould be learnedwithout the subjects'being told the categorylabel of each
instance. EvenIn the absenceof instructions to learn the categoryand without feedback
about errors, they still succeededin learning the category. From their study they
developed a category-densitymodel of classificationfrom Individual instanceswhich
incorporatesthree assumptions-,
That highly salient featuresof presentedInstancesare encodedInitially. These
instancesare regardedas a samplefrom which we can estimatehow widespreadare the
I

properties of potential exemplars. Only later are subjectsable to searchfor lesssalient
featuresthat are more diagnosticof categorymembership.
With experienceof categoryexemplarsand the distribution of exemplar
properties, new exemplarscan be classedalong the lines of Bayesianprobability (seealso
2

Anderson,1990).
3

Peopleassumethat categorieshave a central tendencyand a certain degreeof
variability. Presentedi; stancesare then used to reviseany original assumptionsabout
such variability around a mean. This in turn affectshow the next presenteditem is
evaluated.
The Ideal outcome-ofcategorylearning is a representationof the 'dimensionsof variations
among categoryexemplars'(Richardson& McCarthy, 1990).The ideal outcomeof
teachingconceptsusing examplesIn textbooksIs to point out the rangeof applicability of a
conceptor procedure- the variablilty of a conceptor procedurefrom a prototype or central
tendency. Only then can one have a mental representationwhich is 'flexible'. Learning
about the adaptability and applicability of a conceptor proceduremay comeabout
chiefly through experiencewith Individual Instances.However,we can learn how to
classify instancesby simply being told a concept(OhIsson&-Rees,1991),Trying to apply a
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conceptIn a domain in which one is a novice is effortful. Whenstudentsare told a concept,
they often have to be continually reminded to useit in specificcases.When a conceptis
formed from the experience
gainedby usingit, studentsare more likely to know when It can
be applied to new instances.

7.3.

Summary

Problemcategoryinduction is an automaticprocessthat arisesfrom exemplarcomparison
and use. Understandingof the logical justification of a procedurecomesabout
automaticallyfrom the processof generalization. Induction is conservativein that much
specificInformation is retained from earlier examples. With continued experienceof a
classof problems,learnersderive a schemawhich becomesincreasinglydecontextualized
and incrementally refined. In this way, noviceslearn the range of applicability of new
conceptsand procedures,and no longer have to rely on specificexamples.Nevertheless,
the principle of conservativeInduction ensuresthat we retain information about specific
exampleswhich cansometimesbe usedwhen needed.Indeed,Ddtienne(1991)hasshown
that expertsuseboth schemasand specific prototypical examplesin solving new problems.
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Al models of analogical problem solving
Sinceanalogy is regardedas a powerful and ubiquitous learningand problemsolving
mechanism,severalAl modelsof analogyhavebeendevelopedsuchasPUPS(Anderson,
Boyle, Corbett, & Lewis, 1990),ACME (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989),PI (Holland, et al.,
1986),and SME (Falkenhainer,et al., 1989). AI modelsof APSare often very successfulin
that they solve problemsby analogy to examplesin much the sameway that humans are
The aim
capableof. That is, they are often good modelsof human analogicalcompetence.
of this sectionis to explain why they are not necessarilygood modelsof human analogical
performance.They may model what humans are capableof, but they don't necessarilydo
what humans do.
SomeAl models of APShave beencriticized for representingthe world in such a way that
the model will operatesuccessfullyupon that form of representation.This criticism was
levelled at the PI program by Dejong (1989)and Palmer(1989)(seesection5.2.1).Gentner's
Structure Mapping Engine has been similarly criticized. It relies on a hierarchical
propositional representationof the systemof relationsbetweenproblem elements,
However, the particular predicatestructure chosento representa specificsituation
'representschoicesmadeby the theorist, who makesthe Important decisionsabout
syntactic parsing' (Goswami,1992). Palmer (1989)gives examplesof a higher-order
(object2)]
relation such as GREATER-TTiAN[TEMPERATUREI(objectl),TEMPERATURE2
and CAUSE [PUSH (objectl, object2),COLLIDE (objectl, object2)).He arguesthat they
(objecti,
could equally well be representedas lower-order ones,suchas:HOTTER-71-1AN
object2)and CAUSE-TO-COLLIDE-BY-PUSMNG(objectl, object2).

Mapping in PUPS
According to Anderson,simulating analogiesin ACT* had proved 'awkward' (Anderson,
Farrell & Sauers,1984;Anderson, Plrolll & Farrell, 1988;Pirolli & Anderson, 1985). For
this reason,WhIs more recentcomputationalmodel of human knowledgerepresentation
known as the PenUltimateProductionSystem(PUPS:Anderson,1989;Anderson,Boyle,
Corbett,& Lewis, 1990,Anderson& Thompson,1989),knowledgeIs representedasschema.
like structures which contain three obligatory 'slots':
an ISA slot specifying the categoryof which the structure is an instance;
a FUNCTION slot specifying what function the structure fulfils;
a FORM slot specifying the form of a structure.
Suchrepresentationsalso Include optional slots specifying other prerequisites,such as the
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particular context in which the representationtakesplace. The representationof a LISP
function would take the following form (from Andersonand Thompson,1989):
structureI
ISA, function-call
FUNCTION: (add 2 3)
FORM: (list +2 3)
CONTEXT:LISP
MEDIUM: CRT-screen
PRECONDITION: CONTEXT: LISP
This Is a declarativestatementwhich statesthat the structure isa function can whose
function Is to add 2 and 3. Itsform is a list containing a'+' followed by a '2' and a '3'.
Together theseform the three obligatory slots. There are also three further optional slots
assertingthat the contextis LISP and that It Is being entered through the mediumof a
cathode-raytube screen. The final preconditionmeansthat the context (LISP)is necessary
for the form to achievethe function.
The form and the prerequisitestogether imply the function. This Is a form of inductive
Werenceor 'implicational semantics'and meansthat the aboveexamplecanbe
representedby the Implication:
IF the goal Is to achievethe function (add 2 3)
and the contextis LISP
THEN use the form (list +2 3)
PUPSIs used primarily to simulate within-domain analogiesand doesnot deal with
metaphoror thi typesof analogystudied by Gentner,for instance.PUPSstructuresencode
the relations betweenthe function (what it does)and the form (how It does It) of a
problem; that Is, it specifiesthe solution structure.
Learhangin PUPSinvolves Inspectingthe traceof an analogy,and building productions
directly reproducing the effects of that analogy. Thereby the implications originally
induced to perform the analogyare stored. This occurswith first the successfulanalogy
leading to markedimprovement In speedand accuracyin further examples.'Our view is
that this knowledge compilation occurssimultaneouslywith the first successfulanalogy.
Subsequentoccasionswhere the knowledgeIs required show thebenefit of the'comPlIed
production' (Anderson& Thompson,1989,p. 284). Knowledgecompilationbuilds new
productions which directly produce the effect of the analogywithout further referenceto
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the example; that is, it encodeshow items are structurally related. It thereforebuilds a
schemafor a problem type.
Anderson & Thompson(1989)illustrate analogicalproblem solving in LISPusing the PUPS
architecture, Let us supposethat we have two LISPstructuresthe first of which is a target
structure (structurex)representinga problem requiring solution,and the secondof which is
a sourceexample(structurey) retrieved from LTM. The contextis LISPand the function
(the goal) Is to extract the first element of a list:
structurex
isa. function-call
function ; (extract-first(ab 0)
form: ???

structurey
isa: function-call
function: (extract-first (p qr s))
form (list car I(p qr s))
According to Anderson & Thompson,the required analogyis thereforeof theform,
function(structurey)- form(structurey):: function(structurex): ???
or more specifically:
(extract-first(p qr s)) : (list car '(p qr s)) :: (extract-first(ab 0) : ???
The required solution inýolves putting (list car '(a b 0) In the form slot of structurex.To do
this the following mapping is created:
list

->

car

-> car

I-..

(p qr s)

>

list
,

(a
b
->

for a mappingto takeplacethefirst elementsin thetwo functionslotsmustcorrespond.If
thatIs successful
in thefunction
all otherelements(theIndeterminate
correspondences)
((p qr s) and(ab 0), It is a necessary
slotsareput into correspondence
andsufficient
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condition for an analogyto be successfulthat mappingsbe found for all termsin the
function slot.
However, it is not clear that this exampleas presentedby Anderson & Thompson
constitutesan analogy, In Gentner's terms the two problemsare 'literally similar.' They
both have sharedattributes and relations. Only the value of one attribute Is altered from
pqrs to abc. Anderson& Thompsonhave thereforedescribedimitative problem solving,
Although their brief description of this particular exampleof APS In PUPSconstitutesa
description of imitation, what PUPSactually does is quite different. PUPSsolves
problemsby mapping a structure from a sourceto a target. To seehow it performsits
analogicalmapping we will look at a similar exampleinvolving car.
Anderson,Boyle,Corbett, & Lewis (1990)provide an exampleof solving a similar problem
by analogyin PUPS.An exampleis given ('examplel "below) to demonstratehow to
extractthe first elementof the Ust,'(fast computersare nice). The solution is to use car in
the structure (car'(fast computers are nice)) which would give fast as its answer, To
dunderstand'the examplePUPShas information about the relationsbetweenelementsof
the solution structure.
car
ISA.-

function

FUNCTION,

(function-in car-s-tructure)

FORM:

(text car)

car-structure
ISA:
lisp-code
FUNCTION:
FORM:

(calculate-first arg)
(list car arg)

examplel
ISA: '

lisp-code

FUNCTION:

(illustrate

car)

(calculate-first
FORM:

lis)

(list car Its)

Ils
ISA:

list

FUNCTION:

(argument-in examplel)
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(hold (fast computersare nice))
FORM.

(text '(fast computersare nice))

fast
ISA:

atom

FUNCTION:

(value-of example)

(first 11s)
(text fast)

FORM:

When PUPSis presentedwith an exerciseproblem to solve in which the goal is to return
the first elementof a list (A BQ then the structure of the problem is representedin the

following way:
goall
ISA:

lisp-code

FUNCTION:

(calculate-first. lls2)

FORM:

?

l1s2
ISA.

llst

FUNCTION:

(hold (A B

FORM.

?

Here the form of the final codeis unknown and the student,or the PUPSprogram,has to
find a form that will satisfy the functional requirements,In much of his experimentson
LISP learning (e.g. Anderson,Farrell and Sauers,1983),Andersonhasusedthe Winston
and Horn (1981)textbookand it is the one used in this case. examplel aboveinvolving car
Hs is used as the sourceixample and Is presumedto be availableto the studentas well as
to the PUPSprogram. If examplel is the sourceexampleand goall is the target, then
PUPSgeneratesthe following analogy:
function(examplel) - form(examplel):: function(goall):
Andersonet al. go on,
In solving Us analogy,Us from examplel Is mappedto lls2 from goall and the
specification (LIST CAR Ils2) Is createdfor the goall form slot. A similar analogy
between lis and HsZleads to the description (LIST'(A B Q) for the form slot of M2.
This constitutesa solution to the problem. (p. 15).
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The analogicalmechanismdescribedhere Is somewhatcomplex. The relations between
the function, the form, car, car-structure,lis, lisl, lls2, and so on are all specified.
Analogical problem solving thereforeinvolves mapping a relational structure from one
analogueto another.
Supposethat a student doesnot have a completeunderstandingof the syntax usedwith
car, as Is the casewith the student whose verbal protocol appearsin Anderson,Farrell, &
Sauers(1984).Could sucha student successfullysolve the problem? PUPSassumesan a
priori understandingof the set of relationsbetweenthe function and its form in the
example,or at least that the relations betweenthe function and the form are not a source
of difficulty, A student who understandsthe relationsbetweenfunction and form can
presumably apply thoserelations to the target problem (figure 2.14):
apply
II
relations

relations

IIIi
function(structure-.

y, i

.,,,,,...

cture. y) :: funcuontstructure-4

However, thereis no need to supposethat analogicalreasoningof this kind Is required. A
student n-dghtsimply be In-dtatingthe form of the earlier exampleby altering a simple
value. All the student needsto know Is that the function of structurey and the function of
structurex are the same (they both involve extracting the first elementof a list. figure
2.15).

.II

if the functions are the same

function(structure. y) : ionn(structure-y) :: function(structure-x)

That is, function(structurey) Is like function(structurex). If the functions aresimilar then
the forms are similar sincethey fill the samerole, so form(structurey) must be like
form(structurex) (in the sameway that 40 mph and 30 mph are the same). All the solver
requiresto do is to Wer that the two values,(fast computersare nice) and (a b 0, Play the
sameroles In both the exampleand the target problems,so (a b0 canbe 'plugged in' to the
structuregiven in the sourcesolution. The problem canbe solvedwithout necessarilyany
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understandingof the relationship betweenthe function of the LISPcodeand the form it
takes;the only assumptionrequired is that somerelation probablyexists(figure 2.16).
if the functionsare the same

function(structure-y) : form(structure-y) :: function(structure.
x) :

then the forms are the same

rndeed there is nothing in the PUPSstructure to disambiguatethe two possibleprocesses,
that is: imitation on the one hand and analogicalproblem solving on the other.

Summary

8.2.

Anderson & Thompson(1989)have included the following productionrule in PUPS:
if

there is a target structure needing a form servinga particularfunction
AND there is a model structure containinga form that servesthat function

THEN try to map the model form to the target form
The rule containsthe advice to 'map the model form' (the problem'ssurfacefeatures)onto
another in order to generatea target form which will servea particular function (achieve
the desired goal). There is no requirement (whether intendedby Andersonor not) that
there should be any iinderstandingof the relation betweenthe form and Its function, nor
that the function is entirely understood. According to VanLehn(1990),understandingis not
representedin either ACT* or PUPS(although it canbe seenas an emergentproperty of
the representation). The difficulty inherent in this type of problem solving Is simply one
of mapping correspondingvalues. This form of problem solving doesnot involve analogyas
it has beendefined earlier. It doesnot require a representationof the problemsas a
'problem model.' Although Anderson says that the exampleIs retrievedfrom LTM, the
production rule does not have that condition attached. Indeed one might argue that, if
people can rýmember the examplein that much detail then they alreadyhave enough
information to solve the target problem without referenceto the example- that is, they
already know what car does. There Is no adaptation required of the exampleother than
changing a value.
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Anderson and his co-workershave thereforedescribeda processof APSwhich doesnot
require the solver to understandthe baseproblem. Their descriptionof the processof using
an earlier problem is thereforesimilar to imitation. Their model, on the other hand,
relatesall the elementsof the LISPstructure in terms of their type, function and the form
eachtakes. It is a very knowledgeablemodel - more so, indeed,than any solver needsto
be.
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Conclusion
Human behaviouris an adaptation to the environment. In order to understandwhy using
examplesand analogiesis pre-eminentin human learning,we needto understandwhy
using them is an optimal adaptive strategy. Generally speaking,the ability to repeat a
sequenceof behaviourswhich was successfulin achievingone'sgoalsis a useful strategyto
employ, and will continue to be successfulas long as the environmentremainsthe same.
Similarly, copying successfulbehaviour seenin othersis an equally useful strategy. By
extension,it is reasonableto supposethat imitating an examplepresentedin a textbook
would normally result in a successfulsolution if the target problemis seenas similar, and
the environment (the context) remains the same.
Imitation, therefore,can be understood as a 'rational' adaptive strategyto the
humans
does
that
logically
Rational,
in
this
not
mean
always
employ
sense,
envirorunent.
,
correct reasoning. It refers rather to the notion that they will employ an optimal
(Anderson,
helping
1990;1991a;
their
In
is
achieve
goals
that
adaptive strategy
useful
1991b).One of the stepsin Anderson's theory of rationality involvesachievinga goal by
some method that involves the 'least computation.' To the extent that it is possible that
two problems are likely to be conceptually similar if they are perceptuallysimilar, the
features
from
Involved
is
the
similar
one to the other.
computation
perceptually
mapping
It is a great deal more computationally demandingto solve a problemby attempting to
build a completeproblem model than to imitate an earlier one.
7be law of rationality makes minimal assumptionsabout computationallimitations.
Given a sourceproblem to work from, representinga complextargetproblemin a new
domain is facilitated If h4s enough to representonly the surfacefeaturesin such a way
that they correspondto the featuresof the source. One has also to makethe assumption
that the perceived similarity in surface features Is predictive of similar underlying
features.
7he basic thesisof a rational approach to using exampleshas Important implications for
how an earlier problem is used, that Is, that people attempt to derive locally optimal
knowledge
limits
limitations
to
to
our
prevent
solutions problems,sincecomputational
and
globally optimal solutions - it Is not possibleto have an 'ideal problemmodel' containing
all the elementsnecessaryand sufficient to realize a solution plan (Holland et al., 1986)hencethe needfor the various heuristicspeopleuseIn problem solvingsuchasmeans-end
analysis, hill-climbing, and 'if-something-worked-once-try-it-agaiWwhether they know
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exactlyhow it worked or not. It is in this sensethat imitation is a rational strategy for
Problemsolving.
Many studies have highlighted the difficulties

subjectsfind in analogical transfer. At
thesametime analogycanbe a powerful tool for helping novicesunderstandnew concepts
indeed,analogiesare often spontaneously
generatedby novicesto interpret what they
read (Clement,1988;1989).This appearsto be a paradox. However, the paradox
disappearsif one takesinto accountthe
assumedprior knowledgeof the novices. When
thebasedomain is well-known and accessiblefrom LTM, then analogiescan be drawn from
it. Expository analogieswork
sincethey appeal to the presumedprior experienceof the
novice, Analogical reasoningdoesnot work when the novicehas little knowledgeof the
basedomain.
With closevariants

of a sourceproblem imitation will usually be successful(assumingthe
solverhas accessedthe relevant source). When solvers attempt distant variants by
irrdtationit usually fails, becauseaspects the
Solvers
can
missing.
are
of
earlier problem
'
adapt it only if they have a enough domain-specificprior knowledge, which has
equippedthem with a number of Werence rules that they can apply, or If the example
givesexplicit instructions on how it might be adapted. The literature on analogical
transfershows how rarely this happens.
It takestime for

studentsstudying a subjectfor the first time to develop the 'teleological
UAderstanding'that lies behind the proceduresthey often have to learn (VanLehn,1990).
It hasbeenshown that studentshave difficulty
generatinginferencesin textbookssince
expositorytexts do not support inferencesin the way narrative textsdo (Britton, et al.,
1990;Britton, et al., 1989). For these
reasonsstudents are unlikely to have a
representationof an exampleproblem in LTM which they can use or adapt.
Thedistinction betweensolving

problemsby analogyand Imitation is not simply one of
Semantics,It has important repercussionsfor the designof expository texts. Suchtexts
Will be Ineffectiveif they make too many assumptionsabout what Inferencesstudentscan
derive from examples. Not only should texts provide explanationsof the relation between
2tproblem's statementand Its solution, but they should alsoexplain how examplescan
relate to possible variants.
Analogicalproblem solving is thereforethe wrong paradigm In which to understandthe
Processes
that peopleusein solving problemsfrom examplesin knowledge-richdomains,
If we make
minimal assumptionsabout what a solver knows when facedwith a test
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develop
how
how
in
these
clearly
people
expertise
areas,
more
and
we
see
might
problem,
the expositionof new information canbe improved to enhancelearningand transfer.
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Chapter 3 DESIGN OF THE
THEORY
INTERPRETATION

1.

Introduction: Requirementsfor an interpretation theory

In this chapter, I present an interpretation theory that can be used for analysing training
for
In
textbooks,
as
analysing the
well
as
they
and exerciseproblems as
are presented
behaviour of studentsas they attempt to solve thoseexerciseproblems. By using a
behaviour
both
the
text
be
the
to
and
that
of the
representationalscheme
can adapted
solver, we may be in a better position to ascertainthe effectivenessof an expository text
formal
in
domain,
to
to
the
problems
a
the
new
solve
and ascertain processes solver uses
The theory is basedon largely unpublishedwork done by Hank Kahney of the Open
University,
To be effective,an Interpretation theory should be built around a model of the learner and
a model of the text. In sections1.1and 1.21shall describethoseaspectsof a learner and a
text that have to be borne In mind when constructingan Interpretation theory for text and
protocol analysis.

I. I.

Constraints provided by the model of the learner

Assumptionsabout what processeslearnersemploy when using a text to solvean exercise
problem constrain any Interpretation of texts,tasksand protocols. Novices vary in the
strategiesand knowledge they bring with them to a new domain. However, in order to
apply generally, an Interpretation theory should make minimal assumptionsabout
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novices'prior domain-specificknowledge,and about how they usethe information
presentedin expository texts. From the evidencederived from the problem solving
literature we can describesomeof the characteristicsof novicesin the following ways:
1)

Readerstend not to re-readtexts when looking backover them to solvean exercise

problem. They tend insteadto focuson the examplesprovided. Thesecanbe concrete
examplesor re-representationsof conceptsthat appearsalient,such as diagramsor flowcharts.
Facedwith an exerciseproblem, solvers tend to searchfor a previous exampleor
examples,which they can in-dtateif it appearssimilar enough to the current one, The
2)

by
determined
find
be
the surfacefeaturesof thoseexamples;
they
will
greatly
examples
solvers try as far as possible to find an exampleproblem that appearsto have some
similarity to the current problem. They then attempt to apply the procedureinstantiated
in the example to the exerciseproblem. To do so they have to identify elementsin the
sourceproblem that appear to fill the sameroles as featuresin the target. They can then
perform the actions that were employed In the earlier exampleon thosemapped elements
(assun-dngthey can identify or infer those actions).
3)

Expository texts do not support inferencesin the way that narrative texts do.

Indeed, novicesare particularly bad at generatinginferencesin a new domain (Britton,
Van, Gulgoz, & Glynn, 1989;Britton, Van Dusen,Glynn, & Hemphill, 1990).
With experienceof expository texts, students come to developa schemafor that
type of text. Sucha schemaincludes the default assumptionsthat a solution follows a
statementof the problem rather than vice versa, and that a particular sectionof a

4)

textbookwill give them enoughinformation to solveproblemsbasedon the concepts
introduced in that section.,
Learners
in what they rememberor understandwhen solving problemsbased
-vary
on textbook expositions, Even If they can remembera particular principle in Newtonian
mechanics,or the rules for deriving the past participles of Frenchverbs,solversmay not be

5)

able to apply that principle or rule. This may be becausethey either do not notice Its
relevanceto a current situation, or becausethey have not formed Inferencerules from the
principles that will help them solve the current problem or others of the sametype.
6)

Solvers also vary in the degreeto which they can generate'self-explanations'of
new material. To do so they have to have an adequateunderstandingof the relations '
betweenelementsIn the problem statementand the goalsand subgoalsIn a solution. 71-ds
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requires the solver to develop somekind of theory of causation. A theory of causationis
domain-specificand comesabout through applying an already existing (domainindependent) theory of causality to aspectsof the new domain (Pazzani,1991). However,
simply to say that better solvers are better able to generateself-explanations(Chi,
Bassok,Lewis, Reimann,& Glaser,1989;Chi & Bassok,1989)doesnot tell us how they
cometo do so.
In somecircumstances,for examplein learningprogramminglanguagessuchasLJSPor
PROLOG,there is often little similarity between the surfacefeaturesof problems. Solvers
are therefore obliged to rely on their understandingof the structural similarities between
them. To understand the structure, solvershave to rely on the adequacyof the explanation
provided in the text. Ihe adequacyof the explanationis a measureof how well the text
explains the relation between the examplesprovided and other problems of the same
type,

Text structure - what has to be represented in an interpretation
'1.2.
theory
Textsintroduce new conceptsin various ways, They may presenta verbal explanation,
analogies,pictorial representations,or concreteexamples. Concreteexamplesillustrate
how a conceptis instantiated in a procedure,such asthe role of the conceptrateIn amount.
time-rateproblems. As studentsprogressthrough textbooksor training manualsthe writer
has to rely on the readerhaving learnedconceptsintroduced earlier in the book, so that,
when new conceptsform part of an exampleor form a subprocedure,the writer hasto
assumethat the reader understandsthe rest of the procedure(which Is not explained in
the current sectionof the book). The readeris then often obliged to make reinstatement
inferences(Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978)or engagein a reinstatementsearchto understand
conceptsthat were introduced in an earlier part of the textbook.
To make explanationsclearer,texts may presentconceptsand examplesat different levels
of abstraction; from concreteexamplesto abstractor pictorial representationsor analogies.
7be writer assumesthat the solver Is able to abstractout the structure of the intermediate
representationand map it onto the exampleproblem. Intermediaterepresentationsonly
achievetheir intended effect If the reader understandsthem well enough to make this
mapping.
The set of operationsapplying sequentiallyto elementsIn the problem statement
constitutesa procedure that applies to a classof problems,although there can be
variations in the procedurebetweenproblems. The more variations there are between
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problems, the more 'distant' they are. A large degreeof variation leads to a hierarchy of
problem types. Figure 3.1 showssuch a hierarchy for algebra'rate' problems.
Rateproblems

speed

speed
miles/hour

capacity

currency

petrol usage
miles/gallon

me
distance/speed

interest

nge rate
fraw/pound

APR= x
percent

distance
speedx time

I vehicle

2 vehicles

0',
100
samedistance&
samedirection

find time
taken

0**

samedistance&
different direction

find speed

find time
taken

find speed

The four rate problems (speed,capacity,currency, Interest)involve the sameunderlying
equation (a =bx c) but different surfacefeatures. At the bottom of the hierarchy are
distance= speedx time problems involving two vehicles. Close variants would be two
problems in which the time is unknown and has to be found. More distant variantswould
Involve an examplein which the time Is unknown, and a test problem in which the speed
is unknown. More distant still would be problems from a different part of the hierarchy;
an example problem in which vehicles travel In the samedirection is a distant variant of
a problem in which the vehicles travel in opposite directions.
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Texts also, at times, provide explanationsof what a problem statementor a solution
means.This would occur where, for example,the SOLOprogramming manual explains
how a solution program is evaluated. On page38 of the SOLOmanual there is an example
showing how to define new procedures.Theprocedureis 'TO CRUMBLE'containingthree
PRINT statements. The manual then goeson to explain what happenswhen this
procedure is activated, Explanationsof the relation betweenelementsin a problem
statementand a solution, and explanationsof what a solution meansare highly
interconnected. Nevertheless,texts often show how a solution is evaluatedwithout
providing a)'411explanation of the relation betweenstatementand solution.

1.3. How the interpretation theory can represent texts and the
behaviour of solvers
The goal of the interpretation theory is to describe.
a) the relation or set of relationsbetweena statementof a problem and its solution, This
includes, where necessary,a breakdown of a problem Into its goal-subgoalstructure;
b) the relations that exist betweena seriesof problems; that is, information about what
makesa seriesof problems representativeof a category,
c) the relations betweenexampleproblemsand exerciseproblems,
If the theory can adequatelydescribethe examplesand the relations between them, then
it can also pinpoint where thoserelations do not exist. In other words, where there are no
explicit relations given, the reader is obliged to make Inferences. Similarly, when an
exerciseproblem containssubgoalsthat do not figure in the Immediatelyprecedingsection,
the solver may be required to make reinstatementinferences.Tbrough an examinationof
the relation betweenexerciseand exampleproblems,an interpretation theory can
illustrate the 'path' that an ideal solver has to take through the text when solving a
problem. This pýth should allow us to seewhere the path Is 'blocked'- that is, where
there is no previous correspondingelementor operatorIn the text - and thereforewhere
the solver has to make Inferences.In so doing the theory can highlight the usefulnessof
the text In helping the solver.
furthermore, by analysing the path the text traceswith the path a solver actually
follows, we can seehow the two compare. If the solver doesnot follow the Implicit path
in the text, then we can get some measureof the 'Impenetrability' of the text, that is, the
degree to which the text is not sufficiently explicit. The theory should aUow us to
determine what assumptionsare built Into the text about what the solver Is expectedto
know, and should also be capableof illustrating what aspectsof a text or problem the
solver is trying to map and what conceptshe or sheIs trying to understand.
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The basis of the interpretation theory
There already exists a methodology for analysing how solvers establishrelations between
analoguesIn the literature on proportional analogies. The interpretation theory described
in section2 usesthe proportional analogy framework as a basisfor examiningthe
mappings that are given in a text and those that the solver makes.
1.4.1.

The proportional analogy framework

The analogicalmapping techniquedescribedhere is basedon the theoriesof problem
Sternberg,
for
1977)on proportional analogiesof
Spearman,
(by,
1923
and
example,
solving
the type A: B-: C: ?D. For example,the following problem:
Lawyer : client : doctor : WHAT?
should be understoodas:
Lawyer is to client as doctor is to-?WHAT?
The task for the solver is to infer some relation betweenlawyerand client which can then
be applied to doctor to yield adanswer, for examplepatient.
Using this framework, it is possibleto analysethe structure of texts in terms of the
training examplesthey provide and the test problems learnersare expectedto solve. It
fulfils the requirementsof an interpretation theory outlined abovein that it Is capableof
illustrating the mapping processeswhich 'perfect' studentswould useif they refer back to
previous examplesin a text In order to solve an exerciseproblem;and it canbe used to
portray the actual mapping processesof any particular solver. It can show how much
information is given in the text immediately preceding a test problem.
The techniquecanalsobe usedto analysethe structure of complexproblems. Suchproblems
canbe broken down to representthe goal-subgoalstructure of the problemaswen asany
constraintswhich are specifically mentioned in a problem statement. Breakinga problem
down in this way allows us to seehow a problem is structured and what kind of
conceptualizationof the problem is required, As a result the theory provides a metric of
transfer. That is, from an examinationof the inferencesa student has to make to use a
sourceto solvea target problem,we canderive somemeasureof the 'distance'of one
problem from another. Closevariants of exampleproblemsrequire the solver to make few
additional inferences;they can be solved simply by imitating the procedureprovided in
the source,which involves replacing the surfacefeatures that fill the sameroles in both
problems. Distant variants, on the other hand, will require the solver to make inferences
or to manipulate their representationof an earlier problem to solve the target.
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Sincethe techniquecan be used to look at the relation betweentarget and sourceproblems
as a whole as well as the relation betweenthe subgoalstructure of a target and earlier
from
problem
solving
the
of
representation
sourceproblem,
analysiscan provide a
examplesat different 'grain' sizes. An overview of a sectionof a textbook in a specific
domain can show how the sectionis structured in termsof the examplesprovided. At a
finer grain, the paths necessaryto solve a testproblem presentedin the textbook can be
drawn, indicating where a novice would have to look when using earlier examplesto solve
a current problem,

Proportional analogies
Proportional analogiesof the form A. B:. C: D are known as4-term analogies. The A and
B terms are known as the domainand the C and D termsare known as the range. the
by
described
Sternberg
(e.
The
decreased.
be
increased
terms
g.
analogies
or
number of
can
Sternberg,1977)were three-term analogiessuch as red, stop:: green! ?WHAT, It is also possible to complete two-term analogieswhere there Is no choiceoffered, for
example:
?: kitten :: dog: MHAT
Here the A and D terms are missing. By looking for a relationbetween'kitten' and 'dog, a
is
'Kitten'
is
small and 'dog,
the
size.
that
of
solver might establish
relation one relative
is large in comparison. However, this is still insufficient to solve the analogy. The
different
belong
'dog'
to
has
further
'kitten,
infer
categories;
that
to
and
analogizer
'kitten' can be classedas a type of 'cat' and 'dog' is itself a categoryname. Furthermore,
the relation of 'relative size' has to apply in one direction in the domain and in the
from
large
has
in the
to
to
direction
Is,
in
That
small
the
go
the
relation
opposite
range.
domain to generate'cat' and from large to small in the rangeto generate'puppy',
This kind of analogizing, although possible,is obviously more difficult than If the A term
were available for study. Nevertheless,this Is the situation that some solvers sometimes
(equivalent
to the B term)
look
back
In
to
themselves
solution
they
example
an
put
when
and useit to solve an exerciseproblem (equivalentto the C term) and Ignore the earlier
problem statement(the A term).

2.1.

Sternberg's Componential Theory of Analogical Reasoning

In Sternberg'scomponential theory of analogicalreasoning:'an analogyexists when there
is a higher-order relation of equivalenceor near-equivalencebetweentwo lower-order
relations (A Is to B and C is to DY (p. 134). Sternbergproposesa number otprocessesthat
occur when a solver attempts to form an analogy. Someof theseare:
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I.

encoding
Encodingan item involvestheactivationof a setof semanticfeaturesassociated
with a
subordinate,
concept.7besefeaturesmightincludesuperordinate,
propertyandothers.
2.
attribute comparison
betweentheA andB termswherebythesolverinferssome
A comparison
processoperates
relationbetweenthem.
3.

mapping
Mapping is another attribute comparisonprocess,this time involving the searchfor
betweenthe A and C terms.
correspondences
4.

application
This involves applying a rule which can apply the relationship inferred between the A
C
features
term.
the
B
terms
to
the
of
mapped
and
The A and B terms are first encoded. A relation (X In figure 3.2)is inferred if the solver
finds related attributes among the featuresof the two terms.

betweenthe A and C terms(figure 3.3)The next stageIs to find the correspondences

FC

:
mappIng

Thehigher-orderrelationcanonly be appliedoncethe relevantattributesandvaluesin
theA and B termshavebeenidentifiedandoncetherehasbeena mappingbetweentheA
and C termsto discovertherelationshipsbetweenthem. Applicationof therelation
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between the terms of the domain can then be applied by generatinga rule (Y) which
applies the Inferencerelationshipsbetweenthe A and B terms to correspondingvalues in
the C term, therebyforming an ideal solution D. Theseprocessesaresummedup in figure
3.4.
encoding,,

mapping

preparation

IBI

)olAl

Inference

ICII?

a

)o response

application

higher-order relation
(Y)

2.2.

Variations
2.2.1

on Sternberg's

Heller's model

theory

-

Helier (1979)proposeda variation on Sternberg'smodel In which the sequenceof the
componentprocessesdiffers from that of Sternberg.7be model (which concentrates
principally on verbal analogies)takesaccountof the variation solvers bring with them in
terms of their prior knowledge and reasoningstrategiesas well as variations in the
constraints and characteristicsof the particular tasks they are required to do. It also
emphasizesthe interaction betweenthese. In analogicalreasoningtasks,where the
solver Is given a choiceof solutions (Dl, D2, etc.), the solver may Infer a relation between
the A and B terms (the 'relationship Identification process'),then Infer a relation between
C and D1, or C and D2 and comparethis with the relation betweenthe A and B terms (the
'relational comparisonprocess). Where there is a choiceof solutions the solver has to
'align' two or more C-D relationswith the A-B relation In order to decideon'a solution
(the 'relative match comparisonprocess). Thus her ConceptualModel-replaceS'
Sternberg'smapping processwith a comparisonprocess(figure 3.5).
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encoding,.
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2 Inference

comparlson

Fleure 3.5. Heller's

(figilre
fLQMKabney
reasoning
of
analogical
adapted
I
mo
macimutal

12M
Heller also argues that, when solvers fail to infer the relation betweenthe A and 13terms,
infer
between
D
C
look
terms
them and look
a
the
and
relation
and
good solversmay
at
back at the A and B terms to seeif that helps them find a relation betweenthese.
Alternatively, they may hypothesizesome relation between the A and B terms, wl-dchis
later revised in the light of the relation inferred between the C and D terms. In fact, there
is no reasonwhy a solvermight not engagein a number of possiblecomparisonprocesses
betweenthe A and B terms,the A and C terms, the U and D terms,the C and D terms,and
so on. In this InteractiveModel, the solver may make any number of suchinferencesand
Heuer's
Some
in
find
justifiable
of
to
subjectsalsomade
solution,
comparisons order
a
comparisonswhich violated the structure of theseproblems. for example,they made
irrelevant inferencesand comparisonsbetweenthe A and D terms,the B and C terms,the
A-B-C terms and so on (seeKahney, 1993,for a fuller discussionof Heller's model.)
2.2.2.

Grudin's model

Grudin (1980)pointed out that the mapping from A to C may In somecasesbe more useful
than that from A to 13in Inferring a relation which can be applied to the 13-termto
generatea solution. For example,In the analogy diamond: elm:: gem: treeIt was found
that inferring the relation between the A and C terms and applying that relation to the B
term to derive the D term was more likely to produce a solution than inferring the relation
betweenthe A and B termswhen the D-term was missing. A relation can be readily
inferred betweendiamond and gem but not betweendiamond and elm. In this casethe
relationship would be hyponymic (relating subordinateand superordinatecategories).
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Grudin states that, in Sternberg's model, the A: R relation is applied to the C term despite
the mapping of the A and C terms. Ihis can be seen in figure 3.6 which compares what he
calls the 'standard theory' with Sternberg's and his own.

Standard theory
(Spearman's
model)
appl
Infa rF

l'

A
b

Sternberg's

a

Ri

Ri

IBI

: I? D

"IC

model
3

Inferl

apply
Rl

Ri

: I? D
P R2

Grudln's

alternatIve

model
2

apply

Figure 3.6. ComparisaLlof SpearMan's.Stemberg'sand Grudin's modgi of proportional
anaIntrie-M

rp. i. qnnint,

thaRod

nn rrudin.

1990).

'c,;fvrnhpmv'q

rnndel

ffichicipq

a mannino

rime-pqQ

which Is abaentbm tba oLbertwg models. 'R'dCnntCgan Inferredrglafion.
Sternberg, in his exploration of reversible analogies, suggested that a subject first tries to
infer an A-B relation and a mapping from A to C. Only If this falls does the subject infer
an A-C relation and map A-B, but It is still the A-B relation which Is applied. Grudin,
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however,arguesthat thereis not alwaysa needfor a mappingprocess.Whensubjectsfail
to infer a relationbetweentheA andB terms,theytry to infer onebetweentheA andC
terms(stepI in figure 3.6c). Thatrelationis thenappliedto the B termdirectly(step2).
Given,asGrudinpointsout, the flexibility exhibitedby peoplesolvingproblems,and the
rangeof difficulty of analogyproblemsof this type,we might reasonably
expecta rangeof
Heiler'sandGrudin'smodelscanbeseenas
sothatSternberg's,
problemsolvingprocesses,
complementary.
2.3.

Strategies in analogical reasoning tasks

Although Sternberg'smodel may be consideredthe 'paradigm! of analogicalreasoning
strategies,solvers may successfullyuse a variety of strategiesin solving proportional
Some
likely
(particularly
to lead to successthan
are
more
analogies).
verbal
analogies
The
left-hand
lists
Table
3.1
processes.
of
possible
a
side showsthe
number
others.
how
(A?
B,
have
be
Inferred
to
that
ever, refers to an as yet unknown relation
relations
between the A and B terms). The right-hand side of the table describesthe processthat
infer
Thus
inferred
to
the
solver
might
a relation betweenA and B,
a
relations..
applies
and C and D and either comparethe Inferred relations or use the C-D relation to
reformulate the A-B relation.
I Table 3.1
Analogical reasoningstrategies
infer relation

process

A-B

C
inferred
to
to generateD
the
relation
apply
by
finding
A-D
the
relation
constrain/reformulate
C
A
between
the
termsand apply to C
and
correspondences

A-B & A-C

to generateD
A-B & C-D
AM & C-D
A-D & C-D
C-DI & C-D2
LA-C

comparethe two relations
use C-D relation to generateA-B relation
use C-D relation to reformulate A-B relation
userelationsbetweenC and 2 alternativesolutions to
establishpossible A-13relations and compare
apply to B to generateD

Although Table 3.1 shows a number of possibleanalogicalreasoningstrategiesthey are
not exhaustive. Other strategiescan be usedbut they may not necessarilylead to
successfulsolutions. Indeed there are many possiblerelations,interrelationsand mappings
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that can be made but which violate the constraintsof the particular task (seeHelier,
1979,p. 51, for a list).

Adapting proportional analogies to describe the structure
3.
of texts and problems
In order to identify and discriminate betweenexampleproblem statementsand their
solutions, and test problem statementsand solutions, the interpretation theory usesthe
(source)
textbook
The
A
framework.
example
term
a
represents
proportional analogy
Is
(target)
C
the
test
term
the
B
is
the
the
term
solution,
example
problem statement,
discover
is
to
Is
the
?D
term
the
attempting
the
solver
solution
problem statementand
(figure 3.7).

problem I

solution 1

problem 2

solution 2

An examplewould be:
Fortress .
Problem ,

Fortress
Solution

Radiation * Radiation
Problem 9 Solution

Used as a tool for text analysis,this framework allows us to break down a sectionof a
four
by
term analogy,and
the
into
Its
textbook
represented
scientific
constituentParts
for
As
tool
task analysis,It provides a
how
to
these
a
other.
shows
parts are related each
between
in
the
terms
the
of
relationships
problem
meansof analysinga complex exemplar
for
Representing
Its
test
solution.
the
the
required
subgoals
problem givens and
goalsand
problems by C arfd D terms provides a meanswhereby the solution pathways which have
to be taken to solve them canbe clearly mappedout, That is, links canbe madebetweena
test problem and thoseparts of a sourceexamplethat relate directly to the solution of the
test problem. This In turn allows us to seewhat inferences,analogiesor adaptationsa
solver Is required to make,given the structure of the text and the goal-subgoalstructure of
the examplesprovided, and thereforewhat aspectsof a problem are presumedby the
writer of the textbookto be already representedin a solver'smemory.

A solverwill seeka potentiallyrelevantsourceexamplewhich is noticedor retrieved
throughsomeperceivedsimilarityto thecurrenttargetproblemstatement.In theItermsof
proportionalanalogythis would yield figure3.8wherethe targetC term,eitherby hint
or someotherformof reminding,recallsthesourceA term.
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In situations where 'ideal' students are learning by referenceto an example,and where
they cannot remembera specific relevant example,one might reasonablyexpectthat they
would they would try to find one in the textbookand go on to discoverthe relation or
transition function between the initial state (A term) and the solution (B term) of the
sourceproblem (figure 3.9)at a level of abstractionsufficient to allow that relation to be
applied to the C term.

Relatlon

Elementsin the A term are mapped onto the C term and the higher-order mapping
relation establishedbetween the A and B terms is applied to the mapped elementsIn the
C term to yield the D term. Theseprocessesare representedin figure 3.101which
representsthe Ideal to which expository texts should aspire. It also representsthe
behaviour of the ideal student:

I Not
only doesfigure 3.10 representsomeof the componentprocessesassumedto be involved in solving
problems using a previous example,but it also representsthe student's schemaof how examplesprovided
in a text can be usedto solvea current problem, In a text one would expecta problemto beStatedand then
the solution to be presentedalong with an explanation of how one relatesto the other. A solver would
expect that relation to apply to elementsin the target problem. However, it often happensthat the ordering
of worked examplesdoesnot follow such 4 canonicalform.
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lication

IBI::

3.1.

ICI:

J? D

Distinctions between the interpretation theory and proportional

analogy
According to Sternberg'sanalysisof proportional analogy,encodingof single terms
involves a searchthrough a semanticnet for attributes that can link the A and B terms.
Encodingin problem solving Is a more complexprocessinvolving text processingof the
becomes
literature
In
text
this
the
more
understanding
on
problem statement.
case
Is
(Kintsch,
textbase,
how
in
encoded
or
statement,
appropriate understanding
a problem
1986;Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978;Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Indeed,Kintsch (1988)argues
that, in simple arithmetic word problems, the generationof inferencesfrom the text alone
having
to engagein any
the
solver
to
the
without
may generatea solution
stated problem
actual problem solving activity. In more complexproblemsthe encodingof the textbaseis
the necessaryfirst step In generatingsomekind of problem model.
According to Egan& Greeno(1974)analogicalreasoning,seriescompletion,problem
for
formation
relationsamongelementsresulting In
search
solving and concept
all require a
In
interconnections
between
solvingproblemsfrom
structure.
the
network
a
new
nodesof
examplesthe discovery of a relation betweenterms doesnot necessarilyinvolve a search
through a semanticnetwork for attributes that relate concepts. Rather,writers provide
examplesin order to establishthe awarenessIn readersthat a relation betweenconcepts
exists. The nature of such a relation often comesaboutby inductive processeson the part of
learners that allow them to associatetwo disparateconcepts(dependingon the extent to
which the exampleproblem hasbeen elaborated).SuchInductive processesmay include,
for example,applying a theory of causality in trying to understandsuch relations.
However, the learner may not always understand the relation.
Where the A and B terms refer to a problem statementand solution in a textbook,the
'
relation between the problem givens and the solution Is already statedor explained (more
or lesswell). In worked examples,then, the relation betweena problem statementand Its
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solution should be providedand the task for the solver is to apply that relation to a novel
betweenan exerciseproblemand a
problem. In suchcases,oncethe correspondences
training problem have been established,it is primarily the higher-order mappings which
have to be made. That is, the solver has to extract the rule or procedureinstantiated in
the exampleproblem and apply It to the new problem. This processis one of
generalization. It is this generalization processthat allows the solver to abstractout the
relevant solution schema,and to begin to Induce Its range of applicability.
Evaluation of the responsein problem solving, a processthat Stembergbelievestakes
place with proportional analogieswith multiple-choice responses,dependson the type of
problem given, Sometypes of problem give the goal statein the statementof the problem
(e.g. Duncker's Radiation problem). In this casethe goal is either achievedor it isn't. In
algebraword problems the goal stateis unknown or is only vaguely specifiedand
evaluation may be difficult. In computer programming problemsa solution is often
evaluatedby the computer itself where a solution program either functions as it is
fails
do
it
to
to
to
the
so or generatesan error message.
or
problem
supposed according

The fonn of the interpretation theory
In this section the interpretation theory is presentedin detail. To show how the relations
between the four terrrusof the proportional analogyframework canbe applied to
analogicalproblem solving, I will examine first of all one of the paradigms of the
analogicalproblem solving literature, the studies of Gick and Holyoak (1980;1983).

The Fortressand Radiation problems
In their studies of analogicaltransfer Gick and Holyoak used two isomorphic iUstructured problemsknown as the FortressProblemand the RadiationProblem(from
Duncker, 1945). Using valriousexperimentalmanipulations, Gick and Holyoak attempted
to establishthe conditions under which transferwould occur or fail to occur. The relations
betweenthe surfacefeaturesand the underlying structure of the two storieswill be
examined to seewhere they are similar and where they are different. (The texts are
taken from Gick and Holyoak, 1983.)
7be FortressProblem
A small country wag ruled from 4 strong fortress by a dictator,
the middle of the country, surrounded by farms and villages.
fortress through the countryside.

The fortress was situated in
Many roads led to the

A rebel general vowed to capture the fortress.

general knew that an attack by his entire army would capture the fortress,
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his army at the headof one of the roads,ready to launch a full-scale direct attack.
However, the general then learned that the dictator had planted mines on eachof the
roads. The mines were set so that small bodiesof mencould passover themsafely,since
the dictator neededto movehis troopsand workersto andfrom thefortress. However,any
largeforce would detonatethe mines. Not only would this blow up the road, but it would
also destroy many neighbouringvillages. It thereforeseemedimpossibleto capture the

fortress.
However, the general devised a simple plan. He'divided his army into small groups and
dispatched each group to the head of a different road. When all was ready he gave the
signal and each group, marched down a different road. Each group continued down its road
to the fortress so that the entire army arrived together at the same time. In this way, the
general captured the fortress and overthrew the dictator.

The Radiation Problem
Supposeyou are a doctorfaced with a patient-who hasa malignant tumour in his stomach.
It is impossibleto operateon the patient, but unlessthe tumour is destroyedthe patient
will die. Thereis a kind of ray that can be usedto destroythe tumour. If the rays reach
the tumour all at onceat a sufficiently high intensity, the tumour will be destroyed.
_
Unfortunately at this intensity the healthy tissue that the rays pass through will also be
destroyed. At lower intensities the rays are harmlessto healthy tissue, but they will not
affect the tumour either. What type of proceduremight be usedto destroythe tumour
with the rays, and at the same time avoid destroying the healthy tissue?
In Gick and Holyoak's Fortressproblem the solution involves a division of a large force (an
army) and its convergenceon a target (the fortress)as representedin figure 3.11, However,
eachof thesemain relations (divide and converge)themselvesinvolve a number of
operationsand transitions which alsoneedto be imported into, and often transformedIn,
the new domain. Theseunspecifiedoperationsand transitionsare representedby the
'black boxes'in figure 3.11.
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divide

converge
FiL,ure 3.11. Divide, and co,3ygrge, rglations in Gick and Holyoak's Fortress problem.

When solvers use the Fortressproblem to solve the Radiation problem elementsin the A
term are mapped onto the C term and the higher-order mapping relations established
betweenthe A and B terms are applied to the mapped elementsIn the C term to yield the
D term. Applying the earlier solution, according to Gick and Holyoak, involves
representingthe causalrelations betweenthe A and B terms of the sourceproblem at an
appropriate level of abstraction,In this case'divide' and 'converge'. Solving a specific
problem meansfinding the speciflcoperationsand transitions representedby the black
boxesin figure 3.11, In the Fortressproblem, the generalis acting under the constraintof
protecting his army, whereasthe surgeonin the Radiation problem doesnot have to
protect his ray-machine. The singular entity (army) can be divided up into several
entities (small groups) but a ray-machinecannot. Instead,the surgeonhas to find lots more
machines. In the Fortressproblem, the groups have to be moved and positionedat the
head of the roads leading ! rom the fortress. There are no fixed pathways leading to the
tumour in the Radiation problem. The groups attack the fortressby simultaneously
conver&g on it along the roads,but capturing(a fortress)Is not the sameasdestroying(a
tumour). Figure 3.12elaborateson figure 3.11by including theserelations.
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The rebel generalis operating under two main constraintswhen devising a solution plan:
figure
3.12
in
The
&
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)
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in figure 3,13)in the Fortressproblem in order to generatea solution. Figure 3.14 lists the
objectsin the Radiation problem.
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Part of the difficulty in solving the Radiation problem from the Fortressproblem is
making the necessarymappingsbetweenthe two problemsand then making the necessary
manipulations to the representationthe solver has of the Fortressproblem so that the
target can be solved. The mappings are not straightforward. In the Fortressproblem the
general has to protect the army and the villages. In the Radiationproblem the surgeon
has to protect the healthy tissue. 'General' can be mappeddirectly onto 'doctor' (A6 Maps
directly onto Ci in figure 3.15). However, there are two possiblemappingsfor 'healthy
tissue': 'army' and 'villages' (A4 and A7 both map onto C6in figure 3.15:the double arrows
in the figures representthosemappings).
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As part of the solution to the Fortressproblem, the generaldivides his army into smaller
units, How this operator can be applied to the Radiationproblem, however, is not
straightforward (figure 3.16);how can a ray be divided?
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Figure3.16. Mappings bgtween 'general' and 'dactor, aLld 'affny' and 'r

The intensity of the rays could be reduced, but the solver is not told, and may not have the
knowledge to infer, that this is a possibility. The doctor in the Radiation problem also
has to find more ray-machines to bring the intensity back up to an adequate level, The
general, on the other hand, does not call for more armies. The operator 'divide' has to be
changed in the radiation problem to two operators 'reduce' and 'add' (figure 3.17),
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Both the groups and the machineshave to be moved so groups should map to ray machines
(the double arrow from 131to D1 in figure 3.18,representingpartial solutions to the
exampleand exerciseproblems). Whereasthe groups are moved to the headsof roads,
there Is no equivalent in the Radiation problem to 'roads', Instead the ray machinesare
positioned around the patient (the operatorsin figure 3.18are shown in ovals). in the
fortress problem the groups then convergesimultaneouslyon the fortress,but it is the rays,
not the machinesIn the Radiationproblem, that convergean the tumour.
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The generalhas two aims: one is to capture the fortress and the other is to overthrow the
dictator. The surgeonhas to get at the turnour and destroy it. 'Capturing' and
'overthrowing' are not necessarilythe samething as 'destroying.' 7be solver has
thereforeto map and adapt aspectsof the Fortressproblem in order to solve the Radiation
problem, but both 'capturing the fortress' and 'overthrowing the dictator' could map onto
'destroying the tumour',
Adapting the Fortressproblem to solve the Radiationproblem is not simply a questionOf
altering values and applying the sameoperatorsas were employed In the earlier problem.
Further adaptations are required, and the solver has to Infer what those adaptationsare.
It Is mainly becauseof thd"requirementto manipulate and adapt the earlier problem that
about 10%of Gick and Holyoak's subjectswere unableto solve the Radiationproblem even
with a hint to use the Fortressproblem,

4.2.

Text analysis

Becauseof the way textbooksare designed,studentsare likely to have certain assumptions
about how exampleproblems are normally presented,that is, they are liable to expect
that examplesare presentedas a problem statementfollowed by a solution, In that order.
Ibis schemais used to guide a student's searchthrough the training material if they need
to find Information later. However, the presentationof worked examplesin textbooks
doesnot always follow such a canonicalform. Instead,there are many variations, such as:
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ProblemStatement+ ProblemSolution
Problem Solution + ProblemStatement
Problem Solution with no ProblemStatement
Problem Statementwith no ProblemSolution
The variations in sequenceincreasewhen explanationsor other forms of problem
representationsuch as graphs, diagrams, tables,etc, are added to the text.

To illustrateelementsof the interpretationtheoryasit canbe appliedto texts,I will be
by,Hasemer& Domingue
lookingat examples
from two LISPprogrammingtextbooks
(1989)andWinston& Horn (1989),andan Artificial Intelligencecoursebookby Eisenstadt
Open
University,
Psychology
the
(1978/1983)
Cognitive
formed
at
course
which
part of a
Thelatter wasespeciallydesignedto be 'user-friendly'in theway theexampleswere
presented.
- The interpretation theory describestextsin termsof 4 number of concepts:
9

exampleproblem statement,
exampleproblem solution,
explanations
of explanations
adequacyand comprehensiveness
intermediate representations
'ghost'terms,
the problem givens;
blocks and impasses
templates
subgoals
nestedsubgoals
solution Eonstraints
Inferences
concepts
operators

When used for protocol analysis,the theory also Identifies:
ExperimenterInterventions
#

Experimenter
generatedexamples
'understanding'
processes Theseare representedIn the Interpretation theory diagramsas shown in the summary
figure 3.19 and describedin detail thereafter.
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Problem statement and solution

The purpose of a sciencetextbook is to provide the learnerwith a framework for
understandinga particular domain. The text must attempt to show how the givens in the
problem statement(the A term) can be translatedinto the correct form that the solution
must take (the B term) by employing the rules or principles given in the rest of the training
material. In figure 3.20a link betweenthe A and B termsis representedby a line from one
term to the other. Although figure 3.20provides an indication of a link, the nature of that
link is not specified. (Ibe types of link that can exist betweenterms are specified in more
detail in later sections.)

problem
statement

problem
solution

It is usual for the problem statementto precedethe solution, However, where the reader
is invited to look at a piece of code and the problem statementIs given after It, the order is
reversed. On page64 of Hasemerand Domingue thereis this example-,
'A simple If expressionmight look like this:
(if (null q) (setf qq t)
(setfqq nil))
This should be read as "If the list q Is empty then set (setf qq 0, else(setf qq nil). "'
In such a casethe B term (the solution) Is given in the text beforethe A term (the
statement). Notice also that in this casethere is no explicit link between the solution and
the problem statement. It doesnot, for example,explain the link between(null q) and 'the
list q is empty'; that the order of terms represents'if... then...else...'; what (setf qq t)
means;and soon.
This state of affairs is representedin figure 3.21.
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_I

The reader is thereforeleft to infer relations between the problem givens and the form of
the code. The nature of inferencesis an important considerationin the designof
instructional material. Things have to be spelled out in more detail at the beginning when
the reader is presumed to know very little about the new domain. The extentto which
things have to be spelled out is an empirical question,as is the questionof how much any
spelling-out can be relaxed in later sections.
The example problem representedin figure 3.20violates the reader'sschemafor how a
text is organized: if, when solving a later exerciseproblem, readersaccessthat example
solution, they would expectto find a statementof the problem beforethe solution and
find
backwards
in
to
the
text
out what the problem is. Unlessthe
consequentlywould go
text is well signposted,they may find a problem statementfor a different problem and try
to relate that to the current solution and thus becomeevenmore confused.
4.2.2.

Explanations

Textbooksexplain things In various ways. They can,for example,explain how a
particular type of problem should be tackled. This constitutesan explanationof the
problem from a generalpoint of view. They can also explain how the solution Is generated
from the problem givens: this is an explanation of the solution and is much more specific.
Explanationsare indicated by the letter 'e' in the term box. Where the problem is
E
Ae
and where the solution is
explained the 'e' subscriptappearsIn the A term box thus:
K
explained it appearsin the B term box:
The following examplecomesfrom Eisenstadt(1978):
A;

Here is an exampleof a procedurecalled BOOZETEST,

EXAMPLEPROBLEM

which finds out whether a person

STATEMENT+
EXPLANATION OF

Be: (actuallythe nodeto which BOOZETEST
is applied)

SOLUTION
A.- drinks a beveragewhich contains alcohol.
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I
Be: To do this it first uses pattern-matching to find out what
beverage (if any) the person consumes. Then if it finds such a

EXPLANATION
OF SOLUTION

beverage, it tries to find out whether that beverage contains
alcohol. Notice particularly how the variable * is used In
step 2 to keep track of the node retrieved as a result of the

pattem-matching in step 1.
B:

SOLO:TO BOOZETEST/X/

SOLUTION

?
/X/
DRINKS
CHECK
->
...:I
IF PRESENT:CONTINUE
IA
.......
IB IF ABSENT: PRINT "NO INFORMATION"; EXIT
.......
:2 CHECK *- CONTAINS -> ALCOHOL
2A IF PRESENT: CONTINUE
.......
EXIT
213IF ABSENT., PRINT "NON-ALCOHOLIC";
.......
:3 PRINT "AHA, " /X/ "IS A REAL BOOZER"
: DONE

Be: The control-statementsin BOOZETESTare usedIna manner
and
analogousto the way they were used in WEAKASSESS

EXPLANATION
OF SOLUTION

STRICTASSESS,
presentedin section6.4. SubstepsIA and 2A
specify CONTTNUE,becausethat is the main pathway
through a successfulsequenceof CHECKs,down to the
messagewhich getsprinted out at step 3.
The text abovecan be representedas in figure 3.22whereA representsthe problem, B the
solution, and Berepresentsthe explanationof the solution. The link betweenthe A term
and B term representsthe fact that the relation betweenthe problem givens and the
solution Is explkined. The links betweenthe A and B terms and the Be term representthe
fact that aspectsof how SOLO evaluatesthe code are explained both In the problem
shows that the text
statementas well as after the solution. The arrow to STRICTASSESS
is directing the reader to another part of the text.
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I STRICTASSESSI

Al
4.2.3.

IBI

lBe

The adequacy versus comprehensiveness of explanations

Writers of textbookshave to make their explanationscompleteor comprehensiveenough
for their readersto understand. 7he early chaptersof a textbookin a new domain have to
be particularly comprehensivein their treatmentof novel conceptssincefew assumptions
later
knowledge.
In
be
prior
chaptersthe explanationcan be
about
a
reader's
can made
lesscomprehensivebut must be adequatefor the readerto understandthem,which means
that the writers must makesomeassumptionsaboutwhat hasbeenunderstoodfrom
(and
between
balance
The
a
comprehensive
possibly tedious)
previous chapters.
dense)
(and
explanationis a fine one. Part of the
possibly
explanation and an adequate
difficulty facing writers of textbooksIs that they are ipso facto experts,and so have a
domain
deal
knowledge
their
about
of expertise(Adelson,
great
of compiled or schematic
1981;Anderson, 1983;Ehrlich and Soloway, 1984;Novick, 1988;Owen and Sweller,1989),
Experts have to reconstruct the declarativeknowledge from which their procedural
knowledge was built in order for novicesto understandall the stepsin a particular
procedure.
In the examplefrom Eisenstadt(1978)in section4.2.2,part of which Is reproducedhere,
there Is an assumptionthat the reader understandswhat a 'control-statement'Is and how
However, if
it was used in the previous examples(WEAKASSESS
and STRICTASSESS).
the readershave any doubt about what a control-statementis, they are referred back to
the section where theseexampleswere introduced.
The control-statementsin 130OZETEST
are usedin a

EXPLANATION

manneranalogousto the way they were usedin
WEAKASSESSand STRICTASSESS,
presentedIn section 6.4.

OF SOLUTTON

Where an explanation Is provided which Is incompletein that it makesassumptionsabout
the knowledge of the learner,it is representedIn our theory with a'-' abovethe 'e'
subscript In the D term, Where an explanationis complete,that Is where the reader does
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by
Is
have
V.
it
Theseare
the
inferences,
to
aY
above
not
represented
make any
Illustrated in figure 3.23.

4.2.4.

Intermediate representations

Learnerscan be helped to understanda new conceptwhen they are given anotherway of
representingthe problem and Its solution. For instance,an exampleproblem statement
Thus,
in Duncker's
followed
be
by
intermediate
the
of
problem.
representation
may
an
Radiation Problem, If a solver were askedto imagine the spokesof a wheel as an aid in
solution, this would be counted as an intermediateproblem representation. This
features
important
the
Is
to
to
abstract
out
enable
solver
representation presumed
of the
Gick
Holyoak's
be
to
thereafter
and
a
of
solve
number
used
problem which can
'convergence'problems.
Where the writer Is trying to help the readerunderstandthe nature of a problem by some
form of Intermediate representationthis Is indicated by a prime symbol, as in Aý. Where
It Is the explanation of the solution that Is being facilitated, it is representedby B, In
figure 3.24.

[A

1B

A'

E31

Eisenstadt(1983a)provides 4 seriesof diagramsto Illustrate flow of control In SOLO as
part of the explanation of how the following 'INFECT' procedureworks:
SOLO. TO INFECT/X/

:1 NOTE/X/ - HAS --> FLU
:2 CHECK/X/ -- KISSES--> ?
2A
PRESENT:
EXIT
If
INFECT
*,
.....
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213IF ABSENT.,EXIT
DONE
Figure 3.25showsone of the diagramsused:

INF)ýý
1
2
21,1

INFR5ýý
AA__

2
INFECTJANE
@1
2B2

2A
A EXIT

FiLrure3.25. A'snal25hot'of the operation of the R*JFECT12r fdure (Eisenstadt. 1983a).

An explanation of the problem (Ae) followed by an explanationof the solution (Be)which
then refers the reader to the intermediate representation03%can be shown in the
framework as in figure 3.26:

A.
problem
explained

4.2.5.

B
solution
explained

solution
Illustrated

'Chosr tenns

Sometimesa solution Is presentedwith no explicit statementof the problem Itself, Section
4.2 of Hasemerand Domingue present8 examplesonly half of which have statementsof
what the problem is. Another examplecan be found on page 106,which says,'Look
carefully at this function.' This Is followed by a pieceof LISP code and an explanationof
how It works, The reader Is left to Infer what It Is supposedto do. Very occasionallythe
problem solution Is not madeexplicit 'The answerto this questionis found in the same
way as the previous one.' Wherever the reader Is left to infer or Imagine what the
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missing term should be, this is referred to as a 'ghost' term and is presentedin a shadow
format (figure 3.27). Both Lisp textbooksoften miss out statementsof the problems
presented. Textbook writers have to be very sure that readerscan readily infer what the
problem is. First, if they later accessthis solution while trying to solve an exercise
before
the
find
the
of
problem
to
solution and
a
statement
they
problem,
expect
might
is.
Second,
find
the
the reader is
backwards
in
to
problem
text
what
the
out
search
is
to
there
from
nothing
map.
since
prevented
mappings
any
making

Fý
b)

Eipre 3.27.

4.2.6,

AI

rir&i

re-enfinz'gbost* terrns.

The problem givens

Problemstatementsare made up of a number of problem givens. Theseare the featuresof a
involving
An
to
the
speeds,times
algebra
problem
solution.
problem which are necessary
30
travels
information
distances
include
at
mph,car2 travelsat 40
carl
as:
such
and
may
Each
leaves
11.30
leaves
10.00
of thesegivens is
a.
m.
at
car2
a.m. and
at
mph,carl
substituted for the variablesof an equation which, when solved, will produce the answer
to the problem, In the interpretation theory, problem givens are shown asbeing 'nested'
A2
that of car2,and A3
Ai
figure
the
A
In
3.28
term.
carl,
the
of
speed
represents
within
and A4 are the departure times.

EiLrure3.28.'Nested'problemzimens.

4.2.7.

Blocks and Impasses

Situationscan arise in a text where the givens In a sourceproblem cannotbe mapped to the
target, perhaps becausethey have been stated in a different form, Alternatively, the
Iss
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solution to an earlier problem is not relevant to the current one and yet the solver Is
attempting to use it. The framework indicatesthesemappingsas being 'blocked' (figure
329; seealsosubsection4.2.11).
JA2

A

blocked

ýýI]
A
A74

1

[A-3

I-I

blocked

The samerepresentationis used when analysingverbal protocols, There are timeswhen a
know
do
does
to
impasse
what
or where to look for help. In such
not
and
solver reachesan
impasse.
Is
line
to
blocked
an
represent
the
used
casesalso
4.2.8.

Templates

Exampleproblems are sometimesgiven In the form of a 'template,. Suchpartially
instantiated solutions are designed to show what the layout of particular programming
structuresshould look like. In the interpretation theory, templatesrefer to any structure
which demonstratesthe syntactic form a solution should take. An exampleof a template
following
Domingue
the
found
be
Hasemer
66
where
expressionoccurs:
and
on page of
can
(cond

((null lis) (<do somethinp)) <action>...<action>)
(t (<do somethinp)))

In our framework thesetemplatesare representedwith at superscriptas in figure 3.30.

It
4.2.9.

It

Subgoals

In manydomainssuchasmathematics,
solvingaproblemmeans
physicsandprogramming,
attaininga numberof subgoalson theway to theoverallgoal. In complexproblemswhere
haveto beattained,all
severalsubgoals(whichmayin turn containembeddedsubgoals)
asbeing'nested'within theB term(or theD termif theexercise
subgoalsarerepresented
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problem is being analysed), On page66of Hasemerand Domingue thereis a worked
example which prints the value of the variable item, then sets the value of qq to the cdr
of item (that Is, the value of item minus its first term) and prints that. Since this is the
first example solution in this sectionit is numberedBI.
Uprint item) (setf qq (cdr item)) (print qq))
There are three subgoals to be achievedeachof which Is Identified by a letterBla,
(print Item)
Blb:

(setf qq (cdr Item))

BIC:

(print qq)

Bib also containsan embeddedsubgoal(cdritem)which we can label Bjbi. We can now
representsubgoalBib as in figure 3.31.

JB1

BT
4.2.10,

NestedsubSoals

On page 67 of Hasemerand Domingue thereis an explanationof how to write a function
definition which leads up to a pieceof LISPcode defining a function (namedfoo)which,
when called, will do exactly what the earlier program, representedby 131In section 4.2.9,
did. Sincethis is the secondexampleprovided this canbe representedby 132but, in order
to indicate that the secondexamplecontainsthe first one nestedwithin It, it Will be
shown as in figure 3.32a.
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(a)

(b)

IBH
Bi

13201

IiiI
rB2

In the text on page66 of Hasemerand Domingue,exampleBi is presentedwith no
indication of the problem statement. The exampleis followed by an explanationof a
followed by the specific examplesolution, B2,which
function definition, shown as 132e,
includes Di. In figure 3.32bwe can representthe path taken by the text In the section
dealing with function definitions. The writers assumethat the readershave understood
the LISP code representedby Rt (the earlier examplewith its own nestedsubgoals).
The final function definition on page67 is shown in figure 3.33.
[El
B2

(defun foo (item)
(print Item)
(setf qq (cdr item))
(print qq))

Writing a function definition Involves writing the macrodefun followed by a function
name (foo) and a parameterlist (item). The next three lines give the three actions which
the function carriesout. Figure 3.34shows that the first subgoalis to write the function
name and parameterlist and the secondIs to specify what the function does.
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JB2

a
b

(defun foo (item)
(print Item)
(setf qq (cdr Item))
(print qq))

B2b also contains a number of subgoals labelled T, 'ii', and 'iU' in figure 3.35. B2biicontains
item.
Figure
demonstrates
3.35
how
further
the
cdr
of
that
a
of generating
subgoal,
subgoals, at different levels can be visuaUed in this example solution.

lb

B2

a

2
t
'o

of

0

00
0

*0

10
.0

single subgoal achieved trivially

0

00

0*
'00
0000

*

*0

*000
0,0

0
10*0
*0 0000*
12
112
."

(cdr Item)

Constraints

Someproblems include explicit constraintsor restrictionson a solution path. Versionsof
the Radiation priblem Include the constraint that a ray may not passdown the
oesophagusand that surgery may not be usedto openup the stomachto get at the tumour.
Constraints are representedas a 'photographic negative' with the black and white foreand backgroundreversed. Sinceconstraintsprevent a possiblesolution, the paths from the
constraintsare shown asbeing blocked (seesubsection4.7). In figure 3.36two constraintsfor
the Radiation problem are represented. Most problems have implicit constraints,and It is
part of the problem solving processto find out what theseconstraintsare. In the problem
solving episodein Chapter 1, for example,the subjectwas unsurewhether It was necessary
to representthe fact that there was a water tank in the attic. As far as she was concerned
the problem was underconstralned,and part of her problem solving involved discovering
what the constraints were. Only when constraints are explicitly stated are they
representedas In figure 3.36.
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You may not pass a ray
down the oesophagus
You cannot use surgery
to open up the stomach

Iderences

4.2.12.

In later chaptersof textbookswriters assumea certain amount of knowledgeon the part of
the student. This meansthat the student is often required to make inferenceswhen
An
is
this
the Distance= Ratex Time
example
of
problems.
example
presentedwith
Ettinger
(1985)
&
Dempster
In
by
Reed,
which two vehiclesleave the
presented
problem
(10-00
11.30
)
different
times
and
a.
m.
p.
m.
and travel at different speeds.
at
sameplace
The secondvehicle eventually overtakes the first. Sinceboth vehicles travel the same
distance, the appropriate equation to use is Rate,,hjkj x Time,,hick,= Rate,,hicle2
x
Time,,,hi,kz.
In figure 3.37,Al and A2 represent11.30and 1.30respectively. In the equationwhich
Is
by
I
taken
shown in the explanationas (t + 312)
the
time
the
vehicle
solution,
underlies
There is no indication of where the '3/2' comesfrom. The solver is left to make the
Inferencethat the times mentioned in A' and A2 somehowrelate to the '3/ 2'given in the
solution. When the solver has to Infer which problem givens are relevant to the solution,
this is representedby the dotted lines shown in the figure. The number 13/2' Is arrived at
by applying the subtraction operator to the givens, and then converting that to a fraction.
Thus, there are two operations that are not explained In the example. The 'black boxes'in
figure 3.37are used to show that there is no Indication of what the relevant operatorsare
"SU"NSUSSUUU""
"
"II
III

I"II
160
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4.2.13.

Concepts

Worked examplesprovide illustrations of how conceptscanbe manipulated to provide

a

solution. Examplesof this are the useof recursionin LISPfunctionsor how the conceptsof
Distanceand Timecan be manipulated to find Speed.It is, therefore,sometimesuseful to
analyseproblem statementsin termsof the conceptswhich they embody. By doing so we
can representhow the problem relatesto the conceptswhich it is attempting to illustrate.
In linear algebraword problems discussedin the next section,the distancea vehicle
travels Is related to the rate at which it travels and the time it takes. If the time a
vehicle leavesis mentioned first in the problem statement,this can be representedas A' in
figure 3.38. If Its rate Is then given, this would be representedas A2. The V indicates that
theseproblem givens are concepts(the specificconceptsare shown in the rectangles).

conc ept:

concept:
rate

4.2.14.

J

Operators

The initial state of a problem can be transformedInto a new state by applying operator'sto
the problem's givens. The new statemay be the goal state(the solution) or a subgoalalong
the solution path. For example,applying a multiplication operator to the figures for Time
and Speedin a DAstance-Speed-Time
problem would yield distance travelled. In the
interpretation theory, the operator is representedas an oval superimposedon the link
betweenproblem givens and solution. The specificoperator applied Is written within the
oval. In figure 3.39,if the multiplication operator is applied to the two conceptsAcl and
AC2,this would yield the distance (130). Similarly if the conceptswere replacedby
specificfigures suchas 30mph for rate and 3 hours for time then the result would be 90
miles.
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multipilcatio
AC

Itc oncept:
Ime

12 IIAC

Iconcept:
distance

rate

Up until now the discussionhas beenmainly about text analysis. The sameframework can
be used in analysingstudents'problem solving behaviour. The remainingcodingsapply
specifically to the analysis of verbal protocols.
4.2.17.

Understanding processes

In Chapter 1, the subjectfound a candidateexampleproblem which sheused in order to
in
how
instantiated
an example. Part of the verbal protocol is
was
understand
recursion
reproducedbelow.
a)
I'm looking on page80,em,
which has given a new definition of the
NHCT procedure

understandingtraining problernsolution

so that it keeps on recurring through it.
Here she shows evidenceof simulating the behaviour of the examplesolution. At other
times she simulates the behaviour of her own (partial) solutions.
On other occasionsshe6pe'ndssometime trying to understandthe problem statement,That
is, she tries to understandwhat constraintson solutions apply.
b)
Well, my problem is that, at the moment, the databasedoesn't contain the fact that
there is a water tank In the attic, and therefore it's difficult to have...I mean, I was
thinking, you see,of starting somethinglike 'CHECK WATERTANK IN ATTIC
BURSTS.
' Well, I mean,obviously it wouldn't say that, but, I mean,something that
would checkthat sort of thing. But since the databaseat the moment doesn't actually
have the fact that there Is a water tank In the attic, then, em... that makes It a wee
bit difficult, doesn't It?
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During problem solving episodesstudentsmay read through a problemstatementor
Solution,or attempt to simulate the behaviour of a solution program, as in a) and b) above.
Such episodesare classifiedas 'Problem Understanding' and in protocol analysisthey are
representedas in figure 3.40aand 3.40b, The circular arrow representsthe fact that the
subjecthas found an exampleproblem solution (B2)and is re-readingit or simulating its
behaviour if it is a computer program. The figure in the circle indicates that this is the
18th problem solving 'episode'. Similarly, in figure 3.40b,the subjectis trying to
(C),
is
this
the 4th suchproblem solving
and
the
statement
understand
exerciseproblem
episode.

B2

4.2.15.

Experimenter Interventions - The Lifebelt

In experiments,an experimentermight Intervene to helpthe subjectrather than just to
prompt the solver to reveal what he or sheIs thinking. In such casesthe experimenterIs
actually teachingthe subject. The student in a senseis being thrown a lifeline rather than
being left to find-the answerfrom the text or from memory. The following exampleis
taken from a protocol presentedin Anderson, Farrell & Sauers(1984).In this episode,the
subject(13)Is having difficulty understandingan examplesolution. To help her, the
'
experimenter(E) reminds her of an earlier exampleshehad seenin a previous chapter of
the Winston & Hom (1981)textbook,and is asking her to comparethe two problems.
E,

Justlike with an exercisebefore,rememberwe had to get PEARout of [?) Get B out of
LIST1. Yes,it's equivalent to that one.
D:

Ok, so... at this point, LISTI has the value of 0 R,

Experimenter Interventions of this kind are representedby the lifebelt Illustrated In
figure 3.41,
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I
EXPERIMENTER

Bi

B2
FigUre3.4l.

-Ibe'Lifebelt'.

The e=erimenter leads the subject to make some kind of ma2pjnz

between exampleg.

In this example the experimenterIntervenesto illustrate someconceptinstantiated in
being
led
Is
The
131.
in
132
is
to map the two solutions or parts
subject
also
which
example
of the two solutions with a view. to understandingthe concept.
4.2.16.

Experimenter generated examples

To help the subjectunderstanda conceptthe experimentermay interveneto createnew
examplesto illustrate the concept. Here is a further examplefrom Anderson et al,'s
protocol in which the experimenterpresentsa new 'top-level' exampleproblem for the
subjectto think about.
Ok, let me try [?] this way, Supposewe had typed in openparen.CAR of QUOTE
paren LISTI closedparen closedparen [(CAR '(LISTI))], what do you expectto get as an
E:

answer to that?
B:
Paren LISTI.
Suchexperimentergeneratedexamplesare representedas In figure 3.42. The
parallelogram Is used to distinguish such examplesfrom thosein the textbook itself.

1h7
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S.
Applying the framework to a training manual: Ananalysis
of Winston and Hom (1981)pp. 33-36.
To Illustrate the use of the interpretation theory for a relatively coarsegrained analysis
of training problems,the following examplesare taken from Winston and Horn (1981).
Chapter 3 of the book (pages33-36)deals with 'definitions, predicates,conditionals and
scoping' in USP. The first descriptionof a function definition is given on page33. It takes
the form of a templateshowing the syntax of function definitions in general.
(DEFUN <function name>

(<parameter 1> <parameter 2> ... <parametern>)
(<processdescription>)
The reader is reminded that the angle brackets'delineatedescriptionsof things' and
provides someexamplesof thosethings. 7bere are threeparts of the function definition
which the reader has to understand. the first part containsthe function name, which the
programmer has to provide; the secondpart Is a parameterlist, which provides arguments
for the third part: the processdescription. This last part Is what the function actually
does. Each part of the template is explained in the text which follows the template.
Figure 3.43 representsthe fact that the template (8t) is followed by an explanation of it
(Bte). The Bte term representsa section of text in which the relationship between the
syntax and the form of the template is explained. This relationship is representedby the
solid line from the template Bt to the explanation 13te.

J-ý

No explicit links are thereafter made in the text betweenthe examplesprovided and the
templateat the beginning of the section. Due to the nature of DEFUN,there Is no one
procedure which applies to all the examplesprovided, other than that of establishing a
definition nameand giving a list of parametersfor the function to work on.
Example 1:
The template and its explanation are followed by an exampleproblem (labelled Al) and
a possiblesolution to the problem (a pieceof LISP codelabelled Bi below):
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At:

a function that converts temperature given in degrees Fahrenheit to

'-define

degrees Celsius. '

BI:

(DEFUN F-TO-C (TEMP)
(QUOTIENT (DIFFERENCE TEMP 32) 1.8))

The LISP code is followed by a partial explanation of how the program works (Bie). This
is
becoming
how
deals
the temporary value of
the
evaluated
argument
with
explanation
the function's parameter.It doesnot say how the secondline in the abovecodeis
In
Bie
V
figure
in
3-44).
the
There
term
the
(hence
the
above
are
sign
minus
evaluated
in
final
between
the
the
problem
statement
and
solution.
elements
mappings
only partial
Someare explicitly given and others have to be Inferredparameter

TLN4P

degreesFahrenheit(inferred)

value returned

37.77

degreesCelsius(inferred)

No further mention is made of 'converts', 'temperatures','degreesFahrenheit'and 'degrees
Celsius'. Thereis no explanationof how to constructthe secondline of the code:
(QUOTIENT (DIFFERENCE10032) 1.8). Sincethere are only partial mappingsbetween
the terms (Ai, Bf and Bie), a dotted line is used to link the terms in figure 3.44showing
that the reader has to make a number of inferencesto understandthe relations. The black
box indicates that there Is no explanationabout how to generatethe secondline of code.

Bi

B'lj

Half-way through the explanation the reader Is asked to refer to the figure on page 35
reproducedas figure 3.45.
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See something like
(F-TO-C SUPERHOT)
or
(F-TO-C 100-0)

Record current value
of TEMP if any

(SETO TEMP 100.0)
T
Use EVAL on body of

N.10mm

F-TO-C

4
RestoreTEMP's

value

to whateverwas
recordedhere ......

.....

Returnvalueý.oul1l...
here ....
.

This diagram is meant to illustrate what is happening as the program is being evaluated
(representedby the arrow from Bie and B'i in figure 3.44). The new, intermediate
representationIs designedto allow readersto re-representthe problem In order to help
them understandhow it works. However, this new representationof how the program
works Is not entirelyanalogousto the working of the actualprogram. In the diagram
representedby B%,the third box containsthe LISPcode:(SETQTEMP 100.0),which is
intended to show that the parameterTEMP is assignedthe value 100.0before the body of
the code Is evaluated. Yet the LISP form SETQIs not usedin the codeItself. The code
works only analogouslyto SETQ.
Example2:
The secondexampleproblem statementIs also followed immediately by the solution and
explanation:
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'[define] a function which exchangesthe first and secondelementsof a two-

A2:

element list. '
B2:

(DEFUN

EXCHANGE

(PAIR)

(LIST (CADR PAIR) (CAR PAIR)))

geverse elements

The explanation provided for this example is more completethan the previous one in that
the mappings betweenelementsin the problem statementand the form of the solution are
given. The reader is asked to assumethat the value of the variable SINNERSis the twoelement list (ADAM EVE). The explanation goeson to explain what happenswhen
(EXCHANGE SINNERS)is evaluated. In doing so it provides the following mappings:
SINNERS

=*PAIR

(CADR PAIR)

=*EVE

(CAR PAIR)

=*ADAM

=*2nd elementof two-elementlist
=*Ist elementof two-elementlist

Once thesehave been explained the book then says that 'the following is evident:
(EXCHANGE SINNERS)
(EVE ADAM)'
However, the book doesnot explain the effect of CADR, CAR or LIST in this example. It
assumesthe readeralready understandsthem sincethey were presentedin the preceding
For
figure
3.46.
box
hence
black
tl-dsreasonthe 132e
in
term in figure 3.46has a
the
chapter,
minus sign aboveit.

A2

B2

B2

Figjjrg 3.46. Represej3tatioI3of the third example 'EXCIIANGE' from page 36 otWinston and
Ham

Example 3:
AX

Define a function to computethe percentageby which the secondargumentgiven In

the function is greater than the first.
B3:

(DEFUN INCREASE(X Y)
QUOTTENT (TTMES100.0(DIFFERENCEY X)) X))
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(INCREASE 10.0 15-0)
50.0
(INCREASEjo. o 15.0)is used as an exampleto show the mapping betweenthe first and
Y
X
(B3).
the
No
(10.0
15.0)
the
solution
and
of
secondarguments
explanationIs
and
and
nor why Y precedesX in the secondline,
provided of QUOTIENT,TIMESor DIF-FERENCE,
nor of the position of X at the end of the secondline. The relation betweenstatementand
solution is therefore only partially explained. The relation between the following
elementsfrom the problem statementand the solution are given:
10.0
15.0
Sincethere is no explanationof the operationsrequired to derive the body of the code, the
reader Is left to infer the interrelations betweenQUOTIENT, TIMES and DIFFERENCE
and the form the syntax takes. Becauseof the paucity of explanationand the number of
Inferencesleft for the reader to make,figure 3.47shows a dotted line and black box
betweenthe A term and the B term,

I

_______

1A311B31
Example4:
In this example ibe problem Is the sameas the first exampleon page34. The form of the
solution is different from the previous F-TO-Cexample,however. The explanationgiven
There is no explanationabout how to construct the
after the solution concernsside-effects.
codegiven the problem statement.
AC

(problem is not stated, Reader has to refer back to previous example (AI))

134:

(DEFUN F-TO-C (TEMP)
(SETQTEMP (DIFFERENCETEMP 32))
QUOTTENT TEMP 1-8))
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B4e: There Is only a partial explanation of the code; TEMP Is used as both input parameter
between
input
difference
32.
How
for
the
the same variable
the
and
temporary
anchor
and
is
different
two
not explained.
roles
can play

Figure 3.48shows that there is no relation provided betweenthe problem statementand
the solution (there is no line linking the A term and the B term), and the partial
dotted
line.
by
Is
the
B
term
the
represented
explanation of

Al
iron

refersback to
previous exampLle

WSWaa ass%

4%4

figure 3.49summarizesthe analysisof this sectionof the textbook. We can seeat a glance
dotted
lines)
(the
to
therefore
the
Is
make
and
inferences
where
the
required
reader
what
links
there
that
It
is
later.
difficulty
have
apparent
are
also
no
explicit
reader may
between the individual problems. That is, the writers do not explicitly relate one problem
to another. They do not explain in what way, for example,F-TO-Crelatesto the
EXCHANGE example. For this reasonno lines are drawn tinking one exampleto another.
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DEFUN template and explanation
rý
(DEFUN 4unction name;-(.cparameter 1> cparameter Z,

RE

... <Parameter 3r.)

<process decdption>)

Example I
'... define a function that converts
given In degrees

temperatures
Fahrenheit

to degrees

Celsius. '

F-TO-C
(rEMP)
(DEFUN
(OUOTIENT(DIFFERENCETEMP 32) J,e))

too

A
Example2
'This new functionexchangesthe
first and secondelementsof a
two-element list'

A2

E32

(DEFUNEXCHMIGE(PAIR)
(UST (CADSPAIR)(CARPAIR)))

E

Example3
'Its purposeIs to computepercentage.
More specifically,the value returned
Is to be the percentageby which the
secondargumentgiven to the function
Is greater than the first.'

F

(X Y)
PEFUN INCREASE
(QUOTIENT(TIMES100.0
(DIFFERENCE
Y X)) X))

(DEFUNF-TO-C(TEMP)
TEMP32))
(SETOTEMP(DIFFERENCE
(CUOTIENTTEMP1.8))

B]4
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xample problem
tatement

example
solutlon

problem

problem
: xerelse
tatement

: xerclse

problem

7A]

olutlon
lozenge provide
Information
abosut

avels
carI rnL
Z
45tmrphj
at

specific

B:

]45mph

map:
-> ratel

example

q:

explanation
solution

intermediate
representation
comprehensive
of
explanation
solution

10el:

Incomplete
explanatlon
xplanatlon
solutlon
olutlon

of

of

solution
template

unknown
processes;
proces
unspecIfled
ope
operators

'ghost'
term:
no statement
of the problem

concept Involved
In the problem

Ad

A IAj

representatlon of
problem givens

B

q

Ef

A341

W

representatlon
of 'nested'
subgoals

mappings are blocked/
an Impasse Is reached

IAI
EXPERIMENTER

WA
constraInts on
solutlon

K7egenerated

experimenter
Intervention

xperlmenter
example

was

Inference
requires
to be made from
Information
relates
solution

given

In
terms
process

Information
In other
to
points
Indicates
or
part
of text
Information
Is
this
where
In solution
used
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Chapter 4 TEXT AND TASK ANALYSIS
USING THE INTERPRETATION
THEORY

1.

Interpretation theory applied to laboratory studies

In this chapter,the interpretationtheorywill be usedto examinein depth the structure
of
a simpleword problem that is describedand thesolutionexplainedin Reed,Dempster&
Ettinger (1985).The theorywill alsobe usedto analyseand predict the effectsof thoseý
aspectsof a problemexplanationwhereinferencesarerequiredto solveanotherproblemof
the sametype or a variant of the sourceproblem.

1.1.

The effect of having to make inferences

Britton, Van Dusen, Glynn, & Hemphill (1990)examined the effect of different types of
inferencing in the study of instructional texts by 'n4ve, unmotivated, passive readers'.
Figure 4.1 representsa problem as a tree structure in which there are a number of nodes
linked to other related nodes, Thesenodes representpoints at which inferencesare
made
and hence at which further information becomesavailable. If the hypothetical solver is
able to make the two inferencesenclosedin the squaresIn figure 4.1 then the rest of the
tree structure becomesavailable and a solution can be found. If, as in figure 4.2,solvers
cannot make the necessaryinferencesat those points, then they will be unable to relate one
part of the text to another.
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Inferences
;sed

Where the two
Inferences In
figure 4.1 are
missed,

- Vo

-A.

"-

A'-,

the rest of the
problem or text
structure
becomes
unavailable.

\ N%.,

'11*ý

There are many kinds of inferenceinvolved in text comprehension. In word problems
readers have to construct i situation model of what the story represents. This model
contains inferencesthat are derived from a reader's knowledge of the world. For example,
if two cars leave the same place at different times, travel the same route, and the second
car eventually overtakes the first, then readers might be expected to infer that both cars
travel the same distance. Such text-externalinferences require the reader to have some
prior knowledge from outside the text. In the caseof textbooks,writers also have to judge
what the reader might be expected to remember from earlier parts of the textbook - that
is, what text-reinstatementinferencesreaders are able to make - when they come to do a
problem In later sections, The algebra problems examined in this section are very short
and do not involve text reinstatement inferences.
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Algebra word problems
A common type of algebra word problems is one where a vehicle travels from A to B at a
certain speed and in a certain time ('linear distance' problems). A subtype of that class of
problems involves 2 vehicles travelling the same route and leaving at different times
Ccolineardistance' problems). In both, the solver is required to generatethe correct
equation and map the values in the problem statementonto the variables in the equation,
and then solve it for any unknown variable. In the next subsectionI shau describelinear
be
discussed.
following
wW
in
problems
colinear
problems and the
subsections

Linear word problems
Distance problems employ variations on the basic equadon 'distance = rate x time'. Since
this type of problem has three variables - distance, rate, and time - three different
equationscanbe constructed:
type I distance = rate x time
type 2 rate = distance + time
type 3 time = distance * rate
This classof equations has the same simple overall structure. The only difference between
them is in the nature of the arithmetic operator needed to solve the problems - either
3).
They
2
involve
(problem
division
types
1)
and
also
(problem
type
multiplication
or
In
the
mathematicstextbooks
to
equations.
problem statementswhich are easy map onto
they are usually represented in a triangle where D is Distance,S is Speedand T is Time.
The D can be found by multiplying S and T and the S and the T can be found by dividing D
by T and S respectively:
ýT
AS D

Here are examplesfor each type of equatioil:
Type 1:
'A car travels at a speed of 45mph for 4 hrs. How far does it travel?'

Distance-

rato x

time
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'45mph' maps onto 'rate' and '4 hrs' maps onto 'time'. Applying the multiplication
operator to them gives the solution.
Type 2.
'A car travels

4 hrs. How fast does it travelT

180miles in

Rate = distance

time

'180 miles' maps onto distance and '4 hrs' onto time. Dividing yields the speed,
Type 3:
'A car travels

Time =

180 miles at 45 mph. For how long does it travel?'

distance

-4-

rate

One point to note is that there is nothing explicit in the problem statement to indicate
which operator to apply.

In colinear word problems prior knowledge is required about the conceptsof rate, time, distance, the
departure
differences
in
distances
the
times, the mathematical operators
travelled,
the
equality of
that relate distance to rate and time, and those required to solve an alegbraic equation, When the
form:
following
in
first
introduced
linear
textbooks,
they
take
the
often
are
problems
simpler
Miss Matthews has to drive 450km from Newcastle to London for a conference. She thl ks
she can average 65 krnIh. How long will she take?
Distance
65 km
I hour
Time
Spged
D

450km

x

A

hours

6.92 hours
w6 hours55 minutes

Formula

ST

D
Tw
is

JU
6.92 hours
w6 hours55 m1nutes

(0.92x 60 - 55-2)1

This example is taken from Howat, Mullan, Nisbet & Brown (1987)page 27. Similar types
of explanation can be found in Holderness (1987)and Rayner (1990). In the example on the
left of the figure there is no explicit explanation of the relation between the problem
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givens, 65 krn and 450 kin, and the figures on their immediate right; nor is there a stated
relation between them and the conceptsIn the centre of the figure; nor between either of
those and the triangle and formula given; nor what the figures In bracketshave to do with
in
figure
In
4.4.
is
figure
4.3
in
is
time
The
row
represented
anything.
a,
given
explanation
related to distance and speed but none of theseis explicitly related to the problem
statement.
The reader has to infer that 450km and 65km/h should map onto distanceand speed (rows
b and c) in the equation - hence the dotted lines from the problem givens Al and A2 to the
is
form
in
is
it
(row
the
d).
the
is
equation
There
BI
why
subgoals, and B2.
no explanation
The reader has to infer that the speedsand distancesin BI and B2should map onto the
figure
to
to
the
perform
operations
is
d.
There
what
get
in
of
equation row
no explanation
6.92hours (row e). There is no explanation why .92 is multiplied by 60 (B5ein row f), nor
how this relates to the solution (135in row 0. In row g, the 5 subgoals(B' to 135)
are shown
as 'nested' within the B term.
The student Is then asked to solve 8 problems basedon this example. Unless the student
has some expertise in mathematics, these problems may prove rather difficult since the
bewildering
figure
4.3
Indeed,
contains
a
does
example
not contain any explanations.
if
the
that
only
reader already
sense
make
collection of unrelated numbers and equations
understands what the example is trying to explain.
This example highlights the fact that some textbooks in widespread use should and can be
readily improved.
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structure of

ES

problem

division
d
8

r ................
Concept,
2 Concept
- Ic
t
:A
Speed
A peed

Concept:
Distance

l
Ac
A9
A

6 ...... ..ft-------------I
450 km
A

2

' ]B

1

92 " '0
.
5. 2,2JM
-x,

]b!
J:
B -

B

map,
Distance

Concept:
Time
a)

b)

450 km

map: : ]
Speed >
65 km// h

65 km/h

.............

C

equation.
Time =M
65

tj B416.92
hours
IB

e)

f)

6 hours 55 minutes

r-

21 b3

RESPONSM
6 hours 55 m1nutes

B11B

g)

B
WB4

i
structure

of

solution
H&Ure4.4. Analysisof theexaMpleproblemgn speedsIn Howatet al. (1987).
2.2.

Colinear

word problems

In colinear problems, 2 vehicles travel at different speedsover the same distance. They
therefore involve a variant of the first type of basic Distance= Ratex Time problems.
Since the distance travelled by each vehicle Is the same, the Ratex Thnefor each vehicle
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Ratethiki
becomes
then
must also be the same. The relevant equation
Rate,

x Time,, hile,

Time,, hicle2,
X
ehicW

In colinear problems the textbook writer or researchercan decide which variable is
unknown. In the following example Timejjlez is unknown.
TruckI leavespoint A at 45mph.
Truck2 leavespoint A at 55mph
Truck2 leavespoint A2 hours after TruckI.
How long doesit take Truck2 to catch up with Truckl?

Thereare severalways to solve this problem:
hour
is
truck
A
until both trucks
at eachsucceeding
a) solver might calculate where each
hour,
in
I
45
90
A.
TruckI
from
travel
distan6e
miles
the
will
miles in
are at
point
same
two hours, 135miles In three hours, and so on. 2 hours after truckl leaves,truck2 travels 55
miles in each succeedinghour. Working it out like this, both trucks will meet after 9
hours, having travelled 495 miles.
b) A solver might reason that, since truckl has travelled 90 miles in the first 2 hours,
truck2 has to make up this 90 miles travelling 10mph faster. Since it will gain 10 miles
each hour, it wiH take the truck 9 hours to catch up.
c) A solver can use the algebraic equation
Timev,!

Ratehidel

X TiWvehidel

= Ratewcw

x

hjc,g2.

211.

The algebraic solution

Unlike the linear problems, where there are three variables, one of which is unknown,
colinear problems have 4 variables but only two of them, in this casethe rates,can be
instantiated from the values given in the problem. The algebraic solution depends on the
solver realizing that both vehicles travel the same distance, and that the first vehicle
travels for the same length of time as the second vehicle plus the length of time It was on
the road before the second one left. So the time for vehiclel can be stated in terms of the
time taken by vehicle2.
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Time,, hi,,., =

Time,

61,1.2

The
departure
for
difference
in
times,
d
complete
is
the
equation
solving the type of
where
like
looks
this:
is
time
the
unknown
problem where
Ratevehiclet

*d)=
X (Timevehicle2

Ratevehicle2

x Timev,hicle2.

The equation for the problem in section 2.2.1becomesTinlevehicle2
55
2)
X
45 x (Tijre,, hlcl,2+ ,

From this point on the solution depends on the solver's ability to selectthe relevant
They
the
in
to
equation.
are:
solve
order
arithmetic operators
ste, 2_1.

Multiplication of terms in brackets.

1.2
+ 90 = 55 x Time,, ehic
45 x Tlme,,ehlclo2
.

Step-2. Put terms of same type on sameside of equation -subtraction.
90 = 55 x Time,, hicl.2- 45 x Timewhid. 2

Step-3. Subtractionof terms on right-hand side;
90 = 10Time,, hl,1.2
Step A. Simplify (by division).
Divide both sides by 10 to find the 'Time, hicid;
9 s2Time,, hl,1.2

Stev-5. Replaceunits,
Sincetime is given in hours and minutes, then:
Time taken by vehicle2 Is 9 hours
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Colinear problems in which the rate is unknown can have either a similar or more
complicated algebraic structure than those in which time is the unknown- In the more
complicated structure, only one value in the problem statementcan be directly mapped
onto the equation, as in the following example.
Carl leavespoint A.;
2 hours later car2 leavespoint A travelling IOmph faster than carl and overtakesit
after 6 hours;
[At

first?
the
to
travel
overtake
the
car
second
what rate must

In this casethere is not only a difference in departure times but also a difference in rates
between the two cars. The difference in rates has to be added to the equation along with
the difference in times. In this case this means that R4te,,,,,= Rate.. 2-10 has tobe
like
looks
full
The
this.
for
Rate,,,,,
in
the
now
substituted
equation
equation.
(Rate,. hl, 1.2-D) x (Tlme.,. hj,,. 2 + d) = Rate,. hl, 1.2x Time,, hi, 1,2.

where D is the difference in rates and d is the difference in times.
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Task analysis of the Reed, Dempster & Ettinger (1985)
3.
distance
problem
practice
Reed,Dempster & Ettinger (1985)used variations on the above colinear distanceproblems
in their studies of transfer. The subjectsin their experimentswere novices and had never
had
before,
been taught some complicated
they
although
problems
solved algebra word
difficulties
However,
in analyzing tasks in the detail
the
one
of
manipulations.
algebraic
finding
ignorance
is
here
that
state
of
which allows us to identify where
presented
inferences are built into a text and therefore where novices are likely to encounter
is
inference
For
this
considered trivial,
no
reason
problems.
To spell out in some detail the operations required to solve one of Reedet al.'s problems,
the interpretation theory will be applied first of all to a task analysis of the 'practice
distance problem'.

The task a'nalysis Below is a statement of the practice problem given to the subjectsin Reedet al.'s first
three experiments.
A car travelling at a speed of 30 miles per hour (mph) left a certain place at 10.00a.m,
At 11.30a.m. another car departed from the sameplace at 40 mph and travelled the
same route. In how many hours will the secondcar overtake the first car?
In order to present a task analysis of this problem we will extract the salient features:
Carl travels at a rate.of 30mph
Car2 travels at a rate of 40mph
Carl leaves point A at 10.00a.m.
Car2 leavespoint A at 11.30a.m.
Both cars travel from point A to point B
Both cars reach point B at the same time
Time taken by car2 to reach point B is ?
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PROBLEM
GIVENS
speed carl:
30 m/h

JA 11
IA21

carl leaves:
10.00 aM

IA2

All

A

J3 car2 leaves.
11.30 am

A'61IAslIA4

speed car2:
4] 40
m/h

travel
cars
Sjsamedistance
IgI
A6

goal: f Ind
time of car2

CONCEPT'S
Cg:

A'

concept:
rate

)(9

2

concept:
e

AC tim

concept:
FARistances
3
equalltyof
travelled

Ac

On the way to an overall solution, a number of subgoalshave to be attained. These
subgoals or partial solutions are then often used to achieve further subgoals. The Analysis
presented below is therefore divided into a number of stepseach of which is in three parts.
On the left-hand side of the page there Is a natural language explanation of the subgoal to
be achieved at e; ch step and the operator involved. On the right-hand side there is a list
showing the problem elements that have to be manipulated. These elements are either
the problem givens or the results derived from a previous step in the solution (indicated by
GIVEN and DERIVED respectively), Theseare followed by a statement of the subgoal
of
the particular step, the operatorto be applied, and the residt of that operation, The
third part of each step is the interpretation theory representation of the givens (or the
derived results frorn a previous step), the operator, and the result.
The A terms which appear in the remaining figures in this section refer to the givens
and
conceptsin figure 4.5. The 13terms are those which are derived from the problem givens;
that is, they are the't'esults of a previous step In the solution.
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The first step identifies the general problem category in terms of the conceptsinvolved:
those of distance,rate and thne; and how they are related.

GIVEN: concept:rate

1 The problem is a distance-rate-time
travel
in
two
vehicles
which
problem
the samedistance.If you know the rate
find
then
time
you
can
of a vehicle
and

GIVEN. concept:time
SUBGOAL:find concept:distance
MUltipliC4tion
OPERATOR
RESULT

the Distanceit travelledby multiplying
Rateand Time

concept:distance

ultiplicat

concept:
161
A rate

j

LLAýc concept:
time

cOncept:
E31c
distance

7be secondstep identifies the problem as a member of a subordinatecategoryof distancetwo
in
there
vehicles,
are
which
problems
rate-time

2

In this problem there are two vehicles
so the equation for each vehicle would

GIVEN:

ratevehiciei

GIVEN:

timevehictei

be:

GIVEN:

ratevehicie2

GIVEN:

timevehiciez

SUBGOAL.

distance- ratevehiciei
x tirnevehidel
and
distance - ratevehicle2x timevehicle2

find

diSt4nCevehiclel

OPERATOR

multiplication

RESULT

diSt4nUvehicle2

SUBGOAL:

find

distancevehick2

OPERATOR

multiplication

RESULT

distancevehicle2

u It IoI Ica t
j2c
-i

: I concept:
Ac] ratOVehictel

(LA

concept:

UBý

concept:
distanCevehiCial

([Oc

concept:
distancevehiCIG2

tirnevehicisi
ultiplicatio

cl concept:

A"'I ratevehicIS2
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Step 3 shows how the relevant equation can now be derived from the fact that both
vehicles travel the same distance.
3

DERIVED: distancevewelei

Since the two vehicles travel the same
distance, the distance travelled by one

DERIVED: distancevehicle2

are equal, the rate x time for each

SUBGOAL: set distancesequal to each
other
OPERATOR
substitution

vel-dcle must be equal too, so the

RESULT

equation when there are two vehicles

ratevehictei
x timevehiciti=

travelling the same distance is:

r4tevehicle2 X timevehicle2

vehicle is equal to the distance
travelled by the other. If the distances

ratevehiclelx timevehiclel
ratevehide2 X

timevewcW
ubstitutl

both cars travelIIWIIB
same distance

LWjratevehiclo2
ratevehiciai

-- 3

x timevehictel=
X thevehicle2

The first three steps above represent a general procedure for deriving the particular
equation for this type of distanceproblem. The stepsfrom 4 onwards show how the givens
in this specific example map onto that equation.
4

We can representwhatever we want

GIVEN: problem goal
SUBGOAL: expressgoal as variable
OPERATOR ->
generate variable name
RESULT
.>t

to find by a variable, such as t for the
time,

nerate

W

Figure4.2.

variable

goal:
61find tIMecar2l

na

1161

It

'Genegate variable Dame'operator.

Steps 5 and 6 involve finding any differences (in times) between the two vehicles and
stating the time of one vehicle in terms of the other.
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5

The slower vehicle leaves earlier and
takes longer than the faster one.

GIVEN: departure time carl
GIVEN: departure time car2

Calculate the difference between

SUBGOAL: differencebetween times

the time taken by the faster

OPERATOR

vehicle and the slower one:

RESULT

subtraction
1112hours

11.30- 10.00= 11/2hours
subtractio

'llo,ooa.m.]IIA3111.30
a.m.

6

1

12

hours

The slower car takes the same length

DERIVED: time taken by car2 (t)

of time as the faster one plus the
difference in times between-them.

DERIVED: differencein times taken
SUBGOAL. time taken'by earl in terms
of time taken by car2

E

OPERATOR

->

RESULT

->t+

addition
1112

addition

137t

7

7he variable slots in the equation can
now be filled in with the values taken

GIVEN, ratecarl

30 m/h

GIVEN: rateow

40 m/h

either from the problem statement or
from the results of previous steps.

DERIVED: timecan

ý+ 11/2

DERIVED: timecar2

t

The problem gives the rates of travel

SUBGOAL: replaceterms of equalion

and the times taken have been derived
in steps4,5 and 6.

with values
OPERATOR

->

RESULT

->

means'maps onto#)
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mapping
'j

L

L13
-1ý

L0
Aý

LA
=L!

x40xtt+

times

speeds

to va1jje2 J13table.
Figure 4.22. Mapping CpCr tor a1212lied

8

If any of the terrns have addition or

DERIVED: t+1 Ib

subtraction signs then put brackets

SUBGOAL: put brackets round, terms
involving addition or subtraction

round thern.

OPERATOR
RESULT

add

->

add brackets

.>

(t + 1112)

bracke

7p7

Figure 4.13. 'Add brickgWoperator

I
(t
Ef

1/2
+11 12

40xt
=30x(t+l

applied to elements.

Step 9 involves applying a number of arithmetic operatorsto both sides of the equation.
Theseare given in row c In the summary figure 4.14.
9

Solve for the unknown variable (t).

DERIVED.30 x (t + 11/2)= 40 xt
SUBGOAL:find valtie of t

In the study of these algebra word problems, the focus is on the solver's ability to generate the
required equation. That is, researchersare interested in seeing if the solver can get as far as step
8 above, and what difficulties face the solver on the way. The ability of the solver to solve the
equation once it has been generatedis another question.
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4.
The interpretation theory applied to laboratory
experiments
This section will present a coarse-grainedview of the experimentsconducted by Reed et al.
It is intended to illustrate the experimental design they used and how this design is likely
to help or hinder the solver. In section 5, one of the practice problems will be looked at in
detail followed by some of the test problems. We might then be able to seewhat aspects
fail
test
lead
to
to
the
problems when they refer to
the
solve
text
of
solvers
might
structure

the practiceproblems.

4.1.

The colinear problems studied by Reed, et al. (1985)

Reed,Dempster and Ettinger (1985)describe4 experimentsin which one exampleproblem
and solution is presented and the student is thereafter expectedto solve a transfer
problem, or a problem whose solution procedure was unrelated to the practiceproblem, in
Reed et al.'s terminology the transfer problems were called 'equivalent' or 'similar. just
how 'equivalent' and how 'similar' the problems really were will be the subject of later
sections. In the mean time we will look at the experimentsin generaland at some of the
algebra word problems in particular with a view to discovering just what the solution
explanations that were provided failed to explain.

Reed et al. classified the colinear problems as 'distance' problems which were related by
the equation Distance= Ratex Time. The test problems were either a) 'unrelated' to the
practice problems, that is, they did not use the sameequation for their solution nor did
they have the same surface features; or b) 'related, in that the problems required the
same equation for their solution. The cover story for the related practice problem Involved
two cars travelling in the same direction at different speeds. An equivalent test problem
was a close variant of the practice problem. Both involved cars leaving at different times
and travelling at different speedswhere the time taken by the vehicles Is unknown, The
similar test problem was a distant variant. The cover story for the distant variant
involved trucks in place of cars and the requirement to find two rates rather than the time
taken by one vehicle (this means that students, trained on a problem in which they have
to find the Time, are obliged to find the answer to a different problem), The cover story for
the unrelated practice problem involved batting averagesfor a baseball team in terms of
the slugger and pitcher.
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Two forms of solution explanation were provided in the experiments:an 'unelaborated'
between
the
the exampleproblem and solution
of
mappings
some
only
solution provided
leaving the subjectsto make a large number of inferences. The 'elaborated' explanation
provided more detailed mappings as well as an intermediate representationof the
problem (a table).

4.2.

The first 3 experiments

In the experimentsthe subjectshad 6 minutesto solveeachpracticeproblem. Theywere
then given thesolutionsand allowedto study themfor two minutes. Theyweretold that
the solutionswould help themsolvelater problems. In experiment1, the practice
problemsand solutionswerethenremovedand thesubjectswereaskedto solvethetest
problems.In thesecondexperiment,onegroup of subjectswasallowedto consultthe
solutionsto theearlierrelatedproblemsand onegroup wasnot. In experiment3,
elaboratedsolutionsto thepracticeproblemswerepresented.Onceagain,onegroup was
had
therelatedproblemremoved
the
one
group
to
problem,
allowed consult practice
beforesolvingthetestproblem,and onegroup wasgivenan unrelatedpracticeproblemto
solve,which wasalso then removed.

Figure 4.15 shows the relation between the current problem and the related practice
problem. The relation between the A term and the B term is governed by the equation
Ratel x Timel = Rate2x Time2and relates all the distance problems presented in the
experiments, However, in this condition neither the equation nor the explanation is
available, so the student has to rely on memory, hence the shading covering the A and 13
terms, which representsthe fact that we cannot be sure If the student has a representation
of the source (A-.B) in LTM."

lit

All
I
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There are three possible causesfor failure tosolve the problem which can be derived from
figure 4.15. First, the solver may not remember the givens in the source,and hencemay
have difficulties finding correspondencesbetween the relevant elements of the earlier
problem and the target; second, the solver may not rememberthe relation between the
givens in the source and the solution derived from them; third, the solver may not know
how to apply the relation between the sourceA and B terms even if it is rememberedsince
the higher-order relation is unknown, that is, information in the source problem may be
lacking about how to transfer the solution from one problem to another.
4.2.2.

qn1ving tha_related problem yzhen the practice prob P

able for

Figure 4.16 shows the situation when the related practice problem Is available for study.
The givens in the source (the A term) should be mapped onto the target (C); the relation
between the source A term and 13term Is explained (Be)and the whole problem and
solution is available for study. It is the job of the solver to generalize the relation between
A and B (the solution procedure) and apply it to the mapped elementsin the target C term
in order to generate the solution (D term). Neverthelessthe solution depends on the
adequacyof the mapping relations from sourceto target. In order to understand why raore
than half of the subjects still failed to generatea correct solution, a more detailed
analysis is called for. This will be the subject of section S.

application

1C1:

J?D

mapp Ing I
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In all three experiments the unrelated practice problem' was not available for study when
subjectswere solving subsequentproblems. The problem was unrelated to later problems in
terms of its surface features as well as the underlying structure (the equation necessaryto
generate a solution). Subjectsin all conditions were told that the earlier problem would
help them solve later ones. This being the case,subjectswould have tried to use the
line
figure
hence
in
4.17from the C term to the A
the
access
as
a
source,
unrelated problem
term, which they may take to be a relevant source problem. Even if the unrelated problem
be
for
they
unable to map the sourceproblem givens onto the
would
study
were available
current problem (since they are unrelated) and to apply the relation between source
problem statementand solution to the current problem. This is representedin figure 4.17by
the blocked lines.

8v0000-

I?DI

The elaborated problem solution, representedby Bein figure 4.18,is presumed to aid the
mapping of the givens in the source to those in the target (the rates of the two vehicles
and the times taken). It provides a method which includes constructing a table; this is an
intermediate representationand is representedin figure 4.18as D'. The successrate by
students given the elaborated solution to study was far higher than for the unelaborated
solution.

Wthough all practiceproblemspresentedin the experimentshad an expl4nationof the solution thesedata
were not providedfor the unrelatedpracticeproblem.For that reasonthe problemis treatedas if no
explanationhad beenprovided.
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application
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mappIng

When the elaborated solution is not available, as representedin figure 4.19, there was
very little deterioration in results for problems which were equivalent (isomorphic),
Constructing a table (the intermediate representation D' in the figure) has possibly
allowed students to reconstruct more of the solution plan from memory, since the table
provides a meansof geýerating the correct equation, and of showing how the values In the
problem can be inserted into it. That is, the elaboratedexplanation has possibly made it
easier for the solver to make inferencesabout what subgoalsare required and how the
problem's givens and these subgoals relate to the relevant equation,

4.3.

Gaps in the explanations of the colinear algebra word problems

In the next two subsectionsI will examine where there are gaps in the explanations
provided by Reed et al. in the practice problem and how this affects the students'
approach to solving the close and distant variants.
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Here is the related practice problem given to the students along with the explanation of
the solution:
A car travelling at a speedof 30 miles per hour (mph) left 4 CertainPlaceat 10.00
ftorn
departed
the
At
11.30
Sameplaceat 40 mph and
car
another
a.
m.
a. m.
travelled the same route. In how many hours will the secondcar overtakethe first
car?
The problem is a distance-rate-timeproblem in which
Distance = Ratex Time
Becauseboth cars travel the samedistance, the distanceof the first car (DI) equals
the distanceof the secondcar (D2), Therefore:
Dz =

D2

or

RZx T, =

R2

x

T2

312
T2
hr.
T,
Substituting
40
30
R2
RI
+
and
gives the
=
mph,
where =
mph, =
following;
30 x (T2 + 3/2)
30T2 + 45
T2

4.3.1.1.

= 40xTz
= 40T2
hr.
4.5
=

ne problem givens

Figure 4.20 shows the problem givens necessaryfor the solution. Eachof the givens
highlighted in the problem statement is representedby Al, A2, etc. in the order given in
the problem. The goal (A6g) is also included as one of the problem givens. The reasonfor
this wW become clear later.
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MCODE
A car traveling at a speed of 30 mph left a certain point at 10.00 a.m. At
11.30 a.m., another car departed from the same place at 40 mph and traveled
the same route. In how many hours will the second car overtake the first?

Aýj 30 rnph

A"I 10-00 a-m
3111.30

A

Al IAI A
61

q

4140

AL

19
A51

a. m.

mph

left a certain point
departed from the same place
overtake

how
many
Jng
hours...

FIL-ure4.20.The l2racHce'distance' problem givgns.

4.3.1.2.

Representing the steps In the problem

The practice problem explains the solution procedure in a number of steps, Sinceit Is meant
features
it
that allow the
for
type,
the
contain
should
same
as a model
other problems of
be
in
Each
the
the
explanation
to
win
to
steps
of
solver generalize other problems.
discussedin turn, along with a commentary on what it fails to explain,

The problemis a distance-rate-time
problemin which
Distance = Ratex Time

The first stepis to identify the problem type. Theexplanationrefersto It asa 'distancerate-time'problem (Be'in row a of figure 4.21)in which distance
= ratex time(51in figure
4.21a).However,we are not told what featuresof the problemmakethis a distance-ratetime problem,and there is no explanationas to why distanceequalsratex time.
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Becauseboth cars travel the samedistance, the distanceof thefirst car (DI) equals
the distance of the secondcar (D2).
There is no explicit statement of how we know both cars travel the samedistance. From
the givens in the problem (A5 in figure 4.20), the reader has to infer this in order to
Be2
(hence
dotted
line
the
from As to Be2in row
the
as
explanation
represented
understand
b). The second subgoal to be attained is to make the distancetravelled by carl equal to the
distance travelled by car2, as shown in 132.
1 distance-ratetime problem

Distance Ra
x 71me

Be

ýýe2j cars travel
same distance

dl=d2

CR

Bj

or

Ri xTi
R2
T2
x

a)

b)

C)

Step 3. Understanding eqUivalences mentioned.
Therefore: D, = D2

or

RjxT,

= R2 X T2

a) There is no explanation of what Ti and T2 refer to.
b) There is no explanation of where R, x T, = R2 x T2 comesfrom;
c) Students may wonder what happened to the brackets round (DI) and (D2);
d) It is not clear whether the 'or' means that it does not matter which equation to use;
e) There is no explanation of why Dist4nce= Ratex Time is no longer the appropriate
equation;
The only explanation of the relation between Dt = D2 and Ri x Ti = R2x T2is the word 'or'
(13,3in row c of figure 4,21). There is no explanation of why they are equivalent or why RI
x Ti = R2x T2is the relevant equation to use, The Werences involved here are:
if
and

Di = Dz
Di = Ri xTi
If
and

thon
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The word 'or' as an explanation inadequately captures the essenceof this chain of
inference. The black box in the figure in row c representsthe fact that it is not made clear
where B3Comesfrom.

312
hr
Tz
Tj
40
R2
30
R,
+
and
=
mph,
where =
mph, =
From the givens in the problem we know that carl travels at 30mph and car2 at 40mph (Al
Ri
30mph
R2
that
The
d
figure
A4
in
4.22
states
and
explanation
=
e).
and
and
= 40Mph
(W and Be5respectively in rows d and e). The subgoalsB4and B5involve mapping the
givens, 30mph and 40mph, onto Ri and R2in the equation. Theseare the only two
mappings that can be made from the problem's givens directly onto the relevant equation.
T2+ 3/2 (Be6in figure 4.22). It does not state what Ti and
T2refer to (this is representedby the dotted inference lines from A2 and A3 in rowf ). It
The explanation states that Ti

does not explain where the 3/2 comes from, what operators should be applied to derive It,
3/2.
from
derived
departure
is
T2
This
information
the
be
to
Ti
+
nor why
should equal
times of the two cars represented as A2 and A3 respectively. The three black boxes
represent the missing information in rowf).

-41
-r93
Eej
30mph

ji

Eg
Be

ýý&

R2=
40Mý::ih

IIMýRTi=T2+31ýý2-JZT2+312

1-ý

B4

map
30 mph -> Ri

d)

Rý

map
40 mph -> R2

e)

6

map
-> Til

f)

Fleure 4.22. Subgnals 3 to 5 In the practice distance problelm

SteI25. Understanding'$ubsfituting-'
gý:
Substitutinggives the following:
a) No explanation Is given as to what should be substituted for what,
b) Nor is there a statement about which of the 2 equations (Distance= Ratex Timeor R, x
Tj = R2 x T2)should be used.
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The goal (A6g)is to find how many hours it takes the secondcar to overtake the first but
there is no mention of how this relates to the result of the algebraicmanipulations. An
is
indication
but
is
there
no
mentioned
of what it operateson. This
substitution
operator in row g. Nor are we told what has become
is the reason for the dotted line from Be7to 137
B7
Included
hr).
in
(mph
are the results derived from previous
the
subgoal
and
of
units
operations: B4and B5where the rates were mapped onto the equation; and 136
where Ti
T2+ 3/2 is derived. In the summary figure 4.24, the arrows in rows d, e andf show that
they should be mapped onto the equation B3in row c.

The remainingstepsinvolve the arithmeticmanipulationsof the termsof the equation
(rowsg to i in figure 4.23).
Reý

Substitute

30x(T2 +12
= 40xT2

ýýB
Rj

Bol

30T2
40T2

T2

g)

+ 45

I
4.5
hr.
=

SlteO. Understanding first algebraic transformation.
30 x (T2 +

31d

T2
40
x
=

a) There is no explanation of what has happened to 'mph' and 'hr;
b) There is no explanation of where the brackets have come from.

If we look at the transformationswhich have takenplacefrom a purely naivepoint of
view then solverswith little or no knowledgeof algebraicmanipulationwill haveseen
the following transformations:
Transformation
Transformation

removemph
removehr

Transformation -> put brackets round last two terms on left-hand side
There is no indication of the operators used to effect thesetransformations.
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5kp, Z. Understanding secondalgebraic transformation.
30 x (T2 + 312) = 40 x T2
30T., + 45
= 40T2

Transformation

Remove multiplication signs

Transformation

Don't change+ signs

Transformation

Remove brackets

Transformation

Change 312to 45

5-tap,6. Understanding third algebraic transfonnation.
30T2 + 45
Tý

= 40T2
hr
4.5
=

Transformation -> remove 30 from T2
Transformation -> remove + sign from left-hand side
Transformation
from
left-hand side
45
remove
Transformation

change40T2 to 4.5hr

In this final transformation, a large number of changeshave taken place, again with
no
indication of the operators that have been applied to get from the first line to the second,
The lack of explicit explanations In the last few steps gives rise to the black boxes in
rows
h and i.
Figure 4.24presentsa sununary of the foregoing analysis. From the figure we can predict
that solvers using this example will have difficulties wherever there are black boxes and
dotted inference lines.
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eCCE)E
A car traveling at a speed of 30 mph left a certain point at I o. oo a. m. At 11.30
a. m., another car departed from the same place at 40 mph and traveled the same
route. In how many hours will the second car overtake the first?

distance-rateDistance
I
Rate
Bx
ice
time problem
Time
Z:
-ff
x
lj.
x
.................

IFBe
13
0

L2
AI
A

-]
p3

or

Rl

R2
40mph

6
E3e Ti =T2+

In7l
Laej

I

b)
Y-1

Ri x Ti =
R2 x T2

A -41 MaP
Laj
30 mph -> Ri

30mph

3
5
Be

............

Ld
1 =d2

travel
cars
2
LýBjesamedistance
I -----------

map
40 mph -> R2
3/2

-e7 map
3/
T2 +

Substltute

Pi

a)

2

TI
->

d)

e)
1)

30x(T2 +ý2
40xT2

g)

30T2
40T2

h)

+ 45

T2m4.5

hr.

lII m2l
mQ
J)

RESPONSFtime taken by second car = 4.5 hrs

B9
BIB

B

7 IBS

B4

B15
L;l

In Reed et al.'s third experiment, there is a condition in which a group of students is
presented with an 'elaborated'solution to the problem designedto enhanceperformanceon
subsequenttest problems, This elaborated explanation is presentedbelow,
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A car travelling at a speedof 30 miles per hour (mph) left a certain placeat 10.00
from
departed
the
At
11.30
sameplaceat 40 mph and
car
a. m.
a.m. another
travelled the same route. In how many hours will the secondcar overtake the first
car?
I

The problem is a distance-rate-timeproblem in which
Distance = Rate x Time

We beginby constructinga tableto representthedistance,rate,and timefor eachof
the two cars. Wewant to find how long the secondcar travelsbeforeit overtakesthe
5

first car. We let t representthe number that we want to find and enter it into the
table. Thefirst car then travels t+ 3/2 hr becauseit left 1112hrs earlier. The rate$
are 30 mphfor thefirst car and 40 mphfor the secondcar. Notice that thefirst car
must travel at a slower rate if the secondcar overtakesit. We can now representthe
distance eachcar travels by multiplying the rate and the time for each car. These

10 values are shown in he following table.
Distance
(mile5)
30(t+3 /2)
40xt

Car
First
Second

15

Rate
(mph)
30 ,
40

Time
(h r)
t+312
t

Becauseboth cars have travelled the same distance when the second car overtakes
the first, we set the two distancesequal to eachother:
30(t + 3/2)

= 40t

Solving for t yields the following:

20

30t + 45
45t
t=4.5

= 40t,
= lot,
hr.

Line 1. Once again the reader has to infer why this problem is a 'distance-rate-timel
problem. In row a of in figure 4.25 there is a statementof the type of problem this is (Belin
row a). Be2in row b requires the solver to construct a table.

Lizel

Thegoalof theproblemIs restatedin theexplanation:'we want to find out how

long the secondcar travels'. Theexplanationstatesthat time shouldbe representedby
the variable,t. That Is, the goal is statedin termsof a variablewhosevalue has to be
found by algebraic manipulations (row c of figure 4,22).

Line 6. Thetime takenby thefirst caris in turn relatedto t sinceit left a known numberof
hours earlier than t. This is the explanationof wherethe t+312comesfrom, but we are
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left to infer the origin of 3/2 It does not explain that it comesfrom the times of the
.
vehicles or what you have to do to derive the 11/2. This is representedby the dotted lines
and black box between A2 and A3 in row d)
Line 9. There is no explanation of why the distancecan be representedby multiplying the
for
is
by
the
the
time
car
since
reader
not referred back to the distanceequation,
each
rate
B7
For
this
is
the
given.
reason
appears as a ghost term since it is not
relevantequation
nor
both
fact
The
that
cars travel the same distance is not mentioned in the
explicitly stated.
in
These
inferences
are
shown
row g.
statement.
problern
Line 11. The table, Distance, rate and time can then be added to the table thereby
fitted
be
Into
distance
the
that
the
can
values
equation. However, the
providing all
is
the one provided in line 2, i.e. Distance= Ratex
most
salient
appears
equation which
Time. There are 6 values represented in the table and the student may have difficulties
mapping them onto this equation particularly as the equation Is not the relevant one. The
Ratec,,,
Timec,,
Timecarl
but
Rate,,,
it
is
is
x
x
=
not providedanywhere
relevant equation
z
z
in the elaboratedexplanation. The black boxes between B7 and B'8,and B9in figure 4.25
indicate where this information is missing and hence where solvers are liable to
experience difficulties.
Line 20 An extra step has been included in the solution to the algebraproblem. The
transformations involved here are different from those in the 'unelaborated' problem

explanation.
30t + 45

40t;
=

45

= lot,

Transformation -> removi 30t from left-hand side
Transformation change 40t to 10t
remove plus sign from left-hand side

Transformation

Line 21. Final transformations.
45

Transformation

= lot
= 4.5 hr.

Transformation

change 45 to t
change 10 to 4.5

Transformation

change t to lir, on right-hand side
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ENCCCE
A car traveling at a speed of 30 mph left a certain point at 10.00 a. m. At 11.30
a. m., another car departed from the same place at 40 mph and traveled the same
route. In how many hours will the second car overtake the first?

r

di stance- rate-tim
problem

fli

B1

DistancG
x Time

Ra

I
LAj
A'
A3

A
6
ql

N

4

JA'

a

construct

e2

L.

ýR

2
B1

table

b)

let t represent
3
Be

number to be

B4

carl leaves 1

e hours

t

goal

C)

time cart
t+

earlier

d)

3/2

e)
E

:
l
ra,,, ca
0m P
4h

3

f)

representdistancebyj
for
im
ime fr
Ig rate 8, ýtime
multiplying
eachcar

%

ý7

d1l = rl xt I
d2 =r 2 X t2

g)

car distance Irate I timaw
8
.
30 j=
1 0(1 +
40t
4O
,

ý
17--al values sh own
in table

B

---

-------

9

-(B

h

= 401

3 0"112)

0

it + 45 = 40t

solve for t

45 = 10t

hours II)

t=4.5

RESPONSE:
time taken by second

12

car = 4.5 hrs

2 B3

IB
B B'

B

Eigure 4.25. The elaborated practice distance problem.
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There was a dramatic improvement in the solution rates in the condition in which an
elaborated practice problem was presented. Compared to the explanation of the mappings
in the unelaborated problem the solver can rely less on inferences. However, they have
not been entirely eliminated.

4.4.

The unrelated practice problem

Here is the practice problem which was presented prior to the distanceproblems. It is
in
it
different
distance
that
to
the
relies
on
problems
a
unrelated
equation for its solution
and the surface features are entirely different.
A baseballteam's batting averageof 0.263 is 0.004 greater than the averagefor the
slugger and the pitcher. If the slugger's averageis 0.192 greater than the pitcher's,
find their averages.
None of the surface features nor the underlying featureshave anything in con-anonwith
the subsequentdistanceproblems. The goal-subgoalstructure of this problem is simpler
than that of the practice distance problems and the test problems. This problem deals
distance
but
the
is
as
problems are sinceit does not
of
problem
with averages
not a class
involve a particular equation which applies to a number of examples, The equation
necessaryfor its solution is relevant only to this particular problem.
In order to solve the problem, the solver first has to generatethe relevant equation (BI in
has
Ms
in
figure
4.26).
is
to be inferred
the
problem
statement
and
given
of
a
not
row
(hence the black box before subgoal 131).Once the relevant equation has beengenerated
then the values have to be discovered for the variables in the equation. First, the
pitcher's averageIs assigned some variable, p in the figure below (subgoalB2). If p Is
known then we know the averageof the slugger (s) sinceit is 0,192greater than p (subgoal
B3). 7be student has to know that adding these and dividing by 2 gives the averagefor
the slugger and the pitcher (subgoal 134)and adding 0.004in turn to this result gives us the
team average (subgoal 135).Solving for p involves algebraic manipulations which the
solver needsto ýnow how to perform in order to find the solution. Solving for p generates
the average of the pitcher (subgoal B8)but the question also requires the averageof the
slugger which is the solution to subgoal B9.
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ENCODE
A baseball team's batting average of 0.263 Is 0.004 greater than
the average of the slugger and the pitcher. If the slugger's
find
their
averages
the
than
pitcher's,
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The test problems
This section examines how the interpretation theory can be used to illustrate how well the
be
described
mapped onto the test problems Reedet al. gave
above
can
problems
example
their subjects. If the elaborated solution provides enough information about the mappings
and relations between the example problem givens and solution, and onto the givens in an
be
few
to
there
inferencesrequired on the
test
very
expect
problem, we should
equivalent
if
Furthermore,
the elaborated solution provides enough information
the
solver.
part of
about the problem type then we would expect it to enable the solver to use it to solve a
'similar' problem of the same type.

5.1. Mapping the unelaborated training problem onto an equivalent
test problem.
The following is the 'equivalent' distance problem from Reedet al.:
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a secondcar leavesto
overtakethefirst car, using the sameroute and going 45 mph. In how many hours will
the secondcar overtake the first car?
The practice problem states that the first car leaves 'from a certain place' and that the
second car leaves 'from the same place.' This is not stated as explicitly In the test
problem. The first car simply 'travels south' and a second car 'leaves to overtake the first
car.' The problem givens, highlighted in bold typeface, do not match all of those in the
training problem. There are 4 Items in the source problem relevant to the solution, and
only 3 in the test problem above. There Is no need to calculate the difference in departure
times in the test problem. -The solution depends on generalizing from T, = TZ + 312to T, =
T2 + d, where d is the difference in departure times, and then mapping from the problem
givens,
2 hours later, a secondcar leaves

TIO 72+

Theother elementsthat canbe mappedonto the equationare:
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4 car travels at-

30m"h. a secondcar.. going

45mph

RIXT,

RZ x T2

TI=T2 +2h

Rix

Tj =R2xT2

We will look first at how the givens in this problem map onto the unelaborated practice
problem. The problem givens are representedin figure 4.27.
ENCODE
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a second car
leaves to overtake the first car, using the same route and going 45 mph.
In how many hours will the second car overtake the first car?
j
Carl travels
at 30 m:pvh
LC
2
rI

C1

C2

C3

Car2 travelsD
at 45 MEE

-QC3

U9

Ca leaves
hours
oul
Uý
r, later

4

overtake Carl using
the
e
U. - . --,
In how many hours'
does car2 overtake

Figure 4.27. 'EquivalenfeXercise probleM givens

The A and B terms in the figures that follow refer to the problem givens and subgoals,in
the practice distance problem analysed in figure 4.24,
Row b of figure 4.28shows a dotted line from the A term to the B term and a black box
Indicating that the explanation in the original problem Is incomplete (the rows are
lettered in conformity to the summary figure 4.31).
In the test problem (representedby the C and D terms),not only do students have to infer
that both cars travel the same distance, but also that they both leave from the same
-
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point. In the previous explanation students are told in BC2that the distance travelled by

both carsis the same.
MeRate

RB

Fjm72

0

11 Distance x Ilme

mvFERM

ýR
D

IC41 south
Waves

d1

1 Distance

mverfak

Ratex"rime

r-al
M-10
ýd2

Ird I

D

b)

r -----

LBl]e3

ERNxTz

-XT-21
R'
81
R2XT

lb xTj

Three of the problem givens can be slotted into the relevant equation. The first of these,
30mph, is Identical to the first element of the training problem (shown as Al in figure 4.29,
Ri
30mph
in
the equation Ri x Ti = R2x T2. This
d
).
B4
is
the
onto
maps
which
subgoal
row
mapping canbe imitated in the current problem to generatesubgoalD4.

[BI

map

30 mph-ý,Ri

,ato caril

30 mph

op
mI

30mph

-2,Rl

e)

I

"i

LýB

Rfl
_-

Ta+3/ 2 ,J1,
'T,

LEcj
ýr
2 hours
"D
later
t

T Ts
+12

Similarly,the rateof the secondcar canbe mappedacrossasillustratedin row e of figure
4,29. Bothratescannow replacethe variablesin the equationin D3in row Cof figure 4.28.
In rowf thereIs nothingin the earlierproblemto map ontothecurrentone. Thismapping
by thebrokenline betweenthe C term andthe A termsof
is thereforeblocked(represented
the earlierproblem), In the earlierproblem a numberof inferencesarerequiredto
determinewherethe3/2comesfrom (represented
by theblackboxesin rowf). Thisfigure
is includedin thesubSoalgiven in IV,
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The solver has to understand how to state the time taken by one car in terms of the time
taken by the other in order to achieve this subgoal.
Finally, the goals in the practice and test problems are the same(A6gand C,5grespectively
in row g of figure 4.30). The difficulty here is that the earlier explanation does not include
any mention of what the goal is in terms of the outcome of the algebraic manipulations.
No explanation is given in the earlier problem about how to solve for T2, hence the black
boxesbetween the subgoalsB8and B'.
..........

Lo

" ..........
a
Ox(Ti+ýS)
40xTs

-

jalny
howM4 Y
hours.

cm:

IO(To+
w4

L9
*OTs+4
.4 11

3OTs + 45
. 40T*

ýhr.

UBI To
-

w 4.5

ýMT**4
hýr

Figure 4.31surrunarizes the above showing how the problem givens are related to the
solution when the previous example is accessed.
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ecoce
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a secondcar leaves
45
In
how
the
and
route
going
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same
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using
car,
many hour
overtake
first?
the
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5.2.

Mapping the elaborated training problem onto an equivalent test
problem
In the diagrams that follow, the A and B terms represent the earlier elaborated distance
back
to that solution explanation, the subject
4.29.
Looking
in
figure
problem analysed
would find that the first three subgoals are:

distance
This
time
DI
rate
x
problem.
the
was explainedin
as
a
=
a) - classify problem
DI
(Where,
BI
'=*' means'is mappedto),
BI
the
so
=ý
subgoal of
earlierproblem;
D2 - construct a table (B2=* D2) and,
c) D3 - generatea variable name for the goal (133=* D3). 7besecorrespond to lines a, b, and
Cin figure 4.32.
Some of the elaborated training problem givens can be mapped directly onto the
,
both
first
lines
in
T71e
(figure
4.32
test
car
e andfi,
problems travels at
equivalent
problem
30mph and this can be mapped onto the relevant equation (assuming the equation can be
generated - this is a separatesubgoal of the problem). By changing the rate of the second
car in the training problem from 40mph to 45mph in the test problem the solver could also
map this onto the rate term in the equation. (The lettering of the rows in the following
figures correspond to the lettering in the summary figure 4.34.)

A2

A3

liff

ý4
fBe2

.............
I I Ai

;:::::

..............

car2 leaves
hours late)r

D

nCý rate carl
30 mphT

:
Cl

rate car2 rj"
45 mph

time carl
t+2

map
30 mph

r--7
10

e)

.P
45 mph -> r2)

The goals, representedby C5gin the test problem and A6g in

training problem, both ask
-the
for the time taken by the secondcar to catch up with the first one, In the training problem
subjectsare told to represent time by t. However, as figure 4.34dshows, there is no direct
match between the 12hours' mentioned in the test problem (C2in the figure) and the times
given In the training problem (A2 and A3). The mappings between the two problems are
therefore shown as being blocked. An inferenceIs required to relate the times in the first
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problem to the difference in times in the second. D4 representsthe fact that the time
taken by carl equals the time taken by car2 plus 2 hours.
The solver must infer that both cars travel the same distance. The givens in the problem
figure
C4
in
4.35 row g ('leaves to overtake using
is
inference
this
shown
as
which allow
(but
is
This
information
similar
not identical) to that given in the training
route').
same
problem shown as A5. Sincethe descriptions are not identical, A-5and C4are linked by a
dotted line. Subjectshave to understand the explanation in We that distanceshould be
represented in terms of ratex time for both cars in order to generatethe equation given in
D7. The inferencesthat were necessaryto generateB7 are representedby the dotted lines
between A5, We and B7. Those inferenceshave to be made in order to generateD7. The
subgoalsincluded in D7represent the information derived both from the problem
These
from
the
can now be mapped onto the equations.
subgoals.
previous
statementand
The difficulty is that the equation is not explicitly stated in B7.
The table (shown in figure 4,33h)contains six boxes, representing the distance,rate and
time for each car. - The relevant equation has only four variables rate x time for eachcar.
Students may find difficulty in relating the distance boxes to the rate and time boxessince
"representdistance by multiplying rate
all they have to go an is the statement in box 137e
and time for each car.' Furthermore the relevant equation is ratel x timel = rate2x time2.
The only equation given in the example is distance= rate x time.
......................
..........

f-ý'J` leavesto
IC4 I
overtake

FBje

4

4 13ý
dl a r1xt1
d2 = r2Xt2
DD

....................
car

LBJ8,9

--F

Dh 1
2

distance Irate time
30(f . 21 30V+
14 01 * 't
14 Ot

..........
PO

7w

fl

-11,

2

LM

30 (1 +2)

a

45t

.. 6

1)

-)
The above analysis is summarized in figure 4.36. For clarity the processesinvolved in
each row are briefly repeated below.
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Row:

The first step is to recognize the problem as an example of the same type of
problem as BI - Distance = Speedx Time.
4)

b)

Subjectsare asked to construct a table as an intermediate representation (B'2 =4

D, 2),
C)

The goal is the same as in the training problem and, according to the explanation

in B3e,should be representedas t.
d)
This subgoal is to generatethe time taken by carl. This involves a number of
inferencesbecausethe problem givens do not map onto the earlier problem. Further
inferencesare required to understand the training problem in the first place.
The rate of carl in the training problem is identical to the rate in the test problem
e)
(B5 =* D5).
f)

The rate of car2 in the training problem maps directly to the rate in the test

problem (B5 =* D5).
The next subgoal Is to representdistance by multiplying rate times time as
g)
explained in U7e. No equation is explicitly given in the earlier problem for the subject to
map to the current one.
h)
This subgoal involves filling in the boxes in the table with the values from the
problem statement and those derived fromearlier subgoals.
i)

The equation can now be generatedfrom elementsin the table, This depends on the

subject understanding the relationships between the elementsin the table and the
explanation in row g, 7be subject has to understand that the distancestravelled by both
cars are the same. This information has to be inferred from AS and C4
J, k, 1) Theseare the next stagesin solving for t. No explanation is given about what
operators to apply to get from one stage to the next.
M)

This represents the final solution with the subgoals 'nested' within it.
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13400CE
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a second car
leaves to overtake the first car, using the same route and going 45 mph, In how
many hours will the second car overtake the first?
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5.3. Mapping the unelaborated training problem onto the similar test
problem
Here is the similar test problem:
A pick-up truck leaves3 hr after a large delivery truck but overtakesit by travelling
15 mph faster. If it takesthe pick-tip truck 7 hr to reachthe delivery truck, find the
rate of each vehicle.
The givens in this problem are also related by the Distance= Ratex Timeequation. Once
again the distances travelled by the two trucks are the sameso the first part of the
practice solution is relevant if trucks are substituted for cars:
Distance=, Ratex Time
Becauseboth cars travel the samedistance,the distanceof the first car (DI) equals
the distance of the secondcar (D2). Therefore:
DI = D2

or

RjxT,

ý R2 x T2

However, the givens in the similar test problem are different from those in the source
which continues:
312
h
T2
Tz
40
R,
30
R2
+
where =
mph, =
mph,and =
Errors may arise when substituting the values in the target problem for the variables R,
,
R2, Tj and T2. For example, the only rate mentioned Is 15 mph. Substituting that for R in
the equation would lead to error. The sameis true of the times; should7 hr or 3 hr replace
T2 and If so, what should be added to it? There is a further difficulty in that the first car,
the one which leaves first in the practice problem, is mentioned first, but in the similar
problem the truck which leaves second is mentioned first. Errors may therefore arise if
the relevant car is not mapped onto the correct truck (seeRoss,1987).
'Figure 4.37 presents the 'similar' problem givens with the subgoalsin the solution
enumerated.
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I
MOODE
hr aftera large delivery truck but
A pick-up truck leaves3
It by travelling 15 mph faster. If It takes the pick-up truck
owtakes
7 hr to reach the delivery truck, f Ind the rateof each vehicle.

i r. 11
3hr
T2 2

after

LlSmpth
faste
C3

7hr
leaves

ACg II

rate

of

each

vehicle

Figure 1.3Z. 'Similar' problem givens.

In figure 4.38,we can seethat most of the A and B terms of the example problem on the left
D
C
terms on the right. Indeed the only information
figure
linked
the
to
the
and
are not
of
that the solver has is that both problems are distance-rate-time problems that involve
the same equation. Nothing else in the training problem relates to the test problem,
Rows:
a, b, 0 Theserows represent the matchesbetween the test and training problem. The test
be
have
'inherits'
inferences
that
to
the
made to understand the explanation
problem also
of the training problem in the first place, representedby the dotted lines and black boxes
in rows b and c.
d)

The time taken by the first vehicle can be expressedin terms of the time taken by
the secondone. This goal is common to both problems. However, the match is not direct,

hence the broken line from C1. Again a lot of inferencesare required to understand the
earlier problem.
The time taken by the second vehicle is given in the problem statement (C3-7
e)
hours), Even so, solvers may still not know what to do with it If they are imitating the
earlier problemasince no times are mentioned In the earlier problem.
f)
The problem gives a difference in rates (C2). No differences are given in the
earlier problem. Subjectsare not told they have to expressthe rate of one vehicle in terms
of the rate of the other, hence the black box between C2 and D6,
The two goals of the problem Vs, and Cssa,which represent the goals of finding
the rate of the first and second truck respectively are not the same as the goal in the source

g, V

example. To find the rate of the second car the solver has to go back to subgoal D6 in rowf
where the rate of the second truck is given in terms of the first. The algebraic
transformations in rows h and i are also different from those In the example.
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B\CODE
A pick-up truck leaves 3 hr after a large delivery truck but overtakes It by travelling 15 mph
faster. It It takes the pick-up truck 7 hr to reach the delivery truck, find the rate of each
vehicle.
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Even a brief glance at the summary figure 4.38 shows that none of the values of the earlier
problem could be mapped onto the exerciseproblem (blocked lines), that a large number of
inferenceshad to be generated (dotted lines), and no information about the relevant
(black
boxes),
in
this
particular
example
was
given
or about what subgoalswere
operators

necessary.
Given that there was little difference in the successrates for problems which were either
similar or unrelated to the practice problem (despite the fact that the similar and
being
Reed
by
et
al.
as
of the same type), the analyses
were
classified
practice problems
presented above show thatfrom the nature of the problemsthemselvesthe students would
have had difficulty in mapping the information given in the example problem onto the
information in the target. That is, solvers are unable to imitate the source problern in
do
in
They
to
this
the caseof the equivalent problem
the
target.
to
able
were
solve
order
fewer
inferenceshad to be made. As far as the
and
where more mappings were possible
distance
the
problem and the similar test problem were
practice
subjectswere concerned
scarcely more 'related' than the,unrelated practice problem. Figure 4.38 indicates
precisely that.
Indeed, classifying the problems as Distance = Ratex Time problems may lead to some
confusion, becausea) the problem givens should be mapped onto the equation Rate,x Time,
= Rate2x Time2and not the 'distance' equation; b) solvers may not fully understand the
relation between the 'distance' equation and the Rae, x Time, = Rate2x Time, equation;
and c) the 'distance' equation is prominent in the explanation.

Mapping the elaborated training problem onto the similar test
problem,
5.4.

If the solver uses the earlier example to solve the test problem, then the mapping$ shown
in figure 4.39have to be made. In line c the goals of the two problems are different. The
solver has to infer that rate should be representedby r or something similar, Another
inference that has to be made Is what car the r refers to.
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In the earlier problem the subjectswere not told to add the difference between the times to
the time of cat2 (line d in figure 4.40). The time of truck2 was given in the test problem but
not in the example (line e). Nothing in the earlier problem explained what to do when
the rates are unknown (linefi.
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ENCODE
A pick-up truck leaves 3 hr after a large delivery truck but overtakes It by
traveling 15 mph faster. It It takes the pick-up truck 7 hr to reach the delivery
truck. find the rate ot each
vehicle.
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Figure 4.41 shows that there are difficulties in mapping and in making inferencesabout
what elements in the example problem are relevant and what operators should be
applied. Given the number of blocked accesslines from the C terms to the earlier problem,
the number of black boxes and dotted inference lines, it is apparent that there is very little
of the earlier problem that is of any use to the solver. The practice problem and the test
problem are therefore different problems,
Paradoxically, where students had available to them an elaboratedsolution to work from
when solving a 'similar' problem, they were obliged to make at least as many inferences as
in the experiments where only an unelaboratedsolution was provided. A larger number of
subgoalshad to be generated,since a greater number of stepswas required. Despite the
fact that the equation is the same as the one In the source problem, and that the solver is
required to construct a table to aid in instantiating the variables,only 22% of students
successfullysolved the problem. When students were presentedwith an unelaborated
solution 17% successfully solved it. Although no data are available in the original paper,
it seems unlikely that the difference between these results is statistically significant.
Certainly the improvement is marginal. Where the elaboratedsolution to the previous
problem was shown and then removed, the worst results of any in the experiments were
obtained with only 6% correct, when the subjectswere presentedwith an unrelated
practice problem, the test problem was successfullysolved by 14%of students. According to
Reed et al. the low level of performance was due to students' inability to generate the
correct equation rather than an inability to solve it when presentedwith similar problems
and an elaborated solution. But then, in the condition where students were obliged to rely
on their memory of the solution, they had to make more inferencesand generatemore
subgoalsfrom memory than in the unelaboratedcondition.
It would appear from this analysis that the number of inferencesthat had to be made from
the source problem caused difficulties for the students. The representationsof the
problems show exactly where no information or guidancewas provided as to how
mappings could be made from one problem type (finding the thnetaken by onevehicle) to
another (finding the rates of troo vehicles) and this despite the fact that the same
equation is used to solve both types of problem.
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Discussion
According to Reed et al., the purpose of the three experiments examined here was 'to
investigate how well students could use the solution of an algebraword problem to solve
'
The
belonging
to
the
category.
same
category (distance-rate-time
problems
other
by
been
has
imposed
the authors and not one which is necessarily
is
which
one
problems)
understood by the students (seealso Anderson, 1990;Hall, Kibler, Wenger, & Truxaw,
1989). Close variants of the example problem, where the time taken by one vehicle had to
be found, tended to be solved by most students when an elaboratedsolution was provided
for study. Distant variants proved too difficult for most, Therefore,as far as the students
are concerned,the similar and the practice problems were not in the same category.
Indeed, from the analysis of the mappings between the example and distant variants
likely
that
there
to be little difference in
predict
was
one
might
reasonably
given above
successrates between the unrelated problem and this particular so-called 'related'
problem.
When Reed et al. state that the earlier problem had to be 'slightly modified' they made
No
judgement
that
make.
can
mappings can be made between the
only a relative expert
a
features of the source and those of the 'similar' target. To solve the similar problem
subjectsare obliged to make a large number of inferencesand have a great deal of
difficulty in doing so. The analysis of the tasks with which they were presented has
identified where theseinferencesand blocked mappings lie. Most subjectsdid not have a
representation of the earlier solution which was adequate enough to allow them to
,
manipulate it in order to solve the target. Instead they attempted to imitate the previous
solution and failed becausethey did not have enough information to do so.
In their experiment 4, Reedet al. also noted that a large number of matching errors
occurred when students used a complex practice problem to solve a simple testproblem,
Solvers will have difficulty using such a source, since any variation will be a source of
error when subjectsare attempting to imitate it. The inadequacy of the explanations is
alluded to by Reed at al. when they make the point that 'subjectshad considerable
difficulty in specifying the relations among variables'. The analysis presented here has
demonstrated that the problems themselvesdid not provide enough information to relate
the problem givens to the subgoals in the solution.

Wherethe solverhasan isomorphicearlier problem in view alongwith a completesetof
proceduresfor solvingproblemsof this particular type, thesolvershouldbe ableto make
adequatemappingsbetweenthe exampleproblemgivensand its associated
solutionas
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well as from the example problem givens and the test problem givens. However, as has
been demonstrated, the elaborated explanations in Reedat al.'s study are incomplete
and
still leave the solver with the necessity of generating inferences. When solvers are
required to use those incomplete explanations to try to solve a 'similar' problem then the
solution rate drops dramatically. This suggeststhat the solvers' representations were
very inflexible and that the mappings were taking place only at a surface level. That is,
the help provided by the elaborated solution allowed the solvers to imitate the earlier
example by mapping its surface features onto the target. Whenever the earlier solution
method had to be 'slightly' modified, most of the students were incapable of doing so
becausethey could not find the necessarycorrespondencesbetweenthe problems. In other
words, the practice problem was different from the one they were required to solve.
Although much has been written about the difficulties people have in analogical problem
solving, not enough has been written about how to improve the texts in the first place to
increase transfer between problems, Now that we have identified the areas where
inferenceshave to be made in these algebraproblems, the next stageis to find out what
happens when the inferencesare removed, This is the subjectof the next section.
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Chapter 5 UNDERSTANDING,
AND PROBLEM
IMITATION,
PRESENTATION

1.

Introduction

In this chapter I describea number of experiments looking at problem understanding,
imitation and the effects of different problem presentations. The first of these- problem
understanding - was examinedby comparing subjectiveand objective measuresof
'understanding' to seehow well they correlated with each other. The studies were
designed to find out if subjectswere able to assesstheir own understanding of problem
explanations and, if so, how this can help us in the design of expository text, experiments I
and 3 examine this Issue. .
Experiments 2 and 3 provide an empirical test of the interpretation theory as It is applied
to the text of word problems. The analysesin Chapter 4 showed where Inferences
remained in the distance problems used in Reed,Dempster and Ettinger (1985)and
therefore where the solver would have difficulty when solving both a close variant of the
problem and a distant variant. The experiments in this section are designed to justify
those claims,

Problem understanding: Experiment 1
To investigatetherelationbetweeenunderstandingand problemsolving,an experiment
wascarriedout usingproblemsin PROLOG.In Chapter2, understandingwasdefinedIn
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terms of 'flexibility' or the ability to manipulate and adapt learned material. Hiebert &
Lefevre (1986)maintained that 'powerful problem solving is impossible without
understanding... [which involves] ... the processingof the original problem presentation
to construct a meaningful internal representation that can be manipulated by the solver in
order to produce the desired result.'
The study presentedhere sought to find out whether subjects'assessmentof their own
understanding would correlate with their problem solving performance. Problem solving
performance on a transfer task is often taken to be a measureof analogical problem solving
ability, which in turn depends on the solver having an adequatemental representation of
the example problem used as an analogue. If solvers do have such a mental representation
then they can be said to 'understand' the problem in the sensedefined above. However, in
Chapter ZI argued that novices and beginners often do not have a representation of a
source problem that is 'complete' enough to allow them to reason analogically. Instead
they tend to use imitative problem solving.
Previous researchhas shown that subjects do not always have a clear idea of what they
understand (Chi, Bassok,Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989;Ferguson-Hessler& Jong, 1990).
Ferguson-Hesslerand Jong, for example, found that 'poor' students said 'everything is
clear' three times more often than good students whereas their performance showed that
this was not the case. In analysing the study processesof students studying physics texts,
they also found that poor performers processeddeclarative knowledge more than good
performers, who concentratedmore on situational and procedural information,
Hiebert & Lefevre (1986)distinguished between 'primary' and 'reflective' understanding.
Primary understanding occurswhen the subject understandsthe relations between elements
in a new domain at the same level of abstractnessas, or at a less abstract level than, the
information being presented. This type of understanding is highly context specific.
Reflective understanding is at a more abstract level. It occurs when subjectsrecognize the
deeper structural features of problems.
The distinction can be understood by looking at this PROLOGrule:
has(_X

if

-Some-feature)
lsa(-X
&
-Category-member)
has(-Category-member
_Some-feature),

A primary understanding of the rule would involve an understanding of its declarative
structure. 7bat Is: 'X has some feature if it belongs to a category and that category has the
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featurein question.' A 'reflective'understandingmight includea procedural
'To find out
representationof the rule which may allow the subjectto generateinferences:
whetherX hassomefeature,first find out if it belongsto a categoryand then find out if
that categoryhas that feature.' A deeperunderstandingof the rule might alsoinclude the
realization that it calls itself within itself with new variables(Category-member
insteadof X), and, more importantly, that thereis no halting condition;for example,it
' beforethe aboverule,
should have somethinglike 'has(-X -Some-Feature).
Theexperimentpresentedheresetout to comparesubjects'estimatesof their own
understandingwith their performanceon a task that requireda fairly deepunderstanding
of theexamplespresented.If studentsconcentratedmoreon thesurfacefeaturesof the
problemswe would expecttheir understandingof thematerialto be at a 'primary' level.
If they understoodthe new material in the senseof trying to integrateit with their prior
knowledge,or if they madesomeattempt to evaluatethe new material,then their
level
'reflective'
beat
and oughtto correlatewith problem
more
a
would
understanding
solving performanceon a variant of the exampleproblemspresented.

Method

7be subjectswere 16 adults following a Cognitive Psychologycoursein the Open
University. The subjectswere approaching the end of the one-yearcourseand had
completeda courseunit on programming in PROLOG.

Subjectswere shown two ; xamples of a PROLOG databasedivided into FACTSand
RULES. The RULES were labelled A, B and C, The first involved a hierarchy of animals
(the_full text of the questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix 1). The first part of the
FACTS databasegave examples of categories of animals such as:

isa(mammal animal)
isa(dogmanunal)
Isa(Butchdog)
The secondpart gave features of some animals:
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has(marnmal fur)
has(fish gills)
has(horse mane)
7be PROLOG rule was designed to show Inheritance,such that, if something was an
instance of some category, then it inherits the same features as the superordinate category:
A
has(-Something

if

_Sorne-feature)
&
isa(-Something
-Category-member)
has(-Category-member
-Some-feature).

(The syntax used for PROLOG was an early MacProlog variant that differed from
'Edinburgh' syntax, )
The second example showed a train timetable which included the destinations and
departure points of trains in the FACTS section using the predicates 'departs' and
#arrives', and two RULES. The first states that two stations are directly linked if the
same train leaves stationl and arrives at station2:
B
direct-link(-Stationl

-Station2)
departs (_Train
&
_Stationl)
arrives(-Train
-Station2).

if

The second and third rules state that two stations are connectedif they are either directly
linked or if there are directly linked stations on the way:

C
connected(-Station I

if

-Station2)
direct-link(-Stationl
-Station2).
if
connected(-Station I
-Station3)
direct-link(-Stationl
&
-Statjon2)
connected(_Station2
_Station3).
For the first two sheets,subjectswere given the foNowing instructions:
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Read this sheet and, In the boxes under column 1, write a numberfrom I to 5 to
show how well you think you have understoodthe statementsor the PROLOGclauses
accordingto the following code:
5: Understand perfectly

4: Understand reasonablywell 3: 1think I have got the gist

2: Don't quite understand 1: Don't understand at all
Therewere boxesalongsidethe databaseand rules,and alongsidethenaturallanguage
explanationsof them. The third sheetcontaineda databaseof typesof food and the food
preferencesof vegetariansand carnivores. Subjectswereaskedto imaginethat they had
to write a rule that would representthe food preferences
of omnivores:
Food Preferences
FACrS
Here is a databaseof food facts:
isa(meat food).
Isa(poultry

food).

Isa(beef meat).
isa(chicken poultry).

isa(vegetables food).

isa(root vegetable).

isa(pulses food),

isa(leaf vegetable).
isa(trout fish).

isa(grain food).
isaffish

food).

isa(carrot root).
isa(potato root).
isa(lettuce

leaf),

Isa(salmon fish).
isa(lentils pulses).
isa(apple fruit).
Isa(rice grain).

Isa(cabbage leaf).

Here is what vegetarians and carnivores eat.

eat(vegetariansvegetables).
eat(vegetarianspulses).
eat(vegetariansfruit).
eat(vegetariansgrain).
eat(carnivoresmeat).
eat(camivoresfish).
eat(carnivorespoultry).
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1) Now supposethat you weregiventheproblemto write a rule or rules to represent
what it is that omnivoreseat. Think aboutthis for a few minutesand then look at
the other two sheets with the train timetables and the hierarchy of animals and, in
the second column of boxes,tick anything that you think would help you solve the

problem.
2) Choose,between rules A, B and C on the other two sheets,which one you think
would be the most useful to you in solving the problem and write your answer in this
[]
box.

3) Which of these do you think would be the most likely first line of your rule (tick
the appropriate box):
f-ý

eat(-X food) if ...

Fý eat(omnivores
if
;
-X)

f-ý

eat(-Onlnivores

if

_X)
eat(o=ivores food) if

;

4) Are you acquainted with Prolog or any other artificial intelligence language
Yes / No
outside the D309course?

5) (Optional) Try writing the rule. If you do so,couldyou pleasetick everything
that you refer to on thesesheetswhile solving theproblem,adding a tick every time
youdo so,
This was the subjects' first exposure to recursive functions, No attempt was made to relate
the natural language explanations of the databaseand the rules (represented by Al and
A2 in figure 5.1 for, the animal hierarchy and the train timetable respectively) to the
PROLOG code (31 and B2). Nor was there any attempt to relate the two examples to each
other. Since no explicit explanation is given of the relations between the statements and
the rules, the A and B boxes are linked by dotted lines to show that the reader has to

makeinferencesto understandthe relations.

m

mi
Onesolution to the testproblemis structurallysimilar to rule C (the connected
rule) they
were shownin the examples:
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eat(omnivores _X) if
isa(-X food).
eat(omnivores -X) if
&
isa(-X
-ýY)
eat(omnivores
A declarative reading would be 'Omnivores either eat food or they eat some item and that
item is an example of something that they would eat. ' The rule differs from the connected
rule in that the variables are manipulated

differently.

Unlike the connected rule,

however, it does not rely on an earlier rule the way rule C relies on rule B, the direct-link
in
is
the railway timetable example. The
it
the
than
In
rules
that
simpler
sense
rule.
is
A
in
to
the animal hierarchy
the
also
similar
rule
solution
omnivores
of
second part
latter
is structurally
but
the
example,

simpler since there is only one part to it.

Results

2.2.

Figure 5.2 shows the average rating scores under different headings for each part of the
for
facts
PROLOG
the
understanding
and rules
example explanation, as well as ratings
themselves. The headings were:

Explanation of Database I
Explanation of Database2
Explanation of Rule I
The first part of Rule 2

E.DI
E.D2
E.RI
R2a

sheet I
(animals)

DI
D2
RI
R2b

PROLOG DatabaseI
PROLOG Database2
PROLOGRule I
The secondpart of Rule 2

sheet 2
(stations)

test sheet3
(oninivores)

s
4.5
4
3.5
3
v 2.5

.

2
1.5
0.5
0
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In general the subjects in this experiment claimed to have a high degreeof understanding
7bIs
4-7in
was
rating
of
spite of
average
an
the
with
of
example problems presented
their being no explanation of the relation between the statementsof the problem and the
PROLOGcode used; nor was there an explanationof how the examplescould be used to
Nevertheless,
their assessmentof their own
type.
the
same
solve other problems of
'Understand
PROLOG
first
(for
from
the
presented)
4.00
rule
understanding ranged
'
'Understand
4.94,
perfectly.
reasonably well', to

Although it was an optional activity, most subjectsattempted to write the code for the
Ifor
The
the
the
to
No-one
correct
code
problem
generate
managed
omnivore problem.
they
(along
below
their
listed
where
made any):
with
comments
subjects' responsesare
si

lf
A
eat(omnivores
eat(carnivore _X).
A
if
eat(omnivores
eat(vegetarians

S2

eat(oninivores ) if
Isa

S3

eat(omnivores _X) if
isa(_X food).

S4

eat(omnivores -X) If
isa(-X food),

S5

none

S6

eat(omnivores -X) If
fsa(-X food).

S7

eat(omnivores -X) If
lsa(-X food).

$8

if
eat(omnivores
-X)
lsa(-X food).

I Due to a possible misinterpretation of the question,a further study was carried out in
which 10 subjects had to write the Samerule as above. This time, however.
- they were told
to ensurethat the query eat(omnivores carrot). would succeed. The results were identical
to the study describedhere - no one solved the problem.
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eat(omnivores -X) If
isa(_X
&
-Y)
isa(_Y food).
eat(omnivores -X) if
lsa(-X fruit).
eat(omnivores -X) if
&
isa(_X
-Y)
&
Isa(-Y
-Z)
isa(-Z food).
S9

eat(omnivores -X) If
&
isa(-X
_food)
has(-food roots),

SIO

eat(omnivores -X) if
isa(-X food).

Sll

eat(-X FOOD) IF
ISA CARNIVORE &
ISA VEGETARIAN

S12

A if
eat(on-Lnivores
isa(-X food).

'This seemstoo simple, but I can't think of
anything else.'

S13

none

'Sorry- in theoryI understandProlog,in
practiceI do not think I dol'

S14

eatLX food) if
isa(_X omnivore) &
eat(-X omnivores food).

'This [code] has been tried without
consulting any other information except
my memory.'

SIS

none

s16

eat(omnivores _X) lf

75% of the subjects chose the correct first line of the rule: eat(omnivores if.._ Most
_X)
wrote a program whose declarative meaning correspondsto their real-world knowledge;
if isa(-X food).
that is, omnivores will eat anything that is food. eat(omnivores
_X)
However, the query: eat(omnivorescarrot), among others, would fail since there is no
pattern matching isa(carrotfood). Sl's responsestates that an omnivore would eat
anything that a carnivore or vegetarian would eat. However, the query eat(omnivores
carrot) would fail for the same reason. The subjectsdid not realize that the databaseof
things that carnivores and vegetarians eat contained items which were 'mid-way'
between the superordinate category 'food' and the specific examplessuch as 'carrot/
'fruit/ 'fish/ etc. The database of food preferencesis therefore incomplete, since there is
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nothing to state that carrot is an example of a category of things that vegetarians or
carnivores eat. Subjects'solutions were therefore not basedon the structure of the PROLCG
database they were given.
Only one subject, S8, tried to cover all possibilities. It seemslikely that this subject
realized the limitations of W(-Xfood) used by itself and tried to go through all possible
cases-a sort of 'manual recursion'- even though both previous examplesin the
questionnaire contained a recursive procedure (which was not explained) that would have
worked through the hierarchy. S8 and S12could not seehow any of the previous examples
could help.

S14attempteda recursivesolutionbasedon rule A. Unfortunatelythe last line of the code
containedthreeargumentsand could thereforenot matchanythingIn the database.
2.3.

Discussion

The near perfect 'understanding' claimed by the subjectsdid not help any of them correctly
solve the exerciseproblem. There is therefore no correlation between the subjects,
assessmentof their understanding and their performance on a transfer task. One solution to
the omnivoresproblem involved adapting the slightly more complex timetable solution or
the simpler animal hierarchy one. Despite subjects' statements that they understood both
examples almost perfectly, they did not understand them sufficiently well that they were
able to adapt them to solve the target problem. That is, they did not see that the
databasewas incomplete; it contained the information that a carrot was a root, that a root
was a vegetable, and that a vegetable was food. It did not state explicitly that a carrot
was food. Subjectshad to write a rule that would work through the hierarchy of isa rules
to determine that. They also seemedunaware that the point of the rules in the earlier
problems was to allow just that. That is, the rules in the previous examples were designed
to allow an object to 'inherit' any characteristics from higher up the hierarchy of
relations as In the animal hierachy example, or to work through all intermediate stages,
as in the connectedrules, when there was no 'direct' route to an answer. This was the kind
of understanding required to solve the test problem.
Since there was no correlation between the 'subjective' and the 'objective' measuresof the
subjects' understanding, we can characterizethe type of understanding that subjectshave
as 'primary'. That is, their understanding was at a superficial level. They understood the
relations between the superficial elements of the examples but not at a level 'deep' enough
to be able to abstract out the general principles underlying them and apply them to a new
instanceof the same type of problem.
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It would, however,be usefulif we could producea contextin which theexplanationof an
exampledid lead to a correlationwith what studentssaid theyunderstoodand how well
they performed. Thecurrent experimentdoeshighlight that we cannotrely on people's
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How can problems be made easierto solve? Experiment 2
In Chapter 4, the analysis of some of the algebra problems that Reed et al. (1985) gave
their subjects indicated areaswhere the student has to make a number of inferences in
order to solve various transfer problems. Reedet al. claimed to have removed most of the
inferences in their original problem explanation by representing the practice problem in
the form of a table and giving more information about how the elements of the problem
statement (30mph, 45mph, difference in departure times, etc.) related to the solution
equation. If the student used a table which could be filled with values derived from the
problem statement, then it could be used to fill in the variables of an equation for thi's type
of problem. Reed and Ettinger (1987)examined the use of tablesin more detail. They
found that subjects had difficulty filling in the table but could readily generate the
necessaryequation when given a completed table. They also found that subjectscould, to
some extent, use tables to adapt problems in order to solve more distant variants, but only
when completed tableswere provided; there was no transfer to isomorphic problems when
the completed tables were not provided.

Chapter3 showedhow a simpleword,problemcouldbeanalysedinto A and B termsand
the relationsbetweenthem. Wheretheserelationsare not completelystated the
problem'susefulnessasan exemplarof a problemcategoryis limited. Its usefulnessis
similarly compromisedIf no information is givenabouthow an examplerelatesto further
problemsof the sametype (Conway& Kahney,1987).Someaspectsof the relation
betweenexampleand testproblemswereexaminedby Novick andHolyoak (1991).Using
algebraword problemstheylookedat theeffectsof giving subjectsspecificnumerical
mappingsfor transferproblems.For example,in the 'numbermappinghint' condition
subjectswerepresentedwith hints suchas:'the 12,8,and 3 In thebandproblem arelike
the 10,4,and 5 irýthegardenproblem'. Transfersuccess
wasmuchmorelikely to occurwith
numbermappingsthanif thesubjectsweregiven'conceptmappings'suchas:'your goalin
thisproblemis to arrangethebandmembersinto rowsor columnsso that eachrow (or each
column)has the samenumberof peoplein it, with no-oneleft over. That's like the goal
you had In the gardenproblemof groupingplantsinto differenttypesso that therewere
the samenumberof plantsof eachtype, with no extraspacesleft in the garden.' They
found that the numericalmappingswerea necessary
(but not sufficient)prerequisitefor
transfer. The difficulty came-whensubjectshad to adapttheprocedureto solvea transfer
problem.
Problemadaptationtakesa variety of forms; i4ovick and Holyoak list three them:
of
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1) Substitute numbersfrom the test problem into the sourceoperators. Elements of one
problem have to correspond to elements in the other. An examplewould be
substituting, say, 30 mph in one problem for 40 mph in another in distance-speed-time
led
Failure
to what Reedet al. called a
to
the
map
numbers
correct
problems,
#quantity error', and using a number in a sourceproblem without changingit in the
target led to a 'matching error. ' This form of adaptation is not a major sourceof
difficulty when the problems to be solved are 'literally similar. '
2) Postulate new test-problemelementsnot describedin that problem. This occurs
distant
is
target
the
variant of the source problem. If the sourcecontains 'time
a
when
taken' but the target does not, or if the target gives 'rates of travel' but none are given
in the source,then the subject will have to generatenew test problem elements. If
subjects attempt to imitate a source problem to solve a distant variant, they will not
be able to map values acrosssince the relevant values do not exist. Subjectswill fail
to solve the target problem unless they recognize the relation between the source and
target at a more abstract level than the level of surface features. It they can do so,
then they can use the underlying solution structure or principle to infer new problem
elements.
3) Generalizesourceprocedure in ways that preservethe essentialstructure of the
procedure.If the procedure involves generating an equation, say, in an example, then
the equation has to have the same form in any test problem. Failure to preserve the
problem structure would lead to what Reed, Dempster & Ettinger call a 'frame error',
where the form of the equation is wrong.
The types of manipulation of a source described in (2) and (3) above are those which create
the most difficulty. They can only come about if the subjectunderstands the sourcewell
enough to be able to manipulate it. The type of adaptation outlined in (1) is simply one of
mapping corresponding suxfacefeauresfrom one problem to another; it posesthe least
difficulty for IPS.
To get round the difficulties people have with adapting a solution procedure to solve
variants of a pr9blem type, the procedure should give as much relevant information as
possible about how to solve problems of that type, This can only be achievedwhen the
example problem Is presented at a level general enough to apply to a range of such
problems and specificenough to show how mappings betweenproblems canbe made.
Novick & Holyoak gave subjects the 'number mapping' with the exerciseproblem as a hint
about how to usethem. Exerciseproblems in textbooks generally don't do that. Nor will
students find such specific information In many types of problems they will normally be
required to solve. For this reason the examples provided should be as inclusive as
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possible, in the senseused by Reed,Ackinclose & Voss (1990). That is, they should be more
complex than the early test problems that students might be expected to solve.
Novick and Holyoak also found that adapting the example was correlated with
mathematical expertise and not analogical reasoning ability as tested by conventional IQ
type tests. This should not really be surprising. Analogical reasoning involves the ability
to apply knowledge which a person already has. This is Newell's definition of
intelligence (described in Chapter 2). In a relatively new domain people will vary in the
amount of prior knowledge they can bring to bear on a problem. Thosewith greater
mathematical expertise have ipso facto more knowledge, which will help them infer the
necessary mathematical operators.
To summarize: novel problems can be made easierto solve if.
a) as much relevant information as possible is provided at the outset;
b) this information is organized at different levels from the general to the specific;
c) the solution procedure includes information about how it can be adapted to solve
variants of the problem type; and
d) subjectspossessenough mathematical expertise to adapt the procedure where necessary

Empirical evidence for the usefulness of the Interpretation theory
The interpretation theory allows for a fine-grained analysis of a text. We can therefore
be very specific about which parts of the example's solution procedure will cause
difficulties for solvers. The figures which follow represent parts of the solution procedure
for the practice distance problem used by Reed et al. (1985)(for clarity some of the figures
from Chapter 4 are reproduced in this section). They indicate specific areaswhere a
solver Is likely to commit an error. From the information in thosefigures we can make
.
some predictions about where students are likely to have problems in using this example

asa basisfor solvingotherproblemsof the sametype.

In this subsectionI will briefly review the specificareaswherestudentsare likely to
have difficulties in understandingthe exampledistance-sPeed-time
problem. Thenext
subsectionsdeal with difficulties in mappingit to a closeand distant variant.
The analysis of the Reed et A elaborated practice problem in section 4.3.2 of'Chapter 4
showed that there were several areaswhere a number of inferenceshad to be made, 7bese
are shown In figures 5.3 and 5.4 (which form part of the summary figure 5.5).
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Thepracticedistanceproblemstates:'we let t representthenumberwe want to

a)

find and enter it into the table, The first car then travels t+ 312
hr becauseit left 11/2hours
earlier.' The explanation does not say where the 11/2hours came from, hence the dotted
lines and black box from the A terms to We in figure 5-3. There is no indication why 11/2
hours was changed to 3/2 in B4which is why there is a black box between the explanation
We and the subgoal B4.

RDE3

ýR

carl leav0s il72

J-

M-Q

hours earlier

time carl
3/2]

=t+

b)

The text of the example problem tells the subjectsto 'represent distanceby
We
(box
in row g of figure 5.4). It does not say what
for
time
multiplying rate and
each car'

this means in terms of an equation. For this reasonsubjectsmay have difficulty mapping
from the problem givens to the relevant equation. In figure 5.4gthe B is in shadow format
becausethe equations referred to in the text are not explicitly stated.
The table, taken from Reed et al.'s explanation, contains six boxes (row h in figure
C)
5.4), representing the distance, rate and time for eachcar. The relevant equation has only
4 variables rate x time for each car (figure 5.4g) which are not explicitly stated in the
explanation. Students may find difficulty in relating the distance boxes to the rate and
time boxes in the table (figure 5.4h) since all they have to go on is the statementin box
137e,Furtherrnore, and most importantly, the relevant equation is ratel x timel = rate2x
time2. The only equation given in the example is distance= ratex1time. Cenerating the
equation in B9(row i) will therefore be difficult for some students.
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We can thereforepredict that studentswill have difficulty in
i) understandingthe or!& of the3/2hours
ii) accessingthe relevantequation;
iii) mapping the six elementsin the tableto the four in the equation;
iv) filling in the distanceboxesin the table.
When students attempt an exerciseproblem which is a close variant of the practice
problem, we can predict that, where students do show any misunderstanding, it will be in
those places marked by the inference lines and black boxes in figure 5.5d to i. Tbereafter,
they are obliged to rely on their prior knowledge of mathematics to understand the
transformations that take place to arrive at the overall solution (rows i to 1). The focus of
this study, however, is on the students' ability to generatethe equation in row i. If they
can successfully substitute elementsin the target for elementsin the source to generatethe
equation, then solving a closevariant should not causemuch difficulty. So our first
hypothesis is:
HypothesisI The major difficulty in solving a close variant of the problem is one of
mapping corresponding values. Where the transfer problem is literally similar, we would
not expect mapping to pose a particular problem when solvers are Imitating the source.
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ENOODE
A car traveling at a speed of 30 mph left a certain point at 10.00 a. m. At 11.30
a. m., another car departed from the same Place at 40 mph and traveled the same
route. In how many hours will the second car overtake the first?
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In Reedet al.'s experiments subjectswere presented with the following equivalent
problem:
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a secondcar leavesto overtake
thefirst car, using the Sameroute and going 45 mph. In how many hours will the secondcar
overtake the first car?
Figure 5.6 shows the problem givens.
MOODE
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph. Two hours later, a second car
leaves to overtake the first car, using the same route and going 45 mph.
In how many hours will the second car overtake the first car?
Carl travels
at 30 moh

c,
-fgý

Car2 leaves 2
hours later
I-I-I
cil

rC2

[cm,
31

Car2 travels
at 45 mph

C3
-U
=

''

tho

01,111
ke C'u'l
u`ý'r'g
e ra t's
MLraufs

In how many hours
does cal overtake

Flaurc5.6.

Tquiyalent'

test probleC3 givos.

As figure 5.7 shows, there Is no direct match between the '2 hours' mentioned in the test
problem and the times given in the training problem (representedby A2 and A3
respectively). For this reason the accessline from C2is shown as being blocked. Subjects
have to infer that they have to find the difference In departure times (represented by D4).
It is at this point that the 'equivalent' problems veer away from isomorphism
and the
mappings depicted in row d are therefore a source of potential error.
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MTýý

time carl
-t+2

-

Some of the elaborated training problem givens can be mapped directly onto the
equivalent test problem. The first car in both problems travels at 30mph. This

informationis representedasA' and C' in row e of figure5.8. Thespeedscanbemapped
V
(B5
in row e). By changingthe rate of
in
the
the
and
equation
onto
variables
relevant
the secondcarin the trainingproblemfrom 40mphto 43mphin thetestproblem(A4and C3
in rowl) the solvercould alsomap this onto the rateterm in the equation(D6).
When using the exampleto solvean equivalentproblem,the solver'inherits' all the
difficulties mentionedin understandingthe exampleproblem. Apart from the added
difficulty of mapping the timesin row d, subjectswill havedifficulties wherethereare
dotted lines and black boxesin figure 5.8. Thosedifficultieshavealreadybeendescribed
and representedin figure5.5. (A moredetaileddescriptionof figure5.8canbe found in
section5.2 of Chapter4.)
The summary figure 5.8 demonstrateswhere mappings are blocked and where the solver is
still obliged to make inferencesabout which operators should be used in order to relate the
problem givens to the solution. We can therefore make further predictions about the
possible sourcesof difficulty for the subjects.
Hypothesis2: Any move away from isomorphism, however slight, will be a source of
error. Some subjects wW therefore have difficulty at line d since the times in the example
do not map directly onto the one in the test problem.
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ENOCIDE
A car travels south at the rate of 30 mph, Two hours later, a second car
leaves to overtake the first car, using the same route and going 45 mph. In how
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Reed et al.'s 'similar' test problem was as follows:

it by travelling
A pick-up truck leaves3 hr after a largedeliverytruck but overtakes
15 mph faster. If it takesthepick-uptruck 7 hr to reachthedeliverytruck,find the
rate of each vehicle,
The problem givens are shown in figure 5.9.
ENOODE
A pick-up truck leaves 3 hr after a large delivery truck but
faster.
If it takes the pick-up truck
15
It
by
travelling
mph
overtakes
7 hr to reach the delivery truck, find the rate of each vehicle.

11
cj

%4

c
:
cl,

3hr

afte

lSmph
7hr)

leaves
C'I
9

faste

It

rate of each vehl

Mapping the practiceproblemonto a distantvariant givesa quite differentpicture. None
of the valuesin the problemstatement(CI, C2and C3In figure 5,9)maponto anything in
the earlier problem.

In figure 5.10in rows c,d, eandf, thelinesfrom theC termsareshownasblocked. The
different
from
for
finding
is
different;
the
the
two
rates
procedure
goalsof
problemsare
that for finding the time takenby a vehicle. This will affect the subjects'ability to
completethe tablein row Ii and generatethe equationin row i.
The summary figure 5.10shows not only the inferencesinherited from understanding the
have
but
B
(the
A
terms)
subjects
where
would
specifies
also
example problem
and
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difficulties making the necessarymappings. From the analysis of the problem we would
predict that subjects will have difficulty at the following lines:

0
d, e)

sincethe goalsof the two problemsare different;
sincetheproblemelementsdo not map and thesubjectis not told what operatorto

apply;
f)
nothing in the earlierproblemmapsonto a differencein ratesand thesubjectis not
told what operatorto apply,
for the reasonsalreadygiven in thediscussionof the 'equivalent'problemsubjects
g)
may have difficulty generatingthe two halvesof the relevantequation;
h)
the typesof elementsin the tablein the trainingproblemdo not matchthosein
the testproblem (thereare variablesin the timecolumnin the training problembut not in
the test,and variablesin the test problemunder ratebut not in the training problem);
i)

subjectshave to solvefor r rather than t and then find the rate of the other
vehicleIn subgoalm.
In fact very little of the original exampleproblemis of any useat all.
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ENOODE
A pick-up truck leaves 3 hr after a large delivery truck but overtakes It by
traveling 15 mph faster. If It takes the pick-up truck 7 hr to reach the delivery
truck. find the rate of each vehicle.
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Becauseof the difficulty in mapping values acrossfrom source to target, and becausethere
is no general procedure presented for adapting the example problem to this distant
facing
difficulties
the
further
students attempting
about
predictions
variant, we can make
to imitate a distant variant:

Hypothesis
3: Therewill be more 'quantity errors' (errorsdue to m1sassigning
valuesin
the problem to variablesin the equation)in the distant variant than in the closevariant,
in
theexampleand
in
the
which
are
given
problem
exercise
sincesomevaluesarenot given
vice versa.
Hypothesis4: Related to hypothesis 3, we would expect that imitation would lead to
'over-transfer' from the sourceproblem. In particular we would expect to find subjects
because
distant
is
that
in
the
to
the
variant
t
what
to
the
solution
attempting
variable
use
it Saysto do in the example,even though the value of t can be readily derived from the
problem statement
One of the predictions from IPSis that subjectsattempt to map values from a source to a
target and that, when any manipulations are required of the underlying solution, this will
have
to adapt the
difficulties.
In
subjects
these
the
problems
algebra
caseof
create
finding
difference
in
Specifically,
this
distant
a
means
to
the
variant.
equation solve
for
instead
This
time,
rate
of
the
to
solving
well
as
that
as
equation
rates and adding
difficulty will be apparent in the number of subjectswho are able to generate the relevant
equation,
HypothesisS., There will be more 'frame errors' (errors occurring when attempting to
generateand adapt the relevant equation) in the distant variant when no information is
ýow
to adapt the equation.
provided about
It follows from the above analysis of the word problems that, if the inferences inherent in
the Reedet al. explanation are removed and a more general procedure provided, then
subjectswill find it easier to map values acrossand adapt the procedure to more distant
variants. Figure 5.11 representsthe practice problem with the inferences removed. Row a
represents the requirement to identify the problem as a dist4nce-r4te-timeproblem and
provides the general overall equation governing such problems, Row b shows that this
subtype involves 2 vehicles, so there are two distance-rate-timeequations. Row c
representsan explanation that the distances are the same for the two vehicles so the rates
x timesare equal, Rows d, e, andf show the mappings of values In the problem givens onto
the equation. Row g representsthe fact that the time for one vehicle can be stated in terms
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differences
know
in times. This is mapped onto the
for
the
time
the
the
since
other,
we
of
equation in row h. The completed equation Is presentedin row i. No information is given
from
(the
derived
is
how
the
the
equation
point of the experiment was to
solution
about
seehow well subjectscould understand word problemswell enough to generatethe correct
equation. Its purpose was not to explain the arithmetic operators necessaryto solve
algebra equations) .
When the example represented in figure 5.11 is presented as a specificcaseof a general
how
both
for
be
to
the generalprocedure operates
it
see
solvers
procedure, should possible
in this example and to adapt it to fit a new problem of the same type. Hypothesis 6 is
therefore:
Hypothesis6: Removing inferencesand providing a more general procedure win enhance
transfer to distant variants of a problem type.
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ENCODE
A car traveling at a speed of 30 mph left a certain point at 10.00 a. m. At 11.30 a. m.,
another car departed from the same place at 40 mph and travelled the same route. Both cars
therefore travelled the same distance. In how many hours will the second car overtake the
first?
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For referencethe hypothesesare repeatedin table5.1.
Table 5.1. Summary of experimental hypotheses
Hypothesis I
The major difficulty in solving a close variant of the problem is one of mapping
corresponding values. Where the transfer problem is literally similar, we would not
expect mapping to pose a particular problem when they are imitating the source.

Hypothesis 2:
Any move away from isomorphism, however slight, will be a sourceof error. Somesubjects
will therefore have difficulty at line d since the times in the example do not map directly

onto the onein the testproblem.
Hypothesis 3:
There will be more quantity err6rs' (errors due to n-dsassigningvalues in the problem to
variables in the equation) in the distant variant than in the close variant, since some
values are not given in the exerciseproblem which are given in the example and vice

versa.
Hypothesis 4:
Related to hypothesis 3, we would expect that imitation would lead to 'over-transfer'
from the sourceproblem. In particular we would expectto find subjectsattempting to use
the variable t in the solution to the distant variant becausethat is what it says to do in
the example,even though the value of t can be readily derived from the problem
statement

Hypothesis5.
There will be more 'frame errors' (errors occurring when attempting to generateand adapt
the relevant equation) in the distant variant when no information is provided about how
to adapt the equation,
Hypothesis 6:
Removing Werences,and providing a more general procedure will enhancetransfer to
distant variants of a problem type.
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3.2.

Method

The subjectswere 40 Scottish secondaryschoolstudents,agedbetween 14 and 16,who took
part in the experiment during their normal mathematics classes. They were divided into
four groups of 10,and randomly assignedto four conditions: Table/Close, Table/Distant,
Mapping/Close and Mapping/Distant.

In the Table/Close and Table/Distant conditions subjectsreceived a training problem along
with the explanation used by Reed et al. which Included a table as an intermediate
representation of the solution procedure. The only difference was that the word 'rate' was
replaced by 'speed'. In the Mapping/Close and Mapping /Distant conditions subjects
received the sameproblems but the explanations were presented in more detail and the
mappings between the elements of the problem and the equation were explicitly
presented. The explanatory texts used are reproduced below:
3.2.2.1.

Table Condition - Practice Distance Problem

A car travelling at a speedof 30 miles per hour (mph) left a certain placeat 10.00 a,m.
At 11.30 a.m. another car departedfrom the sameplace at 40 mph and travelled the
sameroute. In how many hours will the secondcar overtakethefirst car?
The problem is a distance-speed-timeproblem in which
DiSt4nce = Speed x Time

We begin by constructing a table to representthe distance,speed,and time for each of
the two cars, We want to find how long the secondcar travels before it overtakes the
first car. We let t represent the number that we want to find and enter It Into the table.
The first car then travels t+ 3/2 hr becauseit left 11/2 hrs earlier. The speedsare 30
mph for the first car and 40 mph for the secondcar. Notice that the first car must
travel at a slower speed if the secondcar overtakesit. We can now represent the
distance each car travels by multiplying the speed and the time for each car. These
values are shown in the following table.
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Car
First
Second

Distance Speed
(mph)
(miles)
+312

30

40x It

40

304

Time
(h rs)
t

+312

't

Becauseboth cars have travelled the same distance when the secondcar overtakes the
first, we set the two distancesequal to each other.
30(t + 312)= 40t

Solving for t yields the following:
30t + 45 = 40t,
45

3.2.2.2.

= lot,
4.5 hr.
Mapping Condition - Practice Distance Problem

The worked out problem shown below was presentedto subjectsin the Mapping Condition,
To show that most of the inferencesrequired to understand the explanation in the Table
Condition have been removed, the letters in square brackets in the margin relate to the
lettered rows in figure 5.11.
A car travelling at 4 speedof 30 miles per hour (mlli) left a certain placeat 10.00 a.m.
At 11.30 a.m. another car departedfrom the sameplace at 40 m1h and travelled the
same route. Both cars thereforetravelled the samedistance, In how many hours will
the secondcar overtake,the first car?
As you can see,the two cars travel at different speedsand leave at different tirnesThe first car leaves 11/2hours before the second car (11.30- 10.00);
The secondcar travels 10 m/h faster than the first one (40 m/h - 30 m/h).

Sincethe first carhasalreadybeentravelling for 11/2hoursyou canwork out the
distanceit travelled, If it goes30 miles in an hour then it will havetravelled45 miles
in 11/2hours(30m/h x 11/2hours).
The problem now becomes:How long will it take the secondcar to make up "
miles by travelling 10 m/h faster?
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In I hour the second car will travel 10 miles more than the first car, so it win take 4.5
hours to make up the 45 miles (45 h -o-10m/h). In other words it will take 4.5 hours for
the second car to overtake the first car.
Another way of solving this type of distance-speed-time
problem is to use an

I.

equation:

a)lf you know the speedand time of a vehicle,thenyou canfind the distanceit
travelledby using the equation:

a]

Distance = Speedx Time
For example, if a car travels at 40 m/h (Speed)for 2 hours (Time) then It goes 80 miles
(Distance- found by multiplying 40 by 2).
b) In problems like the one above there are two vehicles (let's call them vehiclel
and vehicle2). The 'equation for each vehicle would be:

b]

distance = speedvehiclelx timevehiclel

and
distance = speedvehicle2
x timevehicle2

C1 c) But the two vehiclestravel the samedistance.So the distancetravelled by one
vehicle is equal to the distancetravelledby the other. If the distancesare equal
then the speed
x timefor eachvehiclemust be equaltoo,so the equationto usewhen
there are two vehiclestravelling the samedistanceis:

speedve'

hkI, j

2.

x

timevehiclel

= speed

.h icle2

X

ti

mevehicle2

We can now fiJI in some of the information that the problem gives us into this

equation.

d]
el
fj

Theproblemgivesthe speedsof both vehiclesbut not the time takenby either of
them. We want to find the time takenby vehicle2,so for the momentwe will call It
t.
30 ni/h

40nuli
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speedvehiclel

x timevehiclel

= speedvehicle2 x timevehicle2

The next thing to do is to look at any differencesbetween the two vehicles which
blanks
in the equation.
fill
in
the
then
to
use
we can
3,

We know the two cars left at different times, so that the first car travels 11/2 hours
longer than the secondone. The second car takesT hours so the first car takes t+ 11/2

g]

hrs. We cannow add this to the equation:
30

(t + 11/2)

40

speedvehiclel x timevehiclel a speedvehicle2 x timevehicle2
You end up with30 x (t + 11/2) = 40 xt

il

Solving for t gives you the time taken by vehicle2 which is what you have to find.

p

30t + 45

= 40t

45

30t
40t
=
-

45

= lot

4.5 or 41/2hours

7be experiment used a 2x2 between-subjectsdesign. 7he independent variable was the
type of instruction provldiýd with the training problem. 7be subjectswere asked to take
part in a study of instructional materials and were told that the study was not a test of
their own problem solving abilities. 7hey were then presented with three sheets
containing the instructions, the example problem and associatedsolution procedure, and
the exerciseproblem. 7he instructions were as follows:
In a moment you will be asked to read the next sheet (sheet5) which gives an example
problem and an explanation of how to solve it. Pleaseread it carefully.

Onceyou havereadsheetD, turn to the third sheet(sheetC) and write your nameand
classat the top. Thentry to solvethe problemwhich you find there.
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Pleaseuse the example problem on sheet B to help you solve the problem on sheet C.
Feel free to make as many rough notes as you want on the sheet. In fact it would be
helpful if you didn't rub or Tippex out any of your notes.
Pleasedo your best, but don't worry if you find someof it too difficult.

Whenyou aresureyou haveunderstoodtheseinstructionsstartreadingsheetD.
There was no time limit imposed but the experiment was conducted within the normal
lesson time of approximately 35 minutes. Subjectswere allowed to consult the example
solution throughout the experiment. At the end of the experiment subjectswere also asked
to write any comments they had about the usefulnessor otherwise of the example.

3.3.

Results

Novick and Holyoak's'studyidentified threelevelsof performancewhich were scoredin
the following way: a fully correctsolution(scoreof 2), a partial solution (scoreof 1), and
no transfer(scoreof 0). Thepresentstudy identifiedsimilar levelsof responsebut also
includedidentifying the correctelementsthat took part in the equationasa necessary
were-alsoanalysedfor the type
prerequisiteof constructinga correctequation.Responses
of equationused,thedegreeto which subjectswereableto mapelementsof theproblem
statementonto the relevantequation,and the typesof errorscommitted.

Correctsoltition. The solution was coded as being correct if the correct equation was used
and the correct piocedure employed. A correct solution also contains the correct values in
all variable slots in the equation, The correct procedure here is defined as the procedure
given in the training example.
Correctequation. The correct equation means that the subject has filled in the values in
the equation: speedvehiclel x tilnevelliclel ý2Veed vehIcIe2 x tilnevehicle2. Note that
an equation can be classified as correct even though it may contain quantity or matching
errors. This classification is in conformity with that used by Reed et al. (1985).

Correctanswer.A correctanswercanbe generatedwithout usingan algebraicmethod. In a
few casesthe correctanswerwasgivendespiteerrorsin thecalculationand sometimesin
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caseswhere it was difficult to ascertain exactly what procedure was used. (This was the
casemainly in Experiment 3.)
Overall score. The overall score depends on whether: the subject used a correct solution
(scoreof 3); the subject generateda correct equation as defined above(scoreof 2); the
subject has identified all the elements necessaryfor the solution but has not mapped them
onto the equation (scoreof 1); and no transfer (scoreof 0). This scoringscheme
approximates that used by Novick and Holyoak (1991).
Note that the airn of the experiment was to identify how well subjectscould generate the
did
It
the
correct
not concernitself with the subjects'
procedure.
correct equation using
ability to manipulate the equation to generate the correct answer once the equation had
been generated.

Responseswere also examined to identify the types of errors made. The errors were
classified as follows:

both
Non-algebraic
In
used
an algebraicand a non-algebraic
subjects
cases
soltition. some
solutionmethod;In suchcasesthenon-algebraicsolutionmethodwasignoredfor the
purposesof coding. Otherwisesubjectsarecodedasusinga non-algebraic
methodwhether
or not the methodgivesthecorrectanswer.
Wrongequation. Subjectsare coded as using the wrong equation when it appears they are
using any equation other than the 'correct' one as defined above.

Quantityerrors.A quantitierror refersto an error producedwhenthesubjectmapsthe
wrong valuefrom a targetproblemto thesource.An examplewould bemappingthe
difference
betweenthe speedsof the vehicles(e.g. 15m/h) onto the speedof one of the cars
in thesource.
Matchingerrors,A matchingerror occurswhen thesubjectsubstitutesa valuein thesource
problemfor a value in the target without any attemptat adaptingit.
Frameerrors. A frame error Is an error in the form of the equation. If 30(t + 2) - 45t Is the
correct equation then an equation such as 30(t + 2) = 45 would be a frame error sinceIt does
not preserve the form of the original speedx time equation (the time of the second vehicle
is missing).
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33.3.

A comparison

of success rates in the Table and Mapping

Conditions

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 present the results of the four groups. Ple raw data are tabulated in
Appendix 2.
Success in Table and Mapping Conditions
171

Table/C-Ios-e7

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Over,111

correct solution

c6frC(Aequ,111''f)

Corroct 1,111"',
vt I

Oc'InufIL,

Eigure 5.12. Successin the Table and MappqngCondition . Ins' refers,to differenct's in adliacent
c(_)IuMns
which are not significant and 's'.to thosewhich arr.
According to hypotheses I and 3 we would expect a greater difficulty in mapping and more
be
fewer
There
therefore
Distant
in
elements
the
should
conditions.
qUalltity errors
identified in those conditions.

70% of subjects in the Table/Close Condition correctly

filled out the boxes in the table for tbne and speed for the two vehicles. In the
Table/Distant Condition only 20% correctly filled in those boxes. This difference is
for
In
30).
figures
the
(z=-2.4543,
008;
to
the
a
z-test
n<
refer
significant
p< .
Map ping/C lose condition, 90%,,identified the correct elements as opposed to 60",() iTi the
Mapping/ Distant Condition.

This difference is not significant (p > 05).
.

All subjects in the Table/Close Condition who filled in the time and speedboxes in tile
table also correctly filled in the distatice boxes, whereas only I subject in the
Table/Distant

condition managed to do so.

In line with hypothesis 6, that providing more information
dvltant variants, significantly

would enhance transfer in

more subjects in the Mapping/Distant

condition identified

the correct element,,, than in the Table/Distant

condition (z = -2.012, p< .05).
Significantly more correct solutions were generated in the Mapping/Distant Condition
than in the Table/Distant

Condition (z= -2.528, p< 006). Although 4 subjects in the
.
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Condition had used the correct equation, 3 had the wrong values in the
equation and the 4th had confused the trucks. On the other hand, the subjects in the
Mapping/Distant
condition got the correct answer by putting the correct values in the

Table/Distant

equation and following

the correct procedure.

Errors in Table and Mapping Conditions

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
quantity efi i

waching

frame error

error

non-algeb

wrong equation

solution

Hypothesis 3 predicted increases in quantity errors in the distant variant of the example
problem. Subjects made significantly

more quantity errors in the Table/Distant Condition

compared with the Table/Close Condition

(z = -3.018, p< 002). In line with hypothesis 5,
.
which predicted more frame errors when subjects were required to adapt the equation, a
greater number of subjects gmerated the correct equation in the Mapping/Close condition
than in the Table/Close condition (z = -1.7833, p< .05), but there was no significant
difference in the Distant conditions. In the Table/Close Condition there were no frame
errors, whereas in the Table/Distant

Condition

there were 4 such errors. This difference is

significant (z = -2.528, p< .006). In the Mapping/Distant
and one quantity error were made.

condition only one frarne error

Hypothesis 6 accounts for the fact that fewer errors were made in the Mapping Conditions
than in the Table Conditions, since more information is provided about mappings and how
to generalize the procedure. More wrong eqUations were generatedin the Table/Close
Condition than in the.Mapp ingl Close Condition (z :=1.7, p<. 05). Subjectsin the Table
Conditions attempted to use the distance= rate x time equation rather than the ratel x
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timel = rate2x time2equation. In the distant variants fewer quantity errors were made by
the Mapping group than by the Table group (z = -3.02,p< .002),as well as fewer frame
errors (z = -1.74,p< .05).
Subjects'written comments provided some indication about where they found difficulty in
Condition
Table/Close
In
the
the
training
most subjects
problem.
understanding
find
did
the explanation
they
always
not
the
successfully solved
problem, nevertheless
useful. Here are some of their comments:
S4:

'Me distance in the table was quite confusing to start with. '

S7:

'explain clearer' (written against t+ 312in the instruction sheet).
'I don't really understand where you got the 45 from on the previous page [example

SIO:

(This
have
that
'
(for
don't
I
well
enough.
think
explained
an example) you
problem].
)
by
30
from
3/2.
45
to
the
multiplying
generated
refers
3,3.5.
,

'Ovgrt' imitajiI213 al3d over-transfer

In some casessubjectsattempted to adapt the exerciseproblem in order to make it
perceptuallysimilar to the earlier problem. Such 'overt' imitation can take various forms
(which are not always readily quantifiable). Examples would be: ensuring that the
solution to the exerciseproblem has the samenumber of '='signs or samenumber of lines as
the example when solving for t. Overt imitation is a form of over-transfer, where the
solver transfers too much information from the source.
Matching error is the most overt form of imitation where the subject copies a value from
the source problem across to the target without any attempt at adapting it, S8 copied the
3/2 from the example into the exerciseproblem. (Sheneverthelessmanaged to generate
the correct answd*r.She wrote '30(t + 3/2) = 45t' and then on the next line '30t + ýO 45t.' It
is difficult to know whether she simply made a shp of the pen when filling In the table by
3/2
instead of 2; whether she made an arithmetic error when multiplying the 3/2
Writing
by 30; or whether she copied the 3/2 since that is what was written in the source example,
but multiplied 2 by 30 insteadbecauseit seemedto make more senseto do so.)
Five subjectsin Table/Close condition used overt imitation. They adapted the solution so
that it was perceptually similar to the source example. In doing so they converted the 2
hours difference between the departure times of the cars in the ex,ercise,problem,to 4/; so,
that it looked the same as the example problem and yet. still yielded the correctlanswer.
Four of thesesubjectsgeneratedthe correct solution (correct equation and solution
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procedure). S7 provided an example of the mapping in his rough notes when he wrote: 13/
2
= 11/2'and '4 /2 = 2'.

Three subjectsin the Table/Distant Condition used overt imitation, converting the 3 to 6/2
and the 7 to 7/2. In the latter casethe conversion led to incorrect answers. S2copied the
table from the example with the same figures in the boxes then erasedthem. The subject
did not, however, replace them with any of the values in the target.
Somesubjectsin the Table/Distant Condition continued to use t as a variable (as in the
example) in place of the times of the vehicles even though the times were given or could
be inferred (by adding 7 and 3). In this casethe subjectis copying the earlier procedure
without adapting it. Reed and Ettinger found the same effect in their studies, where their
from
the example problem which were unnecessaryIn the
over
structures
copied
subjects
target problem. Such 'structure matching errors' are form of over-transferand played a
_a
great part in frustrating their attempts to induce transfer in their subjects.

There was some confusion in both Distant conditions in assigningvehicle labels (vehiclel,
vehicle2) to the correct vehicles, The pickup truck in the 'distant' problem is mentioned
first, even though it left after the delivery truck, and was therefore assigned to the
Condition
Table
by
in
the
two
and two in the Mapping Condition.
vehiclel role
subjects
This misassignment led to quantity errors in the equation. In figure 5.5 the order in which
the example problem givens are mentioned in the text is preservedin the A term box. That
Is, At refers to the speed of the first car, which is the first of the problem givens
mentioned in the text. Similarly, the order in which the exerciseproblem givens;are
figure
box
in
5.8. In this case,however, C' refers to
C
in
Is
the
term
presented preserved
the second vehicle since if is the first one mentioned. The order in which the givens are
presented in the two problems Is not the same. The misassignmentof vehicle labels
should therefore have been predicted.
Two subjectsin the Mapping/Distant Condition confused the trucks. However, in one case
the subject attached all the correct values to the vehicles. In other words the vehicle
labelswere irrelevant and did not affect the outcome.
Three subjectstried to map the values in the table to the wrong equation, either distance=
speedx time or speed= distanceltime. This difficulty may have arisen from two possible
sources. The subjectsmay have attempted to use the speedequationswhich they already
knew (some wrote the distance-speedtime triangle:
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A

which they had previously learned). Alternatively they may have used the distance=
speedx time equation given in the Table conditions' explanations. In the Table/Distant
Condition, one subjectwrote:
S18.

'I don't understand how they work out the time when they don't have the

distance.'
Clearly this subject did not understand the relation between the distanceand speedx time
of the vehicles and the fact that both travel the same distance.
In the Mapping conditions some attempted the non-algebraic solution as well as the
algebraic one, none was successfulat finding the correct answer from the former method
(although some were successfulat the latter). Somesubjectsattempted the non-algebraic
solution, got confusedand gave up. S39,for examplecommented:
'roo hard. I don't like the way in which it is written out. The example is too long and too
hard to understand,'
Some,such as S23and S28,found the non-algebraicsolution unnecessary:
S23:

'This was easy to work out, once you knew the forrnula, but all the writing
beforehandwas confusing.'
S28:

'It was a yery good and full explanation but some unnecessarynotes.'

S40:

'This explanation goes into too much detail and unless you always do It that way
it is difficult. '
Filling in the table proved very difficult for almost all subjects in the Table/Distant
Condition, as Reedand Ettinger also found, Only one subject correctly filled out the
Distance column suggesting that the relationship between the Speedand Time boxes and
the Distanceboxeswas not made clear, Four subjectsout of 10 in the Table/Distant
Condition generated the correct equation; only 2 correctly filled in the table, and them
of
only one filled in the4istance boxes. Thesefigures suggest that the relation between the
table and the equation was likewise not sufficiently explained. This should not be
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surprising given that the relevant equation was not specified in the text. This result is
contrary to that of Reed and Ettinger, who found that the equation could be readily
generated once the values in the table were known.

3.4.

Discussion

It was predicted in hypothesis 1 that solving a close variant of an exampleproblem by
imitation would not causesignificant difficulties. 90%of subjectsin the Mapping group
and 70% in the Table group successfullysolved the 'equivalent' problem.

A crucial aspectof the interpretationtheory is its ability to specifyexactlywheresubjects
would go wrong when trying to imitatean exampleproblem.In theTable/CloseCondition,
representedin figure 5.8,two potentialsourcesof error wereidentified. Thefirst was in
line d of the figure wherethe timesin thesourceand targetdid not correspond;thesecond
was in generatingthe correctequation. Accordingto hypothesis2, if studentsareimitating
a source,then variations,howeverslight, may lead to error, The only sourceof variation
in the closevariant was in generatingthe differencein timesbetweentwo vehicles.In the
exampleproblem,this differencehad to be computed.In the closevariant,it was given.
Onemight reasonablyexpectthat the closevariant should thereforebe easyto solvesince
it involvesonefewer subgoal.However,if subjectswerecloselyimitatingthesourcethen
that is preciselywhereany difficulties would occur. Of the 3 subjectswho failed to solve
theproblemin theTable/CloseCondition,two of themcopiedacrosst+3/2 from the
example(this 'over-transfer'was predictedin hypothesis4), and the third got as far as
identifying both speedsbut could not identify the timesof the vehiclesand failed to get
beyond that point. Thus the analysisof the problemcorrectlyIdentifiedthe slight
variation as being a sourceof potential difficulty.
There were a large number of quantity errors in the Table/Distant condition compared to
the Close/Distant condition, as predicted in hypothesis 3. Subjectshad difficulty
mapping corresponding elementsfrom one problem to another. This is becausethey were
relying on the surface features of the problems to Identify the mappings, rather than being
guided by a prihcipled understanding of the structure of the problems.
In line with hypothesis 4, examples of over-transfer were found in all conditions. In the
distant conditions, subjectsattempted to incorporate T into the equation since that was
the variable used in the training problem. This was despite the fact that the times for
the vehicles were given in the problem statement. In the close conditions, over-transfer
was apparent in subjectswho converted T to 14/2,or used the t+3/2 in the equation without
any modification.
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There were significantly more frame errors in Table/Distant condition compared to the
Table/Close condition. Subjectswere unable to adapt the equation to solve a distant
variant, Similarly, some subjectswere unable to identify the correct equation in the first
place. In particular they tended to use distance = rate x time or a variation of it, such as
the
by
distance
latter
/
The
time.
subjects themselvesfrom
rate =
was ususally generated
the distance-rate-time triangle.

Therewas a significantincreasein thenumberof quantityand frameerrorsin the distant
variant, aspredictedby hypotheses3 and5, but only in the Tableconditions. Hypothesis
6 predictstheseresultssincemoreinformationwasprovidedin theMapping Conditions
abouthow theproblemgivensshouldbemappedto theunderlyingequation,and how this
relatesto otherproblemsof the sametype. It alsoled to a significantlygreaternumberof
correctsolutionsin the Mapping/Distant Conditionthan in the Table/DistantCondition.
It would appear, then, that the earlier analysis of the problems and of the mappings
between them correctly predicted the areaswhere subjectswould have difficulty. It also
shows that attemptingto improve explanations in areasof potential difficulty, by
removing the need for inferencing and presentinga more generalprocedure,producesa
greater degree of transfer to distant variants of a problem type.
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Enhancing transfer and problem understanding:
4.
Experiment 3
In the Mapping/Distant Condition in experiment 2,30% of subjectsattempted a nonalgebraic solution based on the non-algebraic solution in the exampleproblem. None was
successful,despite finding a correct solution using the algebraicprocedure. Experiment 1
showed that subjectsclaimed to 'understand' example problems but were unable to adapt
them to solve a new problem of the same type. It would be interesting to discover whether
providing information about how to adapt the problem would produce a correlation
between what subjectsclaim to understand and what they do understand basedon their
performance on a transfer problem.
For these reasonsa second experiment was carried out to investigate the effectsof
removing the non-algebraicsolution, which causedsomeconfusionIn the second
information
the
about how to adapt a problem on
providing
effects of
experiment, and
In
the presentexperiment,studentswere
their
understanding.
own
subjects'assessmentof
asked to rate their understanding of the two types of explanation given. The hypothesis
was that students' ratings for the two problems would differ since the Table explanation
involved more inferences than the Mapping explanation. As a consequencethey should
find the Table explanation more difficult to understand than the Mapping explanation.
This experiment was a replication of the Table/Distant and Mapping/Distant conditions
of experiment 2 with a different sample of subjects and a simplified explanation in the
Mapping condition. The hypothesis was therefore the sameas hypothesis 6 of experiment
2, that removing inferencesand providing a more generalprocedure would enhancetransfer
to distant variants of a problem type. The subjects in the present study had had at least
two years more experience-inalgebra than those in experiment 2. Given their greater
expertise it was expected that they would be better able to adapt the procedure in both
the Table and Mapping Conditions.

Method

Subjectswere236th form studentsat a SecondaryComprehensive
schoolin Milton Keynes,
Theyhad beensuccessfulin theGCSEexamsin mathematics
and werepreparingfor Alevels in mathematics.
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The materialsweresimilar to thoseusedin Experiment2 exceptthat the mapping
explanationwasnot so elaborated.For example,therewas no explanationof the
statementthat it was 'a distance-speed-time
problemin which distance= speedx time.'
This is becausethe subjectswerewell acquaintedwith this generalproblemtype (but not
with colinearproblems).Boththe Tableand Mapping explanationscontainedboxeson
the right of the sheetso that studentscould note down their estimateof how well they
understoodthe explanationsprovidedby giving a rating asin experiment1 (seebelow for
details). TheMapping explanationwas asfollows:
A car travelling at a speedof 30 miles per hour (m/h) left a certain place at
10.00 a.m. At 11.30 a.m. another car departedfrom the same place at 40

m1hand travelledthesameroute. BothcarsthereforetravelledtheSame
distance.In howmanyhourswill thesecondcar overtakethefirst car?

1. This is a distance-speed-rime
problemIn which
F1
distance= speedx time

2. a) In this problemthereare2 vehiclesso:
distance = speed,,hj,jj X tinlevehiclol

and
X tinlevehicW
distance= speed,hlrlo2

El

distances
If
distance.
b) ThetNVo
areequalthe
the
the
travel
same
vehicles
speedX finie for eachvehiclemustbeequaltoo, so the equationto usewhen
therearenvovehiclestravellingthesamedistanceis:

11
11

speedvehlelel

x

timevehiglet

=--SEeedvehlcle2

X

timeve

3. a) We cannow rill in someof the informationfrom the probleminto this
equation,We wantto rind thetime takenby vehicle2,so for themomentwe
will call it t, (If you wantto rind the speedcall it s.)
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40 m1h

30 m/h

x time,, hi, le, = speed,, hi. 1.2 x time,,

speed,, hi,,.,

hi, 1,2

Fý

4. a) Next find anydifferencesbetweenthe two vehiclesandput themin the
equation.

b) Thecarstravelat differentspeedsandleaveat differenttimes: All that's
The
T
hours,
is
here
takes
car
tirnevehicletthe
second
so thefirst car
missing
takest+ 11/2hrs (sinceit hasbeentravelling for 11/2longer). Add this to

El

theequationwith bracketsroundit:

30

40

(t + 11/2)

X timevehiclet

speedvehiclet

t

= speedvehicle2

X timevehicle2

You endup with30 x (t + 11/2)

= 40

El

xt

Solving for t gives you the time taken by vehicle2 which is what you have to
rind.

30t + 45
45=

40t - 30t

45=

IN

t
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40t
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Therewereonly two conditionsin this experimentcorrespondingto theTable/Distantand
Mapping/DistantConditionsof Experiment2. Subjectsweregiventhe following
instructions:
In a moment you will be asked to read the next sheet (sheet B, double sided) which
how
Please
it.
to
of
explanation
solve
an
and
read it
gives an example problem
carefully.
You will seeboxes on the right of the sheet. As you read the explanation on the sheet I
boxes
following
in
I-5
fill
the
in
these
like
the
to
with
numbers
way:
you
would

1.1

don't understandthis at aU;

2.1
3.1

don't think I understand this;
think I have a rough Idea what it's talking about,

4.1

think I understand this reasonably well;
1 understand this perfectly.

Once you have read sheet B and filled in the boxes, turn to the third sheet (sheet Q
and write your name and classat the top, Then try to solve the problem which you find
there.
Pleaseuse the example problem to help you solve It.
Feel free to make as many rough notes as you want on the sheet. In fact it would be
helpful if you didn't rub or Tippex out any of your notes.

Whenyou havefinished pleasewrite any commentsyou may haveaboutthe way the
problemis explained.
Pl6se do your best,but don't worry if you find some of it too difficult.
When you are sure you have understood theseinstructions start reading sheet 13.
The subjectswere shown some exampleson An overheadprojector of how to fill in the boxes
and asked if they had any questions.
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4.2.

Results

The results are shown in figures 5.14 and 5,15. (The complete data are tabulated in
Appendix 2).
Comparison of solutions in the Table and
Mapping Conditions

TableCondition
MappingCondition

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

overallscore

correct
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

elements
identified

As predicted, the Mapping Condition produced more correctsolutions (where subjectsused
the correct equation with the correct values and the sameprocedure as in the example)
than the Table Condition (z = -1.94,p< .05). Subjectsin the Mapping condition were better
able to generate the correct equation (the correct form of the equation, which may include
wrong values) than those in the Table Condition (z = -2.025,p< .05). Subjectsin the
Mapping Condition were no better able than subjectsin the Table Condition to identify or
derive the values from the problem statement that mapped onto the variables in the
equation. However, those"inthe Table Condition were unable to constructim equation out
of those values. Thesedifferencescan be seen in figure 5.14by comparing the heights for
the Table Condition of the 'correct equation' and 'elementsidentified' columns. This
contrasts with the Mapping Condition where there was a significantly greater number of
correct mappings of elementsfrom the problem onto the equation (z = -2.640,p <. 005). If
the subjects in the Mapping Condition could identify the relevant elements,then they
could readily derive the correct equation.
The overall score is useful as it can be taken as a summary of all the measures taken. These
scores were significantly

higher in the Mapping than in the Table Condition,

The

differences between scores were in the predicted direction (Mann-Whitney U= 29; p <, Ol,
one-tailed).
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In contrast with experiment 2, there was no significant difference in the number of quantity
errors made in the two conditions (50% of subjects in the Table Condition and 33% in the
Mapping Condition
figure
5.15).
However,
difference
in
there
the
see
was
a
significant
number of frame errors made (z = -3-037, p< .002). There was also a significant difference
in the number of subjects in the Table Condition who accessedthe wrong equation; 67% used
an equation other than the relevant one (z = -3.353, p< .0005); none in the Mapping
Condition did so. This also contrasts with the results from experiment 2 which showed no
such difference.

Comparison of errors made in the
Table and Mapping Conditions

F-1 Table Condition
mapping condition

70 60 50 s
% 40
30 20 10 l'U
quantity
error

matching
error

frame error

non-algebra
solution

wrong
equation

Figgre 5.15. Týýes of error in the Table and Mapping Conditions (e3periment 3). Significant
differences are marked with an 's' and n,)n-.,ignificant differences are marked 'ns'.

4.2.1.

Subjects' comments

Subjectsin the Table Condition reported that they found the example relatively easy to
follow but couldn't seehow it applied to the exerciseproblem. Typical comments were:
SI I understand the example but when it came to the question I got a bit confused
rearranging the formula myself';
S4: 'I understood ho%vto rearrange the formula to get the speed but I could not continue as I
did not have the distance travelled.

I don't understand how to finish this. I did

understand the question but there wasn't enough information. '
S5: 'I understand the explanation on [the example sheet) however I am unsure of how to
solve the question above. Maybe more explimition

was needed. '
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As in experiment 2 subjectscommented that they didn't seehow to solve the problem
when
the Distance was not mentioned.
Comments on the effectivenessof the Mapping explanation were mixed. SubjectS1
commented: 'Having read both examplesI found this was the better of the two. It made
substituting into the formula much more clear.'
The discrepancybetween the subjects'own assessmentof their understanding of the
example and their actual performance is dealt with in section 5 of this chapter.

4.3.

Discussion

The better performance of subjectsin the Mapping Condition once again indicates the
beneficial effect of removing inferenceswhen subjectsare reading an exampleproblem, and
level
of generality sufficient to allow the subjects to
at
a
of providing an explanation
adapt the procedure to'suit the target problem. The results clearly show exactly where
some subjectshad difficulty in adapting the source. One of the predictions from an
find
's
Reed
that
text
subjects
would
was
analysis of
et al.
problems mapping elements onto
the relevant equation. Half of the subjects in the Table Condition managed to fill in the
times and speedsin the table. However, fewer than 10%managed to map these values
onto the correct equation (seefigure 5.14). Theseresults contrast with Reedand Ettinger's
(1987)who found that their subjectswere able to generatethe equation from the values in
the table when those values were given.
Although more subjects in experiment 3 managed to fill in the,values in the table than in
experiment 2, they were still unable to generate the equation. In fact, more subjectsin
experiment 2 managed to generatethe correct equation in the Table/Distant Condition
than in experiment 3. TFeseresults are perhaps surprising given the greater (presumed)
expertise of the older subjectsin Experiment 3. However, the explanations they had were
less complete. This emphasizesyet again the importance of not making assumptions about
the prior knowledge of the subjects.
Another notable aspect of the behaviour of the subjectswas the degree to which they tried
to imitate the example. Although it was predicted that some subjectswould have
difficulty in understanding where the 3/2came from in the example, and therefore that it
would be hard to substitute the relevant value in the test problem, the lengths to which
subjectswent to adapt their solution to make it look like the example was quite marked,
Those who saw the correspondencebetween the 2 in the test problem and the 3/2in the
example still adapted it to make it look like 3/2, This behaviour resemblesthe 'magic'
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view of recursion described by Kahney (1982)whose subjectsimitated an example
involving recursion in SOLO with no real understanding of how it worked. The subjectsin
this experiment seemed to be employing the same strategy of imitating the practice
problem in the belief that the closer the exerciseproblem resembled the example
superficially the more likely they were to get a correct answer.
The reliance on mapping surfacefeaturesis quite pronounced. Indeed, Novick and
Holyoak (1991)fail to make the obvious point that providing subjectswith 'number
mappings, is in fact highlighting the relevant surface features of problems. Providing
more structural aspectssuch as 'concept mappings' was lesseffective. The results from the
present experiments, as well as those of Reed,Dempster and Ettinger, and Novick and
Holyoak, demonstrate the need to show students as explicitly as possible how the surface
features can be manipulated and mapped to the relevant equation; and how they can be
adapted to fit variants of the problem type.
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Understanding the text

5.

On reading the text of the example problem subjectswere asked to fill In boxes to indicate
how well they thought they understood the problem explanation. In the Table Condition
they were asked to rate their understanding of the following items (the corresponding bar
in figure 5.16 is given in brackets after them where necessary):

the problem statement;
the distance-speed-time
equationCd =sx t' in figure 5.16);
the instructionto constructa tablerepresentingdistance,speedand time for eachcar
('constructtable');
the explanationof T and 't+3/2' 0+3/21;
the speedsfor thetwo cars('mappingspeeds');
the explanationof the needto representdistanceby multiplying rateand time for eachcar
('representdistancein table');
the completedtable;
the final equationand the explanationof how it is derived ('equation');
('solution').
final
derive
for
T
to
the
solution
solving
5

4.5
4
3.5
t4 3
'S 2.5
to
W2
cu
tz 1.5
cu
0.5
0
statement

table

speeds

d1stance
In table

table

Figure5.16. Avgrage rafing scoresfor 'understanding' in the TableCondition

(In the Table explanation there were three boxes alongside each line of the final solution.
In the Mapping Condition only one rating was required. To make figures 5.16and 5.17
comparable the three scoresfor the 'solution' in the Table condition have been averaged.)
In the Mapping Condition subjectswere asked to rate the following aspectsof the
explanation:

the explanationthat both cars travel the samedistanceso the ratex timefor both will be
equalsincethedistancesare equal('distancesequal'in figure 5.17);
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somevaluesin theproblemstatementcanbe mappedto theequation('mappedvalues');
the requirementto find any differencesbetweenthe timesand ratesfor the vehicles('find
differences');
the explanationthat thesederived differencescanbe mappedto the equation(,map
derived values).
5
4.5

4
3.5
3
2.5

2
ca

0.5
co 0

problem d-sxt
statement

distance$
equal

equation

una
map
mapping
values differences derived
values

equation

solution

Eigure 5.17. Average radng scoresfor 'understanding In the Mapping Condition.

Taking all the individual scores together, the averagescore in both conditions is virtually
the same:4.3 in the Table Condition and 4.2 in the Mapping Condition, corresponding to 'I
think I understand this reasonably well'. The scoresfor each subjectwere calculated
separately and compared with their performance on the transfer task (seeAppendix 2 for
the raw data), In the Table Condition the correlation between the subjects'assessmentof
their understanding and their performance was low (r = 0.18). In the Mapping Condition,
on the other hand, the correlation was high (r= 0.82).

5.1.

Problem understanding and performance

Both groups of kubjectsclaimed to understand the explanations of their respective texts
either 'reasonably well' or 'perfectly' in both the Table and Mapping conditions. The
hypothesis that the subjects in the Table Condition would find it harder to understand the
explanation they were given, since more Werenceswere involved, was not supported,
In the Table Condition, the subjects' own perception of how well they understood the
explanation provided bore no relation to how well they did in the transfer task. There
was no correlation between the actual scoresof the subjectsand their assessmentof their
Condition,
Mapping
In
the
on the other hand, there was a significant
understanding.
correlation. This latter result is unlikely to be becausethe subjectswere better able to
assesstheir own understanding than the subjectsin the Table Condition. The difference
must reside in the type of explanation provided for the example problems.
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When subjectssay they understand something, that understanding is confined to the
They
but
the
understand
problem
presented.
not necessarilyhow to
specific example
kind
that
information.
If the
it
the
explanation
provides
problem
of
tinless
adapt
for
dealing
with problems of a particular type and subjects
a
strategy
example provides
likely
be
it,
to
then
they
to
are
more
able to solve a transfer problem,
claim understand
Obviously the two groups are not referring to the same things when they say they
ounderstandperfectly'. In the Table Condition subjectsare presented with declarative
knowledge relevant to the specific example. In the Mapping Condition subjectshave more
information about the procedure and how to adapt it; their assessmentof how well they
declarative
information
both
to
the
about the specific example and
refers
understand
it
information
is
gives,
which
the
more pertinent to transfer than
procedural
general
about
the fonner.
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General Discussion
All of the predictions which were made from the analysis of the text of the distance-ratetime problems were confirmed in experiments 2 and 3. All areaswhere inferenceswere
needed, where operators were not explicitly stated and where mappings were 'blocked'
causeda significant number of errors. When thoseinferenceswere removed and the
relation between the problem givens and their role in the solution was made explicit,
significantly fewer errors were made. When information was provided about how to
adapt the problem, subjects were better able to solve a 'distant' variant of the problem
type. If subjectswere using IPS, then any variation, however minor, was predicted to be a
potential source of error, The resuts of experiments 2 and 3 showed that the particular
kinds of error can be predicted from an analysisof the exampleproblem and how it maps
onto the target. IFS assumesthat subjectsattempt to map correspondingvalues from one
is
The
to infer what operations to apply to the mapped
to
step
next
problem another.
values in a step-by-stepfashion by comparing the source to the target. Subjectsoften had
to infer how one step was transformed into another in Reedet al.'s example and then had
to apply that transformation in the target problem. When information was supplied
about what transformations to apply to guide the adaptation of the problem, transfer was
much more successful.
When more generalinformation was provided, for example,about the need to find
differences between the speedsand times of the vehicles,that information could be used to
guide their adaptation of the example problem, leading to more successfultransfer.
Other evidence for a heavy reliance on imitation as a problem solving strategy was shown
by subjectswho unnecessarilyadapted the exerciseproblem to make it look more like the
practice problený. The overt imitation and over-transfer exhibited by the subjectsshows
how greatly they relied on the surface features of problems. In experiment 2, even those
had
the
acquired only the vaguest representation
problem
subjectswho successfullysolved
of the solution procedure from the example problem, sincemost correct answersin the Table
Condition also included the 4/2 instead of 2. Such 'superstitious' behaviour suggeststhat
the subjectsdid not have a clear understanding of the example problem and were merely
knowledge,
hope,
than
the
that it would work.
in
the
rather
copying the procedure
Subjectswho have only a 'primary' understanding of the problem concentrateon its surface
features. They do not necessarilyunderstand it at a deeper or more abstract level. Their
understanding is context specific.
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In the field of pedagogy, a shift is needed from labelling subjectsas 'good' or 'poor'
how
basis
they processand understand explanationsin textbooks.
the
of
on
performers
Ibis is not to say that individual differences do not exist. It is just more useful to shift the
focus of attention to the structure of the expository text rather than looking at the 'failure'
This
focus
help
to
shift
of
might
understand.
us advanceour
subjects
of particular
behaviour,
help
and
solving
may
maximize the rate at which
problem
of
understanding
learn,
students
all
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

The central argument of this thesis has been that the structure of a textbook and the
examples it provides strongly influence the behaviour of novices as they use them to solve
exerciseproblems. This chapter goesover the main argumentsadduced to justify regarding
imitation as the predominant processin much of novice problem solving from textbook
examples. I review how the interpretation theory can reveal the relationship between
the structure of source and target problems on one hand, and the likely behaviour of the
solver on the other. The chapter concludes with a discussion of some of the implications of
this researchand suggestionsfor further study.

1.
The arguments for the importance of imitation in Problem
solving
By virtue of their lack of domain-relevantknowledge,novicesrely on,surfacefeaturesof
examplesto solvetestproblems.Theprocesstheyusein sodoing hasbeenreferredto as
Imitative ProblemSolving. By using imitation,novicescanmap the surfacefeaturesof the
problemsand apply the transformationsthat took placein the earlierproblem to the new
one. Wherethe test problem is a closevariant of the example,imitation will often yield
a successfulresult, Themore an examplehas to be adapted,the lesslikely it is that
noviceswill be able to solve the testproblem,
Severalreasonswere advancedas to why we should regardimitation as theprime method
for problemsolving by novices.First of all, noviceshavenot yet developedthe domain.
specificschemasnecessaryto organize,interpretand integratenew information. Lacking
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the necessaryschemasfor making senseof new material, novices tend to processexpository
material in a superficial manner.
Secondly, the way novices represent problems limits their ability to make inferences and
adapt the source problem to solve a target. 7he representationsnovices have of both an
exerciseproblem and any relevant source example are likely to be incomplete, and
fragmentary. When novices come to do exerciseproblems later, they have to rely on
imitating the examples. It is the only information they have to go on. For this reason a
variant of a problem type that is even slightly different from the example will cause
difficulties for novices.
Thirdly, I argued that the structure of problems, which may wen be analogous,may not be
known to, or understood by, the novice. This seemsto fly in the face of the evidence that
devices
(e.
Gentner,
lean-dng
1983;Anderson & Thompson, 1989),
g.
powerful
analogiesare
However, the argument depends on the purpose of the analogy and its nature. For
be
in
texts
very useful pedagogical devices. Expository
can
often
example, analogies
analogieshave been shown to enhancesubjects' ability to generateinferencesin anew
domain (e.g. Donnelly & McDaniel, 1993;Gentner & Gentner, 1983). However, they work
only when the subject already has the relevant prior knowledge of the basedomain. The
by
APS
Gick & Holyoak (1980;1983)went
in
involved
into
the
carried
out
processes
studies
base
domain
both
further
the
in
that
the
and the target were unknown to the
sense
one step
domain
base
had
is,
That
the
to be taught before subjectswere
to
the
subject prior
studies.
presented with the target. This is also the casein scientific domains where new concepts,
and examples are first taught before exerciseproblems are presented, Nevertheless,
problems such as the Fortress and Radiation problems have a relatively simple structure
which is easy to recall. The relations involved are ones we already know; that is, we can
understand the motivations of the protagonists, we know what it means to divide an army
into groups, we can seethat simultaneously converging on the fortress meansthat the
whole of the original strong force is brought to bear, and so on. In scientific domains the
nature of the relations between the elementsof a problem may not be well known or
understood.

Whenthe baseproblemcontainsnovelconceptsand thereis a complexnetworkof relations
betweenthem,asIs thecasein mostsciencetexts,we cannotassumethat novicescan
readily understand the explanation of example solutions. They may not be aware of the
underlying structure of the example problem. If this is the casethey cannot use structural
analogy to solve a new problem of the samekind. Successfullysolving a new problem
which is a close variant of the example can be accomplished by imitating it. This does not
require an understanding of the underlying structure.
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A fourth argument concernedthe nature of in-dtationas a 'useful' cognitive process. In
solving problems, human beings will tend to take a path that involves the least cognitive
effort. Very often the simplest way of solving a problem Is to think of a similar one we
have solved in the past and use that solution. Repeatinga sequenceof actions which was
successfulin achieving one's goals is a rational strategy, as long as the context remains
by
less
Imitating
performed
others is likewise a
of
actions
more or
the same.
a sequence
useful strategy. So imitating a textbook example should normally result in a successful
solution, if the target problem and source are seenas similar.
By relying on the perceptually similar features of problems novices make the reasonable
assumption that the underlying structural or conceptual features are likely to be similar
also. Solving a problem from an understanding of the structure of the problem is
computationally demanding, it is simpler to imitate an earlier one. In terms of cognitive
effort, imitation is thus an economical strategy.

A fifth argument adduced was that induction is conservative. Novices are sensitive to the
Their
from
to
generalize
in
the
ability
are
embedded.
specific contexts which
examples
those contexts is often limited becausethey may not know what inferencesare justified or
induction'
'conservative
(Medin
is
This
different
the
in
of
principle
appropriate
context.
a
& Ross, 1989).

2.

Imitative Problem Solving and the interpretation theory

If novices imitate an example without fully understanding Its structure, this has
important consequencesfor how we investigate the processesthey use. The interpretation
theory introduced in Chapter 3 described a methodology that allows us to seeboth the
structure of textbook examplesand how they map onto test problems. The degree to which
they map is predlctive of the difficulty that novices have in imitating examples to solve
We
transfer.
test
It
can simply count the places where
of
a
metric
a
problem. also provides
inferenceshave to be made, either becausethe explanation is not comprehensive, or
becausethe two problems do not map directly. The more inferencesthat have to be made,
the more difficult it is to adapt the problem to solve a targetl . The interpretation theory,

I It goes without saying that someinferencesare easierto makethan others. In any
particular area the relative difficulty of generating inferencesis an empirical question.
The researchpresentedhere emphasizesthat wherever there are inferencesthere is
likely to be a source of difficulty.
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when used to describe the relations between a problem statementand its solution and
between an example problem and a test problem, provides an explanation for
many of the
findings in the literature about the difficulties of transfer between problems. Even though
problems may have the sameunderlying principle or equation, novices are often asked to
solve exercise problems which are different from what they were taught to solve.

Textbooksin formal domainssuchasmathematics,
scienceandcomputerprogramming -,
have a particular stereotypicallayout (Beck& McKeown,1989;Kieras,1983;Sweller&
Cooper,1985).The interpretationtheoryprovidesa way of examiningsuchtextsat a
coarsegrain to illuminate the overall structureof the text and to indicatewhere the text
may deviatefrom the structurethat expositorytextsarepresumedto have. Studentscome
to such textbookswith certainexpectationsabouthow the materialin the book will be
have
likely
for
They
how suchtextbooksare organized. Each
to
scheM4
are
a
presented.
chapterusually containsinformationaboutnovel concepts,rules and relationswhich are
then illustratedusing exampleproblemsand solutions. Thesearethenfollowedby a
numberof exerciseproblems.Whenreadingtrainingtextsandattemptingsubsequent,
problems,studentsare likely to assumethat all the informationrelevantto the solution of
the testproblemhasbeenpresented.Thatis, the studentsmay not expectto haveto make
many inferenceswhen studying the training materialfor the first time. Oneof the usesto
which the interpretationtheorycanbe put is to examinehow successfullya text conforms
to this schema,and, as a corollary,whereviolation of the schemais likely to lead to error
and misapprehension.,

Implications for textbook design and suggestionsfor future
3.
research
The researchreported here has concentratedon the structure of texts in formal domains
such as science,mathematics and computer programming, It is not within the scope of the
thesis to deal with specific aspectsof text structure such as the use of summaries,advance
organizers, headingS2,or the like (seeNewton, 1990). It has not dealt with how the
Interpretation theory can be extended to cover other domains that have a less well
defined structure, such as texts in the social sciencesor the arts. The kinds of examples
found in other areasare often much less well defined, It remains to be seenhow far the

2ThIs doesnot

mean that it is impossiblefor theseaspectsof text structure to be coded
using the interpretation theory.
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theory can be 'stretched' to deal with less formal but nonetheless'knowledge-rich'
domains.

The studies reported in chapter 5 have shown that subjects' understanding of new material
is often superficial, even though they claim to understand it 'perfectly'. 7bey have also
shown how the verbal explanations of certain problem types can be improved by removing
the need to make inferences,and by adding more information about how the example
relates to a range of problems of the same type. This does not mean that the 'improved'
explanations were in any sense'optimal', merely that they were better than the original
ones. Nevertheless, this research underlines the fact that the relations between a
problem statement and its solution should be presentedas comprehensively as possible.
Similarly, the relation between the example and a range of problems of the same type
should also be explained. That is, the underlying schernaor principle and how it relates
to a range of problems should be explained as clearly as possible. For the samereason, the
use of hints to refer to earlier problem should be given, since novices have often great
difficulty in making the necessarytext-reinstatement inferences. We cannot assume that
the novices have learned or understood everything in earlier sections,
Much has been written about people's understanding of narrative texts. Yet given the vast
body of technical prose that exists, probably outnumbering narrative prose in its variety,
it is strange that it should have been relatively neglected until recently. The range of
such technical prose is wide, from manuals on how to operate a VCR to textbooks on
highly
demands
trained workforce. Since
field
A
a
theory.
technological
society
quantum
much of this training comesfrom textbooks,it is important we get them right. This thesis
has shown that by improving the quality of textbook explanations and examples,we can
increase the likelihood that students will learn from them and apply their leaming to
new contexts. Much of the onus is on the writer,
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 Experiment I'
A. I. I. Instructions for experiment 1
A. 1.2 Tabulation of results (experiment 1)

Appendix

2. Experiments 2 and 3

A.2.1 Resultstablesfor experiment2
A. 2.1.1 Codings for results in experiments2 and 3
A. 2.2 Results tables for experiment 3
A. 2.3 Subjects'understanding ratings in experiment 3

Appendix 3 Think-aloud protocols for subject in SOLO task
A. 3.1 Think aloud protocol from Sl: Reading the main text of the SOLO training

manual
A.3.2 Think aloud protocolfrom Sl: Readingthe appendixof the SOLOtraining
manual
A. 3,3 SOLO test problems
A. 3.3.1. Problem I

A.3.3.2Problem2
A, 3.3.3 Problem 3
A. 3-3 Think aloud protocol from SI: Solving the first SOLO problem
A. M. Think aloud protocol from SI: Solving the secondSOLO problem
A. 3.5 Think aloud protocol from SI: Solving the third SOLO problem
A. 3.6 Think aloud protocol from S2:Solving the first SOLO problem
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Appendix 1 Experiment 1
A. M. Instructions for experiment 1
Sheet-1. Read this sheet and In the boxes under column I write a number from 1 to
5 to show how well you think you have understood the statements or the PROLOG
clauses according to the following code:
5: Understand perfectly 4: Understand reasonably well
3: 1 think I have got the
2: Don't quite understand
1: Don't understand at
gist
all

A hierarchy of animals
FACrS

Col.I

This part states which categoriesof things are animals,
examplesof category membersand more specific examples:

isa(mammal animal)
isa(bird animal).
isa(fish animal).
isa(trout fish).
isa(Trigger horse).
isa(Butchdog).
isa(jaws fish).

0

isa(dog mammal).
isa(bat mammal),
isa(shark fish).
isa(albatross bird).

This part gives the features of categoriesmentioned
above and somefeatures of some specific examples:
has(mammal milk).
has(mammal fur).
has(bird feathers).
has(bird wings),
has(fish gills).
has(fish fins).

Col.2

has(dog tail).
has(dog teeth).
has(shark dorsal-fin).
has(horsehooves).
has(horsemane).
has(albatrossbig-wings),

o
00

0

Fl

RULE
This rule states that if something is an exampleof a category
(for instance Trigger is an exampleof a horse) then it has the
Samefeatures as other membersof that category (that is, if
Trigger is a horse then Trigger has hoovesand a maneand has
fi1r, etc)
A
If
has(_Something
-Some-feature)
&
isa(-Something
-Category-member)
has(-Category-member
_Some-feature).
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SheetA. Read this sheet and In the boxes under column 1 write a number from 1 to
5 to show how well you think you have understoodthe statementsor the PROLOG
clauses according to the following code:
5: Understand perfectly 4: Understand reasonably well 3: 1think I have got the
2: Don't quite understand
1: Don't understandat
gist
all

A Train Timetable
FACTS

This part stateswhich trains leavefrom which stations,
departs(Trainl GLASGOW).
departs(Train.
2 DUNDEE).
departs(Train3ABERDEEN).
departs(Train4BIRMINGHAM).
departs(Train5LONDON).
This part stateswhich trains arrive at which stations:
arrives(Trainl BIRMINGHAM).
arrives(Train2 GLASGOW).
arrives(Train3 DUNDEE).
arrives(Train4 LONDON).
arrives(Train5 DOVER).
RULES
This rule statesthat if the sametrain leavesStationl and arrives
at Station2 then St4tionl and Station2are directly linked:
B
direct-link(_Stationl
if
-Station2)
departsLTrain
&
-Stationl)
arrives(-Train -Statign2).
This rule statesthat you cangetfrom onestationto anotherif
thesestations are linked either directly or thereare other
linked stationson the way,
C
connected(_Stationl, _Station2)if
direct-link(-Stationl
-Station2).
connected(_Stationl_Station3)if
&
direct-link(_Stationl
-Station2)
connected(_Station2-Station3).
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Sheet 3. Read this sheet and In the boxes write a number from 1 to 5 to show how
well you think you have understood the statements or the PROLOG clauses according
to the following code:
6: Understand perfectly 4: Understand reasonably well
3: 1 think I have got the
2: Don't quite understand
1: Don't understand at
gist
all
Food Preferences
FACTS

Col.I

Here iS 4 d4t4b4Se of food f4cts':

1: 1

isa(meat food).
isa(beef meat).
isa(poultry food).
isa(chicken poultry).
isa(vegetables food). isa(root vegetable).
isa(pulses food).
isa(leaf vegetable).
isa(grain food),
isa(trout fish).
isa(fish food). isa(salmon fish).
isa(carrot root).
isa(lentils pulses).
isa(potato root).
isa(apple fruit).
isa(lettuce leaf).
isa(rice grain).

isa(cabbageleaf),
Here is what vegetariansand carnivores eat:

F7
[: ]

eat(vegetariansvegetables).
eat(vegetarianspulses).
eat(vegetariansfruit),
eat(vegetariansgrain).
eat(camivoresmeat).
eat(carnivores fish).
eat(camivorespoultry).
1)
Now suppose that you were given the problem to write a rule or rules to represent
what it is that omnivores eat. Think about this for a few minutes and then look at the
other two sheets with the train timetables and the hierarchy of animals and, in the
second column of boxes, tick anything that you think would help you solve the problem,
2)
Choose between rules A, B and C on the other two sheetswhich one you think
would be the most useful to you in solving the problem and write your answer in this box,
3)
Which of these do you think would be the most likely first line of your rule (tick
the appropriate box).
[]
eat(-Omnivores _X) If
eat(-X food) if ...;
[]
If
eat(omnivores food) if ...
eat(omnivores
-X)
4)
Are you acquainted with Prolog or any other artificial intelligence language
Yes / No
outside the D309 course? (delete which does not apply)
5)
(Optional) Try writing the rule. If you do so, could you please tick everything
that you refer to on these sheetswhile solving the problem adding a tick every time you
do so.
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A. 1.2 Tabulation of results (experiment 1)

E.D1

Explanation of Database I

D1

Database I

E.RI

Explanation of Rule I

RI

Rule I

R2a

The first part of Rule 2

R2b

The secondpart of Rule 2

Mod

The rule chosenas a model for the omnivore problem

Ist I

The first line chosenfor the omnivore problem

AI

Acquaintance with Al language outside the D309 course

I

SHEET 2

SHEET I
7u-bi R.D

DI

I ED I D2 I ER I RI

LD I DI L ED I D2 I ll, R I El
2
1
1

SHEET 3

TEST

I E.R I R24 1 R2b E I DI T-E-D-T D2
-D
2
12
1
1

Mo

Istl

Al

4555545555555565565

A

454543555545555545

C

3

4545555555456555555

A

3

7gr

5555625555555555555

A

3

86

3545445555554545525

A

3

37-

4444435656433435455

B

3

-9 -8

5555555655555555555

n/a

3

555555555555555555,5

A

2

SIO

5555555555555555555

A

3

7gTT

5454555555555

C

1 y

n/a

2

565655555556555555

B

3

55554

A

i

A

3

S2

' 555555
555

55555455444,4

-TI-4

's

.45555555555555

VI 5- 5456545555544435556
M16

4444324444442224444

TOT

7 21 7 61 7 01 7 71 7 31 641 791 74

3
79

741 711 74

7 21 7 41 65 17 91 7 31 75

7 i9

1
4
60
4.50 4,751 4.671 4.811 4,5614,001 4,941 4.931 4,941 4.9314.731 4.631 4.501 4,631 4.3314,941 4.871 ý±
4,
Q
ile
,d
.
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Appendix 2. Experiments 2 and 3
A. M. Results tables for experiment 2
A. ZI. I. Codings for results in experiments 2 and 3

Table-> equation.In the TableConditionsthe subjects'solutionsarecodeddependingon
whether the table has beencompletelyand correctly filled, partially filled (usually the
timeand speedcolumnsonly), and whetherthe valuesin the boxeshavebeenmappedon
to the correct equation. 7bey are coded according to the foUowing scheme:

f

meansthat the table was correctly filled;
meansthat the table was partially filled (i.e. the 'distance'column-was
incorreqly filled or was not completed);

pf
wf

-

meansthat the table was filled incorrectlyor boxeswere not filled;
meansthat the elementswerecorrectlymappedto the equation;

-

meansthat the elementswerenot mappedto the equation;
meansthat the subjecteraseda correctanswer.

mrM
er

Mappedelements.In the Mapping Conditions subjects' responseswere coded for the number
of elements correctly Identified. For example, in the distant condition if a subject has
written 7,10 and 9, this would be coded as 3 elements. If the subjecthas written 7,10 and (s
+ 15), this would be coded as 4 elements,since the s is taken as evidence that the subject
has called the speed of the other vehicle s. Examplesof the coding would be:
4e-m

-4

le-nm -I

elementscorrectly mapped to equation;
element identified but not mapped to equation.
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Table/Close Condition
frame
error

Subject

Overall
score

correct
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

S1

3

1

1

1

S2

0

0

0

0

S3

3

1

f/M

S4

3

1

f/M

S5

3

1

f/M

S6

3

1

f/M

S7

3

1

f/M

S8

0

0

1

0

S9

0

0

0

0

sio

2

1

1

0

quantity
error

inatctung
error

non-algeb
solution

wrong
equation

table->
equation

f/M
1

1

wf/run

Wf1m

1

wf/run
-1 f/M-1

Table/Distant condition
Overall
score

corTect
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

quantity
error

Sil

0

0

0

0

1

S12

1

0

0

0

S13

2

0

1

1

S14

0

0

0

0

sis

2

0

1

0

1

S16

0

0

0

0

1

S17

0

0

0

0

1

S18

0

0

0

0

S19

2

0

1

0

S20

2

0

1

0

Subject

matching
error

non-algeb
solution

1

wrong
equation

table->
equation

1

wf/run
4pf/run

1

Wf/M
1

1

1

4f/M
1?

1

wf/run

wf/ran

1

Wf/run
wf/nn

1

JibleA. 2.2. Summary of responsesin TabjC/Distant Condition.
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Mappingiclose condition
correct
solution

correct
equation

Correct
answer

S21

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S22

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S23

3

1

4e-m

S24

3

1

4e-m

S25

2

1

1

0

4e-m

S26

3

1

1

0

4e-m

S27

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S28

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S29

0

0

0

0

Subject

S30

1

2

1

0

quantity
error

matclung
error

ffa-me
error

Overall
score

non-algeb- wrong
solution
equation

7

rmvpidd
elements

4e-rn

Mapping/distant condition,
matching
error

frame
error

non-algeb wrong
solution
equation

mapped
elements

Overall
score

correct
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

quantity
error

S31

3

1

1

1

1

S32

3

1

1

1

S33

1

0

0

0

S34

2

0

1

0

S35

0

0

0

0

le-m

S36

2

1

1

0

4e-m

S37

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S38

0

0

0

0

S39

0

0

0

0

S40

0

0

Subject

4e-ra
4e-m

-4ýn-m
1

4e-m

1

le-m

0

Table A,2.4, SumMaX of regultsin Mapl2ing/Distant Condition.
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A. 2.2. Results tables for experiment 3
Table/Distant Condition
frame
error

non-algeb
solution

wrong
equation

table->
equation

x

x

x

pf/run

x

x

x

x

X?

Subject

overall
score

correct
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

quantity
error

S1

1

0

0

1

x

S2

0

0

0

1

S3

1

0

0

0

S4

1

0

0

0

S5

0

0

0

0

x

wf/run

56

2

0

1

1

x

WUM

S7

0

0

0

1

S8

0

0

0

0

S9

1

0

0

0

SO

1

0

0

0

Sil

0

0

0

0

S12

1

0

0

0

x

quanttty
error

matching
error

1

Ix

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

f/rim

x

f/rwn

x

wf/run

x

wf/run

x

pf/run

x (t)

pf/rIM

f/m -er
x

x

pf/ran

wrong
equation

mapped
elements

Mapping/distant condition
Subject

correct
solution

correct
equation

correct
answer

S13

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S14

2

0

1

0

4e-m

SIS

0

0

0

0

S16

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S17

3

1

1

1

4e-m

S18

0

0

0

1

S19

1

0

0

1

S20

2

0

1

1

xI

S21

1

0

0

1

xI

S22

2

0

1

0

S23

2

0

1

0
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non-algeb
solution
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error

overall
$core

le-m

x

x

X?

3e-m

X?

4e-m
I

X?

3e-m
4e-m
4e-m

x

3e-m
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A. 2.3. Subjects' understanding ratings in experiment 3
Table Condition:
Subj

Qu.
d=sxt
Overall

goal

3/2

speeds rep -D table

Equ.

S1

55

5

5

5

5

4

44

S2

55

4

5

5

5

4

5

S3

45

5

4

5

5

5

53

S4

55

4

3

5

4

4

4

S5

45

5

4

5

5

4

S6

35

3

3

5

4

S7

34

3

3

3

S8

45

5

4

S9

55

5

S10

55

S11
S12

Sol,

Tot

42

1

42.5

0

41

1

36.5

1

33

38

0

5

23

33

2

3

5

22

28

0

5

4

3

2

34.5

0

5

5

5

5

54

44

1

5

4

5

5

5

5

4.5

41.5

1

44

5

4

5

5

5

5

4.5

41.5

0

55

5

4

5

5

5

5

4.5

43,5

0

Table A. 2.7 Summary of 'UnderStanding'scoles

4.5

2.5

2,5

Total.

466

Average:

38.83

Mean score:

4.3

fgr the lable Condition
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Mapping Condition:
d=sxt dl=d2 equat, mapl
Sub! Qu.
Overall

diffs.

map2 Equ.

Sol.

Tot

Score
S13

45

4

4

5

4

5

55

41

3

S14

55

5

4

5

4

3

44

39

2

S15

35

4

1

3

4

2

34

29

0

S16

45

5

5

5

5

4

55

43

3

S17

55

5

5

5

5

5

55

45

3

S18

45

3

3

4

3

4

33

32

0

S19

35

5

4

5

3

4

52

36

1

S20

55

5

5

5

5

4

55

44

2

S21

44

4

2

4

3

4

42

31

1

S22

55

5

4

5

5

5

55

44

2

S23

45

4

4

5

4

4

43

37

2

Total:

421

Average:

38.27

Meanscore:

4.2
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Appendix 3 Think-aloud protocols for subject in SOLO task
A. 3.1 Think aloud protocol from SI: Reading the main text of the SOLO
training manual
Page8, under the heading 'Objectives', I'm given under paragraph 2a list of terms which I
I
define
be
I
to
whose
and
relevance
will be able to state to models of
able
am advised will
cognitive processing. It then goes on to give me various other objectives which I will be
able to achieve under paragraph 3 and paragraph 4 which are OK Paragraph 5 says I
will be able to explain why 'representation' is a problem. I would have thought if I was to
be discussing representation it should be a term that's included in the list of terms I would
be able to define and whose relevance I will be able to state, but it's not.
On various pages I have to keep looking back to find out what the definition of symbol, or
symbol structure, or procedure, or basic operation is, Page15 start of the secondline in the
second paragraph -I don't know what a 'construct' is. What I mean by that is I've never
come acrossthe word in this context before, so I've got to try to figure out from the context
be
it
interpretation
it
therefore
may
or
not
correct
of
may
my
exactly what means
OK, this is page 27, and I am typing in NOTE ROVER LIKES FIDO. It's taken me four goes
to get it becauseI didn't notice there were spacesbetween the end of the first node and
dashes,and the beginning of the relation, and then after the relation and before the
second node. But I finally got it.
This is still the samepage. I am being somewhat scuppered in my understanding here by
the fact that page 26 in the middle says 'the actual number of the dasheswe type to draw
the arrows is unimportant. One or more on each side of the relation name will work,
whereas according to the program I'm working, it seemsone won't work - it has to be three
or elsel
Yes, that definitely seemsto be the case. I've tried typing it in with one dash, which
doesn't work, with three dasheswhich does work, and with four dasheswhich doeswt
work. So the instructions in my book are contrary to the instructions on this machine.
This is still page 27, and it's SAQ 3. In order to get this FOO BAZ GORT thing, I've put in
the FOO BAZ GORT and FOO XLIBRIJK becauseI don't suppose it's in this program,
have
I
NOTE
in,
in
to
type
In
to
the
spaceFOO spacedash dash
rest
already.
order get
,
dash LOON space dash dash dash, the arrow thing, spaceFUNG. I missed a space there
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before the LOON but there is one. And then I have to do NOTE spaceFOO spacedash
dash dash spaceMXLPLTZ spacedash dash dash, a space,GLURTO. I'll just check my
answer. pause Mich seemsto be correct as I'd already worked out becausethe computer
has accepted it. Goody. Next page.
Page28. to end up with ZOG BLORT GRONK and ZOB FI FUM, we would have to type in
FORGET ZOG spacedash dash dash spaceGZORN spacedash dash dash, a spaceFOO,
dash
dash
dash spaceBAZ spacedash dash
ZOG
ZOG,
FORGET
space
sorry,
space
and
dash, a space PLRT.
Page 29. It would have been just slightly handier if the description of which key was used
for the arrow head came a couple of pages earlier.

Page30. I'm omitting SAQ4 becauseit doesn'tappearto apply,mostof it doesn'tappear
to apply with the particular programof SOLOI'm using.
The question at the bottom of page 30. The secondstructure is OK becauseeachfirst node
has only one relation name coming from it, whereas in the first structure the first node has
the same relation name coming from it twice which isn't allowable.
SAQ 5. You would have to type in FORGETJOHN ISA MAN, FORGETJOHN BREEDS
SHEEP,FORGETJOHN MAKE MONEY, and type in JOHN BREEDSANIMALS, JOHN
MAKES PAINTINGS, JOHN HAS PNEUMONIA.
SAQ6 a ABSENT. b ABSENT. c ABSENT dash OOPS- THE PROCEDUREFOR CHECK
IS CHECK dash dash etc etc etc. Yes!.
Ibis is page 34. It's a few Idays since I last did this and I've just tried the CHECK
procedure. I've had difficulty becauseI forgot I had to have a spaceafter the object and
before the first set of dashes and after the dashes and... after the relation and before the
value.

MAN, b PRESENT,
This is SAQ7. Theanswersare as foUows: a PRESENT
c ABSENT,d
puse OOPS- THE FORMATSFORCHECKAREetc. Yes,that seemsto be right.
I'm on page 38 here, and just for fun I've typed in the TO GRUMBLE instructions on my
machine. It doesn't make it particularly clear on the page whether I have to type in the
three dots and the colon between numbers one two three and the final instruction DONE. I
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didn't put them in and I notice the machine put them in for me. I don't know if that's
standard or what I would help if the page said something.

Pages40 and 4L 1hate this automatedtelephonedirectory example. I don't think it
makesanything clearat all. I can understandthe automatedtelephonedirectory analogy
only becauseI understandthroughoutthewholebookwhat I'm requiredto do, and
thereforeI canunderstandthe example.But it works that way round and not the other
way round, which is presumablythe intention.
OK, we're on page 40 now, and I'm reading the instructions about defining proceduresand
about parameters. I'm probably getting a bit ahead of the instructions here, and I'm going
to find out the answers to this question on the next page,but anyway here It is: I've been
told, for instance, that to define an INSULT procedure I would type TO INSULT X with
the X in slant brackets and then go on and define the INSULT procedure. Page40 then goes
on to say that the program will apply the INSULT procedure to anything within the
parameter slot, which seemsto make sense,but according to the example it gives at the
top of page 40, it will apply it to single namessuch as HARRY or MARCIA but it won't
apply it to FRED, HARRY and SOPHIA, However, there's nothing on the rest of page 40
to explain why the parameter can't be three words plus spacesplus commas, So although I
know, for instance, that if I try to apply the DESCRIBEprocedure to say FIDO and MARY
it won't be acceptedbecauseit can only describeone thing at a time. The description of
for
It
instance,
have been
doesn't
40
this
might,
clear.
make
actually
parameters on page
for
X
in
instead
the parameter to put in
the
example
an
of
putting
more straightforward
the word NODE becausepresumably that's going to be all that can ever go within the
parameter box. That is one particular node at a time. Although, on reflection, I suppose
putting in the word NODE inside the parameter brackets would be slightly confusing too,
becausepresumably it doesn't have to relate only to nodes which are already within the
system, Why doh't I read page 42 and seeif it helps,
Yes I'm right. Half way down page 42 it tells me that parameter names have the same
helped
have
SOLO,
It
would
really if that had been on
constraints as other names within
page 40,1 think.

Page 40 again. Not fairl I just tried to makethe think list describeafter readingthe LIST
becauseIan saysthat DESCRIBE
isn't a procedurelike
thing and It won't list DESCRIBE
built
Into
SOLOitself.
It's
the
something
all
other procedures,
SAQ8on page44."a SOLOwould respondby printing LETME SAYTHAT FIDOIS
REALLYGREATIN FACTI WOULDHAVE TO SAYTHAT FIDOIS SUPER.Answer to b.
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TO PRAISE /X/ I PRINT inverted commas LET ME SAY THAT inverted commasbracketsX
brackets inverted commas IS REALLY GREAT inverted commas2 PRINT inverted commas
YES inverted commas brackets X brackets inverted commas IS TOO MUCH inverted
I'M
SOLD
ON
inverted
brackets
X
in
PRINT
inverted
3
the X bit
commas
commas
commas
(?). Answer to c. if we typed in PRAISEFIDO, SOLO would print LET ME SAY THAT
FIDO IS REALLY GREAT, YES,FIDO IS TOO MUCH, IM SOLD ON FIDO.

AM I'm wrong! I didn't realizethat the blank spacesafter 3 and I would eliminatesteps3
and 1,so,I'm wrong.
This is page 45, and it's study activity... study centre activity 3. And I'm having problems
definition
PRAISE
I've
in
I'm
1.
just
the
trying to get
of
put
my
procedure,
and
number
with
it listed, and it's saying it can't find the definition of it to list. So I must have done
let's
like
OK,
it
try
space
or
something,
a...
so
again,
got
wrong
somewhere
all
something
it at last. The problem was I didn! t have a space between the PRAISE and the first
bracket of the parameter in my definition of the description, and that was becauseI didn't
think there was one in the book on page 44, which was where I was looking, and I think
there may be, it's just not terribly clear.
Right, here we are at SAQ 9 on page 51. The answer to a), JUDGE FIDO, would be FIDO IS
A FINE DOG, AND THAT'S ALL I HAVE TO SAY. The answer to b), JUDGEJOHN, is
HERE'S MY OPINION OF JOHNý pause, JOHN IS ALL RIGHT pause,AND THAT'S ALL
I HAVE TO SAY. The answer to c) Is, pause,HERE'S MY OPINION OF MARY, MARY IS
VERY THOUGHTFUL, AND THAT'S ALL I HAVE TO SAY. pause,.And that seemsto be
book.
back
the
to
the
of
according
correct
This is page 56. STUDY CENTREACTIVITY 4 which says 'Define your own procedure
UNHEALTHY
if
ASSESS
someone either drinks whisky or that
which
prints
out
called
beer.
drinks
'
The
instruction only asksme to have
both
cigarettes
and
smokes
person
if
But
I
UNHEALTHY
certain
conditions
are
met.
suppose that means if the
out
printing
have
I'm
like...
to
HEALTHY,
something
else
going
printed
met
out,
aren't
conditions
Right. Well. It's got to be something like... TO ASSESS/X/, 1 CHECK /X/ DRINKS
WHISKY, 1A IF PRESENT: PRINT 'UNHEALTHY; pause EXIT, 113IF ABSENT, pause
CONTINUE. pause.Now the problem with the having to smoke cigarettes and drinking
beer in order to be unhealthy is: I'm going to have to have It continuing on to the next
have
I
both
first,
that
before
to
the
conditions
sure
make
met
after
printing out
condition
UNHEALTHY. So 2 has got to be ... what? OK 2 has got to be CHECK /X/ DR24KS
BEER,2A IF PRESENTCONTINUE pause 2B IF ABSENT PRINT HEALTHY,- EXIT, then
IF
PRESENT
PRINT UNHEALTHY...
3A
CIGARETTES,
SMOKES
X
CHECK
3
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CONTINUE. No, not CONTRSJUE.I can have EXIT there, can't I. Then'313IF
ABSENT
PRINT HEALTHY pause EXIT then DONE. Right.

Right, sincethat wasjust madeup off the top of my headwithout actually
writing it down
and trying it, what I'm going to do now is play all that backwhat I just said and type it
into the computerand seeif that works. pause.Right. Severalminutes later...
and, yes, it
doeswork. Goodfor me. Gold star. Paton thehead.
(Checkingprogramat backof the book the subjectdiscoversthat thereis a bug in the
SOLOprogram, Thenext part of the protocolbeginsfive weekslater.)
I'm on pages 56 and 57 which is the hierarchical programming starting. This is
where the
program went wrong before. So I'm reading it again, and I'll try to seeif it can.. if It works
this time. (reads)It seemsreasonably straightforward. I should imagine I'm going to
have problems with where I'm supposed to have spacesand where I'm not supposed to
have spaces,so we'll just try and have a see. I have a hangover today, so I'm not going to
be particularly intelligible or articulate, I should think. pause
I'm in the middle of shoving in some information to the databaseso that I can do the
exerciseon page 58. It's a real nuisance with this program that it doesn't retain what I put
into the database..from the previous time.
Page58. I've just put in all the things from the databaseand I've started typing in the
JUDGE procedure. I've got to JUDGE /X/ I PRINT 'HERE'S WHAT I THINJ< OF" and I
can't remember whether I'm supposed to have the inverted commas outside the /X/ which
is in slanting brackets or if I'm supposed to have them enclosedwithin the inverted
commas. So I've had to look at the previous page to discover that I'm supposed to have
the X in slanting brackets outside the inverted commas.

Yes,of course,I'm half way through it, and of courseI reachthe problem...which is that I
have to have the machineat someStage...distinguishbetweena rnaleX and a femaleX so
that it can print out either HE or SHE...whatever.
pause
Right,I've'typed in my JUDGEprocedureandmy PRAISEprocedure.Thisis SAQ 10on
JUDGE
FRED,
MARY,JUDGEJOHN and
JUDGE
58.
page and I'm now trying theexamples
JUDGEJOAN. JUDGEFREDandJUDGEMARYhaveworkedproperly, JUDGEJOHN
WITHIN
LINE
2
CHECK
hasn't because...
MUST
END
says
message
the
error
the...
um...
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WITH CONTINUE OR EXIT. Which I have to say is something I've forgotten already
once but I... I noticed it and remembered to correct it. This is obviously one I've missed so
I'm going to have to go back correct it before I seeurn... whether the thing wiU carry on
working. pause
Right, my problem is something which I thought might possibly happen which is that
I'm trying to get too many procedures within one step, and I As far as I can make out I can
...
only have... pause, For instance, under 2, if I have a CHECK procedure I can only have 2A
and 25, and my method has got 2A and 2B, and then 2BA and 2BB. Um... I wondered
whether this pausewas correct or not when I was in the middle of defining the JUDGE
procedure, but becausethe machine acceptedit and carried on printing 2BA and 2BB I
thought it was going to accept it, but it... I don't think it's going to work,

pause
Right, I've altered it now, so that the second subprocedure of line 2 now is 2B CONDEMN
/X/, so of coursenow I'm going to have to... um... define a CONDEMN procedure,which
should be reasonably straightforward. pause
I'm trying again to JUDGE FRED with my new JUDGEprocedure complete with
CONDEMN, and of coursemy previous amendmentof line 2 of my JUDGEprocedurewas
wrong becauseI forgot the dashes,another common mistake. So here we go, yet another
EDIT JUDGEprocedure.
pause
At last I've had it JUDGE FRED,JUDGE MARY, JUDGEJOHN, and JUDGEJOAN, and
I've got the correct answers' My JUDGEprocedure is as follows (subjectLISTsprocedure on
screenand reads it out)

TOJUDGE/X/
I PRINT"HERE'SWHAT I THINK OF" /X/
2 CHECK/X/ VOTESINDEPENDENT
2A PRAISE/X/; CONTINUE
2BCONDEMN /X/; CONTINUE
3 PRINT"AND THAT'S ALL I HAVE TO SAY"
DONE
My PRAISEPROCEDUREis (subjectLISTs procedure on screenand readsit out):
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TO PRAISE/X/
1 PRINT "I REALLY RESPECT" /X/
2 CHECK /X/ ISA WOMAN
2A PRINT "SHE IS AN INDEPENDENT THINKER"; EXIT
2B PRINT "HE IS AN INDEPENDENT THINKER"; EXIT
DONE

And my CONDEMNprocedureis...very similar. It is:
TO CONDEMN /X/
I CHECK /X/ ISA WOMAN
1A PRINT "SHE CAN'T THINK FOR HERSELF"; EXIT
IB PRINT "HE CAN'T THINK FOR HIMSELF"; EXIT
DONE

pause
I'm now reading the answer to SAQ10 on page 100which is... pretty... useful. It er... it
mentions at the bottom of the page that the control statement EXIT was used in the
definitions of PRAISE and CONDEMN, although of course, CONT11-41M
could also have
been used. I did think of that while I was printing in my definitions. I... I didn't '
...
mention it on the tape though. EXIT simply seemedto be... more... logical in terms of how I
was thinking about it. Although I did appreciate that CONTTNTJEwould work just as
well, becauseit would just... it would... it would simply continue out of the subprocedure
back into the main procedure whether you used EXIT or CONTINUE anyway. pause. But
EXIT seemed to finish the thing off more elegantly, I think.
I've read PROGRESSBOX 5 AND it seemsto make sense,although I... It's doubtful
whether I could actually... explain the concepts of flow of control quite'as neatly. I mean
all the conceptsflow of control , unconditional branching, and hierarchicalstructuring of
programsquite as'neatly as the box does. But I think I've grasped the conceptsnow, urn.
I'm going to leave it there and continue with page 60 and makinginferenceslater. 'Bye.

I'm on page60now doing ?nakinginferences,
and I've just gonebackto section4.2to remind
myself aboutwild card patternmatchingwhich I'd completelyforgottenabout. pause
Theexamplein section4.2patiseusesMARY LIKESFREDand usesthewild card symbol
in the this nodeposition to checkwhat MARY LIKES. I've beentyping It into the
computerjust becauseI find that'sa mucheasierway of gettingit into my head. go if you
FRED.just for my own interest
put in CHECKMARY ... LIKES--> ? it saysPRESENT
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and edification I've got CHECK MARY -- ? --> FRED and it just comesup with the
answer PRESENT. It doesn't say PRESENTLIKES or something like that. It does, of
course, tell me all that in section 4.2 anyway, but this is just a way of reinforcing my
learning of it. Again I'm finding it most annoying that the databaseI put in yesterday
isn't still there today, the computer having been switched off, but there you go.

Theinformation on page61doesn'tseemto me to be entirelycomplete,becauseI think I'll
have problemswith the particular SOLOprogram I'm working with. It"s explainingthat
the value of the variablecan only be one thing at one time and that 'any value which the
discarded
have
had
is
*
to makeroom for a new value which
previously
might
variable
the asteriskmight require asa result of a successfulmatch. That'sfair enough. And it
says 'if the matchis successfulthe nodewhich matchesthe questionmark in the given
[the]
That
becomes
*'
the
all makesreasonablesenseexceptthat the
value
of
pattern
SOLOprogramI'm working accepts...
more than onetriple with thesamemiddle node
it's
For
is
it?
I
don't
to,
think
supposed
example,I've just typed in MARY LIKES
which
FREDand MARY LIKESFIDO,you know NOTEMARY - LIKES-> FRED,NOTE
MARY - LIKES-> FIDO,and'the machine,of course,hasacceptedit. But if I now try
CHECKMARY - LIKES-> ? it only comesbackwith the answerFRED. Presumably
becausethat's the first one. Sothe wild card variablething is only going to go through
the information in the databaseuntil it finds one thing which matches,the first thing
which matches.It's not apparentlynot going to go through all the informationin the
databaseto find everythingthat matches,it's only going to go for the first oneit comes
across.
The little picture 'figure 8' on page 61 is as amusing as all the other little pictures in the
book but I don't know if it's a particularly brilliant analogy becauseit tends to suggest, to
me at least, that... someone who wasn't understanding this particularly might look at the
little box and say 'well, FRED's inside the variable thing therefore the variable's always
going to mean FRED'. Whereas of course it means anything that happens to fit whatever
the particular query is, So...something like a... a- fishing net, or something, would be
better. Sort of flying around and can pick anything out of a whole bunch of possible
variables, and only one will fit in the fishing net, or something like that. Shut up,
Kathryn.
Page62, the example right at the top of the.page, It gives FRED LIKES MARY and
SALLY PLAYS SQUASH 'follow carefully through the definition of SUSS'to see what's
going to happen. What's going to... what's going to happen is it's going to say.
HERE'S WHAT FRED LIKES
MARY IS THE ONE
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And if you try to SUSSSALLY it's just going to say...em,
HERE'S WHAT SALLY LIKES,

I GIVEUP
This is now SAQ 11 on page 64 . I'm just typing the information into the databaseSUSAN
ISA WOMAN and SUSAN LIKES CARPENTRY. And now I've got to redefine SUSS so
that if I type in SUSSSUSAN, SOLO will respond I KNOW SUSAN IS FOND OF
CARPENTRY. It says 'The answer to this problem will require you to be clear about the
difference between a parameter and a variable.' Well, clearly SUSAN is going to be the
box,
X
in-slanted-brackets
CARPENTRY is
fits
in
the...
the..
that
and
em.
parameter
fit
SUSAN
is
in
LIKES kind of
to
the
be
to
the
which
going
variable
going
particular
thing. So I'm just going to attempt to type my new definition of SUSSinto the computer.
It's going to start off with TO SUSS/X/, of course, the X being in the slanted brackets. 1
here
it's
be
don't
terribly
There
to
so
sort
many
of
procedures
going to be
seem
pause
I CHECK /X/X - LIKES ---> and then ?thing
1A IF PRESENTPRINT "I KNOW oh no, I've got a spacein there after the inverted
Now
FOND
OF"
/X/
first
"IS
"I
KNOW
"
"IS...
OK
I
don't
need
of all Im
commas which
Right,
done
box
I'm
have
that. OK. I
to
this
to
to
space.
out
of
run
or
going
going
extend
KNOW /X/ IS FOND OF, now do I have to have the inverted commas before the asterisk
or after the asterisk, I should know this but I'm just checking back on the previous pages.
I
have
IS FOND OF" em...
looks
it.
by
Well,
inverted
the
the
of
commas
pause.
outside
asterisk, and if that doesn't work Q) going to tell me anyway, isn't it? IS FOND Of
asterisk. Where the heck's the asterisk? Right. OK.
la IF PRESENT"I KNOW" /X/ 'IS FOND OF" *
113IF ABSENT em, well it doesn't have to print anything else out, does it, so it's just going
to be EXIT. And then DONE. Right, OK, 'I NOW KNOW HOW TO SUSS/X/' Right
Let's see if It works. SUSSSUSAN. (types) SUSSSUSAN. 'I KNOW SUSAN IS FOND
OF CARPENTRY" but then It says 'OOPS...LINE I WITHIN CHECK MUST END WITH
CONTINUE OR EXIT' Of course It must. Em... That's interesting, actually, it still comes
up with the correct answer, and then tells me about the error message. That's presumably
becauseit's not then exiting from the thing properly. I need a CON... well, I need an EXIT
don't I? at the end of 1A, so I'll just stick that in. EDIT SUSSEm... (types).
Right that was it, The only problem of course about me having to edit anything Is that
em... I always have so many typing mistakes in it that I've got to abort the thing twice,
start again with SOLO from top level, and by the time I've done that I've forgotten what
the problem is I'm supposed to be editing in the first place. But I finally got there. We
have... em... edited SUSSWe have got
CHECK /X/ LIKES 7
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IF PRESENTPRINT I KNOW /X/ IS FOND OF, EXIT
113IF ABSENT, EXIT
DONE
And it SUSSesout SUSAN and says **IKNOW SUSAN IS FOND OF CARPENTRY'so
there we are. SAQ 11. Brilliant. And the answer on page 102just emphasisesthe point,
Em... the important point being that at step la... em 'we use the parameter / x/ to refer to
the particular individual to whom we happen to be applying the SUSSprocedure,
whereas we use the variable * to refer to some entity which SOLO has found as a result of
searching through its data base.' Yeah. Fine.
I'm now reading 7.2 on 64, 'Searching through the data base'. SAQ 12 on page 65. The
description on page 64 seemsreasonably straightforward and most of page 65 is taken up by
the databasewhich I haven't yet typed into the computer. I'm just going to try SAQ12
without typing it aU in, em, so that I can work out what's happening of course and then IT
(?) how I'm getting on. IT maybe try typing it in just to see. Anyway. Er. 130OZETEST
FRED. Now we have in the database'FRED ISA MAN'and 'RED DRINKS BEER'and we
have 'BEER ISA BEVERAGE,BEERCONTAINS ALCOHOL', so SOLO's going to do: I
CHECK FRED DRINKS ?, becauseFRED of course, is, em, filling in the parameter box /X/,
so CHECK FRED DRINKS ? and... and it's going to come up with FRED DRINKS BEERso
that's going to satisfy the 1A IF PRESENT:CONTINUE, so it'll then continue on to 2
CHECK BEER, BEER's the variable which has fulfilled the, em, question mark thing in
the first CHECK problem. So it's going to have CHECK BEERCONTAINS ALCOHOL
and, of course, according to the database,BEERdoes CONTAIN ALCOHOL so that's then
going to satisfy the 2A IF PRESENTCONTINUE thing so it's going to continue again. So it
will then going on to 3 and will print AHA FRED IS A REAL BOOZER. Em, b)
BOOZETESTMARY. 'MARY ISA WOMAN, MARY DRINKS WINE'. Em, Well it... it
has WINE CONTAINS ALCOHOL too in the database,so it is going to print AHA MARY
IS A REAL BOOZER. The'BOOZETESTSAM. Em, the BOOZETESTMARY one is going to
print out the same becausebasically the same steps will be followed as for BOOZETEST
FRED. c) BOOZETESTSAM will go through the following steps. I CHECK SAM - SAM
being the thing in the parameter box here - CHECK SAM DRINKS ? IF PRESENT,
CONTINUE. Now it does say 'SAM DRINKS MILK' so that's going to satisfy the IA
condition and will then continue on to 2 CHECK MILK - MILK being the answer which was
arrived at from the question CHECK /X/ DRINKS ?- CHECK MILK CONTAINS
ALCOHOL. According to the databaseMILK doesn't contain ALCOHOL, at least it
doesn't say
it does, so that's not going to satisfy the IF PRESENTCONTINUE thing,
-that
so it's going to go on to 21)IF ABSENT and then will print NON-ALCOHOLIC and will
exit, and that's it done. So the answer to BOOZETESTSAM will be NONALCOHOLIC.
And d) BOOZETESTFIDO. The databasehas TIDO ISA DOG, FIDO CHASES CATS.'
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So it will be CHECK FIDO DRINKS ? and it won't continue this time becauseaccording to
the database FIDO doesn't drink anything. So it'll be IF ABSENT: NO INFORMATION.
Ern so the answer to SAQ 12 will be:
AHA FRED IS A REAL BOOZER
AHA MARY IS A REAL BOOZER
NON-ALCOHOLIC
and NO INFORMATION.
And I don't really think I can be bothered typing all that into the computer just to check
that it's right, so I'll just look up the answer at the back. patise. And of course it's correct,
Page 66. This is really interesting, this is making inferences.

[protocolendshere]
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A. 3.2 Think aloud protocol from SI: Reading the appendix of the SOLO
training manual

Session1
Sl readspage 78 Eisenstadt(1978)
E:

When you come to do the problems can you talk out loud while you're thinking about

it.
SI: Yes I was actually going to do that. Right. Okay.
Readsaloud from page 78
'Given the above description of HARRY, and the most recent definition of INFECT, how
SOLO:
INFECT
HARRY'.
in
if
SOLO
typed
respond
we
would
So what it would do is, it would go through to INFECT /X/.

Well, in this caseHARRY is

/X/ so it would go
I NOTE HARRY HAS FLU
2 CHECK HARRY KISSES
And at that stage it would CHECK HARRY's description to seeif he KISSESanyone, and
it does have HARRY KISSESJOAN; so JOAN fills in the variable in the question mark
be
2A
becomes
in
the
would
asterisk
which
and
2A IF PRESENT: NOTE JOAN HAS FLU; EXIT.
Em it would then EXIT at that point It wouldn't go on to 2B, then DONE. So it would,
...
be
HARRY
INFECT
in
if
SOLO
typed
that
would
we
the
with
would come up
em ..
answer
OK JOAN HAS FLU.
That's right isn't it? Yes it does say 'OK' when it's got... when you've NOTEd the thing.
It's such a long time sinceI've looked at this I can't remember what the responseis when
little
I'm
just
that
this
NOTE
it
to
to
on
around
with
going play
something,
you ask
have
Em,
NOTEs.
how
it
here
just
to
you
once
responds
remind myself of, em, of
machine
let's have it in capital letters, shall we?
NOTE JOAN ISA WOMAN: ENTER.
OK JOAN ISA WOMAN,
So the answer to INFECT HARRY would be OK, em... well in fact it would have two
things wouldn't it?
BecauseI suppose it would come up with NOTE HARRY HAS FLU and NOTE JOAN HAS
FLU, too, wouldn't it?
So it would have two different things.
I wonder If that actually works, Yes,
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E-. You're reading page 79.
SI: Yes,I amreading page 79 now.
Yes, em...
My response wasn't taking all the other information that's already in the database, em
like HARRY ISA MAN, HARRY HAS FLU, and things like that, but that's already
there.

I'm still readingpage79.
'Step2 of INFECTessentiallycapturesthe following inference"if someonegetsthe flu,
_
then whomeverthey kiss getsit aswell."'
Middle of page79.
JOEKISSES
JANE. I don't why
I'm suddenlybeing thrown a diagonalline LIZ KISSES
they've been drawn diagonally and I don't know if that has any significance particularly.
But what it seemsto be saying is if we type in INFECT LIZ then, becauseLIZ KISSESJOE,
JOE will end up having flu but It doesn't seemto take another step to have JANE having
flu as well becauseJOE KISSESher.
Page80 'but what abouf JANE surely our inference should give her the flu as well!,
readsparagraph I on page 80
Yes, in other words only one node can complete the asterisk variable thing so we really
back
keeps
it
loop
and adding on and not exiting until its
on
coming
so
need a
of somesort
been through everybody that's been kissed by whatever person has been infected in the
chain,
reads
this wiH be recursion, is it?
E:

Could be.

SI: readsaloudIRFECTprogramon page80
In otherwords it loops.
I don't find the big paragraph right in the middle of page 80 any help at all. Mainly I
should think becauseit doesn't seem strange that a procedure can activate itself. And the
whole of that big paragraph starts off 'If it seemssomewhat strange that a procedure can
activate itself'. It doesn't seem any stranger than the explanation that's given. Generally
speaking I haven't found any of the analogies anywhere in this book any use at all.
Including the 'passing of a baton from one runner to the other in a relay race' for flow of
control,
Okay this little question here In page 81
'Given the latest definition of INFECT, how would SOLO respond if we typed In INFECT
LIZ,
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We have LIZ KISSESJOE,JOE KISSESJANE, JANE KISSESHENRY, and HENRY
SMOKES CIGARS, So we're going to have...
I supposeyou want me to go through the entire thing, don't you?
Okay. INFECT LIZ. We start of at the beginning TO INFECT /X/.
Well LIZ is /X/,
So we have NOTE LIZ HAS FLU
CHECK LIZ KISSES?
Well, LIZ KISSESJOE so
IF PRESENTINFECT JOE,
INFECT
JOE,
You
have
HASFLU
NOTE
JOE
beginning
back
to
to
the
then
you go right
so
CHECK JOE KISSES?
So JOE KISSESJANE.
Em... so again we're into
2A IF PRESENTINFECT the asterisk.
That's the asterisk that fills the question mark in the previous line, so it's going to be
INFECT JANE; EXIT.
Em... TO INFECT JANE, of coursd,you've got to go right back to the beginning again.
TOINFECTJANE
NOTE JANE HAS FLU
CHECK JANE KISSES?
Well that's HENRY
2A IF PRESENT:INFECT HENRY.
So again we go back to
INFECT HENRY
NOTE HENRY HAS FLU
CHECK HENRY KISSES
Well HENRY doesn't actually kiss anybody
EXIT
2A
2B
than
to
and
rather
so we go
and then DONE.
So then SOLO Is going to respond with all the various NOTEs that have been made in the
first step,
So wefre going to have,
starting off with LIZ,
NOTE LIZ HAS FLU in addition to any other descriptions that exist of LIZ in the data
base
but I'm not going to be bothered going back to the previous page,
but it's going to be NOTE LIZ ISA WOMAN or just whatever elseLIZ does, it's going to be
loops
because
that
And
the
HAS
FLU.
then
LIZ
we've
NOTE
various
of
all
that
as well as
HAS
FLU
in
NOTE
JOE
to
JANE
NOTE
have
addition
to
em
through
going
we're also
gone
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anything else in JOE's data base and then NOTE JANE HAS FLU.
We're not going...
and NOTE HENRY HAS FLU, and em,
as well as HENRY having flu, of course, he SMOKESCIGARS.
That's obviously going to show up in his description.
So everybody's description in addition to anything they have in them already
will have NOTE whoever HAS FLU

readson
And that seemsto be pretty much the reply that's given on page 81.
I take it I'm getting away with the fact that I'm not listing everything... all the
descriptions that exist in everybody's data base?
BecauseI can't be bothered doing that.
E:

It doesn't bother me. It's just to make sure you understand what's going on in the
INFECT procedure that's important.

Sl: readsbottomof page81
'In fact each particular "expert" received control from some preceding "'expert" with the
exception of the first one, who received control from us when we us when we originally
typed in INFECT LIZ'.
Okay. How long does this go on for?
E:

Page 82?

SI. Page82. Hey, guesswhat'the use of a procedure within its own definition
known as recursion.'

is

(from page 82)
readspage 82

I like recursion,it's goodfun.
Sorry,you want me to sit back,I know.
E:

It's Justso thecameracanseewhereyou are.

SI* I takeit nobodyelseis going to be looking at this,
I hopenot.
SI:

God, I don't want anyone elseto seemy wife, ugh!
Page 82 A. 2. 'Eliminating the restriction that FIDO LIKES only one thing at a time:
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iteration. ' Em, which, of course, I haven't actually been restricted to, because,as far as I
SOLO
have
here
in
this
this...
this
this
thing
program...
we
machine...
remember,
can
Can
I
I just test that to remind myself.
in.
LIKES
to
want
shove
as
will accept as many
This has really got nothing to do with what I'm looking at. It's just so I can remember
what's going on.
tYpes
What does FIDO like? FIDO LIKES CHUM.

Yes,my memoryservesmecorrectly.
We don't actually have this restriction.
Anyway, Okay.
I'm just staring at this without readingit.
'Given the restrictionto oneuseof the relationLIKESper node,thenonly onenodecould
possiblymatch the wild-card symbol (?) at step2, and this nodebecamethe value of the
deal
So
to
'
*.
to
going
some
sort
with multiple
need
of
obviously
we're
recursion
variable
LIKES on page 83.
Page84.
The main problem with this is that I'm not really being encouraged to think terribly
creatively. Becauseon page 84 it's telling me... em, a new, a new SUSSthing which...
involves a bit of recursion.

And if I were concentratingon this properly and having to actually think creatively
I would have thought it out for myselfand identified on aboutpage82,if not about50
be
like
to
this
that
necessary.
was
going
something
pagesearlier,
That's all probably becauseI'm, well, not quite as interestedasI might havebeen
becauseI haven't got any particular motivation to be desperatelyinterestedin it.
Well, like, I haven't,
It's not somethingthat I'm having to usedaily.
There'sno sort of end goaland thereforeI'm finding it perfectlystraightforwardjust to
deal
it
with it very easily
and
through
well
everything ahd understand perfectly
read
and not actually involving much in the way of activethought.
You know what I mean?
E:

What would you... what do you think you'd like to do then? What do you mean by

active thought?
SI: Well, em...
Well, like what for instance?
Well, if you're talking in terms of writing this textbook,
It would have been much easier...
well, no, I mean not much easier,
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it would have been possible, say, on page
where does it start describing recursion?

Yes,em beforeit's
somewhere anyway before we get to paragraph A-2,
which talks about 'eliminating the restriction that FIDO LIKES only one thing at a time'
it would have beenpossible to put in somesort of sentence...question to encourageme to
think about it. Like, say, something like, can you think of a problem that arises given
what you've been told so far?
Becausegiven the information that I've been given so far it should be possible to make a
connection about what's necessaryto avoid iteration. BecauseI do have an the
information to allow me to arrive at the knowledge that.. that a problem exists,
and, in fact I would have thought, the knowledge to solve it without having to read page
83, page 84, page 85, and all that as well.
E:

What do you understand by iteration so far?

1: Em.
I don't know. What does it mean?

E:
$I:

WeU,read on. You haven't finished the chapteryet.
No, I know I haven't finished the chapter yet, But what I mean is, It would be

easler
You think this has been a lot of rubbish everything I've said
E:

No.

SI:

but what [mean is I would learn a lot faster If the thing were encouraging me to, er,
...

to seeproblemsratherthan pointing theproblemsout to me.
I know it's becauseI'm not thinking aboutthis,becauseI'm not
I seewhat you mean.
have
it
I
fairly simple in this,
It.
in
could
mean
said
something
enough
-interested
this, this page
A-2
before
82
In
that's
the
of
middle
SI:

like "Can you think of, em, something this might help with. '

And you maybewrongin your answer
but it's still encouragingyou to think.
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Anyway I've lost where I was now.
I know just above the middle of page 84
It has step 2 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ LIKES
FOR
EACH
CASE
OF business,
it's
I
know
this
to
explain
and
about
go
on
and
I'm assuming it's a, a specific sort of tool that's recognized by SOLO like NOTE or
DESCRIBE or whatever.

Which I supposemakesthis a reasonablyhigh level language,doesn'tit? If it can
Yes?
CASE
OF.
EACH
like
FOR
things
understand
E:

(7)

Sl: I don't know anything at all about computer languagesbut I just would have thought
that having a computer understand something like FOR EACH CASE OF then it must be
fairly sophisticated.
E:

Well, it's not really different from things like NOTE.

S1: Well, I suppose not, Okay.
Page 85. We've got the thing 'suppose SOLO's data base contained the following
descriptions' and there's the JOHN and MARY bit and then the question how many times
the print procedure at sub-step ZA of SUSS would be activated if you're asking it to SUSS
JOHN and then SUSS MARY.

E:

What are you doing now?

SI: I'm looking back on page 84 to seewhat the SUSSprocedure says. And then looking
back on page 85 to seewhat the question is again. And at substep2A they're asking me to

look at...
Soto SUSS/X/ is

I

I PRINT "HERE ARE THE THINGS /X/ LIKES
2 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ LIKES
I like the way the program can step in and out of the Inverted commas, the quotation
marks, in 1 and isn't...
confusedby them in Z
E:

What are you thinking about?

S1: No. I'm not, I'm not... em, I'm not thinking about anything.
That doesn't make sense,any of that.
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Never mind. Ignore that statement.
But, of course, the 2 isn't referring to I
it's referring to the data base.
So that's rubbish. Okay.
Okay, em...
So let's have a look at this question.
SUSS JOHN.

And we have in JOHN'sdescription
JOHN LIKESMUSICand JOHN LIKESMARY.
So the PRINTprocedureat sub-step2A of the SUSSthing
is going to be activatedtwice for JOHN.
And it's not going to be activatedany timesfor MARY
becauseMARY doesn'tlike anything.
Although the PRINTprocedureis going to be activatedat a different time,not at sub-step
2A but it's going to activatedat sub-step1 or both.
I can't understandwhy this SUSSprocedureon page84hasn'tgot any EXITsanywhere,
Or any CONTINUE. Surelyat 2A it would have to haveeither EXIT or CONTINUEat
the end. Wouldn't it?

E:

Why do you think that?

SI: BecauseI thought you had to have either EXIT or CONTINUE at the end of any
substeps.
Is that just my memory failing me?
just let me look back on this.
See,on page 82, for instance,you have sub-step2A and 2B, and they both have to be
followed by EXIT.
And again on page SO.
I just want to look back, just to seewhere it gives you substeps,
BecauseI want to see why it hasn't got them.
(looks back through book)

E:

Could you saywhich pagesyou arelooking at by the way.

Sl: - Yes, I'm looking at page 49, which has control statements.
I understood from that that I had to have either CONTINUE or EXIT after any sub-step,
So,I'm not terribly sure why there Isn't one on sub-step2 on page 84.
Tell me
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E:

Can you seea difference between this (?) and what you looked at Q) the control

statements?

Sl: Well, of course,thereisn't a sub-stepunder 2, there'sonly onesub-step.I would have
thought if therehad beenany at all there would be a thingy.
E:

Are there any other differences?

Sl: No. Thereare none. Thereareno other differences.WenI meanthat is a difference,
isn't there? Thereisn't anothersub-step.
E:

There isn't another sub-step,no.

Sl: And is that why there isn't a CONTINUE or an EXIT?
E:

Part of the reason.

SI. Well what's the rest of the reason, then?
E:

Em,

S1- I just can't remember this quite well enough, so I'm just going to type this thing into
seeexactly what happens when you're putting In this procedure.
E.

The SUSS?

SI: Yes this particular one on page 84.
tYpes
What's wrong with that. Oh I haven't got the blasted thingy. What a bloody nuisance,
tYpes
Oh God I can't be bothered doing this
E:

You could copy and paste it.

SI: Well that's not going to be any fasterthan typing it in, is it?
E:
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SI: types
What am I doing?
Right. Two.
So this has obviously got something to do with the FOR EACH CASE OF construct,
construct, tool, thing, gimmick, hasn't it?

E:

Yeah.

SI: What's it for? That's It going, Okay.
Oh, em, the battery's run out.
The battery probably ran out ten minutes ago.
E:

That one's working so we'll just finish this off.

Sl: Okay. Em.
types
This is completely unne'cessary,isn't it?
Right, well that hasn't got me very far at all.
I still don't know why there doesn't have to be a CONTINUE after 2A, but I have to
assumeit's becausethere isn't a 2B and it's got something to do with this FOR EACH
CASE OF stuff. Yeah?
E:

Yeah, if that's what you think, carry on.

SI- Why dont you just tell me, it would save me a hell of a lot of time. Or is the book
going to tell me somewhere?
E-

The book oujht to have told you.

Sl: I know the book ought to havetold me,but it hasn't,hasIt?
E:

I don't want to er,

SI: No, no, all right. Okay. Am I beingvery stupid aboutthis?
At leastI noticed. Don't you think that's really brilliant that I noticed there wasn't a
CONTINUE there?
You don't care,do you?
E., What areyou doing now?
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Sl: I'm reading the rest of page 85, which is what I said anyway before I started pissing
around trying to get this lot in.
God, it really does drag that out, at all. I mean, for half a page it goes on about how it's
for
2A
JOHN
for
MARY,
the
twice
to
at
sub-step
activate
procedure
print
and
none
going
be
basic
insulting,
to
and yet it doesn't explain why it
as
completely
seems
so
which
doesn't have a CONTTNUE at the end of sub-step 2A.
But this is the person who was complaining only ten minutes ago that I wasn't allowed
any creative thought.
So at least I've had a wee bit of creative though now, even though I haven't reached any

conclusions.
Stop laughing at me.
Right.
So this repeated activation is called iteration.
Now wait a minute. 'This printout may not sound very clever.' Correct. 'But the important
by
flow
is
that
the
as
always,
proceeds
sequentially
step in
of
control,
step
main
point
Within
FOR
definition
involving
through
the
of
a
procedure.
a
step
order
numerical
EACH, the sub-step is activated iepeatedlyuntil no more casesof an appropriate patternmatch can be found. This repeated activation is called iteration.'
So there you are. I said it was something to do with the FOR EACH procedure, isn't it. It
just keeps...Presumably the computer knows, if you've got this FOR EACH procedure that
keep
being
So
just
is
to
then
the
on
activated
repeatedly,
going
sub-step
you're using,
that's it, Isn't it? You don't have to have CONTINUE becausethe FOR EACH thing sort
of has the CONTINUE built in. Which is called iteratioril Can I stop now?

E:

8th February, secondsession.

51: Poserl Okay We're on page 86 and A. 3 FOR EACH WITHIN FOR EACH. So this is
sort of like the recursion within iteration. Is that right? Okay, Right, I'm reading page
86 right now. There's a huge temptation when one's sitting in front of this machine to do
the whole lot out loud, but I don't suppose that's the best way to do it is it?
Okay. Well, this is brilliant. We're on page 86 now, and it's explaining all the answers to
the questions on page 84, which was: why was there only one sub-step,and why doesn't it
have a CONTINUE after it.
That was a brief break to take my coffee and take my jersey off.
I'm on page 86. 'Only one substepmay be specified within a given usageof FOR EACH'em,
it refers me to section 6.6 about the hierarchical structure of programs.
I can't remember exactly what 6.6 saysso I'm going to look back and see.
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I can't even remember where to find 6.6.
Ah here we are, page 56.
Yes that's quite straightforward then.
It's em, simply saying, 'any given step or sub-stepcan only specify oneprocedure to be
activated. If there's an occasionwhen you want to specify that many things have to be
done at a given step or sub-step,then you must first define a new procedure whose
definition consistsof the many things you want donel'
That's fair enough. Right so back to page 86.
reads
Ah this is interesting; sub-sub-stepswhich are 1A, 1AA, 1AAA, and I seem to recall this is
something I've tried and failed with at some stage earlier in the book. Again it's referring
me to the CRAVETESTprocedure which is in section 7.4so I'm just going to go back to that
to see what the original one was. So page 7.4,no, page 69,7.4.
Yep, that's fair enough.
reads page 86.
Back to page 69. Page70.
I was only looking back 'therebecauseit says'remember CRAVETESTwas designed to infer
that someonecraves the contents of whatever they drink'and I couldn't quite remember
what the different characteristics of the different drinks were. I know that, em, BOOZE
contained ALCOHOL and certainly that was one of the things that was a feature of the
CRAVETEST,but I couldn't remember, for instance,NULK containing anything which
people craved, and I was really just looking back for interest.
reads page 86,
I'm just rereading this new definition of CRAVETESTseveral times just to make sure I've
do
how
it's
I
doing
to
it's
work.
and
going
remember somewhere
grasped exactly what
earlier in the book it had variables *B and *C. I just can't quite remember exactly how and
when they were used. I mean obviously they were used when there's more than one
variable.
I do remember somewhere earlier in the book it had variables *B and *C, I just can't quite
I
how
they
were
used.
mean, obviously, they were used when
and
remember exactly
when
there is more than one variable. I'm not quite sure why the book is using B and C rather
than A. I would have thought A would have been the obvious first one to use. And I can't
remember also whether you use * by itself and then *A, *13and *C. So again I'm going to
look back in the book to seeIf I can refresh my memory a bit, becauseit's a while since I
saw this. This is again on page 69 which explains... Yes, it does say that there is *A, *B,
*C, up to *Z. It's not anything particularly difficult. It isn't anything that I didn't
particularly understand. I think the variables used in this example on page 86 are quite
clear. It was just I couldn't understand why B and C were being used instead'of * by itself
and *A but It really doesn't matter.
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reads
Page 87, SAQ 16, which I'm going to read through first of all. Okay, right, I'm going to
have to work through this thing in steps to seehow I get on and to seeif I understand it.
Em, my immediate thought, on looking at SAQ 16 without actually trying to answer it, is
that the potential problems will be that both MILK and BEERwhich FRED drinks have
more than one contents. MILK CONTAINS CALCIUM and FAT, BEERCONTAINS
ALCOHOL and WATER. Ern, but anyway let's go through the thing. TO CRAVETEST
FRED
FOR EACH CASE OF FRED DRINKS the variable
Now let's just get the order right here,
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ DRINKS BEER
OKAY, FRED DRINKS... We'll start of with FRED DRINKS BEER,becausethat's the
first thing that comes up on the data base, FOR EACH CASE OF FRED DRINKS a
variable
FOR EACH CASE OF the variable contains another variable
NOTE /X/ CRAVES the other variable. So FOR EACH CASE OF FRED DRINKS BEER
E:

If you don't mind, could you move slightly back just a little bit so the cameracan see.

S1, Right, we're still in the middle of SAQ 16. And we're still sort of going through it,
but at the same time trying to work out how... how it's going to work before I actually try
to make it work, which is probably a bit cock-eyed. It would be far more sensibleIf I just
I
like
figure
by
But
down
it
tried
to
out first of all where the potential
and
step
step.
got
problems are going to be. I... I've already mentioned one problem and the other one is, I
don't quite know exactly in which order the thing will work, *BecauseI don't know if it's
got to go through the whole test for BEEM,.Yes, it will of course. Okay. Shut up
FOR EACH CASE OF FRED DRINKS thingy. Okay. So it will look at all the data base
things and FRED DRINKS13EERwill be the first to come out and FOR EACH CASE OF
BEERCONTAINS something else NOTE FRED CRAVES whatever the something else is.
So, it's going to go through it and it's going to find out that FRED DRINKS BEERbecause
that's the first thing in the data base, and then it's going to say Okay and, in addition to
all the rest of the things that are already in the data base for FRED which are listed on
page 87 and which Im not going to go through, it will say, Okay FRED CRAVES em... first
of all FRED CRAVES ALCOHOL.
second BEERthing becausethat's step... sub-step 1A FOR EACH CASE OF the BEER. It's
then going to have, FRED CRAVES WATER and that's it dealt with all the beer stuff, so
then it'll go on to FRED DRINKS MILK which is bacý at step 1 FOR EACH CASE Of /X/
DRINKS thingy, and it'll then have OKAY: FRED CRAVES CALCIUM because that's
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the first item listed as contained by MILK and then OKAY FRED CRAVES PAT because
that's the second thing that's contained by milk. So it's going to be
OKAY: FRED CRAVES ALCOHOL
OKAY: FRED CRAVES WATER
OKAY: FRED CRAVES CALCIUM
OKAY, FRED CRAVES FAT
and that'll be it. And then it"s... Yes, that.. that'll be it done. That's all it prints out. it
doesn't print out anything else. Em... I'm now going to look at the answersjust to seewhat
I've done. SAQ 16. The answers it gives here OKAY: FRED ISA MAN, FRED DRINKS
BEER,FRED DRINKS MILK, which is what's already in the data base as I said, and then
FRED CRAVES ALCOHOL
FRED CRAVES WATER
OKAY: FRED CRAVES CALCIUM
OKAY: FRED CRAVES FAT
which was what I said I think. I'm sure my experimenter will be able to confirm once he
goes through the tape that that was the order I said them in.
E:

Indeed.

Sl: I don't actuallyknow if I needto havethis computeron. I'm not testingIt on the
fact
be typing all this
in
been
discussing
Em....
not
we
should
or
whether
computer.
we've
lot and doing it like that, but I've cometo the conclusionthat that wouldn't be much help
becauseI could quite easilytype in the databaseon page87,type in the definition of
/X/,
for
CRAVETEST
FRED
it
to
and,althoughthe computerwould presumably
apply
and
comeup with the right answer,it's not going to showmy particularthoughtprocesses.it
might give me theanswersand I could work backfrom the answersto saywhy it had
listed the items in that particular order, but it's... it em...I don't think it would help at
all in trying to esfablishmy thought processes.Although why anybodywants to checkmy
I don't really know, but... Right,I'm now looking to seehow many pages
thoughtprocesses
I'm like that, Okay. This is now the bottom of
I've got left beforeI'm finished because...
Well
?
is
thereyou go. Poorold
87,
'AA
CHECK
obsolete'.
now
page
node-relation>
CHECKprocedure.
E:

For this particular version of SOLO that's actually Irrelevant.

SI: Yes,it is. just out of completeInterest,though,for this particularversionof SOLO,I
want to seethat, asfar asI canremember,I canstill usethe CHECKformat. I'm sure I've
donethis before. No, I'm not sure,I think I mayhavedonethis before,typed in two nodes
in the third position in the triple with the samesecondposition node,and tried a CHECK.
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I just want to seewhat happens becauseem
types data baseon page 87 then
CHECK FRED LIKES ?
SOLO

cr4shes

So has that crashed becauseof what it's saying here?

Not becauseof what it's sayingthere,it's becauseof the way the em...the program
works. It doesn't like that at the top level like that.,
E:

Si: What top level?
E:

Well, going straight in after the SOLO prompt. It would only work in the middle of a

program.
SI: Really?

E:

Really?

Well, if you typed something else Ue CHECK FRED LIKES WHISKY.

SI: types CHECK FRED LIKES WHISKY
I know this has got absolutely nothing to do with anything but it's more fun isn't it?
'PRESENT'.

Okay. That was completelyirrelevant,
Yes. 'You may of coursestill usethe format CHECKNODE - RELATION-> NODE'.
Which of coursewe'vejust establishedhere. 'You may usea CHECKwithin a FOR
EACH,' Okay. Here'sa new definition of the old BOOZETEST
procedurefrom section7S.
Right I'm just going to look up 7.3again. I don't supposeit's necessary
at all but I'm goingto
do it anywayjust to remind myself. Em...7.3page67. Right,this is the cravingbusiness.
readsexampleon page88
That looks nice,

E:

What looks nice?

SI: Oh, sorry. It's elegant. I meanrather more elegantthan the earlier examples
anyway. The way it appearsto be making inferences,that's all, I like it. Em.-, first of all
checkingto seeif em.- someonedrinking somethingwhich containsalcoholand if so then...
then they cravealcohol then... Oh, NEXT CASEthat"sa new control statement,That's
rather nice.
I'm... I'm readingpage88now.
How do you write SOLO. I meanhow wasSOLOwritten in thefirst place. I meanhow do
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first
in
SOLO
doesn't
the
that
place to recognize SOLO as a
understand
you get a machine
language?

E:

Well, it's written in Lisp which in turn... LISPis interpreting this, if you like..

SI: Right.
E:
SI:

LISP.
is
interptreting
in
there's
turn
code
which
a machine
and
Right, I understand that now. Okay. Okay.

reads page 88
reads screensaver on computerscreen
'A. 44 Magnum beatsfour aces.' I do hope that's going to be in your protocol. You're not
allowed to fudge your results, Ian.
'When you use CHECK within a FOR EACH, the control statement you use after the IF
PRESENTand IF ABSENT alternatives must be either EXIT or NEXT CASE.' In other
CHECK
fair
'When
CONTINUE.
'That's
normally... the
you
use
enough.
words not
'
CONTINUE.
EXIT
the
or
usual
are
control-statements
Okay page 89. It's got this little example thing here, BOOZETESTMARTHA and
BOCIZETESTMARY - according to the data basedescriptions contained on page 88.
And this would be what would happen: Okay, BOOZETESTMARTHA. FOR EACH
CASE OF MARTHA DRINKS something or other.
Right, so we're going to go through it, and it says..
first
That's
BEER.
the
thing that's going to come out.
DRINKS
MARTHA
first
and
of all
FOR EACH CASE OF MARTHA DRINKS something or other,
BEERis going to lead us on to 1A becauseMARTHA'S drinking something.
CHECK the 0, that's 13EERin this first case,CONTAINS ALCOHOL.
So we're going to, (vhip through the data baseand we're going to find out that BEERdoes
CONTAIN ALCOHOL,
1AA If PRESENT:well It is PRESENT. It Is fulfilled. So It's going to NOTE /X/ CRAVES
ALCOHOL: EXIT.
So we're going to... PRINT. No it's not going to PRINT, it's going to say MARTHA
CRAVES ALCOHOL.
And it's going to EXIT there and that'll be it done.
Now Is that right? Does it EXIT from the whole thing there? Or does it simply EXIT from
I?
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/... No, it must EXIT from the whole thing, mustn't it?
reads text on page8ý
It does say 'EXIT, as always, means "irrunediately relinquish control from whomever you
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got it from. "' I don't find that statement particularly helpful. 'When that happens, of
course, no other steps would be carried out within this particular procedure.' Yes, okay. If
I'd read that properly in the first place I wouldn't have asked the question, would I? But
it's useful
(7) becauseit means I can go back and check.
Okay, so if we're BOOZETESTingMARTHA, we're going to have
MARTHA CRAVES ALCOHOL.
Then I'm going to BOOZETESTMARY. MARY DRINKS MILK
FOR EACH CASE OF MARY DRINKS something it's going to go through CHECK thingy,
whatever, CONTAINS ALCOHOL.
So CHECK MILK CONTAINS ALCOHOL, of course we're going to go through the data
baseand find out that MILK doesn't contain ALCOHOL. So lAA doesn't work.
1AB 'IF ABSENT PRINT "IS NON-ALCOHOLIC"' is going to work.
Em,.. So the machine here, in the middle of BOOZETESTINGMARY, will print MILK IS
NON-ALCOHOLIC then moves on to the NEXT CASE.
This is the NEXT CASE of FOR EACH CASE OF MARY DRINKing whatever.
So if we're going to go on to MARY DRINKS WATER, CHECK WATER CONTAINS
ALCOHOL. No, it doesn't.
So 1AA doesn't work, so again we're on 1AB, IF ABSENT PRINT WATER IS NONALCOHOLIC; NEXT CASE
and there it's a NEXT CASE so that... we're done, then.
So, for BOOZETESTMARY we're going to have MILK IS NON-ALCOHOLIC WATER IS
NON-ALCOHOLIC I GUESSMARY IS NOT A BOOZER.
Okay, is that what happens here? Yep, MARTHA. It's got: OK, MARTHA DRINKS
BEER,MARTHA DRINKS MILK, MARTHA CRAVES ALCOHOL.
And it does explain, just in caseI was in any doubt at all, which I wasn't actually by this
stage, 'immediately after that, the control-statement EXIT says to relinquish control so
the BOOZETESTprocedure has finished. '
That's immediately before answer (b). And that seemsto be okay too.
I'll just read them.. read the rest of page 89 just to make sure I've got the right answers for
the right reasons... again,
Page90. 'A. 5 Scope,' I'm reading the page.
This is explaining a little problem so that, em... where you have a variable, it can only be
used in the line immediately following.,. the previous step which was referred to. And
that makes perfect sense given this...,ern... example that's there.
Ibis book is very helpful in that it does things like this. It points out problems before I've
thought about them. This is probably something similar to what I was saying earlier on in
page 83 -4 sort of thing, when I was complaining about the fact that it wasn't encouraging
creative thought.
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I still wonder if it might have, sort of forced the messagein slightly more quickly If it
,
had... if it had given me a problem to solve, or at least to attempt to solve which brought
out this anomaly. So that I discovered it, as it were, for myself rather than simply
having the anomaly pointed out to me. I don't know, anyway... Obviously this... this way
works becauseit's given me this problem and I understand what it's saying.
A restriction of scope. 'A variable may only appear within the scopeof the FOR EACH
construct which originally determines its value.' Well, that seemsextremely reasonable,

doesn,t it?
Right, I'm... I'm still on A. 5 and it's this bit which says...which starts off by saying
'related to the issue of "scope" is the fact that when we use the control-statement' etc.
That bit there. I'm reading the... I've read it through once. I'm now going to read it
through another couple of times till I see exactly what it's meaning. Em... it always
refers..' 'when we use the control-statement NEXT CASE within a CHECK, it always
refers to the most deeply nested FOR EACH construct within which that CHECK
procedure immediately appears.'
Yes, that does really make sense. Em.... Yes,and, of course,it makes senseif you think in
terms of an example anyway.
'A. 6 Editing within a sub-step' I am reading this and I'm thinking meanwhile... really I
wonder if I were trying to construct... a construct... I got terrible semanticsthere. If I were
trying to define a construct which had a whole nesting of FOR EACH cases,like the
example about three quarters of the way down page 90, whether I would actually
remember which sub-stepI was on. But, of course,SOLO doesbring up a sub-stepanyway.
You don't actually have to remember which sub-stepnumber it is; whether it's 1A, or 1AA
or 1AAAB or whatever, becauseSOLO actually brings up the correct number anyway,
doesn't it? So that's a complete waste of thought process,wasn't it?
Page91 now.
It occurs to me also, at the em... the beginning of page 91, I'm going through this
CRAVETESTthing that it's got, and it does occur to me that the book's been pretty good so
far about explaining all this FOR EACH CASE OF business,the EACH CASE construct,
em... and the CHECKing procedure within the EACH CASE thing, and the NEXT CASE
instead of CONTINUE.

That...that's fine. I meanit hasall seemedto makeperfectsensewhen I've doneIt, I just
wonder If it mightn't havebeenmore usefulagain...if it wouldn't havemademe
better,
I
had
bit
if
actuallyhad to designmy own
on
a
understandwhat wasgoing
let's
define
get theword right - definemy own construct
construct
construct...
my own
Sorry,
not...
no,
okay.
no,
start again,
which contained...ern.. each...
I wonderif it would havebeenbetterto haveme definemy own procedure,which
CASE
I
that
EACH
could reallymakesureI understoodexactly
so
contained
constructs,
how they worked and that I wasn't going to haveany errorsin them. I think having to
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define my own procedures would make it just that bit more thumped in.
reads page 91
Well that little bit was reasonably straightforward, wasn't it? A. 6.
We're now on 'A. 7 Iteration versus recursion.'
Before I start reading this, I do recall making some comments somewhere a few pages ago,
about what I seemed to think iteration was.
looks back
I can't remember where I said it. It does have it at the bottom of page 85. I've looked back
to the bottom of page 85 now. 'Within a step involving FOR EACH, the sub-step is
be
found.
of
an
appropriate
can
cases
pattern-match
no
more
until
repeatedly
activated
This repeated activation is called iteration. '
That seems straightforward enough.
I wonder if I can remember what recursion is now.
You see,I... I know I could just go on to page 92,becauseI know it's going to tell me what
I
I
it
if
figure
but
helps
92,
it
is
can
whether
or
not
out
understand
me
on
page
recursion
is.
for
what
recursion
myself
remember
And it's the looping thing rather than the sort of repeating thing,
That sounds really technical, doesn't it?
Again, I'm going to look back
Looking back to page 78 'Propagating inferences through the data base.' Readspage78
Yes. Okay.
Read page 91
In caseIt's not clear, I'm still reading A. 7 on page 91. I'm not terribly sure these little
diagrams are being very useful to me,
It's saying that iteration is fanning out through the network ands it's got this little picture
of relations going to node 1, node 2, and all this.
Em... ern... and recursion is propagating or going in depth through a sequenceof relations.
;
I can remember obviously vhat each of the things did through the examples in the book,
but I think probably I would find it difficult to explain what iteration meant versus what
recursion meant.
'Iteration applies in breadth

from
fan
the
to
away
one
relation
all
exactly
of
nodes
a
...
fair
EACH
FOR
thing
I
Yes,
'
that's
the
enough, where
obviously,
mean,
starting node.
recursion applies in depth.
So, instead of FOR EACH, you're going for one thing then something different for... from
that.
Yes. I think I sort of understand it inside my head but again I would find it very difficult
to explain it.
reads page 92
Page92 now.
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That is nice isn't it? This little example here TO INFECT /X/, NOTE /X/ HAS FLU, FOR
EACH CASE OF /X/ KISSESthingy, that's the iteration, obviously. Whereas the
INFECT in the sub-step 2A is taking you into recursion.
Reads explanation
Yes, that's what it says. 'The FOR EACH construct allows us to "fan out" to discover
INFECT
kiss,
the
2A
/X/
happens
to
use
of
recursive
at
sub-step
while
whom
everyone
flu
KISSES
"contagious"
to
the
everyone
along
a
chain
to
of
relations.'
propagate
allows us
Good example. I mean the KISSESand INFECT things for recursion.
SAQ 17now.
Quarter to nine. I'm reading it first.
This is nice. Okay. 'Given the latest definition of INFECT, how would SOLO respond if
we typed in INFECT JOE'.
Okay. TO INFECT JOE. Okay. TO INFECT /X/, I NOTE /X/ HAS FLU. Right, so JOE IS
It's going to say then 'NOTE JOEHAS FLU, So,SOLO's going to come out with OK, JOE
KISSESMARY, JOE KISSESSUE, JOE HAS FLU. Straightforward enough.
Step 2. FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KISSESwild-card 2A INFECT the variable. Step 2
FOR EACH CASE OF JOE KISSESsomeone, INFECT that someone.
So it's going to take us first of all to JOE KISSESMARY, which takes us into INFECT
MARY. And SOLO is then going to come out with TO INFECT MARY, NOTE.., MARY
HAS FLU. So it's then going to come out with MARY KISSESFRED,MARY KISSESTOM,
MARY HAS FLU. This is where we're really getting into depth here, and how are we
Presumably
in.
it's
JOE.
is
It
to
I
do
Ern...
come
still
it?
on
going
to
order
mean, which
going
Then we have to go through JOE's hierarchy first and then MARY's hierarchy, So, we're
We...
JOE
MARY.
KISSES
KISSES
SUE
JOE
been
We've
we're
now
on
JOE.
through
still on
becausewe're back at sub-step 1 in.. in JOE's...JOE's... Okay.
So the first... the first caseat step 2 of JOEkissing someone. We're now onto the second
caseof JOE kissing someone.
So, JOE KISSESSUE. It's going to come out with then, SUE SMOKES...OK, SUE SMOKES
CIGARETTES, SUE HAS FLU.
Now, the first caseof JOE kissing someonewas JOEKISSESMARY. So,MARY has been
Infected, And it's then going to run through the sameprocessfor MARY.
So, FOR EACH CASE OF MARY KISSESsomeone,we have MARY KISSESFRED. FRED
2A,
be
infected
then
at sub-step
will
It will come out with OK, FRED SMOKESCIGARETTES,FRED HAS FLU, And the second
KISSES
TOM,
be
MARY
The
is
to
MARY
kissing
which
reply
will
someone
caseof
INFECT TOM. So.that will be ... SOLO will then say TOM HAS FLEAS, TOM HAS FLU,
And... with both MARY... KISSES...the... the recursion will still check to see whether
fact
JOE's
KISSing
in
SUE
the
KISSES
MARY's
and
of
will go on to trigger
the recipients of
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level,
because
infections
third
at
a
sort
of
series
of
neither SUE nor FRED nor TOM
another
KISSESanyone. There are no further infections. So that will be the latest result.
I'll now go and look at the answer to that.
I can't actually remember what my rely was to the various order... Right, I don't think I
actually have the order right here. In fact, I think I went through JOE one step too soon, I
went back to JOE after he kissed MARY. I should in fact have gone through MARY's... the
first
before relinquishing that and going back to JOE.
hierarchy
MARY's
em...
whole of
So, I didn't actually get that right. I think my... my order was wrong. Again that'U be
here.
I've
into
from
said
whatever
clear
indicates tape recorder
Let me read through this on page 106and 107,just to make sure. Yep. Fair enough.
Okay, finished.
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A. 3.3 SOLO test problems
A. 3.3.1. Problem I
Imagine a rambling four-storey house with a basement. A SOLO databasedescribing part
of the house looks like this:
ATTIC
I
I- OVER -> BEDROOMI
BEDROOM1
I
I
ISA -> ROOM
I
I
OVER -> LANDING
LANDING
ISA ->

PLATF6RM

I --OVER ... >CUPBOARD
CUPBOARD
I
I -- OVER ... >LOUNGE
LOUNGE
I
I -- ISA ->I ROOM
I
I --- OVER --> KITCHEN
KITCHEN
I
I ISA --> ROOM
I
OVER ---> BASEMENT
BASEMENT
I
I- HAS ---> CONCRETEFLOOR
Now imagine that, after a severe frost, the water tank in the attic bursts.
Write a SOLO program called FLOOD to represent the fact that when the water tank in
the attic bursts then the attic and anything below it get flooded.
Once the program has run the items in the databaseshould contain the description

overleaf:
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ATTIC
I
OVER --> BEDROOMI
I
I
I
IS --> FLOODED
BEDROOM1
I- ISA -> ROOM
I
I- OVER --> LANDING
I
I -- IS -> FLOODED
LANDING
I
I- ISA -> PLATFORM
I
I- OVER --> CUPBOARD
I
I- IS -> FLOODED
CUPBOARD
I
I
OVER -> LOUNGE
I

IS ->

FLOODED

LOUNGE
I
I
ISA -> ROOM
I
I
OVER --> KITCHEN
I
I
IS --> FLOODED
KITCHEN
I
I ISA --> ROOM
I
I
OVER -> BASEMENT
I
I
IS --> FLOODED
BASEMENT
I
I
HAS -> CONCRETEFLOOR
I
I
IS -> FLOODED
POSSIBLE SOLUTION

SOLO: TO FLOODIXI
1 NOTE /X/ ... IS ---> FLOODED
2 CHECK IXI ... OVER ... >?
2A IF PRESENT-FLOOD*; EXIT
...
IF ABSENT:EXIT
2B
.....
DONE
..:
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A. 3.3.2 Problem 2
You are an incompetent detective investigating ALEC, a known criminal. Here is a
database of the information you have:

ALEC
I
I ...
I
I ...
I
I --I
I ...

KNOWS ... > PETE
KNOWS ... > DAVE
KNOWS ... > MARY
KNOWS ... > BILL

PETE
I
CARS
I ... SELLS
I
VIDEOS
I ... SELLS
I
I .. HAS --->LOTSOFMONEY
DAVE
I ... LIKES ... > CATS
I
I --- HAS ---> LOTSOFMONEY
MARY
I
I ... HAS ---> COMPUTERS
I
I ... IS ... > BROKE
BILL
I
I --- SELLS ... > VIDEOS
I
I ... IS ... > BROKE
Write a program calledINVESTIGATEwhich goesthrough all the peopleALEC knows to
don't,
If
they
the
programshould print that they are
they
videos,
sell
checkwhether
do
if
be
then
they
they
from
should
also
checkedto seeif they
enquiries.
eliminated
your
havelots of money,if so theyshouldbe NOTEdasa suspect,otherwisethe program
from
(See
your
enquiries,
overleaffor what SOLO
that
they
eliminated
should print
are
should print out.),
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OK...
PETE
I --- SELLS

CARS

I --- SELLS
VIDEOS
I
I --- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
I
I ... ISA --- > SUSPECT
DAVE IS ELIMINATEDFROM OUR ENQUIRIES
MARY IS ELIMINATEDFROM OUR ENQUIRIES
BILL IS ELIMINATED FROM OUR ENQUIRIES

POSSIBLE SOLUTION
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE
f1J
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS ... >?
:1
... IA: CHECK *
VIDEOS
SELLS
>
...
...
..... AA
1 IF PRESENT:IMPLICATE*; NEXTCASE
.......
IAB IFABSENT:PRINT*"IS ELIMINATEDFROMOURENQUIRIES";NEXTCASE
.......
DONE
..:
OK...I NOW KNOWHOWTO'INVESTIGATE/Xt
SOLO:TO IMPLICATE/X/
CHECK /X/ --- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
:1
... IA IF PRESENT: NOTE /X/
EXIT
ISA
SUSPECT;
--->
..... IF ABSENT:PRINT/X/" IS--ELIMINATEDFROMOUR ENQUIRIES";EXIT
1B
.....DONE
:
...
OK... I NOW KNOWHOWTO'IMPLICATE'/X/
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A. 3.3.3 Problem 3
First of all create a databasecontaining the following information:
AVRIL
I
I
I
I
I
I
BILL
I
I
I
I
JOHN
1
1-

LIKES

BILL

LIKES

ILONA

LIKES

JOHN

LIKES

CAROL

LIKES

ISOBEL

LIKES -> LOTM

CAROL
I
I
LIKES -> EMMA
I
I
LIKES -> FRANK
I
I -- LIKES --> GRAHAM
FRANK
I
I- LIKES ... > GRAHAM
ISOBEL
I

LIKES

HANNAH

which NOTEs that AVRIL has an invitation to a
party and that if AVRIL LIKES someone,BILL for example, then that person also gets
invited, as does anybody that BILL likes, and so on. For example:
Now write a program called TNITE'

OK...
AVRIL
I
I --- LIKES

BILL

I --- LIKES

ILONA

I -- LIKES ... > JOHN
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-

LIKES ->
HAS ->

KAREN
INVITATION

BILL
LIKES

CAROL

LIKES

ISOBEL

HAS --> INVITATION

etc

POSSIBLESOUMON

SOLO: TO INVITEDU
:I NOTE /X/ --- HAS ... > INVITATION
:2 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- LIKES ... >?
2A: INVITE
DONE
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A. 3.3 Think aloud protocol from Sl: Solving the first SOLO problem
E:

OK This is the 12th of February and

this is Problem 1.
Sl:

Reads problem

And if you look back over the problem
question could you say which bits you're
E:

looking at.
S 1: Yeah. Well, I'm going to read
the whole lot over again.
Reads databaseout loud.
How do I get to do this?
Do I get to write things down with a pencil
first?
here?
do
it
do
to
all
on
want
me
or
you
E:
You can if you like, yes. Either way.
S 1:

Can I not do it both ways?

E.

Both ways.

rereads problem
S 1: This Is recursion
rather than iteration.
If that helps at all.
E:
Sl:

Why do you say that?
Well, becauseit's not the fan-shaped

thing,
it's the line-shaped thing
on page 91 of the book.
(SI gives this page numberfrom memoryshe does not refer to the book)
What is it?
E:

What are you looking at?

S1.

I'm looking at this again.
I'm looking at the second page (of problem)
Well, the first thing that
I'm going to have to do is define a FLOOD
procedure.

,
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Em... and the thing that's sort of causing me
immediate thoughts is:
does my FLOOD procedure actually have to
mention the fact
that the water tank in the attic bursts,
and I suppose it does.
Em. So I'm going to jot down a few notes.
OK. just the... just...
the jotting down a few notes is just to sort of
aid my thought processes.
writes
TOFLOOD/X/
Em, well, first of all...
rereads problem
I'm not quite sure exactly
how much depth the program needsme to
have.
I mean does it need me to have somewherein
the database
the fact that there is a tank in the attic,
for instance?
E:
SI:

That's the database you start with.
Yeah, that's the database I start with

but, I mean, there's nothing to prevent me
adding things in to the database.
E.

No.

SI:

Well, my problem is that, at the

moment,
the database doesn't contain the fact
that there is a watertank in the attic,
and therefore it's difficult to have...
I mean, I was thinking, you see,
of starting something like
CHECK WATERTANK IN ATTIC BURSTS.
Well, I mean, obviously it wouldn't say that,
but, I mean, something that would check
that sort of thing.
But since the databaseat the moment
doesn't actually have the fact that
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there is a watertank in the attic,
then, em, that makes it a wee bit difficult,
doesn't it?
It doesn't have it, does it?
That there's a watertank in the attic?
E:
It doesn't have It in the database
Sl:

So does that mean that I have to

add it?
E:
You don't have to, you can add it
if you want.
rereads problem
SI: OK, I'm going to lookback atmy little
book
to seeif it can give me any ideas.
E:
Which page are you looking at?
Sl:
I'm not looking at any particular page,
I'm looking at page 90
but not for any particular reason
becausethere's nothing on it
that's of any particular use at the moment.
Maybe it would help
if I sort of worked backwards,
Maybe it would help
if I read the bit about recursion.
That seemssensible,doesn't it?
OK. I don't have to have the fact...
I'm looking on page80, em,
which has given a new definition of the
INFECT procedure
so that it keeps on recurring through it.
So I probably...
Right, OK
It was just to make...
you see,em, I just thought it would be
a bit clearer,
not from the SOLO point of view,
but simply clearer from the point of view
of someonelooking at it if..
if the water tank was in it,
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but that doesn't really matter an awful lot,
doesit?
Soit's going to start off with,
em,stepl NOTEAITIC IS FLOODED
without actually going a stepbehind that
to explain why the attic is flooded
in the first place.
I think that's the only way I can start really,
isn't it?
OK Right, this is all just sort of thinkin&
We'regongto sort of write it down
and then NOTEAT71CIS FLOODED
and then we're going to go throughit all
and look at it
and seewhy it's not goingto work.
Em, and I'm still looking at page80because...
why not?
OK Then it's going to be now...
reads page 80
now I can seealready
that I'm gong to be putting in
CHECK A711C is...
OK. So it's not going to be NOTE ATTIC
it's going to be NOTE /X/.
writes
and checkswith example in book
I might as well get to there.
ýODED
Em, right NOTE IXI IS Fl:
CHECK /X/ OVER?
2a IF PRESENT...
IF PRESENTFLOOD
writes
Now this little thing I'm jotting down
initially
is simply copying what's on page 80
for the new INFECT procedure
then I'm going to have to read it
and discover that I've got to, sort of..
well anyway..
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writes
Right so far what I've written down is
TO FLOOD /X/
1 NOTE IXI IS FLOODED
2 CHECK /X/ OVER?
2a IF PRESENT:FLOOD *; EXIT
2B IF ABSENT: EXIT
DONE
Now I just simply can't remember from the
last time I did this
whether that will take us right through
everything,
or whether that will simply take us
through one caseof it;
so I'm just going to read my book
a wee bit further on.
reads
Anyway probably the best thing to do
is type the whole lot in to start with,
isn't it?
To actually put the database in
so that I can just see-whathappens.
Em, and I'm annoyed that I can't remember
if that takes us right through everything
or just..
reads
E., Which pagý is this?
S1,7bls is page 82. skims quickly over pages82,83
And I'm looking on to the iteration,
but that doesn't matter.
I've decided that doesn't matter
becausewe're not doing a fan thing here
we're doing a line thing,
but I may be wrong.
In fact I may be seriously wrong.
reads p92.
In fact, I'm now looking at page 92
and I suspect that
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what I want is something rather more
like the INFECT thing on there
which is NOTE /X/ IS FLOODED
refers continually to example
and then have a
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ OVER?
INFECT *.
Right that's probably what I need,
isn't it?
Right, scrap...
Em. OK. FLOOD procedure mark II.
writes
TO FLOOD /X/
Why don't write your databaseinto

E:

the computer then you can check it as you write.
SI: Right. OK. That sounds fair enough.
Types databaseinto computer
E:

Arrowhead.

SI:

Arrowhead.

types
NOTE LOUNGE ISA ROOM.
types
So do you want me to checkthe one
I've just scrubbedout?
E:

That's up to you.

SI:

Is it?

types
TO FLOOD /X/
Right, I'm thinking. I'm thinking.
E:
SI:

Can you say what it is you're thinking?
Yes. Yes, I mean I'm...

I'm sort of looking...
I'm... I'm just basically, as you've gathered,
copying the examples in the book,
and the one on page 92, em... is..
E:
What are you looking at now?
SI:

-I'm looking at the first page of

the problem
just to seeexactly what the question's asking
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reads:
"If the watertankin the attic burstsand
everythingbelow it getsflooded"
So the attic itself doesn'thave to get
flooded?
Is that correct?
Or doesthe attic too get flooded?
Well, I mean,it... it implies
that the roomsbelow it get flooded
but the attic doesn'tnecessarily.
E:

You canassumethe attic getsflooded

as well.
Sl: Right OK I'm going to try my first
problem and seewhat happens.
This is becauseI really haven't a clue.
types:
2 CHECK/X/ - OVER-> ?
No. no this won't do.
I'm typing in the first thing.
E: Could you saywhat it is you're typing?
SI:

Yes.Yes,I'm typing the problem

that I wrote down which is
CHECK/X/ IS OVERsomethingor other.
E: You'vemisseda step...
(from the subject'swritten versionof problem)
SI-

Yes. YesI know. I know I have.

So I have,
That's what makesthings entirely
different, in fact.
Em... NOTE /X/ IS FLOODED.
Back. Backto...what pagewasI on,
page82or something?
Page80,I'm on page80.
reads
Yeah,OK I think the first example
is probablygoingto work, yes.
OK.
types in programshe has alreadywritten:
Do I needa spacethere?
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Yes,I do, don't I?
Where's the asterisk?

types
[Theprogramnow is:
TO FLOOD/X/
NOTE /X/ - IS -> FLOODED
1
...
2A IF PRESENT-FLOOD *; EXIT
.....
2B IF ABSENT: EXIT
.....
DONE]
:
...
[SOLO responds
OK... I NOW KNOW HOW TO'FLOOD'/X/
SOLO: I
OK

Sl:

types:
FLOOD ATTIC

(SOLO responds:
OKATMC
I
I
OVER -> 13EDROOM
I
I
IS -> FLOODED
OKBEDROOM
I

ISA --> ROOM

I

OVER ->

I

IS -> FLOODED

LANDING

OK...
LANDING
I
I
I
I
I

ISA --> PLATFORM
OVER--> CUPBOARD
IS --> FLOODED

OK...
CUPBOARD
I
I -- OVER -> LOUNGE
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I
I-

IS --> FLOODED

OK...
LOUNGE
I
I
ISA -> ROOM
I
I
OVER -> KITCHEN
I
I -IS ---> FLOODED
OK...
KITCHEN
ISA -> ROOM
OVER --> BASEMENT
IS --> FLOODED
OK...
13ASEMENT
I
I
HAS -> CONCRETEFLOOR
I
I
IS -> FLOODED]
SI:

That looks not bad, eh?

Is that right?
E:
That's right.

evaluate solution
query: checking
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A. M. Think aloud protocol from Sl: Solving the second SOLO problem
E:

This is problem 2.

Sl: This is still the 12th of February.
(reads problem aloud)
'You are an incompetent detective
investigating ALEC a known criminal. Here is
a database of the information you have.'
Right, this time I'm actually going
to type this lot straight off into the database
and that's going to have it in the database,
and I'll be reading it at the same time,
which seems to be intelligent, doesn't it?
(reads databasealoud as it is typed)
Right, we've got a database.
OK, problem.
(reads problem aloud)
OK. Right. I'm just reading the problem again
and thinking.
(re-reads problem)
OK, so we're going to have to start with a
FOR EACH CASE OF ALEC KNOWS
somebody or other.
I'm just going to check in the book, em,
to make sure I've got the exact wording
of FOR EACH.
I think it's FOR EACH CASE OF /X/,
but I just want to make sure that's exactly
what the wording of the thing is.
Em, if I can find it.
I'm looking for the right page now.
That's the blasted answers,
reads page 91 CRAVETEST example
'FOR EACH CASE OF'yes,
it says 'FOR EACH CASE OP.
(reads)
Now, what am I going to do?
We want to start off with
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TO INVESTIGATE /X/; I
and presumably what we want to do here
is investigate ALEC,
yes. Em....
So we're going to start of with
FOR EACH CASE OF ALEC KNOWS
whatshisname
(types)
That's not actually what I'm going to type in.
Not word for word.
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/.
Now, how do I do this?
Dot, dot, dot, I suppose.
I'm looking at page 91
becauseit's got an example of one of these,
em, FOR EACH CASE OF.
Right, FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KNOWS.
Now what do we need?
A question mark.
Now I'm thinking...
on page 91 I'm looking at the CRAVETEST
thing in the middle
which is just simply the first example I
came across,
which had the an example of the FOR EACH
thing in it,
because,as you recall, I was looking to see
what the exact wording of the FOR EACH
construct was.
Or was it a procedure?
I can't remember.
I should know that,
Was it a procedure or a construct?
The INVESTIGATE is a procedure
so the FOR EACH is a construct, yeah?
E:

That'll do, yeah. FOR EACH is a

construct
S1, Doesit matter, anyway?
No. Right.
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So I've got some idea.
Anyway, now I'm just sort of looking
becauseon page 91 the particular example
I'm looking at
has got ?B and ?Q and stuff like that.
So I'm still thinking:
well do I actually need, well, just a
question mark?
Or do I need a question mark
something-or-other else?
Em, And this servesme right for
just dipping into the book
and looking at the first possible example of it
that I come across
without actually reading what Im doing,
doesn't it?
So why don't I go back a little bit?
Well, I mean, the whole Idea about page 91 is
that it's just shoving...
shoving the different letter..
letters in after the question mark
to simply demonstrate to You
how the thing can be edited anyway.
(readspage 91)
IB CHECK *.
Now what am I doing?
Back,
I'm looking back at the question,
OK, 'Go through all the people ALEC
knows to check whether they sell videos',
OK, CHECK * SELLS...
now, hang on, what do I need?
Dash thingy, don't I?
Dash, dash, dash, SELLS VIDEOS.
Now... I just want to remind myself
how I continue after I've had a CHECK
procedure within a for EACH CASE OF thing.
(reads- finds page 88)
I'm looking back to page 88,
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and it's just going to come up...
(reads BOOZETEST example)
So it's... It's just going to come up
1AA IF PRESENT:
OK, now, what's this going to do?
It's going to...
Right let me just think about this.
If I continue...
reads screen
CHECK * SELLS VIDEOS, IF PRESENT
I can't remember if I can have a CHECK
procedure within a CHECK procedure.
Can I?
You're not going to tell me are you?
(reads)
This is trying to remember
all the embedded steps.
Yes,em, no, it's not.
OK, I'm still thinking about this.
reads screen
OK. CHECK * SELLSVIDEOS;
1AA IF PRESENT%..
Certainly 1AB is going to be IF ABSENT
know,
I've
to
then
you
em,
got
print...
and
reads problem
'they are eliminated from the enquiries'
sort of bit.
Em, so that's...
the ABSENT is actually straightforward
enough. If it's PRESENT,and they do sell videos,
I've then got to go on and CHECK
lots
have
they
of money.
whether or not
It's Just quite how I get into that.
reads screen
Anyway. At the moment the only thing
I can think of Is having another CHECK
procedure in here too.
I just thought I couldn't do that for some
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reason,
but I can't remember it.
flicks through book
The answer is in here somewhere
but I've no idea how far back it is,
which is a right nuisance.
I'm looking all over the place
becauseI've got no idea where I should be
looking,
I'm on page90 now.
Aha! I want a NEXT CASE thing, perhaps.
Do I?
readstext on page 90
Right, I'm on page 90 'related to the
issue of "scope" is the fact that when we use
the control-statement NEXT CASE within a
CHECK, it always refers to the most deeply
"nested" FOR EACH construct within which
that CHECK procedure immediately appears.'
Now, is that going to work in here?
reads screen
OK. FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KNOWS...
CHECK /X/ SELLS VIDEOS; IF PRESENT...
Now is that right?
Becauseif I put in NEXT CASE
it's gong to take me right back to...
readstext on page90
the FOR EACH thing.
(reads)
E.

This is page 90 you're reading.
SI: Yes, I said that. 89.88.1 haven't read 89 yet.
E-. Mat is it you're looking at on 88 is it the,
em, example or the text?
SI: I'm looking at the example,
the BOOZETESTexample on page 88.
But it's not going quite far enough,
that example on page 88,
because,em, it's only got one variable,
which is the alcohol,
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the... the thingy contains alcohol,
whereas I've got two,
which is both that they sell videos
and that they have lots of money.
OK, FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KNOWS
thingy;
CHECK /X/ SELLSVIDEOS;
1AA IF PRESENT...
I can't remember if this works.
OK, em, becauseI have in my head at the
moment this, sort of..
that I can get round it by having another
CHECK thingy here,
which I can't remember if I can actually do

or not,
and I can't remember where to find the
answer,
although I'm sure it's in here somewhere,
I'm just going to try it and seewhat happens
and it"s probably going to tell me I can't.
No. Anyway.
Becausewhat's the variable going to be called?
Is it going to be called just asterisk again?
reads screen
I'm going on.
I'm reading page 92 the INFECT thingy here
becauseit tells me how to do...
or it tells me...
It gives an example of Iteration and
recursion being used together.
(reads INFECT example
So...
reads screen
E: What... Are you just reading through the
thing on the screenat the moment?
Sl: Yes. At least I'm staring at it blankly.
(latighs)
I'm still- I'm looking back at the book again
becauseI still want to seewhat I can do with
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this, em....
flicks backward and forward through book
CHECK thing within a CHECK thing
becauseI know I can't do it
but I just want to seesomewhereit tells me
I can't do it.
What I really need is some sort of procedure
that will do wee loops.
E:

What do you mean by loops?

Sl:

Don't know.

(types)
reads screen
reads problem
Oh, now I'm trying to remember
where I 've got to have the blasted s
semi-colons here.
Is that where I have to have the semi-colons,
the... I mean the inverted commas?
Or do I have to have them before the /X/?
E:

Anything you want printed that's not a

variable should be in inverted commas.
Sl: Yeah, I know that
but the variable /X/ doesn't go within the
inverted commas,
that's what I mean, does it?
E: Yeah.
S1- Yeah it doesn't?
E:

It doesn't.

SI- Yes, it doesn't. OK, thank you. Ern,
(E tries to adjust window on screen. Someof
the S's code has overflowed to the next line
causing SOLO to abort.)
OK. I FOR EACH CASE OF thingy.
Right, hang on, Think about this.
FOR EACH CASE OF somebody KNOWS
somebodyelse
CHECK that somebody sells VIDEOS;
IF PRESENT:CONTINUE; IF ABSENT...
[Sl's program so far is
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/X/
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE
?
KNOWS
CASE
/X/
EACH
OF
FOR
:I
--->
--...
IA: CHECK * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
1AAIF PRESENT:CONTINUE
.......
EXIT]
I AB IF ABSENT:PRINT1X/"IS ELIMINATEDFROMOUR ENQUIRIES9%
.......
OK. Right 113
I can't do that canI?
I can't have a 113within a FOREACH
construct,canI?
I want two CHECKprocedureswithin the
FOREACH thing
I?
have
IA,
I
can't
a
can
only
and
E:

Yes.

SI: It's not fair.
(readsscreen)
No, got it.
Right, what I'm going to do here
is type DONE
just soI cangetout of this oneI'm typing in here
and start the whole thing again.
Do I haveto go in throughan
EDIT INVESTIGATE
or canI just start off and type
TO INVESTIGATE again?
E: Start TO INVESTIGATEagain, it'll
probablybe quicker.
SI: Yes.
(types)
I've probablyforgottennow
what I wasgoing to do.
(types)
(first programnow looks like this:
1W
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE
I FOR EACH CASE OF IXI ... KNOWS ... >?
...:
1A: CHECK * ... SELLS --> VIDEOS
.....
1AAIF PRESENT:CONTINUE
.......
IXI "IS ELIMINATEDFROMOUR ENQUIRIES";EXIT
PF31NT
IF
ABSENT:
1AB
.......
DONE
OK...I NOWKNOWHOWTO'INVESTIGATE'/X/
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Sl retypes:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE1XJ

:1 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS >?
I
1A:
.....
Right I'm going to try something else here.
And the problem I'm now going to have
is that I'm probably going to start having
too many variables.
I'm going to have to call them different things
like ?B and stuff like that

and it's not going to help if I don't put all the
letters in either, doesit?
(corrects what she has typed).
And that's where my problems are going to
arise.
But that, at least, is something I can probably
sort out.
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KNOWS thingy
FOR EACH CASE... (types)
and I don't know if this is will work OF * being the answer to the question mark...
OK. FOR EACH CASE OF * SELLS...
OK this is getting too late at night.
EACH CASE OF * SELLS VIDEOS
Right 1A CHECK..
Now, this is where I'm going to have to start
putting in different letters, isn't it?
CHECK *A HAS LOTSOFMONEY.
That's what I'm going to need now, Isn't it?
CHECK the asterisk A.
Or is that not right?
Well, why don't I...
E:

That's a different variable?
SI: Yeah, well that's what I...
Yes, do I need a different variable?
CHECK...
OK. * HAS...
[types366
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1AA: CHECK * -- HAS
LOTSOFMONEYI)
Right now I've got to have a
NEXT CASE here,
don't I?
1AA IF PRESENT...
My problem is the numbers of my variables,
isn't It?
flicks through book
Here I... I mean.
indicates asterisk and question mark
How many A's or whatever I need after them
all.
Or if I ever need a variable after them all,
or if they're all the same variable.
I know I should be able to work this out.
NOTE *
[types:
NOTE 0-

ISA --> SUSPECT]

reads screen
I'm not terribly sure
If I can do substep 1A after substep 1
and the whole thing to make sense
but, never mind we'll see,won't we?
and if I can't finish this tonight
then I'll go to bed and think about it all day
tomorrow.
IF PRESENTNOýE thingy ISA SUSPECT.
Now I suppose...
I can't remember...
I just can't think any more.
E: I think I should point out, you've got this
in the wrong place.
Sl: What the NEXT CASE?
You don't have that immediately after

-Ethe CHECK

[SI has written:
1AA: CHECK * .. HAS ... >
.......
LOTSOFMONE'ýNEXr CASE
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E assumesthat S1 has made a slip)
Sl: Oh, I've got it...
I've got it after now, haven't...
yes, that's right.
OK, em, I can't get rid of all that now, can I?
E: You could try.
[S1 deletes the NEXT CASE from line 1AA]
S1. I don't think that works though.
E: No I don't think so either.
Sl- Onceyou'veputitin

it's in.

Em, so... Why's it doing that?
You haven't got (?)
Sl: Oh aye right.
E:

Can I not just put DONE now.
Em, this isn't going to work is It?
I'm just going to put EXIT and DONE now
and then mend that
becauseit's not going to acceptit.
I know it's not.
[program now is:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X1
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS ... >?
:1
...
IA: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
.....
1AA: CHECK * --- HAS --- > LOTSOFMONEY
.......
1AAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * --- ISA ... > SUSPECT; -NEXT CASE
.........
1AAB IF ABSENT: EXIT
.........
DONE)
:
...
OK here we go again.- Mark III.
(types)
I'm just looking to seeabout this NEXT CASE
thing.
The little explanation it gives you.
(reads middle page 88)
CK.
[types:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X/
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS --> ?
:1
...
FOR EACH CASE OF --- SELLS ... > VIDEOS
..-lk
IAA: CHECK* ... HAS ---> LOTSOFMONEY
.......
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1AAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * --- ISA ... > SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
.........
1AAB IF ABSENT: PRINT DU "IS ELIMINATED FROM OUR ENQUIRIES"; NEXT
.........
CASE
:
...
Si: is that as far as I can do?
Will It not work, then?
(line 1AAB has spilled over to the next line
which will cause SOLO to abort.
E: Try it. Hit the ENTER and see.
[SOLO responds;
ERROR: OOPS..- FOUND CASE INSTEAD
OF A LINE NUMBER OR DONE]
Sl: What do I do?
Which one do I press?
E: Abort.
SI: Now, what do I do now?
Em, start again,
Do have to start all that again?
Can you copy all that for me please?
E: Yeah.
SI: Well, I mean we can have the
'FROM OUR ENQUIRIES' bit out
if necessary.
You can just have /X/ 'IS ELIMINATED.
/X/ IS EXTERMINATED as far as I'm
concerned.
[E copiesand pastestip to 1AAB in the last code]
SI: I'll be lost now,
(There is some trouble with SOLO which
aborts since ENTER was accidentally
pressed twice)
S1: SoI can't remember where I am now.
This isn't fair.
E:

I think you're on 2 or DONE or

whichever you are on to.
[program now reads:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X/
?
I FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS
IA: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
1AA: CHECK * ... HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
.......
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1AAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * ... ISA ... > SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
.........
1AAB IF ABSENT: PRINT /X/ "IS ELIMINATED"; NEXT CASE
.........
SI: FOR EACH CASE Of /X/ KNOWS
something or other.
I can't remember what the problem is.
(reads problem).
Right, wait a minute.
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ KNOWS
(reads through what has been written on
screen)
becauseit's also got to eliminate things
from the enquiries
if they don't sell videos.
At the moment I haven't got anything to
check to see if it sells videos.
Em, becauseI want something to print...
if it doesn't sell videos
I want something to print that it's also
eliminated...
also to print that it's eliminated from the
enquiries and...
at the moment it's not going to do that
becausewhat the thing's prompting me to put
in now is 2
Hang on, let's seewhat we've got here.
SeeALEC actually knows all the people
DAVE, MARY and BILL.
;
And at the moment I can't ee what I can do to
print that somebody's eliminated
if they don't sell videos.
Becausethe 2 that I'm putting in at the
moment
isn't within the FOR EACH CASE in step 1.
Have you done this?
You've solved it so it is possible?
E. Yes.
SI: (reads screen)
I'm going to look back at my little book here
to see.
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E:

Page86.

Sl:

So it is.

E:

Which part are you reading? All of it?
S1. Yes. Yes, this must...
reads text
Right, 'only substep may be specified within a
given usage of FOR EACH. This means that if
you wanted to have, say, five different
procedures activated within a given substep',
I'd have 'to define a single new procedure
which Itself specified the activation of all
of thesefive procedures as part of its own
definition. '
That's what I really have to do.
So let's just...
Do you want to try to seewhat happens

E:

if you try out your program or are you going
to forget about it entirely and do a different
one?
Sl: Oh, yes OK. Ill try it if you like.
types:
SOLO: NVESTICATE PETE
[SOLO responds:

OK..
PETE
I
I --- SELLS ... > CARS
I
I ... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
I
I .. HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
I
I ... ISA ... > SUSPECT
CALLED
OOPS I DONTHAVEA PROCEDURE
...
'NIL'
S1, Wheredid this NIL comefrom?
I haven't the faintest Idea.
Sl: I've got half way there so far,
E.
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"ads screen
but as I said I didn't have the, em...
What is this, what is this I mean what is
this?
(referring to the NIL)
I don't know it must have been the double
hit of the ENTER button that did that.
E:

SI: Yes.
NIL is what LISP calls an empty list.
S1: Yes, but anyway, this is exactly what
E:

I thought was going to happen
becauseI didn't...
I wasn't able to get into the, em...
I couldn't include the PRINT ELIMINATE
thing FROM MY ENQUIRIES as a next step.
reads screen
Right, well, OK, I mean, I can...
I can seeways round this
but I think they might...
may be going without...
outwith the, em, the limits of the question,
but I'm going to do them anyway, so there.
What, er, do you mean by that?
What ways do you see?
E:

Sl: Ah well, you're just about to find out,
aren't you?
Well, it involves having adifferent procedure
within the INVESTIGATE procedure.
E:

Do you want to save time by cutting and

pasting from the previous procedure or are
you just going to start from scratch?
SI: I'm not very sure.
No, I'm starting from scratch.
BecauseI'm going to have to start
by defining my other procedure
that I'm going to have In the middle of it.
Am I allowed to do that within the
(?) of the question?
E372
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you can do it secondit doesn't matter which
order they're in.
SI: Yes, that's right.
Oh well, OK, em.
(types :
TO INVESTIGATE /X/
I FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ - KNOWS -> ?]
But the way I'm doing it isn't going to have
the whole lot within one definition,
is that all right?
E:

Uhuh.

SI: Oh, Isee, right. OK.
TYPES:
CHECK /X/ - IS -> DODGY
E: CHECK /X/ IS DODGY?
SI: * IS DODGY.
replaces IXI with
And then I'm going to have to define a
procedure called DODGY.
E: But that (referring to screen)is not a
procedure,
SI: Not yet. I can design another a little
program.
E: I can seeyour point but that can't be a
procedure. Sorry, carry on, do what you want.
SI: Well, what I was going to do was you see,
was after I finish the INVESTIGATE thingy,
is define another procedure
which results in /X/ being DODGY
If /X/ both sells videos and has lots of money.
E: OK
$I:
E:

Will that not work?
Yes, there's no reason why that

shouldn't work.
E: But that's not what you wanted me to do?
E: You can do it anyway you like.
That will work.
Sl: But it's not the neatest way of doing it,
is it?
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E:

It probably is.
Sl: But it's probably not. It's not neat.
I mean, it's not elegant, is it?
(reads screen)
But you don't like it that way, do you?
E: I do like it that way, yes.
Sl:

But it's not a good way.
Can you think of a better one?

E:

Sl: Not right at the moment,
becauseI'm in the middle of thinking about
this one.
E:

Do this one.

Sl:

types:

SOLO.,TO INVESTIGATE/X/
:I
...
.....

FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS ... >?
IA: CHECK * --- IS --- > D9DGY

1AA IF PRESENT: NOTE - ... ISA ... > SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
.......
1AB IF ABSENT: PRINT /X/ "IS ELIMINATED"; NEXT CASE
.......
SI: Am I right in having that thing there?
E: What? The /X/?
SI: Yes.
Well, what would the /X/ refer back to?
Sl: Well... so it should be an asterisk, then.
E:

Yes. Shouldn't it?
Let me just check on that.
flicks through book
(reads screen)
I'm still checking my NEXT CASEs things.
flicks through book
I can't remember what page It's on.
Oh yes, 88.
Where are we?
reads screen
types
E:

It's just DONE,

S1, Ah. Em, will that not all work then.
E: I don't know try it. You could edit it and
just...
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Sl: and just exit to the 2.
E: Get the 2 out.
SI: types
(program is now:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATEW
FOR EACH CASE OF DU ... KNOWS ... >?
:1
...
1A: CHECK * --- IS ... > DODGY
.....
1AA IF PRESENT: NOTE * --- ISA ... > SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
.......
1AB IF ABSENT: PRINT * "IS ELIMINATED"; NEXT CASE
.......
2 DONE
DONE
OK... I NOW KNOW HOW TO'INVESTIGATE'/)U
SOLO: EDIT INVESTIGATE
2
DONE
OK... I HAVE RE-DEFINED HOW TO'INVESTIGATE'fXJ
Now.
E:

So your plan is to have this procedure

called INVESTIGATE and another one.
SI: Another one.
Which results in putting this...
I mean...
E: You'd run it first, would you?
Sl: No, em no.
I'm just sort of thinking through all this.
I don't actually, em...
Yes, obviously, I would...
i
I mean, obviously would sort of
run the DODGY thing first,
But I don't actually want to do that.
BecauseI want the whole thing to simply
to run with what's in the database,
At the moment.
So, really...
reads her solution
Right, we'll do it again.
E: The INVESTIGATE?
Sl: Yeah, but I want to have...
I've figured out what sort of thing I want in
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there (indicating DODGY)
and, I mean, you're right
that's not the sort of thing.
I want another procedure in there, don't I?
Em... something like
something called SUSS/X/
where the procedure called SUSS/X/
checks to seewhether /X/ was both selling
videos
and having lots of money
and if...
E: Uhuh, Right.
SI: So was some sort of thing...
So,em, oh Godl
You've been at it for over an hour.
Do you want to stop for a bit?
E:

Sl: No I want to finish it. Stop for a bit?
Stop for a bit.
S1 has half hour break
Sl: I'm looking through the iteration bit
on page 82 and 83 to try and rememberit,
The problem I'm having her is that,
although on page 83 82 and 83 the book
tells me how to do Iteration there,
the first node and the third node on the triple
are related by the same secondnode
whereas in this case
what I'm trying to do is something where
the second nodes are also varying.
At least I've got two variable lines going down
instead of just the one.
I'll draw a diagram of what I'm trying to do.
The ordinary iteration Is this fanning out thing
and the recursion is this thing here.
What I'm trying to do
what the problem is...
is first of all Im doing the iteration thing
for the FOR EACH
What I'm trying to do Is FOR EACH person
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that ALEC knows, ALEC here,
to each of the different variables here,
and then looking at different things from
each variable as well.
Now I'm going further up the screen
to remind myself what I've already done.
I also want to go back in the book
to find out where I can'twhether I can have a check within a check
procedure
becauseI don't think I can,
flicks through book
I'm not finding the answer.
types
I'm still just sort of thinking here
and trying all sorts of ideas
that go through my head,
That's not going to work.
I probably shouldn't be starting this way.
I should try to think of a different way

to start
but it doesn't seem to make any difference.
Sl has typed:
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X/
:I
...
.....

FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS
IA: CHECK * --- SELLS ... > VIDEOS

>?

DONE
.......
IAB IF ABSIiNT: EXIT
.......
DONE
:
...
reads screen

types
OK Backin the book.
types
I've madea mistakehere. CHECK...
I'll just write DONE (?) the thing again
S1 has written:
X
SOLO,TO INVESTIGATE
I FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS >?
...:
lA: FOR EACH CASE OF * --- SELLS -.. > ?B
.,..,
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lAA: *13... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
.......
DONE
...
Sl types:
/X/
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE
1 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS --->?
1A, FOR EACH CASE OF * --- SELLS ---> ?A
1AA: CHECK* --- SELLS ---> VIDEOS
.......
1AAA IF PRESENT:FOR EACHCASE OF * --- SELLS---> VIDEOS
.........
1AAAA: CHECK* ... HAS ... >LOTSOFMONEY
...........
IAAAAA IF PRESENT:NOTE * --- ISA --> SUSPECT
.............
1AAAABIF ABSENT:PRINT* "IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
.............
1AAB IF ABSENT: PRINT *"IS ELIMINATED";EXIT]
.........
I'm just reading what I've got on the screen
to seeif it makes any sort of senseat all.
(reads screen)
Now I'm looking at what I've got here
and I think I've got confused with my asterisks
and my asterisks and suffixes.
OK... And I have done in fact..,
My substep 1AA is incorrect
becauseit's got an A in it too many.
So I just want to have DONE
and then and then I'm going to edit it.
OK EDIT INVESTTGATE
and then I'm going to say 1AA
OK, let me just check, Asterisk.
OK, So we just CHECK
types
OK. I don't know why it's done this
(editing fails S7 retypes INVESTIGATE)
SOLO: EDIT`INVESTIGATE
lAA: CHECK* ... SELLS ... > VIDEM
:
...
;;; ERROR: Is not an external symbol of package 1AA found by reader,
I'm just going to copy it, in that case.
(SI tries copying and pasting but makesa
numberof errors )
Right at the moment I'm just having problems
making the thing work again.
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[SI has typed:
SOLO: EDIT INVESTIGATE
lAA: CHECK* ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
:
...
ERROR: Is not an external symbol of package 1AA found by reader,
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATEIYJ
I FOR EACH CASE OF IXI --- KNOWS ... >
1A: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ... > ?A
1AA: CHECK* ... SELLS --- > VIDEOS
.......

;;; ERROR:OOPS...FOUNDNILINSTEADOFA LINENUMBEROR DONE
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO: to Investigate /x/
FOR EA
:I
...
1A: EXIT
.....
DONE
OK... I NOW KNOW HOW TO'INVESTIGATE/Xl
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X/
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS ---> ?
1A: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ... > ?A
.....
1AA. CHECK* ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.......
:I
...

lAAA IF PRESENT:FOR EACHCASEOF * ... SELLS... > VIDEOS
1AAAA: CHECK* ... HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
...........
IAAAAA IF PRESENT:NOTE * --- ISA ... >SUSPECT
.............
IAAAAB IF ABSENT: PRINT "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT

.............
1AAB IF ABSENT: PRINT * "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT

DONE
ERROR:Attemptto read past end of stream.
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO: to InvestIgate/X/
FOR EACH CASE OF IXI --- KNOWS ... >?
:1
...
1A: FOR EACH CASE OF * --- SELLS -..> ?A
IAA: CHECK* .. SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.......
IF PRESENT:FOR EACHCASEOF * ... SELLS... > VIDEOS
1AAA
.........
CHECK* ... HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
IAAAA:
...........
IF PRESENT:NOTE * ... ISA ... > SUSPECT;EXIT
1AAAAA
.............
IF ABSENT:PRINT* "IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
1AAAAS
.............
IAAB IF ASSENT:PRINT* "IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
.........
: DONE
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OK... I NOW KNOW HOW TO'INVESTIGATE'/Xt
SOLO:INVESTIGATEALEC
OK... (I ALREADY KNEW PETE --- ISA ---> SUSPECT)
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/X1
I FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS ---> ?
...:
1A: CHECK * --- SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
SELLS ... > VIDEOS
1AA IF PRESENT: FOR EACH CASE OF
.......
1AAA: CHECK* ... HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
.........
1AAAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * --- ISA ---> SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
...........
I AAAB IF ABSENT: PRINT *"IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
...........
1AB IF ABSENT: PRINT * "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
.......
DONE
:
...
OK... I NOW KNOW HOW TO'INVESTIGATE/X/
SOLO: EDIT INVESTIGATE
1AAA: CHECK * --- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
ERROR: Package I AAA does not exist.
TO INVESTIGATE /X/
1 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ .. KNOWS --->?
IA-, CHECK * ... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
1AA IF PRESENT: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.......
1AAA: CHECK * --- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
.........
1AAAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * . -- ISA ---> SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
...........
1AAAB IF ABSENT: PRINT *"IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
...........
I AB IF ABSENT: PRINT *"IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
.......
DONE
:
...
ERROR: Unbound variable to In eval
> (solo-top- level)
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATEX
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ --- KNOWS ... >?
:
:1
... ...
IA: CHECK* ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
1AA IF PRESENT: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.......
1AAA: CHECK * --- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
...
1AAAA IF PRESENT: NOTE * ... ISA ... > SUSPECT; NEXT CASE
...........
1AAAB IF ABSENT: PRINT * "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
...........
I AB IF ABSENT: PRINT * "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
.......
DONE
....
;;: ERROR: Token composed solely of dots found by reader:
> (solo-top- level)
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SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE1XJ

:1 FOR EACH CASE OF DU .. KNOWS -.. > ?
IA: CHECK * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
;;; ERROR: Attempt to read past end of stream.
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATEIXI

:1 FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS ---> ?
;;; ERROR:Attempt to read past end of stream.
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE[&
:I FOR EACH CASE OF IXI --- KNOWS >?
MCHECK * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
;;; ERROR:Attemptto read past end of stream.
> (solo-top-level)
SOLO:TO INVESTIGATE/X/
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS ... >?
:1
...
IA: CHECK * ... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
1AA IF PRESENT:FOR EACHCASEOF * --- SELLS--> VIDEOS
lAAA: CHECK * -- HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
.........
IAAAA IF PRESENT:NOTE * ... ISA ... > SUSPECT;NEXT CASE
...........
AAAB IF ABSENT:PRINT*"IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
I
...........
I AB IF ABSENT: PRINT*"IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
done
:
...
OK... I NOW KNOWHOWTO'INVESTIGATE'/X/
SOLO:INVESTlGATE
ALEC
OK... (I ALREADY KNEW PETE --- ISA ... > SUSPECT)
OOPS...Line 1A within CHECKmust end with CONTINUEor EXIT
SOLO:TO INVESilGATE/X/
FOR EACH CASE OF IXI .. KNOWS ... >?
:I
...
IA: FOR EACH CASE OF * ... SELLS ---> VIDEOS
.....
lAA: CHECK* ... HAS ... >LOTSOFMONEY
.......
1AAA IF PRESENT:NOTE * ... ISA ... >SUSPECT;NEXT CASE
.........
1AASIF ABSENT:PRINT"IS ELIMINATED";NEXTCASE
.........
DONE
:
...
OK... I NOW KNOWHOWTOINVESTIGATE'/)q
Now I'm just readingwhat I've got on the
screen
to seeif it will Workso far.
readssobition
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And I'm looking now... back at the book
for the NEXT CASE thing still.
I'm looking at page 88 at the example,
the BOOZETEST example.
reads Mmple
No this has just got me right back to where
I started from at the beginning..
recursing.
reads
I assumed in the last examnle
z--that I couldn't have a substep which said
IF PRESENTFOR EACH CASE OF whatever,
blah, blah, blah, blah, semi-colon,
and either a control statement.

I'm assumingI can'thavea controlstatement
after a FOREACH constructwithin a sub-step.
Although I don't actually know if that's true
becauseit...it doesn'tsayso anywhere.
re4dssolution
Is it going to makeany differenceIf I havea
CONTINUE?
(?) for the moment just to get out of it.
I'm just keeping on going in circles.

My last thing that I did worked to the same
extent
as the one before that did,
in other words it noted PETEis a SUSPECT
but it didn't do any of the printing of the rest
of the things business.
Because,I'll show you why, will I?
See,here's what it was:
FOR EACH CASE OF that
CHECK * SELLS VIDEOS IF PRESENT,
and then I had a FOR EACH THING
after an IF PRESENT,right?
And it didn't accept it,
because,of course, I have to have a control
statement after it
if there's an IF PRESENT.
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And I'm assuming that I can't have a control
statement after a FOR EACH construct.
Is that a correct assumption to be making.
(?) Well, you ought to have it down
about here. Becausethat's the end of the
E:

IF PRESENT (indicates end of 1AAAB)
Sl:

Where would I have to have it?

Here?
E:

You've got IF PRESENTblah, blah, blah

Sl:

It would have to be here. EXIT, EXIT.
I don't think that would work at all.

E:

It wouldn't makesense.
SI: I thought that something like this
was going to be the way into solving it
and that's really what I've been working on
for the past hour.
Forgetting...
well not... not at all taking account of the fact
that I was going to have a control statement
at the end of this IF PRESENTthing.
So none of that's going to work.
It acceptsan awful lot of things
and then it doesn't actually tell you
until you try to run the procedure
that it hasn't accepted them.
I found this quite often, I mean,
in... in the whole of my way through the
SOLO thing
that it accepts things that are entirely wrong
and doesn't tell you that they're wrong
until you try to run the procedure.
I'm really annoyed that I can't do this.
E:

Do you want to give up for the moment?

SI: Uhuh.
In informal discussion after this episodethe experimenteraskedwhy the subject gave
tip
on the idea of using a procedurewithin a procedure. The subject again claimed that such a
method did not seem 'elegant' and was determinedtofind a way to solve tile problem
within one procedure. The subject then proceededto solve the problem with paper and
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pencil, writing down a solution immediately without referenceto any prior solution or the
textbook. The solution produced was.
SOLO: TO INVESTIGATE/XI
FOR EACH CASE OF /X/ ... KNOWS --- >
:1
...
1A: CHECK * ... SELLS ... > VIDEOS
.....
1AA IF PRESENT: SUSS *; NEXT CASE
.......
IAB IF ABSENT: PRINT* "IS ELIMINATED"; EXIT
.......
DONE
:
...

OK... I NOWKNOWHOWTOINVESTIGATE/W
SOLO:TO SUSSW
:I CHECK DU ... HAS ... > LOTSOFMONEY
IA IF PRESENT: NOTE /X/ ... ISA ... > SUSPECT; EXIT
.....
1B IF ABSENT: PRINT/X/ "IS ELIMINATED";EXIT
DONE
This solution would not go through the whole databasesince the subject has written 'EXIT'
at the end of line 1AB in the INVESTIGATE procedure, The subject was aware of this,
however,pointed out to the experimenterthat she was unsure whether it should be EXIT
or NEXT CASE then changedit to NEXT CASE.

Sl'S DRAWINGS:
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0000
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A. 3.5 Think aloud protocol from Sl: Solving the third SOLO problem
E:

14th February. Problem 3.

Sl: How to spend your Valentine's Day.
(reads first line of problem)
'Create a database containing the following
information. '
Right, well, I'll just go ahead and do that.
types in database
OK. The problem, 'Now write a problem
called INVITE which NOTEs that....'
This is nice. What a nice sociable sort of
problem.
Right.
Re-readsproblem
So BILL LIKES ISOBELbut ISOBEL doesn't
like BILL? Is that right?
E: That's the only databaseyou've got.
Sl: Yes, OK. Yes, OK,
but I mean that... those...
I mean, for instance, AVRIL LIKES BILL
but BILL doesn't like AVRIL
but these things aren't necessarily important
for the thing.
I mean, they're not some sort of deliberate
things?
OK. Em, Right.
Well I'm just checking back to the SOLO
book here.
Em,just for fim
Page91. Page92.
And I think this is going to be pretty similar
to the INFECT thing on page 92, really,
isn't it?
So the way I'm going to deal with this....
I'm looking back to page 91.
I'm looking back at the bit called A, 7
'Iteration versus Recursion' and again this
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little fan-shaped diagram indicating
iteration
and the line-shaped thing for recursion
just... becauseI like them.
OK, so I think the easiestway to do this is
just to start typing things
and figure out where they're not going to
find... and...
em, what did I just say there?
I'm going to start typing and find out
once I'm sort of half way through it
OK?
it's
to
work.
going
why
not
So we start off..
(to E) Well I've got to say something.
E: That's fine.
SI: types
SOLO: TO INVITE IXI
1 NOTE /X/ ... HAS ... > INVITATION
2 FOR EACH CASE OF IXI --- LIKES ... >?
2A: INVITE *

.....
Right, I'm just thinking now.
Readsout what she has just typed
Now, is that going to work?
Why don't I type it in and find out?
So, that it's got iteration and recursion in it.
E:

Are you reading through it again to see

if it's going to work?
Sl: No, I'm just reading through it again.
I can't be bothered going through...
What I should really do if I had any sense
em, is actually pick one of thesenames
and stick it in as an example.
But I caWt be bothered
so I'm just going to type it in
and seewhat it comesup with.
types DONE
[program now is:
SOLO: TO INVITE IXI

:I
...

NOTE IXI ... HAS ... > INVITATION
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2 FOR EACH CASE OF 1XI --- LIKES
.,.:
2A: INVITE
.....

>?

DONE
:
...
OK... I NOW KNOWHOWTO'INVITE'/X/
Sl now types:
SOLO:INVITEAVRIL
SOLOresponds:
OK...
AVRIL
I
I ... LIKES ... > BILL
I
I ... LIKES ---> ILONA
I
I ... LIKES ---> JOHN
I ... LIKES ---> KAREN
I
I --- HAS ---> INVITATION
OOPS...THE FORMATFOR'FOR'IS:
FOREACHCASEOF FROMRELATION --> VALUE]
S1- Right, I've obviously just...
I've obviously,em, missed...
E: Gobackup to your...
S1, I've misseda spacebetweenthe end of
the arrowheadand the questionmark.
That's what It is, isn't it?
E: Yes,that's it. You can...
That's easy to edit at least.
[SI types:
SOLO:EDITINVITE
FOR EACH CASE OF IXI --- LIKES ... >?
:2
...
2A: INVITE
.....
DONE
:
...
SOLOresponds:
OK... I HAVE RE-DEFINEDHOWTO'INVITE'/)(/
SI types:
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SOLO: INVITEAVRIL
SOLO responds:

OK (I ALREADY KNEW AVRIL --- HAS ---> INVITATION)
...
OK
...
BILL
I
I ... LIKES ... > CAROL
I
I --- LIKES ... > ISOBEL
I
I --- HAS ... > INVITATION
OK

LIKES ... > EMMA
LIKES ---> FRANK
LIKES ... > GRAHAM
HAS ... > INVITATION
OK..
EMMA
II
I ... HAS ... > INVITATION
OK...
FRANK
I ... LIKES ... > GRAHAM
I
I ... HAS ---> INVITATION
OK..
GRAHAM
I
I ... HAS ---> INVITATION
OK... (I ALREADY KNEW GRAHAM--- HAS ---> INVITATION)
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OK...
ISOBEL
I
I --- LIKES ... > HANNAH
I
I --- HAS --- > INVITATION

OK..
HANNAH
I
I --- HAS ---> INVITATION
OK...
ILONA
I
I ... HAS ... > INVITATION
OK...
JOHN
I
I --- LIKES ... > LOTTE
I
I ... HAS ... > INVITATION
OK...
LOTTE
I
I --- HAS ... > INVITATION
OK.. KAREN
I
I ... HAS ... > INVITATION]
Sl: Is that it ?
E:

That's it.

SI: I'm finished?
E:

Yes.

SI: Gosh.

Sl: Right we're discussingwhy this onewasn't harderthan the previousone,yeah?
E: Yes,this oneinvolvesboth recursionand iteration.
SI- Yeah,it's exactlythe sameas the exampleon page92.
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E:

Yes, but you had to find that out.

Sl: Yes,I know, but I had donetheexampleon page92andI rememberedit, and,I
mean,I
before
I did the exercise,althoughI rememberedit anyway, I
thing
the
through
read
could have done that without looking at page92.The difficulty with the secondproblem
having
I
to do thingsthathadn't evercomeout in thebook. Em,well I mean,
that
was
was
I wasn't really, because,I mean,the thing wassolvedquite simply by having two
constructs,no, two procedures.Yes,that'sit. Byhavingtwo proceduresrunning
simultaneously.Well, actuallynot running simultaneouslybut onerunning insidethe
other.
Yeah, one calling the other.
SJ: Yes, but that wasn't something that was ever particularly used in the book as an
example. Well, I mean that's a silly sort of thing to say, becauseit was very
E:

straightforward. The reasonit took me so long was becausewe discussedthis as well after
it. Do you want me to say all this now?
E:

Yes, yes.

Sl: Well, as we discussed after I had actually solved the second one, I said quite early on
in my solving of it, or my attempts to solve it, that it would work perfectly well very
easily with two procedures going. But the reason I didn't go ahead and solve it then, was
becauseI wondered... I though it might be possible to solve It by just having one procedure
which would, of course,be more complicated than having two ones. It would be a more
complicated procedure than either of the two that were required to solve It. But I thought
It would be quite fun... or something...
E: You said you thought it would be more elegantdo it in one.
Sl: Yes, something like that. I thought it would be neater if it were possible to have
simply one procedure. And I wanted to seeexactly how all the deeply embedded things
worked, and, of course,I found eventually that I couldn't do it, and once I decided to go
back and do it using two procedures, as you recall, I basically sat down and wrote them
down immediately without even thinking about it, and it was very straightforward,
E:

Right this is the only... this is the section of the book that has the... that calls
another one. (indicates page 56)
Sl: Yes, I know, It does.
It's just that it's quite a bit back, this is page 56.
SI: Yes, I mean, I do remember that. It was just... yes I mean...I mean, as I think we,.. we
established as I was doing the thing, I did work out that it would be possible to do it with
E:

two procedures. it's just that I wanted to seeif I could do it with one.
E. Stubbornness.
SI; Something like that.
E.

OK. Thanks very much.
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A. 3.6 Think aloud protocol from S2: Solving the first SOLO problem
E:

Session1, problem 1.

This is the problem. [handssheetsto S21
52:

All right.

E;

If you could just read it through then...

solve it.
S2: reads problem.
E:
Also, if you re-read any of it, could
you say which bits you're re-reading,
S2:

Rereading the first page.

reads first page
Reading secondpage.
reads secondpage
Can I ask you what are you're
E:
immediate thoughts?
S2:

Em... First off the problem looks

relatively...
when I say relatively... it looks fairly easy.
Em... but on reflection to that,
you obviously...
you've got to go through and work out
exactly what the problem's asking you...
em... in respectsof solving it.
Em So I believe...
...
to go through it and
check all the actual, ern... database entries
for the, em... em... the node of OVER..
If... if it finds OVER
then to include IS FLOODED on it.
E:

Right.

rereads problem statement
S2. Where's the book?
flicks through book
E:

Which... have you found a page yet?

S2:

Not yet.

reads problem statement
E:
Are you able to say what it is that
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you're thinking about?
S2: Em... I'm just trying to work out
how the actual program's gonna start
working through
and how to branch it out.
Em.. So I think the first thing I want to do
is probably to, em...
write FLOOD
ATTIC,
first
FLOOD
to,
em...
em
off
and
...
Then do a CHECK to
check that is OVER, em... a particular room,
and work that through
and FLOOD all those various rooms.
flicks through book
I trying to work out the best... thing to do.
reads problem statement
flicks through book
E:

If you actually read anything from the

book, just say which one you're reading.
The name of the example will do.
$2:

Right. Okay. Em...

There are going to be a few ways
of doing this,
Do you want the quickest, longest, or any
other, or just to solve the problem?...
Any way that'll give you that in the
E:
database.
7
[referring to final databaseafter program has run]
S2:

Right. Okay.

Reading page 67, top right hand example.
reads exampleand refers to problem
statement several times
E:
Can I ask you to tell me how you think
the example is going to help you? Or if it is?
Em...Just trying to seeif I can, ern...
this is just using CHECK statements.
S2,

Em...
U:

So at the moment you're Justlooking at

the CHECK statements.
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S2:

Yeah, yeah, em...
seeing if it's going to help me at all.
This probably will work,
it's going to be incredibly long.
EM... It might be better to do FOR EACH
CASE statements...
check to seeif I can fit the problem to it.
Probably a quicker solution.
Reading page 88 top left hand example.
reads example
reads problem statement
It's probably not going to work
So go back to the CHECK statements.
On 67 again.
Okay, I can probably get this to work.
Look at the, em... results.
reads page 2 of problem statement
He says hoping.
Em... Right...

types
spell FLOOD.
Subjecthas written:
TO FLOODIXI
I CHECK IXI OVER ?
rereads problem statement
What are you ?
E:
...
S2: I'm just...
the first one.
Gonna put in CHECK statements
to check If the em...
ATTIC is OVER statement.
EM... obviously, If I do that,
it's not going to come up with the, ern...
database of ATTIC IS FLOODED.
reads partial solution
Em... or will it?
E:

Can I ask you if you're thinking of a way

of getting round it, or whether you're thinking of
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I'm thinking of scrapping this

S2:

and doing it again.
types return.
[SOLO

E:

and asks whether to abort]
It's probably best to... abort in this case.
crashes

it's not a very friendly program.
Solo-top-level.
S2:

restarts SOLO

rereads problem statement and example
several times
E:

Are you reading the problem statement?

S2:

Yeah.

E:

I'm going to make commentslike that

every now and again.
S2: Right, right.
Seeing if I can think this over.
If my inspiration comes to life.
rere4ds problem statement
E:
What is it Youre thinking about?
How to get ?
...
S2: Getting past...
Trying to work out the structure of FLOOD.
E:
Right.
S2:

Em...

rere4ds problem statement
Can you say what it is you think FLOOD
E:
needs?
S2: Em... Probaýly CHECK statements
to check, em...
the first one is FLOOD the ATTIC,
so I'd CHECK the ATTIC.
First I want to FLOOD the ATTIC
so I can put an inclusion
on the ATTIC IS FLOODED.
Then CHECK the ATTIC is OVER a room,
then FLOOD those various rooms.
E:

Right.

S2:

types

E
-,

So You've written NOTE /X/ -- IS -->
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FLOODED; 2 CHECK /X/ OVER?.
S2:

Uhuh.

rereads problem statement and solution
E:
Can I ask you what you're thinking now?
S2: I'm thinking now...
It's obviously going to come up with
I've FLOODED the ATMC,
now I'm checking whether the AMC

is OVER.

Trying to then work out, ern...
to then FLOOD that.
So in other words you're going through

E:

what you've written with ATTIC in the place
of /X/ at the moment, just to seehow it works.
Right?
S2.

Yeah.

reads solution

types
NOTE
Soyou've got '2a IF PRESENT:
IS FLOODED'
E:

S2. Yeah.
E:

CanI askyou what you're thinking?

S2: Justtrying to work out how (?)...
I'm trying now to do a CHECKon (?) one,
which I can't do.
rereadsproblem statement
E: CanI askyou if you canrecognizewhat
kind of problem this is?
S2: Em...A hard one.
Em- I don't know.
I'm not doing very well on the first one.
Readingpage70 at the moment
E: Is that the new CRAVETEST?
S2: Yeah.
E:

Could you saywhich bits,em..you're

reading? Is it the text or the example?
S2: The example.
E-

Are you looking for anything specifically?

S2: I'm just trying to rememberan example
I've already done
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which I can then... tie this into.
Ern... If I can find it.
Can you remember the name of the

E.

example?
S2: Ern...
Or something about it?

E:

I believe it's the one where, em...
I think it's the INSULT one.
S2:

You define two programs, ern...
E:

I think INSULT is (?). (looks up book)39?

S2:

I think, if that's the case,

I think it's the INSULT and PRAISE.
They're em....
It's emE:

Page57 is it?

S2:

Yeah.

E:

To JUDGE?

S2:

Yeah.

reads solution
reads example
E:
Are you trying to seehow that one would
help?
S2:

Yeah, I'm just trying to see
If this one would help.
EM...
I was trying to...
make it very simpler,
would be simply t6 say NOTE ern...
it's FLOODED.
Would make it something like a subprogram,
Something like FLOODI...
ern...X or something,
and then FLOOD the various rooms (?) em...
lots of fun doing that.
reads manual
E:
Page80.
S2:

Yeah. INFECT.

reads example
skims through book
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reads new version of INFECT (page 92)
E:

And this is page 92. And what do you

think about that one?
SZ: Em... Looks like it may... well... do it.
Ern...
E:

Can you say why you think it might do?
EM... Not at the moment.

S2:
Em...

Can I ask you also, did you read the text

E:

round about it? Or just...
S2- Yeah. I'm reading the text now.
I'm referring back to the example
reads example
'the INFECT procedure is defined in section
A. 1 can now be defined as follows'
E:

Page8O

S2:

Right.

I'm going back to that.
And you're reading the text here as well,

E;
I see.
S2:

Yeah.

reads text
just going to, ern...
types
Oops. Abort.
types
E

Probably be simpler typing it again,
to be honest,

S2,

reads problem

types
E:

EM... Arrowhead.

S2,. Oops,
E:
S2:

Is there a space there.
Can I use'DONE'now to get out of that?

E:

No. Not there. EXIT

S2,

types

E.

Soyou've got. TO FLOOD /X/ NOTE /X/

IS FLOODED, 2 CHECK /X/ OVER?;
2A IF PRESENT,FLOOD *;EXIT,398
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213;EXIT, DONE.
Let's try.

S2:
types:

FLOOD ATTIC
[SOLO responds:
OK...
ATTIC
I-

OVER -> BEDROOM

I-

IS -> FLOODED

OK...
BEDROOM
I
I -- ISA -> ROOM
I-

OVER -> LANDING
IS -> FLOODED

OK...
LANDING
I-

ISA -> PLATFORM

I -OVER->

CUP130ARD

I -- IS -> FLOODED
OK...
CUPBOARD
I-

OVER -> LOUNGE

I-

IS --> FLOODED

OK...
LOUNGE

ISA --> ROOM

OVER
---

KITCHEN
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I-

IS

FLOODED

OK...
KITCHEN
I
I -- ISA -> ROOM
I-

OVER -> BASEMENT

I-

IS -> FLOODED

I

OK...
BASEMENT
I
I-

HAS -> CONCRETEFLOOR

I-

IS --> FLOODED]

I

E:

Right.

S2:

What a nightmare.
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